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Influence of trolley motion in the dynamic behavior of semi-portal cranes
Ilir Doci, Shaban Buza, Albert Isufi
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Prishtina “Hasan Prishtina”, Kosovo
E-mail: ilir.doci@uni-pr.edu
Abstract: The paper presents dynamic analysis of the Semi-Portal Cranes for the case of Trolley motion travelling on Crane’s Girders.
Semi-portal cranes are mainly mounted in the industrial facilities, and they consist of metallic structures with big dimensions and many
mechanisms that carry heavy loads. We will analyze the influence of the Trolley motion in the dynamic behavior of Semi-Portal Crane while
carrying maximum Load, in particular the influence of Load swinging and oscillations. The method of analysis is acquiring experimental
measurements and comparing those results with the results gained through modeling of crane, and carrying simulations. Designing the
Crane’s 3D model with software and motion simulations is the method applied in the paper to analyze dynamics and is important to explain
the form and intensity of oscillations that can cause accidents, failures of parts, and other concerns about the safety. Analysis will be done
for maximal and minimal speed of the Trolley. Conclusions from this paper will be useful about the design, dynamic response and safety of
Semi-Portal Cranes. The analysis will be focused to find main kinematic and dynamic parameters influencing the crane dynamics, like
forces, moments, speed (velocity), and Load swinging magnitude. The Crane is modeled based on the Data from standard manufacturer of
Semi-Portal Cranes.
Keywords: SEMI-PORTAL CRANE, TROLLEY MOTION, LOAD SWINGING, OSCILLATIONS, MODELING, SIMULATIONS

Table.1. Technical features of the Semi-Portal Crane [1]

1. Introduction

Crane Features

Type of the Semi-portal Crane taken for the study is shown in
Fig.1. Main work activities of Sem-Portal Cranes are: lifting and
lowering of the load, Trolley backward and forward travel, Crane
travel, and in some types rotation of the lifting system with the
Load. The motion of Trolley with weight (load) on the rails in
girders of the Semi-portal crane is considered a complex process
followed with extreme load swinging, high oscillations of the
structure and parts, high dynamic forces and moments that can
create problems for crane’s stability. This is mainly caused by
swinging of the load during the work of crane. Therefore, the aim of
this paper is to find the impact of the Trolley motion and Load
swinging on the dynamic behavior of this type of Semi-Portal crane.

Max carrying Load
Trolley speed forward
Trolley travel Length
Diameter of Trolley wheels
Trolley weight
Crane Span
Height of Girders
Girders dimensions (L*W*H)
Crane Travel speed
Crane Weight
Power of trolley motor, kW
Crane Rails Dimensions

Value
5000 kg
8 - 18 m/min
9m
160 mm
4 [kN]
11 m
6m
11.6*0.3*0.7 m
10÷12 m/min
23 [kN]
0.5 kW
30x30 mm x 20 m

Results of the research will be required for some main parts of
semi-portal crane. Speed of the Trolley is considered main
influential parameter in the Load swinging and intensity of forces in
other parts [3], [5], [7]. To prove this, analysis will be carried for
the case of two travel speeds of trolley, vtmin = 10 m/min and vtmax =
18 m/min. Results will be presented with graphs and tables and then
compared.
Authors have studied Overhead cranes and semi-portal cranes
presented in the References, with studies about dynamic analysis
[3], [7], [8], [10], simulations [3], [7], design [4], [6], [16], motion
control and regulation [4], [9], [11], oscillations [5], [7], and Safety
[15].

2. Modeling of Semi-portal crane and simulations
Semi-Portal Crane Modell is created with software SimWise 4D
[2]. After the modelling, simulations will be carried to acquire
results. They will be achieved with two numerical Methods, namely
Finite Elements Method (FEM) and Numerical Kutta-Merson
Method, which are part of the features of the software for the
analysis purposes. Working load Q has a prismatic form with
dimensions: Length =1 m , Width= 1 m , Height = 1.2 m, Mass Q =
5000 kg, connected on 4 carrying cables. These cables are
connected upper with the Hook and Pulley system, and above them
connects to the Drum with the four lifting cables. (Fig.2).
Initial distance of the Load from the basement is 0.9 m. It is
positioned on the right part of the crane’s work span. (Fig.2). The
lifting system is a double pendulum system of load lifting and
carrying.

Fig.1. Semi-Portal Crane in the working environment
Study will be done for the Crane type SAM [1], shown in Fig.
1, manufactured in Italy, and mounted in one Factory in a Local
Company [8]. It’s main technical features are shown in Tab.1 It is a
type of Semi-Portal Crane with Double girders, sometimes referred
as Semi-Gantry Crane. In one side (Right) it has Support Leg with
double Beam system with wheels moving on rails in the Basement,
and in other side (Left) it has Girders mounted moving on wheels
on the Rails attached to the Factory Wall. On the Main Girders is
mounted Overhead Trolley which has its 4 wheels moving on the
rails of the Main Girders, and in the Trolley is mounted the Electric
Hoist system that Lifts and Lowers the working Load Q (Fig.2).
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Fig.5. Step function of the trolley motion speed vtmax = 18 m/min
In Fig. 5 is given the Step Function for the Simulation scenario
for the case of maximum speed vtmax = 18 m/min. The form of
function is similar then perious. Travelling will stop also in time t =
25 s, but the length of travel will be Ltr = 7.5 m due to higher speed
of the Trolley (Fig.5).

Fig. 2. Model of the Portal Crane with main parts in the software
environment [2]

3. Experimental On-Site measurements
Some experimental measurements in crane are done in the place
of work, to achieve the accuracy and validation of results. The
measured parameter is Tensile force in the 4 lifting cables: Flc. In
this crane there are 4 lifting cables connected between the pulley
system and the Drum. The tensile force comes as a results of
hanging load Q and Pulley System which swings during the Trolley
motion. For this case, these cables usually don’t lift or lower the
load, but carry the Load during the travel (Fig.2 & Fig.3) [13].
Type of Lifting Cables are wire ropes type 6X19, with diameter
dc = 10 mm [13]. Other properties are: Modulus of elasticity: E =
400 MPa [14], Minimum breaking strength Fb = 54.3 kN, Safe Load
Fs = 10.9 kN [1], [14]. Tensile force was measured with
Dynamometer type Dini Argeo attached to the Hook [12], during
the motion of the Trolley (Fig.6).
There were 5 measurements carried. First measurement is done
at first phase (relative rest), measurements 3,4,5, are done during
telpher motion (second phase), measurement 6 is done after motion
stoppage (third phase). Results are shown in Table.2.

Fig.3. Model of the Trolley and its parts
For the proper analysis of Trolley motion, simulations will be
organized as close as to real occasions, with the planning and
programming of the Step Function for the motion in the form of :
if(t<25 s, step2(0,1 s,-0.166, 3.0 s),0) m/s for vtmin = 10 m/min
if(t<25 s, step2(0,1 s,-0.3, 3.0 s),0) m/s for vtmax = 18 m/min
Simulations will start without Trolley motion from t=0 until
time t = 1 s. This is done to achieve the initial relative static stability
of the Load Q hanging on lifting cables. For the case of minimum
speed vtmin = 10 m/min, after t=1 s, the travel of Trolley will start,
with the increasing speed from vtr = 0 m/min to vtr = 10 m/min (vtr =
-0,166 m/s) until time t=3 s (Fig.4). Negative value means travel in
the opposite direction of the Y axes. This is planned for the smooth
travel of Trolley. After this time, the speed will remain constant,
until the end of travel. Travelling will stop in time t = 25 s. The
length of travel will be Ltr = 3.325 m. For accurate analysis of the
occurrences after travel stoppage, simulation will continue until
time t = 30 s. We consider that simulating the occurrences before,
during the motion and after stoppage is the best method to analyze
the Trolley motion [3], [7].

Measurement No.
1
2
3
4
5

Time of
Trolley
motion (s)
0
5
10
18
27

Tensile Force in Force in each branch
all lifting cables of lifting cables (F lc/4)
F lc (N)
(N) (aprox.)
50200
12676.77
51100
12904.04
51350
12967.17
50650
12790.4
51900
13106.06

Table 2. Results of Flc with dynamometer in hanging cables

Fig.6. Type of the Dynamometer and measurements during the
motion of the trolley [12]
Fig.4. Step function of the Trolley motion speed vtmin = 10 m/min
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Results in the Fig.7 & Fig. 8 also gives the results of the Static
value, or medium value of the Fcl . They are close to the results of
experimental measurements in Chapter 3.

4. Results of the analysis
Results of the analysis will be presented in the form of
Graphs for main dynamic and kinematic parameters for some
main parts of crane: Tensile Force in the Lifting Cables,
Forces in the Trolley, Forces and moments in the Girders,
swinging and oscillations of the Load.
4.1. Tensile Force on the Lifting cables
This is the Tension Force acting on lifting cables - Flc resulting
from Load hanging and swinging during the Trolley motion. Nature
of this force is axial force – Tension. There are 4 branches of lifting
cables, which lifts and lowers the load. Length of each Cable branch
from the Pulley to the Drum is 3.3 m. Maximal load in one branch
of Lifting cables is [15], [16]:

Flcmax =

Q
51

 12.878 [kN]
m ho 4  0.99

(3.1)
Fig. 8. Tension force on one branch of the lifting cable for the
trolley speed vtmax = 18 m/min

Q = 5200 kg = 5200·9,81 N = 51 kN (Mass of load+aprox.mass of
lifting devices+mass of cables):

Table 3. Results of Tensile force on the lifting cables

ηho = 0.99 - working coefficient of hoist; [16]

Parameters of cables

m = 4 – number of cable branches participating in the
lifting/hanging of the Load.
Results of the simulation are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8, for one
branch of the cables. The curve of Tensile Force for other cable
branches are similar (although not the same), and due to limitations
in this paper will not be shown.
In the Fig.7 is given the graph of Tensile Force for the case of
minimum speed of Trolley vtmin = 10 m/min. According to the
simulation plan (Chapter 2), between the time 0≤ t ≤ 1 s there is no
motion, and force on cables is close to static value (3.1). After time t
= 1 s, tension force will change. Between the intervals 1 s ≤ t ≤ 25 s
there is a motion of Trolley, and after t=25 s Trolley will stop
moving.

speed vmin = 10
m/min

speed vmax = 18 Difference
m/min
in %

Average tension Force
Fclst (close to static)
Max tensile force Fmaxc

≈12800 N

≈12800 N

≈0

- In Motion (t<25 s)
- After stoppage
Dynamic coefficient: ψ =
Fmax / F clst
- In Motion (t<25 s)
- After stoppage

16000 N
19000 N

19000 N
19300 N

+18.7%
+1.5%

1.25
1.484

1.484
1.51

18.7 %
1.75 %

16000-10500 =
5500 N

19000-8500 =
10500 N
19300-7000 =
12300 N

Peak-to-peak amplitude
of tensile force
- In Motion (t<25 s) λFW
- After stoppage λFst

The curve of the Force in cables Fcl is in the form of sinusoid
with swinging and with amplitudes and oscillations at almost entire
travel process, from the start to the end, and after the halt of travel.
Oscillations within swinging of the cable are small. After the travel
stop on time t=25 s and further, amplitudes are even higher.
Swinging and oscillations of cables will continue for a long time
even after t = 30 s, due to the Load swinging. Conclusion is that
lifting cables are heavy loaded with swinging and oscillations that
results in high amplitudes and high frequencies. Maximum value of
force is achieved after travel stoppage at time t = 27 s. Medium
value of the force is Fcl ≈ 12800 N.

19000-8000 =
11000 N

90.9 %
11.8 %

In the Table 3 are given the results and comparison of Tensile
force in the lifting cables for two different speeds of Trolley vtmin =
10 m/min and vtmax = 18 m/min. Important parameter for the
analysis and comparison is Peak-to-peak amplitude λ. It can be
concluded that difference in speed gives different values in all
parameters. Also, results are different for the part In Motion (t<25
s) of Trolley, and after stoppage time. It is important to emphasize
the Max tensile force part In Motion of Trolley which is 18.7%
higher for the motion with vmax = 18 m/min compared to vtmin = 10
m/min. Also there is a big difference in the parameter of Peak-topeak amplitude of the Tensile force. It is 90.9% higher for travel
with vmax = 18 m/min compared to vmin = 10 m/min. This concludes
that speed is main influential parameter in the dynamic behavior of
trolley. The higher the speed, intenser is the dynamics of motion
which also results in the increased swinging of the Load and
intenser oscillations.
According to the results and value in Table.3, maximal value of
Tensile Force is Fcmax = 19300 N, for the case of vtmax = 18 m/min,
after stoppage time. Comparing to the Minimum breaking strength
Fb = 54.3 kN from the cable Properties in Chapter 3 [14], we can
conclude that Fcmax < Fb. Lifting cables can withstand the intensity
of max Tensile Force.

Fig. 7. Tension force on one branch of the lifting cable for the
trolley speed vtmin = 10 m/min

4.2. Swinging and Oscillations of the Load Q
During the motion of Trolley, the Load Q as a carried
Workload will swing and oscillate and this will have effect on entire
construction of the crane. Load Q is connected above with 4
carrying cables, Pulley system, lifting cables, Drum and Trolley

In the Fig.8 is given the graph of Tensile Force for the case of
maximum speed vtmax = 18 m/min. Maximum value of force is
achieved after travel stoppage at time t = 29 s.
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(Fig.1 & Fig2). It is important to find the extent and magnitude of
swinging and oscillations of the Workload. In Fig.10 is given the
graph of swinging and oscillations of the workload for vtmin = 10
m/min. Blue solid curve represents swinging around X axes, and
Red dotted curve represents swinging around Y axes. They are
measured in degrees of swinging towards local coordinate system
(º) (Fig.9).
In Fig.11 is given the graph of speed (velocity) of the workload
for vtmin = 10 m/min. Blue solid curve represents speed towards X
axes, and Red dotted curve represents speed towards Y axes. It is
noticeable that the velocity of the Workload Q is dynamic with high
amplitudes, in a form of sinusoid.

In Fig.12 is given the graph of swinging and oscillations of the
workload Q for vtmax = 18 m/min and in Fig.13 is given the graph of
speed (velocity) of the workload Q for vtmax = 18 m/min.

Fig.12. Angle of swinging and oscillations of the Workload Q
around X axes and Y axes Max amplitude for In Motion λGw, and
After Stoppage λGst for vmin = 18 m/min

Fig.9. Workload Q and Pulley in the Local coordinate systems

Fig.13. Speed (velocity) of the Workload Q towards X and Y
axes and Max Amplitude for In Motion λGvw, and After Stoppage
λGvst for vmax = 18 m/min = 0.3 m/s.
In Table.4 are given results and comparison for swinging and
speed (velocity) of the workload Q for two Trolley speeds. Based
on the values and difference given in %, the results of the
parameters from the speed Vtmax = 18 m/min are much higher than
those from the speed Vtmin = 10 m/min.
Table 4. Results of swinging and oscillations of the workload Q

Fig.10. Angle of Swinging and oscillations of the workload Q
around X and Y axes, and max amplitude for In Motion λGw, and
after stoppage λGst ,for Vmin = 10 m/min.

Results of swinging and
speed of workload

Trolley speed
vmin = 10
m/min

Trolley speed
vmax = 18
m/min

Differenc
e in %

Max value of swinging (º)

|-2.9|

|-4.6|

58.6 %

Max Amplitude of
swinging λ G, (º) (Peak-topeak) (X axes)
In Motion (t<25s) λGW
After stoppage λGst
Max value of speed
(velocity) (m/s)
Max Amplitude of Speed
(Velocity) λdeg, (º) (Y

+14.2%
1.33 – (-1.2) =
2.5 º
2.7 – (-2.9) =
5.6 º
0.27 m/s

2.2 – (-2.2) =
4.4 º
4.4 – (-4.6) = 9
º
0.67 m/s

-0.02 – (-0.3)
= 0.28 m/s
0.28 – (-0.28)
= 0.56 m/s

-0.02 – (-0.56)
= 0.54 m/s
0.55 – (-0.55)
= 1.1 m/s

+76%
+60%
+148%

axes)
In Motion (t<25s) λGVw

Fig.11. Speed (Velocity) of the workload Q towards X and Y
axes and max amplitude for In Motion λGvw, and after stoppage λGvst
for Vmin = 10 m/min = 0.166 m/s.

After stoppage λGVst
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4.2. Resultant Force acting on the Trolley

4.4. Moments and Forces in Main girders

Dynamic Forces acting on the Trolley are passed from the drum
and initially coming from the swinging of the Load Q and Lifting
cables. Their Resultant force is measured in the constraints between
the Drum and Trolley (Fig.14). In Fig. 15 and Fig.16 are given the
graph of the Resultant Force in the Trolley FRt for both taken
speeds. This is the Resultant force of all acting forces – tensile,
bending and torsion components. Nature of this force is dynamic
with amplitudes and oscillations.
For the case of speed vtmin = 10 m/min, maximal value of the
Resultant Force In Motion is FRmaxm = 6100 N and after stoppage
time FRmaxs = 7100 N, which occurs in time t ≈ 27 s (Fig.15). Based
on the graph, Medium value, which is Static Force is FRst ≈ 4800 N.
This concludes that the value of Dynamic Force in the Trolley is for
47.9% higher than the Static force, FRmaxs/FRst = 7100 N/4800 N =
1.479.

Girders are the part of crane that carries most of the loading and
forces coming from the Trolley motion. There are two main girders.
We will present the Resultant Forces and Moments (Torque) acting
on the Front Main Girder, in the Left Constraint (Rigid Joint on
Slot) and Right Constraint (Rigid Joint) (Fig.17). Results of forces
and moments are shown graphically in Fig.18 to Fig.21 for the
taken speeds.

Fig. 17. View of Left and Right Constraints in Front Main Girder

Fig. 14. Measured constraints between the Drum and Trolley

Fig. 18. Resultant Force acting on Front Main Girder for the speed
vtmin = 10 m/min, in the Left Constraint and Right Constraint

Fig. 15. Resultant Force acting on Trolley for the speed vtmin =
10 m/min
Fig. 19. Moment (Torque) acting on Front Main Girder for the
speed vtmin = 10 m/min, in the Left Constraint and Right Constraint

For the case of the speed vtmin = 18 m/min, maximal value of
dynamic Force In Motion is FRmaxm= 7000 N and after stoppage
time FRmaxs = 8650 N, which occurs in time t ≈ 26.5 s (Fig.16).
Based on the graph, Static value of force is FRst ≈ 4800 N. This
concludes that the value of Dynamic Force in the trolley is for
80.2% higher than the static force, FRmaxs/FRst = 8650 N/4800 N =
1.802.

Fig. 20. Resultant Force acting on Front Main Girder for the speed
vtmax= 18 m/min, in the Left Constraint and Right Constraint

Fig. 16. Resultant Force acting on Trolley for the speed vtmax = 18
m/min
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Fig. 21. Moment (Torque) acting on Front Main Girder for the
speed vtmax = 18 m/min, in the Left Constraint and Right Constraint
Based on the Results of Graphs from Fig.18 to Fig.21, it can be
noticed that values of Forces and Moments are higher for the speed
vtmax = 18 m/min in the Left Constraint (Rigid Joint on Slot) for
about 48%. In the Right Constraint (Rigid Joint) values are similar
in the Intensity, but for the case of speed vtmax = 18 m/min,
amplitudes of oscillations are higher.
In both cases, values of Moments (torque) show high
amplitudes and frequencies during the entire process, which is a
matter of concern.
Values for Rear (Second) main girder are similar, therefore are
not shown here. It can be concluded that Main girders undergo
heavy dynamic loading with high frequencies of oscillation’s.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we analyzed the dynamics of the Semi-portal crane
for the process of Trolley motion, through modeling and
simulations with software. For the proper analysis and motion
simulation of the trolley, the process was planned to be as close as
real occasions. Also, this simulation planning of the motion enables
regulation of trolley travel in order to minimize the oscillations and
swinging of the Load. For the proper dynamic analysis, it is
important to develop accurate 3D models to describe the semiportal crane dynamics [7]. For the analysis reliability, results of
simulations were compared with some experimental measurements.
The analysis proved the dynamic nature during the trolley motion
and the importance for the regulation to have less oscillations.
Results acquired were for the main parts of crane, and included
parameters as Forces, Moments, Angle of Load swinging and Speed
(Velocity). The analysis was carried for two speeds of the Trolley,
minimal and maximal speed, and then comparing the results from
them. After the resulted analysis, we conclude that main parameter
of influence during the trolley motion is the intensity of trolley
speed that effects load swinging and intensity of Forces and
moments in other parts of crane.
Main issues during the trolley motion are oscillations that are
intensive in some time frames of the process. Their occurrence is
irregular, with high amplitudes and frequencies. The form and
influence of oscillations in the Trolley and entire Semi-portal crane
can explain causes of parts failures and stability problems [3], [4].
Load swinging and oscillations during the process are difficult to be
measured with existing measuring devices and instruments, so the
methodology of analysis with simulations and comparison with
experimental measurements helps to identify the dynamics of semiportal crane and measures to be taken to minimize the safety issues
during the work.
Conclusions in this paper can be useful for the safety and design
of semi-portal cranes, and for other work processes like load lifting
and crane’s motion.
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Abstract: Mechanical wear, corrosion and erosion of the structural materials in machines and apparatus are destructive processes which
cause worsening of their basic operational characteristics throughout their life cycle. As a result, the technological equipment undergoes
loss of efficiency and reliability. It becomes unsafe from hygienic point of view. The expenses needed for its maintenance in crease
significantly as the time passes. Its economical efficiency decreases as well. Materials which are in direct contact with food products can
also transmit metallic ions or low molecular compounds to the processed food products – a process which is known as “migration”. Thin
Layer Activation (also known as Surface Layer Activation) is an unique, efficient and innovative radiation based method used for conducting
of comprehensive studies on surface degradation of materials. It allows real-time measurements of wear intensities with exceptionally high
sensitivity within the scope of several ηm/h (or µg/h). The article reviews the essential principles of the Thin Layer Activation Method (TLA
Method), describes its applications, capabilities and advantages. Possible uses in food processing industry are assessed and potential
benefits from its implementation are discussed. Technological equipment in food processing industry includes machines and apparatus for
production and processing of food products and liquids, packaging equipment, sanitation equipment, equipment for refrigeratio n and
maintaining of certain environmental conditions, transportation equipment and auxiliary tools and equipment.
Keywords: WEAR, CORROSION, TECHNOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT, FOOD PROCESSING INDFUSTRY, THIN LAYER ACTIVATION
METHOD, REVIEW
Presently there are several widely used methods for assessment
of the wear of the materials which can be divided into a group of
methods which allow real-time measurement of the wear and a
second group of methods which do not provide chance for real-time
measurements.

1. Introduction
Mechanical wear, corrosion and erosion of the structural
materials are destructive processes which cause worsening of their
basic properties. As a result, the technological equipment undergoes
loss of efficiency and reliability. It becomes unsafe and the
expenses needed for its maintenance increase as the time passes. Its
economical efficiency decreases as well.

Real-time measurement methods include the use of different
sensors such as capacity sensors, eddy-current sensors or distance
sensors. Monitoring the content of the wear particles in lubricant
fluids is also an option.

Deterioration of surfaces which are in direct contact with food
products and liquids in the machines and apparatus in food
processing industry causes the release of particles of metallic and
non metallic nature in the treated products. These particles can
undergo chemical interaction with the food products forming new
compounds and contaminating the products. Subsequent
consumption of the contaminated food products can pose a longterm health risk for the end users.

The second group of methods consists of measuring and
comparing the mass or the volume of a machine part before and
after wear occurrence. These parameters are related to the density of
the material [3]. Another approach for assessment of the wear
consists of measuring certain geometric parameters of the wear
mark and then calculating the wear volume.
All these methods however do not provide the opportunity for
precise enough determination and assessment of the wear and its
intensity. Certain disadvantages and specifics of their
implementation do not allow the achievement of high accuracy
measurements with low enough resolution. Thin Layer Activation
(TLA), which is also known as Surface Layer Activation (SLA) is a
radiation methods for studying of the surface deterioration of the
materials. It consists of activation of a thin layer of a surface and
subsequent measurement of its activity. The wear is then
determined by the decrease of the activity as a result from the loss
of material from the activated surface.

The manufacture of food products is a process requiring the
establishment and maintaining of specific conditions, such as high
pressure and high temperature, needed for sustaining of certain
biochemical reactions. The food products as well as the auxiliary
substances used in their manufacture are most commonly
chemically aggressive towards the structural materials. Factors such
as pressure and temperature in some cases amplify the negative
effects and accelerate the process of surface degradation. Chemical
and biochemical agents used for sterilization and sanitation of the
equipment are even more aggressive and destructive towards the
materials.

2. Basic methods for activation of materials

Mechanical loadings and friction also lead to the release of
metallic and non metallic particles in the processed food products as
a result of surface wear. Components such as knives, molds, shafts,
bearing, pistons, instruments for extrusion, moving parts in pumps,
moving parts in refrigeration equipment, etc., are all subjected to
cyclic forces with substantial magnitudes. Cavitation also causes
significant wear in the pipe systems, pumps, heat exchangers and so
on.

There are essentially two basic ways for activation of a material
by creation of particles of different radionuclides in them. These
ways are the neutron activation and ion beam activation.
Neutron activation is conducted by bombardment of a material
with thermal neutrons. Neutrons penetrate trough the entire volume
of the bombarded target of specific material. As a result of the
occurring nuclear reactions, a homogenous bulk activation is
achieved with the part having uniformly distributed activity.
Typically a fission reaction within a nuclear reactors is used as a
source of neutron flux needed for the activation process. Natural
sources of neutrons such as 252Cf could also be used as well as
sources with 241Am in combination with 9Be.

Detailed studies of the processes of wear, corrosion and erosion
in the food processing equipment are of a great importance and
significance [1, 2]. The information regarding the mechanisms of
the surface degradation as well as the influential factors can serve
the designers and engineers in favour of creation of new better
equipment with higher efficiency, reliability and safety
characteristics with much longer operational expectancy. The
existing equipment can also be improved and its life extended.

Austenitic non magnetic stainless steel is the most widely used
material in the food processing industry. It contains additional
elements such as chromium, nickel, titanium, manganese and
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others, with iron serving as basis for its formation. Typical carbon
content of the most frequently used steel alloys in food processing
industry is between 0,1% and 0,5%. Neutron activation of a
austenitic stainless steel would produce radionuclides such as 55Fe,
59
Fe, 51Cr, 59Ni, 63Ni, 65Ni, 56Mn, 60Co and 51Ti. Neutron activation
is not the preferred option for wear studies since it results in the
activation of the entire part. This significantly reduces the
sensitivity of the measurements since the decrease of the activity is
difficult to be detected as it makes almost insignificant portion of
the total activity [4].
Thin Layer Activation method mostly relies on ion beam
activation approach which consists of bombarding the target
material with high energy charged particles such as protons,
deuterons and alpha particles. Unlike neutrons, charged paricles
penetrate and lose energy within few millimeters in the bombarded
material. Some of them interact with the electrons of the atoms
while others interact with the nuclei of the atoms which results in
the formation of radionuclides. An example of such nuclear reaction
is the formation of 56Co followed by the ejection of a neutron by
bombarding 56Fe with protons as follows: 2656 Fe30  p2756Co29  n .

Fig. 1 Basic principle of the Thin Layer Activation method.

There are essentially two approaches to assess the wear of the
surfaces by implementing TLA. One is to conduct direct
measurement of the activity of the surfaces which are activated and
are subjected to influences which cause their degradation. This
approach requires gamma detection equipment to be positioned at
close proximity to the studied surfaces, which is not always possible
due to various limitations. In some cases gamma rays emitted from
the activated surfaces have to be detected trough thick metallic
walls and from significant distance. This requires higher initial
values for activity to be achieved when activating the surfaces,
which poses additional concerns from radiation safety point of
view. Machine parts subjected to friction release heat which could
cause heating of the gamma detection equipment which could result
in worsening of its accuracy and reliability – results could be
compromised.

Unlike neutron activation approach, which leads to a bulk
activation of the entire parts, ion beam bombardment results in an
activation of a surface layer only. The achieved activity is higher at
the exterior of this layer and lower as the depth increases [4, 5, 6].
Activation of all metals and alloys which are of significance for
the food processing industry is achievable by using ion beam [4, 5,
6, 7, 8]. Activation does not affect the basic properties of the
materials. Typically cyclotrons and linear particle accelerators are
used for generation of high energy ion beams.
Polymer based materials such as plastics as well as some
ceramics cannot be activated directly by exposing their surfaces to
high energy streams of charged particles. These materials are
activated by being impregnated with radioactive nuclei mostly by
different ways of sputtering [4, 9, 10]. Usually, metallic target is
activated by being bombarded either with neutrons or with high
energy charged particles such as protons, deuterons and alpha
particles. The activated target is then subjected to a treatment, so it
can be used as an ion sputtering cathode. Heavy radioactive ions
from the cathode are then accelerated with linear accelerator, so
they can be implanted into the surface layer of the studied material
[4, 10].

Second approach involves determination of the content of
radioactive particles in the lubricating fluids. As a result from
wearing and surface degradation, radioactive particles from the
activated surfaces are released in the lubricating fluids and are being
carried away. By detecting the presence of these particles in the
stream, the process of wear can be “observed” in real-time with
accuracy in the scope of several ηm per hour or µg per hour [4]. The
particles serve as a radiotracer elements. Application of this
approach does not require gamma detection devises to be placed at
close proximity to the surfaces whose degradation is being studied.
Lower initial activities are required from the process of activation.
An alternative is to use filtering system which captures and collects
the radioactive tracing particles in the stream. Gamma detection
equipment therefore can be mounted at the filter. The accuracy and
sensitivity in this case is limited by the efficiency of the filter as it
cannot capture all radioactive particles released in the stream as a
result from surface degradation.

3. Thin Layer Activation – method essentials
The Thin Layer Activation (TLA) method consists of an
activation of a thin layer of a surface which is subjected to friction
and wear. The wear is determined by measuring the reduction of the
activity of the activated layer (figure 1). The decrease of the activity
as a result of the natural radioactive decay is accounted by
calculating the relative activity AR as follows:

AR 

4. Advantages of Thin Layer Activation method

AM
A0e t

TLA has many distinguishable advantages in comparison to the
traditional methods for studying the degradation of surfaces of
structural materials as a result from corrosion, erosion and
mechanical wear [4, 5, 10, 11, 12].

where:





AM – measured activity,
A0 – initial activity after activation,
µ – constant of radioactive decay,
t – time since activation.

It can be used to study the degradation process of specific
surfaces or even selected areas within the surfaces – something that
cannot be done by using more common methods. Studies of
simultaneous wear of multiple surfaces which undergo friction can
be studied in real-time. Comparing weight or volume of parts is the
most popular method for assessing the wear. This method however,
does not provide an opportunity to determine the wear of selected
surface of interest. Only total loss of material can be determined.

The wear is a function of the decrease of the relative activity.

TLA also allows conducting of non-destructive monitoring of
the wear of specific parts in functional technological equipment
from distance while the equipment is still working. In this case it is
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not necessary to interrupt its operation or disassemble it, in order to
reach the studied parts. Wear intensities as low as several ηm/h or
µg/h can be easily detected – a sensitivity which cannot be achieved
with traditional methods due to number of limitations [4]. Since
gamma rays penetrate trough different materials and can be easily
detected, TLA enables studies of the wear of machines parts which
are hard to access.
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5. Conclusion. Potential applications and benefits
for the food processing industry.
Food processing industry encloses many sub-level industries
ranging from the manufacture and processing of food products and
liquids to the production and supplying of individual machine parts
to be added into the technological equipment. This also includes the
production of equipment for refrigeration and maintaining of
specific environmental conditions essential for long-term storage
and transportation of food products as well as packaging equipment
and tools. Manufacturing and processing of products which are
intended for consumption is done under strict requirements for
sanitation and hygiene, thus industries providing the necessary tools
and equipment are also to be considered as part of the food
processing industry.
The aim of the engineers creating modern processing equipment
and tools for the food industry is to design machines and apparatus
which are more reliable, safer, economically efficient, has longer
operational expectancy, consumes less energy, is easy to maintain,
easy to clean and sanitize, is less likely to contaminate the
processed products and the environment and has higher
productivity. Destructive processes such as corrosion, erosion and
mechanical wear affect negatively all the functional characteristics
of the technological equipment. Although these processes cannot be
avoided, a comprehensive knowledge on the mechanisms of their
occurrence as well as the factors which affect them can help the
modern engineers in the goal for optimization and improvement of
the technological equipment, so the negative effects are minimized
and the wear intensity reduced. Thin Layer Activation method
provides an excellent opportunities for performing of
comprehensive studies of the wear and corrosion in the machines
and apparatus in food processing industry.
Migration is a process specific to the food processing industry.
It is a hazardous phenomenon consisting of different particles being
released in the food products and liquids as a result of the
degradation of the surfaces which are in direct contact with these
products. Metals tend to release metallic ions in the food products
while plastics and other polymer materials such as rubber and paper
normally release low-molecular weight compounds. Some of these
particles can be chemically neutral with respect to the food
products, while others can undergo chemical interaction forming
additional compounds within the food products. All these products
of migration process are subsequently consumed along with the
food and find their ways into the human organism where they can
pose long-term health risk. The process of migration is intensified
when certain conditions such as high temperature and/or high
pressure combined with chemical aggressiveness are met during
biochemical and thermal treatments such as boiling, frying, baking
and fermentation. Migration occurs not only in food processing
equipment, but in food packaging as well.
Thin Layer Activation method is an excellent opportunity for
conducting a comprehensive studies of the process of migration.
Considering the detection abilities of the modern gamma sensing
technologies and spectral analysis equipment, one such study using
TLA techniques would achieve sensitivity that cannot be matched
by other methods, enabling real-time monitoring of the process.
Development and technological improvements as well as
increasing availability of ion beam generation equipment make Thin
Layer Activation method more accessible for researchers across the
globe.
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Abstract: Modern vehicle braking systems mainly are based on deceleration of vehicle and tire slip control. Trends in improving vehicle
braking performance give rise to a large variety of braking systems and control strategies. An anti-lock braking system is an electronic
braking process control system, which greatly increases the ability of the driver and vehicle to avoid road accidents even during difficult
braking conditions or circumstances. The load (number of passengers in the vehicle) which is transmitted to the road surface through the
vehicle tires is an issue which directly affects the braking efficiency of the vehicle during stopping. The braking efficiency also depends on
the material of the road surface, climatic condition, road condition, vehicle speeds and tire condition.
The purpose of this paper is investigation the impact of the number of passengers in the vehicle during the braking process, respectively
to determine the performance of the braking of vehicles equipped with modern mechatronic braking systems such as: Antilock Braking
System, Electronic Braking System, Emergency Brake System and Electronic Brake-force Distribution System.
The braking performance of the vehicle was determined experimentally through the XL Meter device which was fixed on the windshield
of the VW Polo vehicle. The tests were performed on asphalt roads for different speeds of 40, 60 and 80 km/h. The determination of the
center of gravity of the vehicle and the reaction forces in the front and rear axles was performed through the devices in the Motor Vehicle
Laboratory of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and the developed mathematical model for calculating static and dynamic reactions
forces for the respective axes. The obtained results will help the traffic experts in the analysis of road accidents.
Keywords: DISK BRAKE, ROAD, TIRES, REACTION FORCES, FRICTION COEFFICIENT, DECELERATION, BRAKING DISTANCE.
Fig. 1 ABS braking system – Brake rigs

1. Introduction

2. Impact of load on the vehicle braking
effectiveness - Case study

Vehicle safety devices are mainly categorized into two main
categories: passive and active safety devices [1-3].
Passive safety devices are intended to minimize damage and
reduce the risk of injury during the time of impact. Vehicle passive
devices are: seat belts, airbags, and the construction of the vehicle
and automatically deploy when the vehicles gets into a crash.
Active safety devices works to prevent a vehicle accident and
stay active until drive vehicle by continually work to avoid from
getting vehicle into an accident. Most active safety devices are:
braking system, steering system and other vehicles systems
electronically controlled by a computer.
Because of developments of electronics and mechatronics,
active safety systems have been greatly improved. They include
traction control, electronic stability control, and braking systems.
In order to increase braking efficiency, maintain the stability of
the vehicle during the braking process and the maneuverability of
the vehicle, Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS) have been developed
since the 80s.
Trends in improving vehicle braking performance give rise to a
large variety of braking systems and control strategies. An anti-lock
braking system is an electronic braking process control system,
which greatly increases the ability of the driver and vehicle to avoid
road accidents even during difficult braking conditions or
circumstances [4].
ABS consists of the conventional braking system integrated
with the Electronic Control Unit (ECU), the Electronic Brake
Control Module (EBCM) and the Wheel Speed Sensors for
receiving information about the speed of the wheel (rotation),
Figure 1.

The calculation of disc and drum brakes is quite specific.
During the calculation, the magnitude of the braking torque which
can be realized by the brake must be calculated [5].
2.1. Calculation of the braking system
Calculating the forces and braking torque of the disc brakes is
relatively simple. Figure 2 shows the scheme of the disc brake and
the forces that acting during the braking process. In the given
scheme we can see that the force for activating the brake (Fa) is
equal to the reaction force of the disk (N).
ω
Fa = N

Fa = N

rb

Fµ

Fig. 2 Forces acting on the disc brake

The value of the friction force (Fµ) that acting on both sides of
the disc is defined by the expression:
Fµ = 2 ∙ µ ∙ N = 2 ∙ µ ∙ Fa

(1)

The braking torque (Tb) for this case is determined by the
expression:
Tb = Fµ ∙ rb

(2)

where are:
rb [m] – radius from the center of disc to the point of action of
the frictional force
Fµ [N] – friction force
Fa [N] – braking activating force
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This research is focus on the influence of load on the tires and
not on the calculation of forces and torques which act on the
system.

determination of the CG was done by several measurements
performed in the Laboratory of the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Prishtina “HASAN PRISHTINA”.

2.2. Contact between tire and road surface

Figure 4 shows the measured dimensions of the vehicle
examined in the Faculty Laboratory.

The contact between the tire and the road surface plays a key
role in vehicle dynamics. The interaction between the tire and the
road surface can be described by the three forces and three moments
as shown in Figure 3.
Aligning Torque (T z)
Positive
γ
camber angle

Tractive Force (Fx)

x

Rolling resistance
torque (Ty)

Wheel
torque

α

Direction of
wheel travel

Positive
slip angle
Overturning
torque (Tx)

Fig. 4 Geometric dimensions of VW POLO vehicle

After the measurement of the mass of the vehicle through
digital weight scales in the wheel of the first and rear axles, can be
define:

O
y

Lateral force (Fy)

𝑎1 =

z

Normal force (Fz)

2∙𝑙
m∙g

∙ 𝐹𝑧2 =

2460 ∙245

2∙𝑙
2∙(𝐹𝑧 1 +𝐹𝑧 2 )

∙ 𝐹𝑧2 =

𝑙 ∙ 𝑚2
𝑚 1 +𝑚 2

Fig. 3 Tire contact with road surface

𝑎1 =

Tractive force (Fx) can be expressed as a function of the friction
coefficient (µx):

𝑎2 = 𝑙 − 𝑎1 = 2460 − 960 = 1500 𝑚𝑚 = 1.5 𝑚

Fx = µx (λ, α, γ, Fz)

ℎ = 𝑎2 − 2 ∙

(4)

when is:
r [m] -

ℎ = 𝑎2 −

is the dynamic radius of the wheel and its value
depends on several factors such as: load, number of
wheel rotations, and air pressure in the tires.
Since during the measurements are obtained the deceleration
values, it will be calculate the coefficient of friction from the
expression for calculating the deceleration, as written in the follow:

𝑎 = 𝜇𝑥 ∙ 𝑔 ⇒ 𝜇𝑥 =

𝑎
𝑔

(8)

Fz1, N – Front axle reaction in horizontal plane
Fz2, N – Rear axle reaction in horizontal plane
m, kg – Curb mass of vehicle
m1, m2 – Mass of the half front and rear axles
a1, m – Distance between CG behind the front axle
a2, m – Distance between CG in front the rear axle
l, m – Car wheel base
The height of the center of gravity of the vehicle (h) can be
determined by assuming the vehicle is set at a certain angle (assume
an angle of 300), then we have:

To determine the friction coefficient is required to know values
of normal force (Fz), longitudinal slip (λ), lateral slip angle (α), and
wheel slope angle (γ), Figure 3.
Since in our case we are not dealing with lateral slipping to
simplify the calculation and to make the impact of the changes
easier the angles α and γ are assumed zero (α = 0, γ = 0), so friction
remains a function of normal load and longitudinal slip.
On the other hand, the longitudinal slip (λ) is:

= 𝑣 – 𝑣𝜔 ∙ 𝑟

(7)

where are:

(3)

2.3. Calculation of friction coefficient

𝑣 –𝑟∙𝜔
𝜆=
max 𝑣, 𝑟𝜔

= 960 𝑚𝑚 = 0.96 𝑚

380 +245

(6)

𝐹𝑧1(𝜃)
m∙g

𝑚1
𝑚 1 +𝑚 2

ℎ = 1.5 −

∙ 𝑙 ∙ 𝑐𝑡𝑔𝜃 + 𝑟𝑑

∙ 𝑙 ∙ 𝑐𝑡𝑔𝛼 + 𝑟𝑑

343.75
380+245

∙ 2.46 ∙ 𝑐𝑡𝑔300 + 0.293

(9)
(10)
(11)

ℎ = 540.68 𝑚𝑚 = 0.5468 𝑚
(12)
where are:
h, m - Height of center of gravity from ground level
R, m - Wheel radius (R = 293 mm = 0.293 m for tire 165/70
R14)
Vehicle axle’s reaction forces acting on the vehicle during
deceleration (a) in a straight horizontal road are affected by
components of the static and dynamic forces [5] and can be defined
as follows:

(5)

2.4. Calculation of forces acting on the vehicle during the braking
process
The process of braking the vehicle is influenced by many
different factors, from the psycho-motor skills of the driver to the
smallest element of the system. In terms of forces that affect the
braking process there are a number of different forces such as:
normal, longitudinal, inertia, air forces and other forces that appear
within the system.
In this paper it’s foreseen to compare the impact of loads during
braking of the vehicle in its longitudinal direction, therefore is
calculate only normal and longitudinal forces.

𝐹𝑧1 = 𝐹𝑧1

𝑠𝑡𝑎

+ 𝐹𝑧1

𝑑𝑦𝑛

(13)

𝐹𝑧2 = 𝐹𝑧2

𝑠𝑡𝑎

+ 𝐹𝑧2

𝑑𝑦𝑛

(14)

𝐹𝑧1
𝐹𝑧1
𝐹𝑧2

2.5. Calculation of axles reaction forces

𝐹𝑧2

To determine axle’s reaction forces it is necessary to determine
the Center of Gravity of the vehicle (CG), which can be found
experimentally by measuring the vehicle curb weight and weight of
rear wheel when the vehicle is horizontal plane [6]. The

1
𝑎2
𝑠𝑡𝑎 = 2 ∙ 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝑙
1
ℎ 𝑎
𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 2 ∙ 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝑙 ∙ 𝑔
1
𝑎1
𝑠𝑡𝑎 = 2 ∙ 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝑙
1
ℎ 𝑎
𝑑𝑦𝑛 = − 2 ∙ 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝑙 ∙ 𝑔

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

As the vehicle deceleration increases, the normal forces on the
front wheels increase while on the rear ones decrease, as we only
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need the normal forces on the front wheel then only the results of
the normal force on the front wheel will be given (Fz1).
2.6. Calculation of braking forces
The braking forces acting on the wheels of the vehicle are a
function of the normal reaction forces and the coefficient of friction
of the wheels and is given by the expression:

𝐹𝑥1 = 𝐹𝑧1 ∙ 𝜇𝑥

(19)

where is:

𝜇𝑥 - Coefficient of friction between tires and road surface

3. Methodology for Evaluation of the Vehicle
Braking Performances

Fig. 5 Equipment and testing polygon for measuring vehicle braking
performance [7]

The place where the tests were performed is located around of
the city of Pristina. For evaluation of braking performance is used
professional XL Meter ™ Gamma Pro device which measure
acceleration/deceleration in two direction (longitudinal and
transverse site).
The ECE R13 regulation is mandatory for measuring braking
efficiency. According to this "The efficiency of the braking system
is determined by the braking distance or the average deceleration
during braking".
The braking distance (Sf) is calculated from the double
integration of the acceleration data in the braking interval. The
Successful evaluation gives the following results:

4. Measuring results from test drive
Type of the vehicle used to test braking performance has been
VW Polo, 2002 model year, with ABS braking system. Test drives
have been performed in the testing polygon with different loads and
road surfaces (old asphalt and new asphalt), Figure 5.
The evaluation of the braking performance has been carried out
with a professional devices called “XL Meter” where in each testing
cases on the board of vehicle was one and four passengers [8-9].
In Table 1 are presented vehicle technical data in order to known
performance of braking system for VW Polo.
Table 1 Technical vehicle data for VW Polo

 Distance in the time of braking (Sf [m]),
 Initial vehicle speed at the time of braking (V0 [km/h]),
 Time from the start till the end of braking (Tbr [s]), and
 Averaged maximal vehicle deceleration (MFDD [m/s 2]).
The vehicle deceleration (MFDD = a2) is estimated as the
average deceleration of the vehicle motion distance in the range
from speed Vb to speed Ve as written in the follow:

𝑀𝐹𝐷𝐷 =

𝑉2𝑏 − 𝑉2𝑒
25.92 ∙ 𝑆𝑒 −𝑆𝑏

Characteristics

Data

Year of production:

2002

ABS (ON/OFF) :

ON

Tire dimension:

165/70 R14
22 [°C]

Weather temperature:

(20)

In Figure 5 are presented equipment and type of road surface
(old and new asphalt) for measuring vehicle braking performance.

Road surface:

Dry asphalt with significant roughness

Seat numbers:

5

Vehicle geometry

Engine

length:

3897 [mm]

width:

1650 [mm]

height:

1465 [mm]

Fuel:
Volume:

Petrol
1198 [cm3 ]

Power:
Torque:

54 [HP]
106 [Nm]

Capacity of reservoir:
Total weight:

45 [l]
1530 [kg]

The investigation on the vehicle braking performance was done
with the vehicle VW Polo, manufactured in 2002 and equipped with
ABS system. Testing was performed on roads with old and new
asphalt through the XL Meter device. The obtained results are
presented through diagrams and tables.
Figure 6 shows the braking efficiency parameters for the initial
braking speed V0 ~ 60 [km/h] when there were driver + 3
passengers and when there was only the driver.
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𝐹𝑥1 = 𝐹𝑧1 ∙ 𝜇 𝑥 [N] 4486.40

a)

4333.78 4422.45 4011.39

1.45

8.04

In Table 3 are presented the main braking parameters for VW
POLO obtained by measuring during the vehicle braking process on
the road with old and new asphalt for case when in vehicle board
was only driver. Test was done when during braking process driver
has pressed clutch and initial braking speed was 40 and 60 [km/h].
Table 3 Obtained braking parameters for initial braking speed of 40 & 60
[km/h] when in the vehicle was only driver on road with old and new
asphalts
Characteristics

Old asphalt

New asphalt

Differences
│[%]│

V0 [km/h]

40.17

60.57

39.99

59.14

~40.00

~60.00

Sf [m]

9.99

20.87

9.22

17.75

8.35

17.58

1.76

2.48

1.64

2.09

7.32

18.66

Tbr [s]
2

MFDD [m/s ]

6.68

7.13

7.07

8.36

5.51

14.71

Z (MFDD) [%]

68.1

72.70

72.10

85.20

5.55

14.67

𝜇𝑥 = 𝑀𝐹𝐷𝐷/𝑔

0.68

0.73

0.72

0.85

5.56

15.29

𝐹𝑧1 [N]

5989.22 6058.15 6058.63 6284.21

𝐹𝑥1 = 𝐹𝑧1 ∙ 𝜇 𝑥 [N] 4072.67

4422.45 4362.21 5341.57

1.45

3.60

6.64

17.20

5. Conclusions

b)

Based on the performed tests and the calculations done, it can be
seen that in cases of loading the vehicle with different loads, the forces
acting on the vehicle tires, as well as the coefficient of friction, will
change by affects the overall performance of the braking system.
From the performed tests it is noticed that the braking efficiency for
the case when in the vehicle is only driver is about 10% higher than in
the case when except driver are 3 passengers in the vehicle. It has been
proven that the braking distance is shorter in the case when driver
during braking press clutch pedal.
For different road surfaces, the coefficient of friction between tire
and road surface has different values and plays a major role in braking
efficiency. Different loads and vehicle speeds takes different values of
coefficient of friction. The measurement confirmed that the braking
distance is 17.58% less for new asphalt compared with old asphalt at
initial braking speed 60 [km/h].
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Abstract: Commercial dishwashers in different performance classes are used in all industrial kitchens. In contrast to existing commercial
dishwashers, there is an increasing demand for products that use drying technology to meet customer wishes and needs. Various household
dishwashers having zeolite mineral during drying prevents water droplets and detergent stains (including surfaces of plastic containers) on
the surfaces of dishes and rinsing of sensitive products (crystal glass glasses, etc.). By pointing out that they prevent excess steam from
spreading when opened, they highlight these products as environmentally friendly and value-adding compared to conventional household
products. In this work, we developed a new commercial dishwasher prototype using a mineral in the drying process. T echnical simulations
and experiments are used during the development of our innovative prototype with a drying system using a mineral that stores moisture and
converts it into thermal energy. This is the first prototype in commercial dishwashers with its innovative drying system.
Keywords: COMMERCIAL DISHWASHERS, MINERAL ADDITIVE DRYING TECHNOLOGY
They reported that they contributed to energy saving at various
rates by using these dryers in the standard washing process. They
stated that electrical energy consumption (0.636 kWh) decreased by
41% in the standard washing process compared to standard type
household dishwashers labeled with A energy class [6].

1. Introduction
Commercial dishwashers of different capacities are used in all
commercial catering establishments (restaurants, factories,
universities, dormitories, etc.). Our company manufactures
commercial dishwashers in various models and capacities.

A. Hauer and F. Fischer from Germany evaluated the energy
consumption of the household dishwasher they developed compared
to standard household dishwashers with the adsorption process
using Zeolite (X13 commercial model). They reported that the
developed mineral-added (zeolite) household dishwasher saves up
to 24% of energy compared to standard household dishwashers [7].

Commercial dishwashers are quite different from household
dishwashers according to their working principle and international
standards. Commercial dishwashers wash in a very short time
compared to household dishwashers. While household dishwashers
can wash in 2-3 hours, commercial dishwashers can wash in 60-180
seconds according to the program.

The schematic description of the adsorption and desorption
processes is shown in Fig. 2 [7].

Conveyor-type commercial dishwashers only dry with a snail
fan and no minerals are used during the drying process. However,
there are mineral additive drying systems in various household
dishwashers. Adsorbent minerals can be used as drying minerals.
Adsorbent minerals (zeolite, activated alumina, silica gel, etc.)
are widely used as solid desiccants in different fields (chemistry,
medical, ventilation, food, etc.) due to their high moisture
absorption properties [1-5].
There is no scientific publication on the commercial dishwasher
that saves energy and cleaning chemicals with its mineral-added
drying system. The limited studies on mineral additive drying
applications only in household dishwashers are summarized below.
Italian Santori and his research group evaluated their absorbent
properties thermodynamically by using various commercial
desiccant minerals (13X zeolite, SAPO-34 zeolite and silica gel,
etc.) in a household dishwasher. The specific heat values of the
drying minerals (13X zeolite, SAPO-34 zeolite and silica gel, etc.)
were investigated with increasing temperature and the specific heat
values of all minerals increased linearly with increasing temperature
(Fig. 1) [6].

Fig. 2 Open sorption system (heat and mass fluxes) [7].

The schematic view of the household dishwasher with an
adsorption drying system and the temperatures measured using
zeolite are shown above. They reported that energy consumption
was reduced by up to 24% by reducing the energy consumption
values from 1.05 kWh to 0.8 kWh compared to the standard product
in household dishwashers with zeolite mineral additive drying
system. In addition, they reported that an environmentally friendly
product was obtained by contributing to the reduction of CO2
emission rates with the mineral additive drying system [7].
The effects of Zeolite 13X, Silica Gel 125, SWS-1L and SBA15 E120 on the drying process in household dishwashers were
investigated by M. Erdogan from Aachen University in Germany
and her research group [8].
D. Lefebvre from Canada and his research group investigated
thermal energy storage processes in heating applications for energy
storage technologies. The adsorption process is an exothermic
reaction [9].

Fig. 1 Specific heats of the investigated adsorbent materials [6].
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There are different studies using various minerals in the drying
process. Within the scope of this study, the drying performance was
evaluated for the first time in the field of the first commercial
dishwasher by using adsorbent minerals for the drying process.

A view of the innovative commerc ial dishwasher prototype
(from the front side) is given in Fig. 5.

2. Methodology
The commercial dishwasher prototype, which provides
innovative mineral additive drying, was developed based on our
company's most widely used under-counter model in the industrial
field.
A mineral additive drying system has been placed on the back
of the commercial dishwasher prototype, specific to the design.
With the air suction channel on the upper part of the washing
chamber, the suction of the steam is provided towards the mineral
container. The absorbed steam is sent to the mineral container with
the help of the fan. With the exothermic reaction in the mineral
container, mineral moisture is absorbed and the hot air formed is
sent to the dishes from the bottom with the fan. Thus, effective
drying of the dishes in the washing chamber is ensured.

Fig. 5 View of the innovative commercial dishwasher prototype from front
side.

The appearance of the commercial dishwasher prototype (interior
and backside) is given in Fig. 6.

The innovative commercial dishwasher prototype captures the
steam coming from the upper part of the washing chamber and
converts it into heat energy. The heated air is sent from the lower
part to the dishes waiting in the washing chamber, and the drying
process is carried out.
Drawing of innovative commercial dishwasher prototype with
mineral additive drying system is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6 View of the innovative commercial dishwasher prototype from
different sides (interior and back side).

3. Experimental procedure
After the design verification phase of the innovative prototype
was completed, prototype manufacturing and assembly were carried
out. After this stage, testing and evaluation were carried out. Drying
performance with different minerals (zeolite and activated alumina)
on the drying system of the innovative commercial dishwasher
prototype was evaluated.

Fig. 3 Drawing of innovative commercial dishwasher prototype with
mineral additive drying system.

The photos of the minerals (zeolite and activated alumina) used
in the drying process in the innovative commercial dishwasher
prototype are given in Fig. 7.

The drawing of the commercial dishwasher prototype
(backside) providing drying with mineral additives is given in Fig. 4

Fig. 7 Minerals (zeolite and activated alumina) used in the drying process in
the innovative commercial dishwasher prototype.

The images of the various parts that make up the drying system
of the commercial dishwasher prototype, which saves energy and
cleaning chemicals with its innovative drying system, are given in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the commercial dishwasher prototype
(back side).
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Temperature values were measured by using zeolite in the
drying process (from the upper suction point and the lower blowing
point) in the innovative commercial dishwasher prototype (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9 Temperature values measured by using zeolite in the drying process
(from the upper suction point and the lower blowing point) in the innovative
commercial dishwasher prototype.

4. Conclusions
Following the R&D studies on the innovative drying system
commercial dishwasher prototype, the following outputs were
achieved;
With studies based on R&D systematics in the industrial kitchen
sector, 100% adsorbent minerals (zeolite, activated alumina) are
used in the drying system compared to our standard commercial
dishwasher (OBY 500 model – no drying system) in the innovative
drying system commercial dishwasher.
In the innovative prototype, the temperature of the air drawn
into the drying system by the fan after the washing process is
50.7°C at the upper entrance, while the hot air is blown into the
washing chamber from the lower part as 87.4°C with the zeolite
drying system, contributing to drying. In the use of activated
alumina, the blowing temperature remained only around 60°C.
After the tests for drying performance, it was determined that
zeolite adsorbent provides more drying compared to activated
alumina.
In the sector of commercial dishwashers, for the first time in our
country, 20,51% energy consumption (4.372 kW/h) has been
reduced in the innovative drying system commercial dishwasher
compared to our standard commercial dishwasher (OBY 500 model
– 5.5 kW/h).
With the original design and prototype manufacturing, an
innovative drying system commercial dishwasher using minerals
(zeolite and activated alumina) was obtained for the first time in our
country compared to existing commercial dishwashers. In addition,
it has been achieved to obtain an innovative product with high
added value in the industrial kitchen area by providing features that
contribute to energy savings.
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Abstract: Blood storage refrigerators are one of the indispensable products of the medical sector. Blood storage refrigerators are produced
in various capacities and per different blood components. Although there are commercial refrigerators with various features a mong our
company's products, we do not have a blood storage refrigerator for the medical sector. Although there are a few companies that
manufacture blood storage cabinets in our country, there is no company that fulfills high -security requirements per the ATEX Directive
(2014/34/EU). In the field of an industrial kitchen, our various international competitors develop blood storage refrigerators and offer them
to the market as a product with high added value compared to industrial refrigerators. Innovative blood storage refrigerator, which meets
the safety requirements by the ATEX Directive for the first time in our country with studies based on R&D systematics, is a prototype that
can compete and commercialize with international products in the medical field, after testing and evaluating it with its original design and
prototype developed.
Our prototype is designed to meet high safety requirements according to the ATEX directive (2014/34/EU). The innovative blood storage
refrigerator meets the safety requirements of the ATEX directive. Simulation of the cooling process of the innovative prototype is made
together in cooperation with a local university. In contrast to our commercial refrigerators, we meet the refrigeration, hygiene, health, and
safety requirements of the original blood storage refrigerator prototype, which meets with all international standards for the medical device
sector (EN 60079-0, EN 60079-15, etc.) and ATEX directive (2014/34/EU).
Keywords: BLOOD STORAGE REFRIGERATORS, ATEX DIRECTIVE AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, REFRIGERATION
TECHNOLOGY
compared to the previous year [8]. Patents in the field of medical
technology climbed to the top in 2020 (Fig. 1).

1. Introduction
Blood storage refrigerators stand out as critical products that are
used to preserve blood and its products in hospitals and blood
centers at certain times and temperatures. Over 100 million b lood
units are collected worldwide each year [1]. Although there are
commercial refrigerators with various features among our
company's products, we do not have a blood storage refrigerator
product for the medical sector. Although there are a few companies
that manufacture blood storage cabinets in our country, there is no
company that fulfills high-security requirements under the ATEX
Directive (2014/34/EU).
In the sector of the commercial kitchen, our various
international competitors develop blood storage refrigerators and
offer them to the market as a product with high added value
compared to commercial refrigerators.
Innovative blood storage refrigerator, which meets the safety
requirements under the ATEX Directive for the first time in our
country with studies based on R&D systematics, is a prototype that
can compete and commercialize with international products in the
medical field, after testing and evaluating it with its original design
and prototype developed.

Fig. 1 Number of patent applications filed with EPO, 2020 [8].

The blood that is used without any treatment after it is taken
from the donor is called whole blood. It is mainly used as a source
for the preparation of blood components. The temperatures of the
storage conditions vary according to the differences in various
blood components. The storage temperature for whole blood is
+4°C [2-6].

The Japanese research group detected ammonia, lactate, pH of
the preserved blood by sensing the temperature of the material and
its surface in the cooling system they developed for whole blood
protection. and analyzed ATP levels [9].
The project activities of obtaining the innovative blood storage
refrigerator by the ATEX Directive (2014/34/EU) for the first time
in our country through R&D studies were carried out in line with
international standards (EN 60079-0, EN 60079-15 etc.).

There are very few studies on innovative blood storage
refrigerator applications that meet the safety requirements for the
medical sector by the ATEX Directive. The main reason for this is
that these products are commercial.

2. Methodology

The average global Research & Development investment rate
(R&D spending as a percentage of sales) is estimated to be around
8% in the medical technology sector [7].

The design validation data (the placement of
according to the original designs, the cooling
evaluations according to the air circulation and
distributions, etc.) made important contributions
prototype fabrication.

In 2020, more than 14,200 patent applications were filed with
the European Patent Office (EPO) in the field of medical
technology representing a 2.6% growth in patent applications
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The cooling system hardware and the placement of the shelves
are provided specifically to the design of the innovative blood
storage refrigerator prototype. The main body of the innovative
prototype is made of stainless steel (AISI 304) material.
Polyurethane printing was carried out between the stainless steel
material for insulation purposes.
The innovative prototype has an audible and visual warning
system against the door being left open for a long time and/or
forgetting to close the door. In addition, there is a lock system to
prevent it from being used by unauthorized personnel. Double glass
is used in the door of the innovative prototype to maintain the
temperature inside the cabin.
Fig. 4 (a) Image of blood storage unit packed, (b) Blood storage unit (450
ml).

A front view of the innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype is given in Fig. 2.

Gross capacity 500 Lt. of innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype and 250 blood units (450 ml/piece) capacity (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Placement of blood units (450 ml/piece) inside the innovative
prototype.

3. Experimental procedure
After the design validation studies of the innovative blood
storage refrigerator, prototype manufacturing and assembly stages
were completed. The innovative prototype includes 5 different
blood storage shelves and an inner door made of plexiglass material
is placed in front of each shelf so that the temperature distribution
between the shelves is not adversely affected when the outer door is
opened.

Fig. 2 Front view of the innovative blood storage refrigerator prototype.

Images of the temperature data recording system and warning
system of the innovative blood storage refrigerator prototype, which
meets the safety requirements for the medical sector by the ATEX
Directive, are given in Fig. 3.

Simulation studies and design validation stud ies were carried
out to ensure that the innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype provides effective cooling specific to the design. In the
testing and evaluation phase, glycerol was used instead of whole
blood.
In the work on the innovative prototype, ATEX directive
(2014/34/EU) and EN 60079-0, EN 60079-15 etc. related to the
medical equipment sector. standards were used. It has been
determined that the innovative prototype is suitable for Zone 2
according to the ATEX directive. In addition, IIB (gas group) and
T2-T6 (temperature) are valid for the innovative blood storage
refrigerator prototype.
In the innovative blood storage refrigerator prototype, which
meets high safety requirements by the ATEX Directive
(2014/34/EU) for the first time in our country in the medical sector,
whole blood storage is provided at +4°C (±1.5°C), (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 Images of the temperature data recording system and warning system
of the innovative blood storage refrigerator prototype.

The images of the blood storage bags (450 ml.) used in the
testing and evaluation phase of the innovative blood storage
refrigerator prototype that meets the safety requirements for the
medical sector by the ATEX Directive are given in Fig. 4 and Fig.
5.

Fig. 6 The cooling performance of the innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype is at +4°C (±1.5°C).
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At least 15% energy saving (1,071 kWh/day) was achieved in
the energy consumption value of the innovative blood storage
refrigerator prototype, which meets high safety requirements by the
ATEX Directive (2014/34/EU) for the medical sector (Fig. 7).

In the innovative blood storage refrigerator prototype, which
meets the high safety requirements in the medical sector by the
ATEX Directive (2014/34/EU), whole blood storage has been
achieved at +4°C (±1.5°C).
The design-specific innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype has been provided with a gross 500 Liter and 250 blood
units (450 ml/piece).
In the innovative blood storage refrigerator prototype, which
meets the high safety requirements in the medical sector by the
ATEX Directive (2014/34/EU), the energy consumption value has
been at least 15% energy saving (1,071 kWh/day) compared to the
imported similar product.
The innovative blood storage refrigerator, which meets the
safety requirements by the ATEX Directive for the first time in our
country with studies based on R&D systematics, has been tested
and evaluated with the original design and prototype production. A
prototype that can be commercialized in the medical field has been
developed with the cooperation of industry-university.

Fig. 7 Energy consumption of the innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype.

The noise level measurement value (53.6 dBA) during the
working process of the innovative blood storage refrigerator
prototype is given in Fig. 8.
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Abstract: Clamshell cranes are hoisting machines (machines with cyclic action) designed for handling bulk materials. The name of these
cranes comes from the load gripping device – clamshell grab. In addition to the clamshell (two-jaw) grab for bulk materials, there are grabs
designed for long-size and single loads. In the case of high-productivity bulk materials handling, double-rope clamshells are most suitable,
which require a specialized clamshell crane with two hoisting mechanisms. The article discusses a reducer for a crane hoisting mechanism
with an embedded planetary gear train (PGT), allowing the two ropes to move together, at the same speed, as well as independently of each
other, or together at different speeds. The different modes of operation of the mechanism are considered. An analysis of the possible
kinematic schemes of the PGT is made. The necessary kinematic calculations are made to select the most suitable variant of the PGT.
KEYWORDS: CLAMSHELL CRANE, HOISTING MECHANISM, PLANETARY GEAR TRAIN

1. Introduction
Clamshell cranes are hoisting machines (machines with cyclic
action) designed for handling bulk materials [1, 2]. They are most
often used for handling (loading, unloading and reloading)
operations with coal, ore, sand and gravel materials, earth and stone,
etc. The name of these cranes comes from the load gripping device
– clamshell grab. The clamshell is the most common one which is
used in silty, clayey and sandy materials, but there are also grabs
designed for single loads, long loads, scrap (chips), wastes, etc. The
characteristic of them is that the gripping and unloading of the
material is done mechanized.
Clamshell consists of two jaws hinged (to the lower beam), which
are opened and closed by means of rods attached to the upper beam
of the clamshell (Fig. 1). In this arrangement, the closing (scooping,
digging of the material) and the opening (pouring, unloading of the
material) of the jaws takes place with the removal or approach of
the two beams. The two-jaw grab for long loads works on the same
principle (Fig. 2). For gripping single loads, scrap, wastes, etc.,
multi-petal grabs are used (Fig. 3). In addition to the crane hoisting
mechanism, the grab (mainly the arrangements of Figures 2 and 3)
can be attached directly to the boom of an excavator or a
manipulator.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. Multi-petal grabs: а – double-rope orange peel grab; b –
non power self-supplied hydraulic cactus grab
Clamshells according to the way of their drive are single-rope,
double-rope, power self-supplied (motor), and non power selfsupplied (hydraulic and pneumatic). In motor clamshells, the
opening-closing mechanism is located on the grab, which allows it
to be hanged to a hoisting mechanism with a universal crane hook.
They are suitable for less frequent use of the grab – for example at
railway stations, where the same crane handles both bulk (with the
clamshell) and single (with the crane hook) loads. These clamshells
are heavier and cannot work underwater. In non power self-supplied
grabs, the motor is located outside and the drive is carried out by
hydraulics or pneumatics (especially convenient when attaching the
grab to the boom of an excavator or a manipulator). Single-rope
clamshells are attached to the rope of the crane hoisting mechanism,
which makes them suitable for universal cranes, but their
productivity is lower because the clamshell is opened with a
separate operation [2]. In the case of processing only bulk materials
with high productivity, the most suitable are the double-rope
clamshells, which need a specialized clamshell crane with two
hoisting mechanisms. Their principle of operation is shown in Fig.
4.
In the open position (Fig. 4b) the clamshell is carried by the holding
rope 1 attached to the upper beam, the lower beam being in the
lower end position because the closing rope attached to it is loose.
When scooping, the open clamshell is lowered at high speed and the
jaws are driven into the material (Fig. 4b). When closing the jaws of
the clamshell (Fig. 4c), the closing rope 2 rises with a fixed holding
rope. When raising (or lowering) the closed clamshell, the two
ropes move at the same speed (Fig. 4d). The opening (pouring of
the load) is done by loosening the closing rope (Fig. 4a).

Fig. 1. Double-rope clamshell (for bulk materials)

Fig. 2. Two-jaw grab for long loads
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Fig. 6. Driving the hoisting mechanism of clamshell crane by a
gearbox with an embedded PGT [1]
The aim of this article is to propose a suitable kinematic scheme of
a hoisting mechanism for a double-rope clamshell crane with a PGT
embedded into the reducer.

2. Design solution
2.1. Kinematic scheme
In Fig. 7 is shown the kinematic scheme of the drive of the two
drums of the hoisting mechanism of a double-rope clamshell [3, 4].
The operation of this clamshell (Fig. 4) requires the holding rope 1
(attached to the upper beam of the clamshell) and the closing rope 2
(attached to the lower beam) to move both at the same speed as well
as independently of each other. In addition, it is desirable to
distribute the load between the two ropes when raising the loaded
clamshell.

Fig. 4. Different steps of the operating cycle of double-rope
clamshell (1 – holding rope, 2 – closing rope, А – lower beam, B –
upper beam) [2]
а) opening
b) lowering of open clamshell
c) closing (scoping, digging of the material)
d) hoisting (lowering, resp.) of closed clamshell
The drive of the two hoisting mechanisms must allow the
movement of the two ropes both at the same and at different speeds.
This is most easily achieved by driving the two rope drums with
separate motors and gearboxes (Fig. 5) [2].

Fig. 7. Kinematic scheme of hoisting mechanism of double-rope
clamshell with embedded AI -PGT in the gearbox

2.2. Operating modes
At hoisting and lowering of the clamshell, loaded or unloaded
(Figures 4b and 4d), the two ropes must move at equal speed (to
keep the clamshell from opening and spilling material). In this case
(Fig. 8), only the motor for hoisting works, driving the two drums.
The PGT operates with fixed sun gear.
At closing of the clamshell (Fig. 4c), the closing rope 2 moves
(upward) with fixed holding rope 1. In this case (Fig. 9), only the
motor for closing works, and the PGT operates with fixed ring gear.
At opening (unloading) of the fixed clamshell, the closing rope 2
moves (downward) at fixed holding rope 1 (Fig. 4а). In this case
(Fig. 9), only the motor for closing works and the PGT operates
with fixed ring gear.
The arrangement allows for opening of the clamshell with moving
holding rope (hoisting or lowering), which reduces the time of
operating cycle and increases productivity of the machine. In this
case (Fig. 10), both motors work, and the PGT operates as a
summation differential [3, 4]. Closing rope 2 must move downward
with respect to the holding rope.

Fig. 5. Autonomous drive of the two hoisting mechanisms of a
double-rope clamshell crane [2]
More rational is a solution in which one gearbox (reducer) drives
both drums. In order to perform the above movements, it is
necessary for the gearbox to be driven by two motors, and to have
an emended PGT (Fig. 6), capable of operating with both one and
two degrees of freedom [3, 4].
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TC  T1
TA  T3  t  T1

TB  TH   1  t  T1

Fig. 8. Operation of the hoisting mechanism of Fig. 7 at hoisting and lowering of clamshell (holding and closing ropes move at equal speed)

TA  T1
TC  T3  t  T1

TB  TH   1  t  T1

Fig. 9. Operation of the hoisting mechanism of Fig. 7 at opening and closing of fixed clamshell (only closing rope moves)

TAI  T1
TAII  T3  t  T1

TB  TH   1  t  T1

Fig. 10. Operation of the hoisting mechanism of Fig. 7 at opening of moving clamshell (holding and closing ropes move at different speed)
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of the calculations, an opportunity that is missing in the methods of
Willis and Kutzbach.
3) It is also very important to keep in mind that the three ideal
external torques Т1 , Т 3 , and Т Н are in constant proportion

3. Features of AI -PGT
When studying the wide variety of simple (single-carrier) PGTs, it
is appropriate to use the designation in which the external meshing
is marked with the letter A, the internal meshing – with the letter I,
and in case of one-rim planet, a dash is placed above the
designation. Thus, the most commonly used simple PGT is referred

T1 : T3 : TH  T1 : t  T1 :  1  t  T1  1: t :  1  t 

nevertheless
- with how many degrees of freedom F the PGT works,
with F = 1 or with F = 2;
- which element of the PGT is fixed at F = 1 degree of
freedom;
- what is the direction of power transmission, i.e., whether
the gear works as a reducer or multiplier at F = 1, or as a
summing or division differential at F = 2;
- whether the PGT operates alone or as part of a compound
multi-carrier PGT.
4) From the above dependences for the three ideal external torques
of the PGT shafts, it is not difficult to establish that there is an
analogy of the gear train with a lever loaded with three forces, i.e.,
there is a lever analogy. In Fig. 11 is shown a comparison of the
PGT with a straight lever, which shows the complete analogy [6].
This lever analogy with its clarity is very useful for easier
understanding of the work of the PGTs.
5) Ideal external torques – input Т А , output Т В , and reactive Т С

to as AI (Fig. 11) [3, 4].
The study of PGT will use the torque method proposed by K.
Arnaudov, developed in the dissertation of D. Karaivanov [5] and
further developed in a number of publications [6 – 10]. The essence
of the method is as follows:
1) The well-known Wolf symbol is used [11] (Fig. 11), in which,
due to its round shape, the simple PGT is represented by a circle,
and the three shafts protruding beyond it – by lines. In order to
achieve maximum clarity, the Wolf symbol is developed by
Arnaudov – the three shafts of the gear train being marked with
different lines as appropriate:
- The two shafts with unidirectional ideal external torques
Т1 and Т 3 (on the sun gear 1 and the ring gear 3) are marked
with single lines, but with different thickness, according to
the magnitude of the respective torque. Since Т1  Т 3 , the
shaft of the sun gear 1 is marked by a thin single line, and
the shaft of the ring gear 3 – by a thick single line;
- The carrier H is marked with a double line, because its
torque Т Н is the biggest. It is opposite to the other two and

ТН

equal in absolute value to their sum
  Т1  Т3  .

(7)

(of the fixed element) – are used to determine the PGT ratio i when
the train operates with F = 1 degree of freedom (not with F = 2!). It
is based on the law of conservation of energy, assuming that the
PGT works without losses, i.e., that the basic efficiency is 0  1 .

(1)

Denoting the input power with РА and the output one with РВ ,
the energy conservation condition is expressed as follows

Thus, the three ideal external torques of the PGT are arranged in
size as follows
(2)
T1  T3  TH .

P  P
i

A

 PB  TA  A  TB  B  0 .

(8)

Hence, for the speed ratio is obtained
3

2

Н

ТН

1

Т3
t

0

Т1

Т3

i

FH
ТН
F3

1

t

A
T
 B .
B
TA

(9)

6) Real external torques Т 1 , Т 3 and Т Н  , respectively, Т А and

F1

Т В , taking into account the losses in the gear train, are determined

Т1

depending on the direction of the relative power Prel , namely:
Fig. 11. АI -PGT – kinematic scheme, ideal external torques,
symbol of Wolf-Arnaudov, and lever analogy

- whether Prel is transmitted from the sun gear 1 through
the planets 2, to the ring gear 3;
or vice versa
- from the ring gear 3 to the sun gear.
These real external torques allow the determination of the efficiency
of the gear train [4, 12, 13]. This is done by initially determining the
so-called torque transmit ratio iT of the real external torques on the

2) A torque ratio t of unidirectional torques is defined

t

T3 z3
  i0  1 .
T1 z1

(3)

It is necessary to emphasize that not all types of PGTs have a
dependence t  i0 and this is not a general dependence (not so

input A and the output B of the PGT

iT 

with "+" PGTs!) [4].
The torque ratio t defined in this way turns out to be very

 

If accepted T1  1 , the so-called specific torques are obtained

i

 T1  T3  TH  1  t  1  t   0 .

iT
.
i

(11)

Unlike the torque transmit ratio iT , the speed ratio i is also called
the kinematic transmit ratio and in some cases, for greater clarity, is
denoted by the index k , i.e., ik .

(5)

and they are very convenient to work with.
Using these dependencies, it is easy to determine what the sum of
the three ideal external torques is equal to, namely

Т

(10)

This ratio is used to determine the efficiency 

convenient to work with (not only in the АІ -PGT). It can be used
to express ideal external torques as follows
(4)
Т 3  t  T1 and TH   T1  T3    1  t  T1 .

Т 3  t and TH   1  t  ,

TB .
TA

Formula (11) is derived from powers equilibrium

 Р  P   P

(6)

A

B

   TA  A  TB  B  0 ,

from where formula (11) is obtained

This dependence provides a good opportunity to verify the accuracy
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TA   A
 A B
ik

5. Conclusions

(13)

The proposed kinematic scheme is relatively simple, with fewer
gears than the scheme of Fig. 6, and gives good kinematic
capabilities. Dependencies are derived that allow the determination
of the number of teeth on the gears of the gearbox to meet the
requirements for the operation of the double-rope clamshell.

4. Determination of the parameters of the gearbox
The speed ratios (respectively the number of teeth) of the individual
gearbox stages depend on the drums diameters and on the pulleys
ratios of the two ropes. Provided that both drums have the same
diameter (taken only as an example, not necessarily), in order for
the two ropes to move at the same speed (Fig. 8), it is necessary that
the angular velocities of both drums are equal. For this purpose, the
speed ratios in the two branches of the transmitted power must be
equal.
The speed ratio of the power branch driving the lifting drum il is
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Abstract: The following paper reviews all the possible cases of coupled two-carrier planetary gears with four external shafts. An emphasis is
made on the work of these gears with one degree of freedom, one input and one output shaft and brakes on the other two shafts . When
switching over the gears, the speed ratio of the gear is changed, thus allowing the use in two-speed mechanical transmissions of
technological lifting and other machines. Some relations are deduced for determining the speed ratios and the efficiency of all structural
schemes.
Recommendations for the selection of the most appropriate structural scheme according to the current necessities can be made. A 3D model
of the S13V3 two-speed, two-carrier gearbox was created to demonstrate the process of determining the viability of a particular gearbox
layout.
KEYWORDS: COUPLED PLANETARY GEARS, STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS, EFFICIENCY, 3D MODEL.

T1 : T3 : TS  TD min : TD max : T 

1. Introduction

Torques:

In some cases of machinery there comes the need of using twospeed transmissions with a definite ratio between the two speeds.
The ability to switch over while in motion and loaded is a certain
advantage and in some cases an inevitable necessity. One proper
solution is the use of a coupled two-carrier planetary gear with four
external shafts and two brakes (Fig. 1).

 T1 : t.T1 :  1  t  .T1  1: t :  1  t 

T1  TD min  T3  TD max  TS  T
Fig. 2. The most often used single-carrier planetary gear train and
its torques
The main force and kinematic characteristic of the simple planetary
gear is the torque ratio t, through which the speed ratios in the gear
can be expressed for all 6 cases of work with one degree of freedom
[1-7, 9, 10, 11]:

t

T3 TD max

,
T1 TD min

(1)
Fig. 1. Schematic layout of a two-carrier planetary gear with four
external shafts, two coupled and two single external shafts

where:

T1  TD min

torque), and
In [1-7] there is a review on the various possible ways of brake
mounting and power flowing in the above-mentioned gear when it
consists of two simple gears of the most common type (Fig. 2) [5-8]
(consisting of a sun-gear 1, a ring-gear 3 and one-rimmed satellites
2, situated on the carrier S).
Practice shows that in the structural analysis of coupled planetary
gears it is appropriate to use the structural symbol of Wolf,
indicating the simple gear with a circle and the three external shafts
with three different in width lines, corresponding to the torque
magnitude of the corresponding shaft [1-7, 9, 10, 11].

TS   1  t .T1

3

T1

T3  t.T1

2
1

TS

T3

S
Prerequisite: 0

Torque ratio:

t

is the torque of the ring gear (the higher

2. Structural Analysis
Table 1 shows all the possible ways of connecting the coupling
gears [1]. The arrows indicate the isomorphism, thanks to which
there are only 12 structural schemes for review (11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 33, 34, 35, 36, 55 and 56).
The conducted analysis shows that the most clarity is achieved
when reviewing 6 basic variants (according to the situation of the
brakes), each of which with two sub-variants according to which
brake is activated (Fig. 3).
When situating the two brakes on the two single shafts (V6 – Fig. 3)
only one of the coupling gears will be working and the speed ratio
of the coupled gear will depend only on the torque ratio of the
working gear.
When situating the two brakes on the two coupled shafts (V1 – Fig.
3) the two coupling gears are connected in series and the speed ratio
of the coupled gear will be equal to the product of the
corresponding speed ratios of the coupling gears. It will depend on

TS   1  t 

0
T1  1

 13( S )  31( S )  1

t

T3  TD max

differential torque).
The aim of the following paper is to analyze the possibilities given
by all structural schemes of two-carrier planetary gears with four
external shafts, consisting of simple planetary gears of the most
common type (Fig. 2).

T3  t

T1

is the torque of the sun gear (the lowest

T3 TD max z3


 1
T1 TD min
z1

the torque ratios
brakes is closed.
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V1

When situating the two brakes on one single and one coupled shaft
there are four possible variants in one structural scheme. Having in
mind that in the reviewed structural schemes there are different
possible ways of power flowing (branching or circulation) with a
fixed single shaft, the variants become eighth. When the brake of
the coupled shaft is closed the speed ratio will depend only on the
torque ratio of one of the coupling gears.
When the brake of the coupled shaft is open the speed ratio will

V2

V3

V4

depend on the torque ratios

V5

tI , tII

of the coupling gears and the

structural scheme in question. Essentially, the gear will be working
as a two-carrier one with three external shafts, a case reviewed in
detail in [4].
The cases from V1 – Fig. 3 can also be referred to the coupled twocarrier gears with three external shafts. However, they must work
with
a
fixed
coupled
shaft.

V6

Fig. 3. Variants of work of the gears in review

Table 1. Structural schemes of coupled two-carrier planetary gears with four external shafts

...1

...3

...2

t II
1...

11

t II
12

...4

...5

t II

t II

21

...6

t II

t II

13 31

14

41

15 51

16

61

23 32

24 42

25 52

26

62

33

34

35 53

36

63

45 54

46

64

tI
2...

21 12

22

tI
3...

31 13

32

41 14

42 24

43 34

51 15

52

25

53 35

54

45

55

61 16

62

26

63 36

64

46

65 56

23

43

tI
4...

44

tI
5...

56

65

tI
6...

tI

66

3. Kinematic Analysis

2  t II min  t II  t II max  12 .

The coupled two-carrier planetary gears with four external shafts
are appropriate for two-speed drives.
The two-speed drive with one main speed and one micro-speed is
common for mechanisms of lifting machines with higher
positioning accuracy or operating with dangerous loads. It is also
observed in technological and other machines.

Therefore, if the necessary speed ratios of the two speeds

In this case, given a certain angular velocity

With high-speed ratios

A ,

iAB 

 B .

B

three angular

and a micro-speed

this ratio could be

motion - working displacement at low velocity (and high torque)
and rapid return to initial position.

tI

and

tII

iAB 

A
B 

can be accomplished by a simple

iAB

and

i AB 

it is possible that the above-

mentioned gear is a second stage, which gives the desired ratio
between the two speed ratios. For example, in scheme 45 in Table 1

Of particular interest is the possibility of reversing the

The torque ratios of the two coupling gears

and

planetary gear, it is good to use structural schemes with brakes on
the single shafts (V6 – Fig. 3).

velocities of the output shaft when closing different brakes should
be obtained. For example, a main speed

A
B

2

B
 13 .
B 

For all the different structural schemes in Table 1 relations are
deduced for determining the speed ratios for the 12 cases of work
with one degree of freedom.
Fig. 4 exemplifies the way of determining the speed ratios for
variant V2 in scheme 16 when activating the various brakes (V21
and V22). In this case there is an internal power division, while Fig.
5 shows an example with internal power circulation.

can vary

within the construction limited interval [4],

2  t I min  t I  t I max  12 ,
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Fig. 4. Determining the speed ratios and efficiency for variant V3 in structural scheme 16 in Table 1
- transmitted power;
- rolling power

Fig. 5. Determining the speed ratios and efficiency for variant V3 in structural scheme 13 in Table 1
- transmitted power;
- rolling power
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4. Efficiency
In this case it is most appropriate to determine the efficiency
from the input

TA

and output

TB



torques following the expression

[1, 3, 4, 6, 7]

 TB 
 
 TA  losses
,

 TB 
 
 TA  without losses
(2)
where the torques with losses are determined with reading the
direction of rolling power flow in the coupling gears. Relations are
deduced for all the structural schemes in Table 1 for determining
the efficiencies for the 12 cases of work with one degree of freedom
as a function of the torque ratios

tI

tII

and

working with a fixed carrier) efficiencies

and the basic (when

0 I

and

 0 II

of the

coupling gears. The latter could be assumed as constants [4], but
they had better be determined with reading the impact of the
number of teeth (i.e., of

tI

and

tII )

Fig. 6. Kinematic model of S13V3 planetary gearbox

on the mesh losses by the

methods described in [5].
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 exemplify the way of determining the efficiency of
the given variants. The torques of the shafts (the values on a dark
background) are determined with reading the losses and direction of
the rolling power in the coupling simple gears. In the case in review

TA without losses  Т А losses  1 ,

which simplifies formula

(2).
It has been established that in all cases the expression in the
numerator of (2) is obtained when in the denominator the torque
ratios of the coupling gears ( t I or

tII )

corresponding basic efficiencies (  0 I or

are multiplied by the

 0 II ) when in the simple
Fig. 7. Geometrical model of S13V3 planetary gearbox

gear the rolling power is transmitted from the sun 1 to the ring 3.
When the rolling power is transmitted from the ring to the sun the
torque ratio of this simple gear is divided by the basic efficiency. In
the examples in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 only the first case is shown.

However, band brakes and electric or electromechanical actuation
may be used for ease of servicing or operation. In this case,
electrically actuated band brakes are used to change the
transmission ratio of the gearbox (Fig. 8).

5. Geometrical modelling of the S13V3 planetary
gearbox
To validate the feasibility of a gearbox layout, a kinematic or
geometrical model should be used. Taking S13V3 as an example,
we can summarize the following from the Wolf structural symbols:
1. The sun gear of the first gearset is the input element.
2. The planet carriers of the gearsets are coupled together to
a common output shaft.
3. The ring gear of the first gearset is coupled to the sun
gear of the second gearset.
4. Brake Br2 acts on the ring gear of the second gearset.
5. Brake Br1 acts on the ring gear of the first gearset, and
consequently also on the sun wheel of the second gearset
as it is coupled to the ring gear of the first gearset.
As soon as these basic concepts have been determined, a kinematic
model of the gearbox can be created (Fig. 6), and appropriate
attention may be given to specific parts of the design (e.g., the need
for hollow shafts or specific brake placement).
With the kinematic model settled, a geometrical model may be
created (Fig. 7).
This model will have appropriately sized gears fit for the purpose
for which the gearbox is being designed, as well as a preliminary
layout of bearings. Finally, an actual layout will be created, and
brake actuation will be dealt with at this stage. Hydraulically
actuated clutch-type brakes are used in modern planetary gearboxes.

Fig. 8. Complete model of S13V3 planetary gearbox
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A great variety of options exists in the variants where the rotational
direction is reversed. In 36V1 both speed ratios are close to 1, in

6. Analysis and Discussion of the Results
The conducted structural analysis and the deduced formulae give
the following conclusions (generalizations):
According to the structural scheme and the way of situating the
brakes (the variant) different ratios of the output angular velocities
are obtained with one and the same input velocity (i.e., of the two
speed ratios).
In some cases when switching over the brakes the rotational
direction of the output shaft is retained (12V1, 12V3, 13V1, 13V5,
etc.), whereas in other cases it is reversed (12V2, 13V2, 13V3,
13V4, 14V2, etc.) In both cases it is possible that the gear continues
its work as a reducer (respectively as a multiplier) or it might
change its way of working – from reducer to multiplier
(respectively from multiplier to reducer) [8, 12-15].

12V2

and

iBr .2  1  tII  tI .tII .

necessary.6.2

1  tI
t II

, in 13V2

iBr .1  tI

whereas in 14V2 a great difference is

iBr .1  tI

and

The case is similar in 16V1. These

variants V2 and V3, according to the values of the torque ratios
and

tII

tI

of the coupling gears the rotational direction could be either

retained or reversed. In the borderline case, when

tI  tII ,

no

motion is transmitted. The input shaft rotates, while the output one
is motionless. In these cases,

iBr .1  tI ,
1
iBr .1 
when
iBr .2

i

A

B

is obtained

analytically, but the efficiency equals zero.
The formulae deduced for the speed ratios as a function of the
torque ratios of the coupling gears serve as a basis for the
establishment of a kinematic analysis program for the structural
schemes
in
Table
1.

(especially in 35V5). In scheme 56V6 when
, which allows the obtaining of

t I .t II  1
,
1  t II

iBr .2  1 

schemes are appropriate for a technological machine with one
displacement with high resistance (and low speed) and reversion to
initial position with a higher speed (for increasing the productivity).
In other variants the gear works as a reducer with one brake and as a
multiplier with the other one (15V6, 34V5, 35V1, 35V6) as in some
cases there is a significant difference between the speed ratios.
In the structural schemes of the main diagonal in Table 1 for

In some of the cases of retaining the rotational direction the two
speed ratios are close in value (15V3), sometimes close to 1 (15V4),
even when the gear works as a reducer with one brake and as a
multiplier with the other one (16V5, 36V5).
In other cases of retaining the rotational direction there is a
significant difference between the two speed ratios (13V1, 13V6,
34V6, 36V2 and particularly 16V3) when the gear works as a
reducer. In schemes 12V6, 13V5, 14V6, 15V5, 35V5 it works as a
reducer with one brake and as a multiplier with the other one. Thus,
a higher difference between the two speed ratios could be obtained

1
t II

iBr .2 

and

obtained between the two speed ratios -

6.1 Retaining the rotational direction

iBr .2 

iBr .1  tI

Reversing the rotational direction

iBr .2
iBr .1

iBr .2

iBr .1
tII

tII

tI

tI

Fig. 9. The speed ratios iBr1 and iBr2 (left) and their correlation (right) for variant V3 in structural scheme 16 (with activating different
brakes) as a function of the torque ratios and of the coupling gears
It can be used for picking out the structural schemes which can
provide the desired ratio between the speed ratios in the case of a
two-speed drive. The graphical representation of valid transmission
ratios

iBr .1

and

coupling gears

tI

iBr .2

as a function of the torque ratios of the

and

tII

Based on the formulae deduced for the efficiency as a function of
the torque ratios and the basic efficiencies of the coupling gears, a
program is established for determining the most appropriate
structural scheme and its parameters from the standpoint of minimal
losses.

6.3 Power circulation

(Fig. 9), facilitates the quick orientation

of the designer about the capabilities of the various structural
schemes and their variants.
The diagrams in (Fig. 9) may be used for computer-based
generation of induced diagrams, an example of which may be seen
in (Fig. 10).
This diagram provides an insight into the valid transmission ratio
combinations of the gearbox, white the equations enable the basic
torque ratios to be determined for the respective numbers of gear
teeth.

Of all the schemes in review 15, 16, 35 and 36 are with internal
power division (branching out) and the others are with internal
power circulation (as in the case of gears with three external shafts
[4]).
It has been established that in the schemes of the main diagonal of
Table 1 (the symmetrical structural schemes) the direction of power
circulation in one and the same variant is changed according to the
magnitude of the torque ratios of the coupling gears. In the rest of
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the structural schemes with power circulation the direction of the
circulating power is not changed.

7. Conclusion
All possible structural schemes of coupled two-carrier planetary
gears with four external shafts and two brakes, working with one
degree of freedom have been reviewed.
The analysis shows that it is sufficient to review just 12 structural
schemes with the 6 possible variants for locating the brakes.
Relations have been deduced for determining the speed ratios and
efficiencies for all the variants of the schemes in review.
An analysis has been conducted and recommendations have been
given for when a certain scheme is appropriate to be used.
The analytical results are shown in Table 2, which allows the quick
orientation in the kinematic capabilities of the structural schemes in
review.
Program products have been established for kinematic and force
analysis of the structural schemes, facilitating the designer in the
choice of the most appropriate structural scheme and its parameters.
A 3D model of the S13V3 was developed for iBr1 = 5 and iBr2 = -30.

Fig. 10. Diagram of valid transmission ratio combinations for
S13V3
planetary
gearbox
Table 2. Kinematic capabilities of the different variants of the structural schemes in review
11
V1 – ret.

12
V1 – ret.

13
V1 – ret.
!

14
V1 – ret.

!

15
V1 – rev.

16
V1 – rev.
!

V2 – ret. tI  tII

V2 – rev.

V2 – rev.

V2 – rev.

!

V2 – ret.

V2 – ret.

V3 – rev. tI  tII

V3 – ret.

V3 – rev.

– ret. tI  tII
V4 ≡ V2

V4 ≡ V3

V4 – rev.

– rev. tI  tII
!

V3 – ret.

V3 – ret.

V4 – ret.

V4 – ret.

V4 – ret.

iV 41  iV 42  1
V5 – ret. r.-m.
iV 51  iV 52  1
V6 – rev.

V5 ≡ V3

V5 ≡ V2

V5 – ret. r.-m.

V5 – rev.

iV 41  iV 42  1
V5 – ret. r.-m.

V6 – ret.

V6 – ret. r.-m.

V6 – ret.

V6 – ret. r.-m.

V6 – rev. r.-m.

!

iV 61  1  tII iV 62  1
33
V1 – ret.

V2 – ret. tI  tII

34
V1 – ret. r.-m.

V2 – rev. r.-m. !

35
V1 – rev. r.-m.!

V2 – ret. r.-m. !

55
V1 – ret.

iV 11  iV 12  1

iV 11 t I

iV 12 t II
V2 – ret. tI  tII

!

– rev. tI  tII
V3 – ret.

iV 31  1

iV 31  iV 32  1

iV 32  tII  1
V4 – ret.

V4 – ret.

iV 41  iV 42  1

iV 41  iV 42  1

V5 ≡ V3

V5 – rev. r.-m. !

V6 – ret.

V6 – ret. r.-m. !

– ret. tI  tII
V4 ≡ V2

56
V1 – rev.
!

V2 – ret.

– rev. tI  tII
V3 – ret.

V3 – rev. tI  tII

!!

iV 61  1 iV 62  tII

36
V1 – rev.

V2 – ret.

V3 – ret.

V3 – ret.

V3 – rev. tI  tII

iV 31  1 iV 32  1 

tI
t II

V3 – rev. r.-m.

– ret. tI  tII

V4 – ret.

V4 ≡ V2

V4 ≡ V3

V5 – ret. r.-m. !

V5 – ret. r.-m.

V5 ≡ V3

V5 ≡ V2

V6 – rev. r.-m. !

V6 – rev.

V6 – ret.

V6 – ret. r.-m.

!

Suitable for
1
iBr .2 
iBr .1
Note: The following abbreviations are used in the table:
ret. – the rotational direction is retained when working with different brakes;
rev. – the rotational direction is reversed when working with different brakes;
r.-m. – the gear works either as a reducer or as a multiplier according to which brake is activated;
! – the variant is capable of obtaining a significant difference between the two output angular velocities.
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It was proven that the layout variant is kinematically feasible, and
that there is a noticeable difference in the size of the simple
component gearsets. The gearset will have a complex arrangement,
as hollow shafts will be required for its operation, and electrically
operated band brakes will be used to change the transmission ratio.
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The immovable mixers for the dosing of the substrate on the biogas plants
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Abstract: In this paper the solutions, types and groups of immovable mixers for the dedicated biogas power plants, as well as the
connections (calculation) of the pipes for the transport of the substrata from the mixer to the digester are presented.
The continuous feeding on biogas devices represents the challenge with which every producer of the electricity, more precisely, of the bioga s
device, is faced.
Apart from numerous research, the feeding with the immovable mixers for the dosing of the mass, turned out to be an adequate and the most
economical solution.
The using of the immovable mixers with the direct inserting of the mass into the digester represents the most effective way of feeding the
biogas devices which have the need for the solid matter and it does not have the liquid preparation. The new way of feeding is ideal for the
biogas devices which have diagonal mixers in the digesters and which can follow the dosing of the immovable mixers.
Keywords: IMMOVABLE MIXER, SUBSTRATUM, BIOGAS DEVICE, DIGESTER
,
substrate, the substrate surfaces are prepared for biodegradation and
1. Introduction
thus for methane production.
The biogas plant is a renewable energy source and it has its
In principle, one can start from the fact that with the increased
place in the modern energetics of the 21st century. It enables a
degree of fragmentation, the rate of biodegradation increases, but
stable supply of electricity and heat, without affecting the
not necessarily the gas yield. Among other things methane
environment with emissions, and it has a long-term support of the
production is influenced by fermentation time and the degree of
European Union [1-3]. In addition to the primary task of energy
fragmentation. Therefore, great attention must be paid to the use of
production, biogas plants also have a role in protecting the
adequate technical devices.
environment, not only by reducing the greenhouse effect, but also
by eliminating agricultural production waste and biodegradable
The solid substrate shredder can be installed externally before
municipal waste. The controlled process of anaerobic fermentation
feeding into the pit, piping or fermenter. For this, shredders, mills,
is the basic technology on which the biogas plant is based [4-6].
crushers as well as shafts and augers with tearing devices and
Anaerobic fermentation is a biochemical process in which complex
blades are available.
organic compounds are decomposed by the action of different types
Fragmentation can be done, among other things, by means of
of bacteria in anaerobic conditions (without the presence of oxygen)
separate mixers with an integrated shredding device in the pit which
and the organic matter is converted to energy-rich biogas by heating
is connected upstream from the fermenter in the process line [13].
and mixing. The properties and composition of biogas depend on
the type of substrate, the method of production, the type of plant,
the temperature at which the process took place, the duration of
hydraulic retention, the volume of the digester and other factors [69]. The energy value of biogas is chemically bound in methane. The
average calorific value of biogas is about 6.5 MJ / m3.

There are stationary mixers with vertical coils and capacities
from 10 to 80 m³, which will be explained in great detail in this
paper.

Raw materials for biogas production can be: animal manure,
green mass (plants), corn silage, expired food products (if
hygienically safe), rotten seeds, beet pulp, molasses, fruit pulp,
residues from vegetable and fruit processing, seeds, peel, fallen
fruit, leftovers, residues from the beer industry, residues from milk
and cheese production, residues from oil production, etc.[1, 10, 11]

So far, it has been shown that the company "Trioliet" has a
solution for the most economical and above all adequate technology
for feeding digesters. Trioliet vertical mixers type SOLOMIX (Fig.
1, Table 1) are excellent for feeding biogas plants [13].

2.2 Technical description of vertical mixers

The machine is equipped with one drain door as standard, it
contains two augers for mixing with a planetary drive mechanism
driven by one or two electric motors, four height-adjustable
brackets with the option of installing scales for different installation
options and two manually operated counter knives (Figure 2).

Biogas Composition: methane CH4 ca. 50 - 75%, carbon
dioxide CO2 ca. 25 - 50%, nitrogen N2 ca. 0 - 3%, hydrogen H2 ca.
0 - 1%, oxygen O2 ca. 0 - 1%, hydrogen sulfide H2S ca. 0 - 2%.
The composition of the biogas is generally affected by the
substrates used, the fermentation process and various technical
performances. The goal of the plant is the production and delivery
of electricity in the public network, as well as the use of thermal
energy as an accompanying product for internal purposes [5, 7, 10].

There are:
1. Mixers with 15 mm winding / 18 mm auger wings (1200 2000)
2. Mixers with 22 mm thread / 25 mm auger wings (from 2400)

Biogas installation is a clean and logical way to generate and
sustain energy from agricultural resources.

Trioliet vertical mixers are excellently suitable for feeding
biogas plants. All Trioliet stationary mixers have a highly stable
auger supported by the integrated frame. Consequently, all forces
extended on the mixing auger are directly taken up by the frame.
This design relieves the mixing chamber bottom and the gearbox.
The compact and closed planetary drive ensures a constant and
controlled rotating movement of the cutting mixing auger. The
auger runs in a maintenance-free conical roller bearing at the top
and a sinter slide bearing at the bottom. The optimum auger shape
ensures quick and homogenous mixing at a low power requirement.
Just above the bottom, at the lower end of the mixing chamber wall
where the pressure on the wall is highest, a special Trioliet wearing
ensures stability and a long service life.

The biogas producer strives to produce more energy with a
minimum amount of mass input [10,12].

2. Material and method
2.1 Substrate preparation
The method and scope of substrate preparation, on the one
hand, affect the general usability of the substrate in terms of the
content of undesirable substances, so that they have a direct impact
on the availability of technical equipment of the plant. In addition,
an adequate preparation process can positively affect the course of
the fermentation process, and thus the utilization of the energy
potential of the substrates used. With the fragmentation of the
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(C) Feeding into underground digesters.

Fig. 1. Fixed dosing basket with mixers [13]

Fig.3. Types of mixers [13]
The substrate dosing basket on the biogas plant is made of steel and
protected with epoxy coatings. Total working volume V = 8m3,
maximum silage tonnage Q = 6.8t. The basket is equipped with a
spiral for removing silage and a spiral for overturning and
dispersing it. Basket dimensions (Length x Width x Height): 7.5 x
2.5 x 2m.

Fig.2. Interior design of the dosing basket [13]

In Table 2, the dimensions of the Triolet for the existing gas plant
are given

There are mixers that provide:
(A) Feeding in standing digesters.
(B) Feeding into semi-underground soil digesters.
Table 1: SOLOMIX 2 basket types and dimensions

Type Solomax 2

1200

1600

2000

2400

3000

3200

4000

12

16

20

24

30

32

40

4,21

4,6

5,2

5,72

5,72

6,56

6,56

5,24

5,59

6,28

-

-

-

-

2,15

2,29

2,44

2,44

2,44

2,80

2,80

-

-

-

3,67

3,67

3,84

3,84

Height (m)

2,55-2,85

2,85-3,15

2,85-3,15

2,77-3,07

3,35-3,65

2,75-3,05

3,35-3,65

Weight (kg)

3.400

4.300

5.400

6.400

7.600

9.400

10.000

Maximum load
(kg)

6.000

8.000

10.000

12.000

15.000

16.00020.000

20.000

4

5

5

6

6

9

9

Ø1500

Ø1700

Ø1960

Ø2200

Ø2200

Ø2660

Ø2660

Soft-start
device

Soft-start
device

Soft-start
device

Soft-start
device

Soft-start
device

Soft-start
device

22

30

2x15

2x18.5

2x22
2x30

2x30

Capacity (m3)
Length (m)
Length with
motors (m)
Width (m)
Width with
motors (m)

Number of coil
blades

Coil diameter
Electrical
installation
required

Required power
of electric motor

Soft-start
device

15
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Table 2: Triolet dimensions for an existing gas plant
Triolet

Value

Unit

Length

6558

mm

Width

2792

mm

Height

3643

mm

Total volume

40

m³

the length of the section for supplying the Premix System (devices
for crushing and mixing various solids with liquid) [12].
The mass from the mixer basket is inserted with a spiral into the
PreMix system. The SOLOMIX 2 basket is equipped with a
measuring scale, a force meter and in this way the daily feeding
doses are determined. The speed and operating time of the substrate
dosing system is harmonized with the operation of the existing plant
and the drawing capacity of the centrifugal pump in the pumping
station.

3.1 Determination of pipeline parameters for substrate
transport from baskets to digesters (2)

Triolet is used for receiving and mixing fresh matter - substrate. It
contains two devices for mixing freshly introduced substrate and
each of them has 9 knives.

The tube DN200, Ø200 SDR17 made of polyethylene PEHD is
acquired. The thickness of the wall of the tube is 11.9 mm.
The necessary volume- flow of the mass is

Two electric motors are used to drive the mixer, each with a power
of 30 kW. The basket also includes a helical conveyor. The first on
the pull-out is the horizontal Ø300mm, and the length is 3000mm,
whose drive is an electric motor with a power of 5.5kW, the number
of revolutions of the drive is 56. The second vertical is the total
length of 7900 mm, Ø300mm. The third is oblique and it is inserted
into the fermenter at an angle of 45 ° in relation to the horizontal, its
length is 2500mm and Ø300mm, it is powered by an electric motor
with a power of 5.5kW and it is in a special version [13].

3.

Qv = 35𝑚3 /ℎ = 0.0097 𝑚3 /s
For the acquired tube, the velocity of the circulation is:
v=

Results of research and discussion

Qv∗4
𝑑 2 ∗𝜋

=

0.01∗4
0.1762 ∗𝜋

= 0.41 m/s

The fall of the pressure at the section whose length is 30 m is:

The location of the mixer is within the biogas plant. A universal
system for receiving silage from the Triolet basket with the addition
of liquid from the previous thickener and transport with a screw
pump is given. Input data is obtained by the user depending on the
needs of the plant. In addition to the capacity and other input
parameters, the required pipeline diameter must be calculated with

∆p = ρ*λ* 𝐿 *𝑉

𝑑

2

2

= 990.9*0.013*

0,412
2

= 185 Pa = 0.0018bar

In the table 3 are given the results of the calculation of the pipelinesubstratum.

Table 3: The results of the calculation of the pipeline- substratum
Working conditions
Working medium

Ferment - Substratum

A state of matter

Liquid
3

Volume- flow

m /h

35.0

The flow of mass

kg/h

34650

Density

kg/m3

990.919

-6

Dynamic viscosity

10 kg/ms
-6

Kinematic viscosity

1.5

2

10 m /s

0.002

The elements of the pipeline
The mark of the pipeline

PE HD - Substratum

The form of the pipe

Round pipe

Number

1

The dimensions
pipeline

of

the SI

The diameter of the pipe D in mm:
200.0
The length of the pipe L in mm: 30.0

The results of the calculation
Velocity

m/s

0.41

Reynold’s number

9.346E+07

The type of the circulation

turbulent

Roughness

mm

0.03

Abrasion coefficient

0.013

Ceta value

7.778

The fall of the pressure

bar

0.0018

The paper describes the significance and application of the Triolet
Type Solomax 2 mixer, as part of a biogas plant. The selection of a

4. Conclusion
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mixer of appropriate capacity for feeding PreMix systems and
existing digesters was performed, as well as the calculation of
pipeline parameters for substrate flow.
The conclusion of this paper is that using stationary mixers with
direct injection of mass into the digester is the most efficient way of
feeding biogas plants that need solids. The new feeding method is
ideal for biogas plants that have inclined mixers in digesters and
that can monitor the dosing of the immovable mixers.
The advantages of these systems are seen in the fact that they do not
require the continuous servicing of the basket itself, they are
mounted easily and fast, they have the long-term duration.
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EGR operated engines process water equipment operational safety procedure
Delyan Hristov
Nikola Vaptsarov Naval Academy - Varna
d.hristov@naval-acad.bg
Abstract: In this publication the wash water subsystem features of an exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system of marine diesel engine are
considered. In regard with the safety of the operation, a procedure for handling the wash water system of the EGR is proposed. The chemical
reactions between the flue gas and the process water are observed. The wash water system components and their specifics related to the
chemical reactivity are presented. The problems with the water impurities, pH value and the operation of the EGR system are highlighted.
The engineering crew special precautions on safety on using caustic soda on board is considered. Recommendations are proposed.
Keywords: EGR WASH WATER, CAUSTIC SODA, MARINE ENGINE EGR, EGR WASH WATER SAFETY PROCEDURE
The EGR water washing system has basic function to neutralize
the acidity of the flue gases returned to the engine scavenge system
and to reduce the sulfur content, black carbon and particular
matters. Proper operation of the cleaning system is a must for
normal operation of the engine without contamination. Improper
cleaning of the gases returned to the scavenge system will lead to
contamination and probable failure of the engine.

1. Introduction
There are unusual circumstances for the engine operation with
additional EGR. Chemical reactions force aggressive chemical
impact on the metal surfaces in the EGR scrubber. Routine
maintenances must be carried with special precautions from the
operators view. The engineers used to the daily routines are not
familiar with the new challenges of the aggressive chemicals as it is
the caustic soda.

EGR system operation failure means in most cases not
compliant operation of the engine to the environmental
requirements in force. There are several critical points which may
lead the EGR system to shut down for short or long term, depending
on the circumstances. Mode fluctuations and controller
misalignment may lead to short stoppages of the system, but severe
contamination and system components failure seems to lead to long
term shut down. Further this condition may lead to extensive repair
works, delays in the engine operation and profit losses. Material
strength and durability is important for the reliability of the volume
where the chemical neutralization is performed. The proper
operation and maintenance of the EGR components are critical for
increasing of the probability the system to fail. Related to the latter
the operator’s knowledge determines the safe operation.

The aim in this publication is to be determined the weak points
of the EGR process water system form operational point of view.
The tasks related to the aim are concluded in a review of the
specifics of the wash water system particulars and to suggest a
safety procedure for the companies operating EGR systems
concerning a safe and efficient operation of the EGR wash water
system.
In this publication the intention is to underline the
specifics of the physical and chemical properties of the caustic soda
related to the personal safety of the personal on board. From other
side it is important to be known the delicate behavior of the washing
water chemical stability and ability to keep the system operational
without to build up large deposits through the system.

3. The chemical reaction of the sulfur oxides
and the salinity/alkalinity ingredients of the wash
water

Considering the specifics of the above stated a procedure
with explanations of the importance of the described steps in it is
proposed to be incorporated in the ship management companies
SMS to obtain a reasonable and practical guide for the engineering
department to safely handle the EGR wash water system.

2.

The wash water chemical composition changes with the process
of the EGR operation due to the combustion products
contamination. Not only the visible particles of ash and black
carbon are inserted, but also the pH value is reduced as the
interaction between the exhaust gas stack and the water continues.
The sulfur oxides SO2 and SO3 reacts with the water and the
injected caustic soda in the following manner [1]:

The EGR wash water system components

The EGR wash water system has the following main
components: scrubber unit with water spraying nozzles to the gas
stack, process tank, circulation pump as main unit and water
treatment system for the water quality conditioning shown on figure
(1). The water treatment system contains a filtering unit and
additional buffer tank not shown in the figure (1).

SO2 + H2O → H2SO3 and/or SO3 + H2O → H2SO4
Na+ + OH- + H2SO3 → Na+ + HSO3- + H2O and/or
Na+ + OH- + H2SO4 → Na+ + HSO4- + H2O

(1)
(2)
(3).

With the pH value varying and the reaction products build up in
the system it can be reached level of the sulfites and sulfates to
dissolve from the process water and to soft plug the pipelines and
the process tanks [2]. The water cleaning system must be kept with
special precautions in fit condition so to keep the ability of the
water to be sprayed through the scrubber nozzles. If closed loop
water system is used, the proper cleaning of the water is on vital
importance for the system operation.
Depending on the approach, if sea water is used the process
water must be refreshed to keep the salinity at reasonable range to
keep the sulfates and sulfites solved. In case of fresh water, the
chemical composition must be kept by proper dosing of caustic soda
and freshwater addition, so to not to reach the saturation of the
sulfates and sulfites and latter to precipitate and to plug the system
lines. Meanwhile the reaction of the CO2 with the water changes

Fig. 1 EGR water washing system.
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the pH value thus changing the tendency of the water to change its
dilution properties to the sulfites and sulfates produced [3]. It is
very important to keep continuously the pH at an optimum value to
not to overlap the lower limit and to start soft contamination build
up in the process water system.

circumstances the Teflon may be replaced by general purpose
gasket material.

The set-up of the pH control system must be fast reacting to
changes in the process. The unreasonable addition of process water
to restore the quality may become problematic in case of closed
loop operation by filling up the process tank and the overflow tanks
(if any). This process must be controlled carefully especially in case
of long-term operation without to be possible the wash water to be
discharged.

Conventional materials as carbon steel or color metals are not
suitable when handling aggressive chemicals as the caustic soda.
Known from the chemical industry the stainless steels are suitable
to be used for construction material of the wash water system.

5.
Construction materials for pipelines and
scrubber unit

Usually, the pipeline material is stainless steel but for the
scrubber body it must be used more specific material as it is the
duplex stainless steel. Duplex stainless steel gets their name from
the fact that they contain both a ferritic and austenitic
microstructure. They have a relatively high chromium content of
between 18 and 28%. Nickel content is moderate at 4.5 to 8%. At
this level, the nickel content is too low to generate a fully austenitic
structure. This results in a duplex microstructure containing both
ferritic and austenitic phases. Duplex stainless steel also tends to
contain 2.54% molybdenum [8]. The prime advantage of duplex
stainless steel is the combination of properties derived from both
austenitic and ferritic stainless steel.

Depending on the fuel type and its sulfur content there may be
divided two basic differences. The new fuels with low sulfur
content up to 0,5% have lower impact on the required capacity of
the EGR unit compared to the fuels with sulfur content up to 3,5%.
This old fuels with high sulfur content have greater capacities of the
scrubbers and higher demand on their performance due to the larger
amount of sulfur oxides present. With the new low sulfur fuels and
with the gaseous fuels with virtually no sulfur content, the
scrubbing process is facilitated but still there is a need of special
attention to be paid to the system performance.

Caustic soda application
cooling/cleaning system
4.

on

Duplex stainless steel has: Excellent corrosion resistance;
Increased resistance to chloride attack; Good resistance to stress
corrosion cracking; Tensile and yield strength higher than austenitic
or ferritic grades; Good weldability; Good formability [8, 9].
Fabrication and repair works of all stainless steel should be done
only with tools dedicated to stainless steel materials. Tooling and
work surfaces must be thoroughly cleaned before use. These
precautions are necessary to avoid cross contamination of stainless
steel by easily corroded metals that may discolor the surface of the
fabricated product [10]. Further it may result in intensive corrosion
process. Proper washing of the surfaces from residual caustic soda
is critical to be done before maintenance to be carried out.

EGR gas

The application of the caustic soda in the marine engineering
practice is not widely known. The recent requirements of the new
EGR technology and the general sulfur oxides (SOx) scrubbing
applications have forced the need to use caustic soda in the
everyday routines in the engine room. For safety reasons there must
be underlined the hazard potential of the caustic soda to the human
health and its aggressive nature to the surfaces which it gets in
contact. Main milestones to be considered are the health hazards
and its incompatibility with color metals as aluminum, magnesium,
tin, and zinc with which the caustic soda forms flammable hydrogen
[4, 5] The chemical reaction of the caustic soda with the metal is
done as:
2Al + 6 NaOH →3 H2 + 2 Na3AlO3

6. Safety procedure
management companies

proposal

to

the

ship

Respecting the problems considered in this publication, related
to the chemical reactivity it may be stated a basic instruction for
proper actions when handling the EGR wash water system as
follows:

(4).

The physical properties of the caustic soda tend to be
problematic with its appearance – clear colorless and odorless liquid
just like the water. In case of spillage, it may be not recognized
from first impression. Any spilled water looking liquid must be
investigated with care. Mixing caustic soda and water in relatively
comparable quantities is related with exothermal reaction. Diluting
caustic soda with water may become problematic. Before any
mixing of caustic soda and water all the precautions must be taken
to face the potential hazards of the heat release.

Strictly follow the chemical composition of the wash
water content. If marginal condition of frequent sediment builds up
in the system occurs, consider readjustment of the process
controlling the wash water refreshment or caustic soda addition.
Handle with care the system for caustic soda storage and
transfer. Avoid use of colored metals in the system pipelines and
gasket material different than Teflon, especially during repairs.
Metal surfaces of the scrubber/cooler keep with great care
to avoid metal contamination and rapid corrosion.

Depending on the solution percentage, the commonly
commercially used 50% solution with water has freezing
temperature at 12 ºC. This temperature is relatively high and in the
range of the temperatures seen in the engine room, especially in
winter conditions. For that reason, proper heating arrangements
must be used to keep the tanks and pipelines for the caustic soda at
warm condition and in no case, they may be left non-operational.

Use proper PPE when handling the caustic soda.
Especially when working within the units flush the surfaces
thoroughly before any action to be carried out.
Keep caustic soda heated up above freezing temperature
(relatively high). If for prolonged period the system to be out of
operation, flush the system pipelines with water.

In case of caustic soda leakage, it can be very dangerous given
its toxicity and corrosive nature. Once exposed to air the chemical
will begin to crystalize forming into a white scale. When pumping
caustic soda its primary leak paths are flange gaskets and
mechanical seals. When caustic crystalizes on a mechanical seal its
abrasive crystals and corrosive properties damage the seal face
increasing the potential for increased leakage. This leads to
frequent mechanical seal maintenance [7]. Gasket materials for
general use are not suitable to handle caustic soda. Acceptable
performance with sealing this liquid has the Teflon material. In no

Conclusions:
The task in this publication was accomplished in respect to be
created general safety procedure while hand ling EGR wash water
systems, related to the subjects investigated in the present study.
The background of the simple tasks to be performed was detailed
with the nature of the problems which may occur, while working
with the EGR wash water system. The following features remain
due to be considered by the ship operators:
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The wash water system of the EGR requires additional
special attention related to the safety of the crew.
There are specifics in the chemical reactivity of the
caustic soda which are to be considered by the engineering crew
while handling the EGR system.
System repairs with exchange of different components
must be done only with respect of the proper material intended to
use.
Metal contamination of the stainless-steel material may
lead to fast corrosion process and component failure.
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Analytical and numerical analysis of shafts' stress and strain states of the hydro-power unit
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Abstract: The paper presents both the analytical and numerical procedure for the analysis of the stress and strain states of the hydropower
unit of the hydropower plant. Numerical analysis allows a comprehensive view of the states of stress and strain of the observed shaft. The
analytical procedure is very difficult to apply to structural elements with complex geometry such as the shaft of a hydropower unit.
Analytical analysis of stress and strain states serves to test only some of the results obtained on the basis of numerical analysis. A
comparative analysis of stress and deflection values was performed on some characteristic shaft cross sections. Analytical determination of
deflection, due to the complexity of the shaft construction, was performed on the basis of Mohr's graph - analytical procedure. The numerical
procedure is based on the application of the finite element method. The obtained results confirm the extremely good match of the results
obtained by analytical and numerical procedures. Within the numerical analysis based on the given load and boundary conditions, ie. on the
basis of the formed computational model of the shaft, the analysis of stress and strain, and displacement, was performed. The analysis of
both normal and tangential stresses, as well as equivalent stresses according to the Von-Misses criterion, was performed. The places of
maximum stresses are located. Therefore, it is concluded that the numerical analysis of the stress and strain state will give quality results if
the computational model is well formed. This means that it is necessary to take into account all the discontinuities in the geometry of the
shaft, which is characterized by a variable cross section. Certainly, there is no need to apply a very, very demanding analytical procedure
for integrating the differential equation of an elastic line or a procedure based on Mohr's graph - analytical procedure when calculating the
shaft.
Keywords: STRESS AND STRAIN STATE, STRESS STATE ANALYSIS, STRAIN STATE ANALYSI, HYDROPOWER PLANT SHAFT
ANALYSIS
Based on the analytical calculation, the shaft deflections and
stress values were calculated in order to support the numerical
procedure of shafts behavior diagnostics in order to check and
compare the obtained results with the results obtained using the
finite element method.

1. Introduction
Structural parts of the hydropower plant in which the
conversion of potential and kinetic energy of water into electricity is
performed are hydraulic turbines, shafts and generators. Together
they form a structural unit called a hydro-aggregate. Depending on
the type, size and mode of operation of the hydropower plant, the
selection of the mentioned structural elements is made. The degree
of energy utilization that accumulates largely depends on their
maintenance, both regular and periodic. Also the revitalization of
hydro power units after a certain time in operation is of great
importance.

It is almost impossible to analyze a shaft of variable cross
sections, such as a shaft of a hydro aggregate, based on the
integration of the differential equation of the elastic line of the shaft.
The differential equation of the elastic line is easier to solve using
Mohr's graph-analytic method. Also, the stresses on individual shaft
sections will be calculated.

2. Analytical calculation method

Observed hydro power turbines used to transform the potential
energy of water into kinetic energy are Pelton turbines. Two
impellers and one generator are screwed to the hydro turbine shaft.
Simplified, it is a beam with two overhangs, whose geometric
representation with basic dimensions is given in Fig. 1. The shaft
has a rectilinear geometric axis with a total weight of approximately
42.700 kg.

For more precise calculation, the shaft is divided into nine
segments which are shown in the calculation drawing of the shaft
given in Figure 2. Table 2 shows the values of forces acting on the
shaft, and is shown in Figure 2. Due to symmetry with respect to the
y axis only the first five forces are shown, as well as the forces
acting due to the weights of the impellers and generators, and the
reactive forces. Some of the basic technical characteristics together
with the intensities of forces that replace the weight of the shaft by
segments are given in Table 3.
Table 2. Forces that act upon the shaft
GI
8.55

GII
34.42

Loading forces of the shaft [kN]
GIII
GIV
GV
GT
21.62
76.35
136.87
73.57

GG
1275.3

Fig. 1 Simplified drawing of the analyzed shaft.(blue - loadings, red
- supports)
Basic characteristics of the hydropower plant's impeller are
given in the Table 1.
Table 1: Basic characteristics of the hydropower plant's impeller
Turbine type
Maximum drop [m]
Calculated drop [m]
Minimal drop [m]
Weight of the impeller [kg]
Turbine power in calc. drop [MW]
Diameter of the impeller [mm]
Number of impeller blades
Rotational speed [rot/min]

Pelton
537.20
508
506
cca 7500
58.5
2710
18
428.5

Fig. 2 Calculation drawing of the shaft
The weight of the impellers located at the ends of the shafts are
7.500 kg, while the weight of 130.000 kg was taken as the
approximate weight of the generator rotor. Load values in the form
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•

of twisting moments are: 1.30 kNm at the turbine impeller locations
(shaft ends) and 2.60 kNm at the generator location (shaft center).

The differential equation of the elastic line of the beam for the
case that the beam is of variable cross-section, due to the bending of
the beam, as is the case with the shaft of the hydraulic unit is:

prečnik [mm]

1132

1295

1000

850

(1)

E Ix,min i(z)y.. =-Msx (z),

(2)

where

Dužina [mm]

Ix (z)=Ix,min i(z),

705

6

7

8

where 𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the smallest axial moment of inertia of the beam
(shaft) of variable cross section. The coefficient i (z) ≥1 is called the
bending moment reduction coefficient. Equation (2) by introducing
the reduction coefficient takes the form:

68.44

9.94

100

41.39

595
25.02

5

E Ix (z)y.. =-Msx (z),

or

905

700
21.62

4

9.84

295

770

665

550
3

2

13.87

570

590
10.72

8.55

155
1

760

970

Table 3. Basic geometric characteristics of the shaft through
shafts segments
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Deflection of the shaft at the end of the console
calculus

9

E Ix,min y.. =

sila težine [N]

where 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑧𝑧) is the reduced bending moment. The problem
of determining the deflection and inclination of the beam (shaft) of
variable cross section is now reduced to determining the deflection
and inclination of the beam of constant cross section of the
minimum moment of inertia, but instead of the actual bending
moment 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑧𝑧) should use a reduced bending moment Ms, red(z),
which is obtained when the actual bending moment is reduced, ie.
reduce and (z) times. In the case of beams, of the so-called stepwise
cross-sections such as the shaft of the hydro aggregate for
determining the deflection and slope is most often used Mohr's
graph-analytical method [2]. It is known from the theory of bending
of beams that:

Table 4 [1] gives the necessary data for the calculation of the
shaft of variable cross section by segments given in Figure 2.
Table 4. Values of axial moment of inertia, reduction
coefficients and product EIx

Segm.

Axial moment of
inertia Ix [m4]

Reduction
coefficient

Product
EIx

1

0.04341

8.42

8681968

2

0.00515

1.00

1030840

3

0.00957

1.86

1913994

4

0.01634

3.17

3268696

5

0.01176

2.28

2351014

6

0.02559

4.96

5117219

7

0.04904

9.51

9807532

8

0.13796

26.77

27591834

9

0.08054

15.63

16107623

Msx (z)
=Ms, red (z),
i(z)

d2 Ms (z) dFT (z)
=
=-q(z),
dz2
dz

(3)

where q = q (z) is the continuous load of the beam. When q = q
(z) one time integrals we get 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 (𝑧𝑧), and when 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 (𝑧𝑧) integrals we
get 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠 (𝑧𝑧). It is much more efficient to do these integrations
graphically, rather than analytically, by drawing diagrams of the
transverse force and the bending moment.
The differential equation of the elastic line of the beam, as
already mentioned, can be written in the form:
d2

The sliding bearings A and B of the shaft allow rotation about
the longitudinal z axis of the shaft, and all other movements and
rotations of the shaft are prevented. Based on the above, the starting
shaft can be separated into units: two consoles at the ends and a
clamped beam in the middle of the shaft (Figure 3).

dz2

(EIx y)=-Ms, red (z),

(4)

Observing equations (3) and (4) at the same time, it can be
stated as follows. If 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑧𝑧) is understood as a continuousfictitious load of the beam (shaft), then by drawing a diagram of the
fictitious transverse force ℱ = ℱ(𝑧𝑧), we obtain the slope 𝑦𝑦 , (𝑧𝑧) =
ℱ(𝑧𝑧)
. When a diagram of the fictitious bending moment ℳ = ℳ(𝑧𝑧)
𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼
𝑥𝑥

is drawn, then the deflection of the real support 𝑦𝑦(𝑧𝑧) =

ℳ(𝑧𝑧)
𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥

can be

determined. In this way, we essentially solved the differential
equation graphically:
d4
dz2
Fig. 3 Shaft divided on wholes

(EIx y)=q(z),

ie. determined the deflection y (z) based on the real load q (z).
From the expression for the deflection and inclination of the beam
girder, it is clear that the dimension of the fictitious force is kNm2,
and the fictitious moment is kNm3.

In order to verify the results based on the analytical procedure
with the results obtained based on the numerical (FEM) procedure,
the following will be calculated:

When applying the Mohr graph-analytical method, a fictitious
beam must be observed instead of a real beam (shaft) (Figure 4). A
fictitious beam must satisfy the boundary conditions.

- deflection at the end of the shaft, ie. deflection at the end of
the bracket in the variant of the split shaft (Fig. 4)
- normal bending stress at the clamping point of the bracket.
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At the point of clamping the console, ie. of the real beam girder,
the deflection and inclination are equal to zero, and at the free end
of the console the deflection and inclination are nonzero. From
equations (3) and (4) it can be concluded that at the place where the
deflection and the inclination are equal to zero, in the case of a
fictitious beam the transverse force and the bending moment must
be equal to zero. Similarly, in the place of a real beam where the
deflection and the inclination are different from zero, the fictitious
bending moment and the fictitious transverse force must be
different from zero, i. in the case of a fictitious console, there must
be a clamp (Fig. 4)

- Values of the displacements
The results of the numerical analysis are given as follows. The
values of deflection in the y-axis direction can be seen in Figure 6.
The characteristic values of deflection are given in the cross
sections in which the forces act.

Fig. 6 Values of the deflection in the direction of y axis
The maximum value of the displacement in the y-axis direction
under the action of forces that replace the masses of individual shaft
segments, therefore, under the action of the shaft's own weight, is
0.142 mm. The curve of the deflection of the axis under the gravity
of the shaft with the maximum and minimum values is given in
Figure 7.

Fig. 4 Diagrams of the bending moments, fictitious loads and
elastic line of the beam
The obtained values for both deflections (elastic line) and
values of normal stresses will be used for comparison with the
results obtained by numerical analysis.

Fig 7. Values of the deflection in the direction of y axis for the axis
of the shaft which passes through the xy plane of symmetry of the
shaft

3. Numerical calculation based on the FEM
•

Calculation of the displacement

It can be seen in the diagram that the deflection values are equal
to zero at the bearing locations, while the largest negative values,
due to the orientation of the y axis, are at the points of action of
external loads in the form of generators and impellers.

The subject of the analysis of displacement using the finite
element method is a shaft loaded with a combined stress. The shaft
is loaded to bend around the axis transverse under the action of the
shaft weight. Also, it is loaded on twisting under the action of
twisting moments that act along the axis of the shaft. This analysis
should answer the question of which areas are critical from the
aspect of shaft displacement that is exposed to complex and
combined stresses. By looking at the obtained results, it will be
known in which sections the maximum deflections occur under the
influence of the previously mentioned loads.

•

Calculation of the stresses

On the basis of numerical methods of research of the shaft stress
state, it is possible to consider the shaft stress state as a part of
hydro aggregates with greater accuracy and comprehensiveness in
relation to analytical methods. With power transmissions, and
especially with shafts, stress concentrations occur at the geometry
discontinuity points. Cracks can often occur in these places, leading
to loss of shaft function[3],[4],[5].

Loads and boundary conditions are given in Figure 5. Two
sliding bearings shown in Figure 3 and marked with the letter A
(purple) appear as supports. Only rotations about the z-axis
(longitudinal) are allowed in the supports. Loads are marked in red
and marked with letters B to J.

The stress state of the shaft, which is loaded by forces in the
direction of the axis perpendicular to the shaft axis, and moments in
the direction of the longitudinal axis of the shaft, is predominantly
manifested by normal stress in the z direction of the σz axis, and
tangential stresses τzy and τzx.
Figure 8 shows the state of normal stresses in the direction of
the longitudinal z axis. Stresses in sections in which the forces of
gravity of the segments by which the shaft is divided are separated.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the value of the maximum stresses is 95
MPa much lower than the value of the allowable stress for the
material from which the shaft is made (Steel with maximum
allowed stress of 470 MPa).

Fig 5. Calculation model of the shaft with the supports and loads
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Fig 8. Normal stresses in the direction of the z axis of the shaft
Fig 12. Position of the maximum equivalent stresses (shafts bearing
position)

Tangential stresses are predominantly caused by torsion
moments acting on the shaft ends and in the middle of the shaft.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the tangential stresses in the yz plane,
i. τzy i τzx. It can also be seen, as in the case of normal stresses, that
the values are much less than allowed, so it can be concluded that
there is no risk of indications on the shaft due to static load.

4. Conclusion
Based on the analytical and numerical (FEM) diagnostics of
shaft behavior from the aspect of static load, the following can be
stated:
-

numeric values for deflection at the end of the
shaft due to bending in the vertical plane were
obtained,

-

numeric values of normal stresses at the end of
the shaft due to bending in the vertical plane
were obtained (section 3-3, Figure 4),

-

numeric values of normal stresses due to
bending in the vertical plane were obtained
(section 1-1, Figure 4).

Fig 9. Tangential stresses τzy in the plane of the z axis of the shaft

The mentioned numeric values are compared and presented in
Table 5.

Maximum (and minimum) stress values appear in the support
zones, while in the cross sections where the forces (moments) act,
stress values appear that are largely in the safe zone of elasticity.

Table 5. Comparative values of analytical and numerical shaft
calculation
Deflection
[mm]

Normal stresses
σ[MPa] (section
3-3)

Normal stresses
σ [MPa] (section
1-1)

Analytical
calculation

0.049

3.40

3.01

Numerical
calculation

0.049

3.25

3.24

It can be concluded that the stresses, including the Von Mises
stresses are evenly distributed along the entire shaft. The stress
values, given in Table 5, refer to sections 1-1 and 3-3 from Figure 4.
It is clear that they, as well as the stress values along the entire
shaft, are well below the maximum stresses from the point of view
of strength.

Fig 10. Tangential stresses τzx in the plane of the z axis of the shaft
Figure 11 shows the equivalent stresses calculated using VonMises - this criterion for calculating stresses at combined stresses.
In this case, too, the numerical value of the maximum stresses is
significantly below the limit value of the allowable stresses. Figure
12 shows the position of the maximum stresses, which corresponds
to the position of the shaft bearing.

A similar conclusion can be drawn for the values of
displacement in the direction of the y-axis (deflection). In the
analytical calculation, the maximum value of deflection of 0.049
mm at the end of the shaft was obtained, which was confirmed by
numerical analysis.

Fig 11. Illustration of the equivalent stresses (Von - Mises
criterion)
Fig 13. Values of the normal stresses in the sections 1-1 and 3-3
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Dynamic analysis of the behaviour of the shaft is also very
interesting problem which is not presented in this paper, but is a
part of a wider research which is included in the reference [6].
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Технология и приспособление за сглобяване
На фланци за кранови колони
Technology and fixture for assembling
Of flanges for crane columns
Asst. Prof. Dr Stankov N.
University of Ruse, Ruse, Bulgaria
nstankov@uni-ruse.bg
Abstract: The paper presents the developing of a technology and the designing of fixture for assembling of flanges for crane columns. The
whole process related to the production of certain flanges for crane columns is considered - from the 3D model to the real product. A
technology and a fixture for assembling the flanges have been developed. The welding process is considered. Control cards to control the
dimensions at each stage of the production of the flanges are made. Measures and actions to reduce the deformations during we lding of the
flanges are considered. Repair technology for the flanges has been developed. The 3D models are designed with the CAD system
SolidWorks. Complete design documentation is created for the fixture and the process is automated by using SolidWorks template files.
Keywords: FLANGES, CRANE COLUMN, CRANES, DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, CONTROL, WELDING, 3D MODELS, CAD SYSTEM,
SOLIDWORKS TEMPLATE FILES, DESIGN DOCUMENTATION
Това налага за сглобяването на фланците да се разработи и
използва
при
производството
им
специализирано
приспособление или т. нар. нестандартна технологична
екипировка.

1. Въведение
В доклада е представен съвместно разработен проект,
свързан с конструирането и внедряването в производството на
специализирана нестандартна технологична екипировка за
изработването на фланци за кранови колони. Разработката е на
екип от Русенски университет „Ангел Кънчев“ и фирма „СЛ
Индъстрис“ ЕООД, град Русе [16]. Фирмата е производител на
различни заваръчни конструкции (шасита, стабилизатори,
предни и задни мостове, колони и стрели за кранове), машинно
обработени детайли и изделия, компоненти и специализирана
екипировка за кранове, мотокари, товарачи, влекачи, багери и
други машини. Фирмата също произвежда различни видове
грайфери и кофи за насипни материали.
В доклада е разгледан процесът на изработване на един от
основните компоненти на крановите колони, това е фланеца
им. Върху фланците се установяват всички детайли на
колоната. Крановата колона се монтира на различни видове
кранове, автокранове, гондоли за скрап, лекотоварни
автомобили и други специализирани машини. Колоната
осигурява завъртането на телескопичната стрела по време на
работа. Това позволява по-голям обхват на действие на
стрелата и разширява възможностите на крана.
Характерно за различните видове фланци са големите
габарити, които имат. Те се изработват от листов материал със
съответната дебелина, най-често съставни от няколко части, за
да се оползотвори максимално листа ламарина и да се намали
отпадъка, който се получава. Това води до други проблеми,
основно свързани с изработването им, при спазване на
изискванията на чертежите.
На фиг. 1 е показан един от мобилните кранове, чиито
фланци са разгледани и чиито процес на изработване е описан
в доклада. Те са разработка на фирма DEMAG [17].

2. Предпоставки и средства за решаване на
проблема
2.1. Общи сведения за фланците
Различните видове фланци се различават по техните
габаритни размери, тяхната ориентация спрямо централната ос
на колоната, тяхната конструкция и натоварването, което могат
да понесат. На фиг. 2 е показан общият вид на фланците, които
ще бъдат разгледани. Изделията са част от производствена
програма на фирмата.

а)

б)

в)

г)

д)
Фиг. 2. Общ вид на фланците.
а) AC100 – 62089612, б) AC130 – 62117312,
в) AC160 – 62110112, г) AC220 – 61070912 и д) AC450 - 65692812

Фиг. 1. Мобилен кран AC 450.

Основен проблем при изработването на фланци за кранови
колони е сложната форма и големите габарити, които имат. Тъй
като най-често се изработват съставни, от две или три части, е
необходимо постигането на точното разположение на
детайлите им, за да се получат зададените в конструкторската
документация форма и размери. Това е нужно, за да може
изделието да изпълнява функционалното си предназначение.

Съгласно разработената технология, за сглобяване на
фланците се използва специализирано приспособление. Чрез
приспособлението се извършва установяване на детайлите на
фланците в определено положение.
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2.2. Технологична подготовка на детайлите
на фланците

Приспособлението е разработено чрез CAD системата
SolidWorks и на фиг. 3 е показан общият му вид с установени
детайли на фланец AC450 – 65692812.

Съгласно документацията на изделията, предоставена от
фирма DEMAG, се налага предварително да се подготвят
технологично детайлите им, за да бъдат изработени в
условията на фирмата.
Етапите от технологичната подготовка на изделията са
следните:
- създаване на тримерни модели на детайлите и на
изделията;
- разработване на технологията за изработване на
детайлите и на изделията [15];
- създаване на нови чертежи на детайлите и на изделията;
- подготовка на файловете за разкрой на детайлите от
листов материал;
- създаване на възли в изделията;
- разработване на технология за сглобяване на изделията;
- разработване на технологична екипировка за сглобяване;
- разработване на технология за заваряване на изделията;
- разработване на методика за контрол на изделията;
- разработване на ремонтна технология на изделията.
Създаването на тримерни модели е важна стъпка от процеса
на разработване на дадено изделие. Тримерните модели могат
да се използват за създаване на нова конструкторска
документация за нуждите на фирмата. В тримерните модели се
задава необходимата информация чрез атрибути, която може да
се използва за управление на документацията при налична
PDM система, както и от другите отдели във фирмата при
налична ERP системa [4, 5, 10, 11].
На база моделите се определя и технологията за
изработване на детайлите – добавяне на отвори, прибавки за
механична обработка, предварителна обработка на определени
повърхнини. Това налага създаването на нова конструкторска
документация, която да се използва в производството. След
уточняване на всички особености, тримерните модели могат да
се използват за създаване на файловете за разкрой на детайлите
от листов материал.
За да се намали времето за изработване, много често се
прилага метода на разделяне на изделието на възли, които
предварително да се изработят, след което да се използва
приспособление за сглобяването им в крайното изделие.
Последен етап е създаването на необходимата екипировка
за сглобяване на изделията и заваряването им.
В случая за фланците са разработени тримерните модели на
детайлите, направени са технологични промени, свързани с
производството им и са създадени нови възли от изделието.
Тримерните модели са разработени с CAD системата
SolidWorks [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 18].
Съответно Фланец AC100 – 62089612 е съставен от две
части, Фланец AC130 – 62117312 е съставен от три части,
Фланец AC160 – 62110112 е съставен от три части, Фланец
AC220 – 61070912 е съставен от три части и Фланец AC450 –
65692812 е съставен от две части. Това къде и на колко части са
разделени фланците е съгласувано с фирма DEMAG.
Всяка част се изрязва от листов материал, почиства се,
изправя се, изработват се фаски за заваряване, съгласно
изискванията на чертежите.
Фланците се изработват чрез заваряване на отделните
части. Технологията на заваряване на фланците също е
съгласувана с фирма DEMAG.

Фиг. 3. Общ вид на приспособлението за сглобяване.

На фиг. 4 е показано приспособлението с всичките му
съставни елементи. То осигурява позициониране на детайлите
в определено положение и с точно определени разстояния
между тях [8, 9, 12, 13, 14].

Фиг. 4. Съставни елементи на приспособлението.
1 – Основа, 2 – Ребро вертикално, 3 – Ребро хоризонтално,
4 – Ребро ъглово, 5 – Планка, 6 – Щифт базиращ,
7 – Скоба I, 8 – Клин, 9 – Скоба II

Приспособлението се състои от две вертикални ребра с
дължина от 2155 mm (поз. 2), две хоризонтални ребра с
дължина от 2155 mm (поз. 3) и четири ребра позиционирани на
45° с дължина от 1077 mm (поз. 4). Предвидена е механична
обработка на базовите им повърхнини.
Към двете вертикални и двете хоризонтални ребра се
заваряват 8 броя планки (поз. 5), върху които са направени
отвори с диаметър Ø20 mm. На всяка една от планките е
направена фаска 5x45° за заваряване, като фаската е съобразена
с тяхното разположение в приспособлението.
За основа е използвана кръгла плоча с диаметър Ø800 mm и
дебелина 30 mm (поз. 1). На нея са направени 4 броя резбови
отвора М16 и четири отвора с диаметър Ø26 mm. Тези отвори
са съобразени с плочата на робота, където ще се постави
приспособлението. Приспособлението е предвидено да се
установява на заваръчен робот.
За базиране на отделните части на фланците се използват 8
броя щифта с диаметър Ø40 mm (поз. 6). В зависимост от вида
на фланеца, който ще се изработва, щифтовете се поставят в
съответните отвори Ø20 mm на планките.
За фиксиране на фланците към приспособлението се
използват скоби I (поз. 7), клинове (поз. 8) и скоби II (поз. 9).
Приспособлението осигурява висока производителност, не
е сложно за манипулация, с цел да се избегнат всякакви грешки
от субективен характер.

3. Решение на разглеждания проблем
3.1. Приспособление
фланците

за

сглобяване

на

След като е уточнена технологията за изработването на
детайлите, се разработва технологията за сглобяване на
фланците и необходимата екипировка за реализиране на тази
технология.
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На фиг. 5 е показано изработеното приспособление и
фланец AC450 – 65692812 сглобен с приспособлението.

След заваряване на детайлите на фланеца, се прави контрол
на качеството на заваръчния шев с ултразвук, като се проверява
за наличието на дефекти от типа на пукнатини и шупли.
Разработеното приспособление е предвидено да се
установява на заваръчен робот. На фиг. 7 е показано
приспособлението, установено на заваръчен робот ABB.

Фиг. 5. Приспособление за сглобяване на фланци
и фланец AC450 – 65692812.

Технологията на сглобяване на фланците е следната:
- щифтовете се поставят в съответните отвори на планките;
- детайлите на фланеца се базират върху планките и
ребрата до упор в щифтовете;
- детайлите се закрепват към приспособлението със скоби и
клинове;
- прихващане на детайлите и заваряване на фланеца;
- след изстиване на фланеца, той се изважда от
приспособлението;
- контрол на фланеца.
Сглобяването на фланец AC450 – 65692812 с
приспособлението е показано по-горе на фиг. 3. На фиг. 6 са
показани различните видове фланци, установени на
приспособлението.

а)

Фиг. 7. Заваряване на фланец AC450 – 65692812.

3.3. Контрол на фланците
След като е уточнена технологията за сглобяване и
заваряване, се разработва методика за контрол на фланците.
След приключване на заваръчния процес на фланеца се
извършва цялостен контрол на изделието. Контролът се
извършва от контрольор по качеството (ОТКК), като за целта
се попълва контролна карта за всеки един фланец. На фиг. 8 е
показана контролната карта за фланец AC450 – 65692812.

б)

Фиг. 8. Контролна карта на фланец AC450 – 65692812.

Контролната карта е направена така, че размерите, които
трябва да се изпълнят съгласно чертежа се контролират на
всички етапи от производството на изделието. Това са – етап
сглобяване, след прихващане на детайлите, след заваряване и
окончателен контрол.
Задължителен при производството на фланците е контролът
на качеството на изпълнение на заваръчните шевове. С
ултразвук се проверява за възникнали дефекти като пукнатини
и шупли в зоната на заваряване.
При констатиране на отклонения на контролираните
размери извън допуска или възникнали дефекти в заваръчния
шев, се извършват корекции за отстраняването им, съгласно
разработената ремонтна технология.

в)
г)
Фиг. 6. Сглобяване на фланците с приспособлението.
а) AC100 - 62089612, б) AC130 – 62117312,
в) AC160 – 62110112 и г) AC220 - 61070912

3.2. Заваряване на фланците
След като е уточнена технологията за сглобяване, се
разработва технологията за заваряване на фланците.
Заваряването на фланците е сложен процес и се изпълнява
съгласно разработените за всеки един фланец заваръчни
планове. Заваряването може да бъде ръчно или роботизирано.
Заваръчният апарат трябва да бъде за МИГ-МАГ
заваряване.
Зоната на заваряване трябва да бъде почистена и
предварително подгрята до определена температура.
След като детайлите са достигнали нужната температура,
заварчикът започва да прави равномерни шевове от двете
страни до запълване на фаските. Заварява се двустранно, за да
се намали възможността от възникване на деформации.

3.4. Особености при
тримерните модели в
SolidWorks

моделирането на
CAD системата

За разработеното приспособление е направена пълна
конструктивна документация. Процеса на създаването ѝ е
автоматизиран, чрез използване на шаблонни файлове на
документите, които използва CAD системата SolidWorks.
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При създаването на тримерните модели на детайлите и на
сглобените единици са използвани шаблонни файлове за Part и
Assembly документите. За всеки един тримерен модел на
детайл или сглобена единица, от меню File Properties, в
прозореца Summary Information, в секцията Custom се избират
необходимите
атрибути.
При
разработването
на
конструктивната документация са използвани шаблонни
файлове за Drawing документите, които представляват
стандартните чертожни формати – А4, А3, А2, А1 и А0 [4, 5, 6,
7, 10, 11].
В шаблона на всеки един тримерен модел на детайл или
сглобена единица се задава необходимата информация чрез
атрибути – потребителски и служебни. Тази информация е
нужна при разработването на конструктивната документация,
тъй като излиза автоматично в таблиците на чертежите.
Информацията от атрибутите може да се използва за
управление на документацията при налична PDM система,
както и от другите отдели във фирмата при налична ERP
системa.

машиностроителни технологии”, Русе, 2015, стр. 158-165, ISSN
1311-3321.
11. Трухчева Д., Н. Станков, Ал. Иванов. Управление и
организация на конструкторска документация чрез SolidWorks
и SolidWorks Enterprise PDM. Сборник доклади на студентска
научна сесия – СНС„15, Русе, 2015, стр. 20-30, ISSN 1311-3321.
12. Ахмед Е., Н. Станков, Ал. Иванов. Разработване на
технология и приспособление за сглобяване на „Долна част” на
грайфер MG300. Сборник доклади на студентска научна сесия
– СНС„15, Русе, 2015, стр. 31-37, ISSN 1311-3321.
13. Цонева Д., Н. Станков, Ал. Иванов. Разработване на
технология и приспособление за сглобяване на грайфер
SL500G на фирма ATLAS. Сборник доклади на студентска
научна сесия – СНС„13, Русе, 2013, стр. 77-87, ISSN 1311-3321.
14. Мичев Т., Д. Цонева, Н. Станков, Ал. Иванов.
Разработване на технология и приспособления за сглобяване на
хващач SL331H на фирма ATLAS. Сборник доклади на
студентска научна сесия – СНС„13, Русе, 2013, стр. 88-93, ISSN
1311-3321.
15. S Koleva. Some aspects of the informational support of
technological processes. IOP Conference Series: Materials Science
and Engineering, Volume 618, 8th International Scientific
Conference "TechSys 2019" – Engineering, Technologies and
Systems, 16–18 May 2019, Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
16. www.sl-industries.com. 2021.
17. www.demag.com. 2021.
18. www.solidworks.com. 3D Design Software. 2021.

4. Заключение
Въз основа на направеното по представената разработка,
може да се направят следните изводи:
1. Разработена е технология за сглобяване на фланците.
2. Разработено е приспособление за сглобяване на
фланците.
3. Приспособлението за сглобяване осигурява точно
позициониране на детайлите на фланците, не е сложно за
манипулация, с цел да се избегнат всякакви грешки от
субективен характер.
4. Направена е пълна конструктивна документация на
разработеното приспособление.
5. Процесът
на
създаване
на
конструктивната
документация е автоматизиран чрез използването на шаблонни
файлове за Part, Assembly и Drawing документите.
6. Така създадената база данни може да се използва при
решаване на сходни проблеми при подобни изделия.
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High-entropy alloy of Fe-Ti-Cr-Mn-Si-C system, produced by hot forging from powder
mixtures of ferroalloys
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Frantsevich Institute for Problems in Materials Science, NAS of Ukrane, Kyiv, Ukraine, 03142, Krzhizhanovsky str., 3
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Abstract: The peculiarities of the structure and phase composition of the high-entropy alloy of the TiCrFeMnSiC system obtained from the
powder mixture of ferrotitanium, ferrochrome and ferrosilicon-manganese ferroalloys are considered in the work. The technological scheme
of alloy production included joint grinding of the mixture in a planetary mill, consolida tion of the blanks, their heating to 1100 0C, hot
forging on the arc press and subsequent annealing of hot-forged samples at 1200 0C. According to the results of X-ray analysis of the
obtained alloy, it was found that the main phase of the alloy is the BCC phase with the parameter of the cubic lattice a = 0.2868 nm, which is
a solid solution based on alloying components of the original charge. The phase composition of the composite also recorded titanium
carbide TiC with FCC lattice with the parameter a = 0.4319 nm, which corresponds to a stoichiometric composition of about TiC0.6 and a
small amount of FCC phase of iron-chromium carbide (Cr, Fe) 23C6 with lattice parameter a = 1.0645 nm. The material has a high hardness
(up to 60-61 HRC), which can provide high resistance of this multicomponent alloy.
Keywords: HIGH-ENTROPY ALLOY, POWDER METALLURGY, HOT FORGING, FERROALLOY, MICROSTRUCTURE, CRYSTAL
LATTICE, PHASE, CARBIDE
.
The speed of rotation of the drums of the mill was about 800 rpm.
1. Introduction
Grinding was carried out in ethyl alcohol for 30 minutes.
Table 1: Chemical composition and density of the ferroalloys
High-entropy alloys (HEAs) are multicomponent alloys that
The content of chemical elements
emerged relatively recently, 15-20 years ago. The uniqueness of
Density,
Ferroalloys
(%, wt. )
their structure and related properties make them one of the most
g/cm3
С
Cr
Ti
Si
Mn
popular materials in modern materials science. The vast majority of
HEAs contain 5-10 elements with a concentration of 5-35% (at.) [1Ferrotitanium
0,08
-35,7
--5,0
5]. But these alloys are made mainly using such high-value and
Ferrochrome
8,3
69,4
---6,8
scarce elements as Co, V, Nb, Mo, Ta, W, Hf, Zr, etc., which
Manganese
2,1
--15,8 62,6
5,3
significantly narrows the economic feasibility of their wide practical
ferrosilicon
application.
At the same time, in traditional metallurgical practice
From the resulting mixture on a hydraulic press under a
ferroalloys are widely used - alloys of iron with silicon, manganese,
pressure of 700 MPa the cylindrical workpieces with a diameter of
chromium and other elements that are intermediate products of
40 mm and a height of 20 mm were compacted. Their subsequent
metallurgical production. Ferroalloys are used in the smelting of
consolidation was carried out by hot forging on the arc press.
steel and cast iron, for deoxidation and alloying of liquid metal,
Heating before hot forging was carried out in argon at a temperature
binding of harmful impurities, providing the metal with the required
of 1100 0C for 20 minutes After hot forging, the workpieces were
structure and properties, etc. [6, 7]. The use of ferroalloys as
annealed in an Termolab electric furnace at 1200 0C for 2 hours.
components for alloying melts has a number of economic and
The original samples for forging had a porosity of about 36 %,
technical advantages over metals in its pure form. In particular, the
while after hot forging their porosity did not exceed 2÷3 %.
cost of doping the melt with a metal in the form of a ferroalloy is
The microstructure of the obtained alloy was studied on an
significantly lower than in the case of pure metals. Ferroalloys are
XJL-17 optical microscope. Studies of the phase composition and
usually characterized by lower melting points compared to pure
defects of the crystal structure of the studied materials were
metals, which facilitates their dissolution in the melt. In addition, in
performed by X-ray diffraction methods. X-ray sampling was
the alloying and deoxidation of steel and alloys, the use of an
performed on a DRON-3 diffractometer in filtered cobalt radiation,
alloying element in the form of ferroalloy increases its absorption
by step scanning in the range of angles 20÷1300. The scanning step
by the melt and reduces carbon monoxide.
was 0.05 deg, the angular velocity of rotation of the goniometer - ¼
Given the above, ferroalloys are of interest as starting materials
deg/min. The analysis of the parameters of the substructure of the
for the synthesis of high-entropy alloys.
samples was carried out according to the parameters of the fine
The main technological approaches used in modern conditions
structure.
for the manufacture of HEAs are based mainly on the use of
The hardness of the obtained alloy was determined on a
foundry methods (in particular - arc melting). At the same time, a
hardness tester TK-14-250 and microhardness - on a microhardness
number of publications note the effectiveness of powder metallurgy
tester PMT-3.
methods for obtaining high-entropy alloys [8-11].
3. Results of the experiments and their discussion
The aim of this work is to evaluate the possibilities of
synthesis of high-entropy alloy from a powder mixture of
As a result of grinding granules from a mixture of ferroalloys
ferroalloys: ferrotitanium, ferrochrome and manganese ferrosilicon,
in a planetary mill, the fractional composition of the obtained
to study their structure, phase composition and properties.
powder mixture is represented mainly by dispersed fractions in the
range of 5-20 μm (Fig. 1). Grinding of granules of starting materials
was also accompanied by mechanoactivation of the formed charge,
2. Materials and research methods
which has a positive effect on the further formation of the structure
Ferroalloys: ferrotitanium, ferrochrome and manganese
during high-temperature processes.
ferrosilicon were used as starting components for the production of
high-entropy alloy. The chemical composition and density of each
of the ferroalloys are given in table. 1.
The lump ferroalloys were first crushed on a hydraulic press
(to obtain granules up to 2 mm in size), followed by joint grinding
of their mixture of the appropriate ratio in a planetary mill. The
initial mixture for the synthesis of high-entropy alloy was formed at
the rate of 33.3% (wt.) of each of the ferroalloys. The ratio of the
mass of the mixture to the mass of the grinding bodies was 1:10.
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Fig. 1. Fractional composition of the powder mixture of ferroalloys
after milling
The bulk density of the obtained powder is 2.42 g/cm3, the
density of the spillage - 3.53 g/m3, and the calculated theoretical
density of the alloy is 6.7 g/cm3.
The atomic content of each element in the alloy was
determined by X-ray fluorescence analysis on the EXPERT 3L unit
and chemical analysis (Table 2).

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of hot-forged Ti-Cr-Fe-Mn-Si-C high
entropy alloy

Table 2: Atomic concentration of elements in the alloy
Elements
Ti
Cr
Fe
Mn
Si
C
Contents (at. %) 9,5 16,3 39,1 15,0 6,5 13,6

X-ray diffraction analysis of the studied sample allowed to
detect the defect of the crystal lattice of the BCC phase (matrix) and
to calculate the parameters of the elements of the fine structure
(substructure) of the crystal lattice of the matrix.
The dispersion of the coherent scattering regions (CSR) is
equal to 26.7 nm, which is in the region of nanoscale, microcurvature (Δa/a = 16.5＊10-2) and high dislocation density (1.53＊
1012 cm-2) indicate a significant defect of the crystal lattice matrix
(Table 4). The lattice parameter of the BCC phase (0.2868 nm) is
close to α-Fe lattice parameter (0.2866 nm). The ratio of the
expansion of lines 220 and 110 indicates a significantly chaotic
nature of the distribution of dislocations, which causes high
hardness of the alloy.

The nature of the phase formation in the synthesis of alloys is
largely determined by the main crystallographic parameters of the
elements that make up the alloy, as well as their melting
temperatures given in Table 3.
Table 3: Basic crystallographic parameters of elements and
their melting point
Atomic
Crystal
Number of
Melting
Elements
radius,
lattice
valence
temperature,
0
nm
type
electrons
С
Ti
0,147
HCP
4
1670
Cr
0,130
BCC
6
1857
Fe
0,126
BCC
8
1539
Mn
0,127
FCC
7
1244
Si
0,132
FCC
4
1415
C
0,070
HCP
4
-

Table 4: The parameters of the fine structure of the
components of the hot-forged sample
The parameters of the fine structure
(substructure)

According to [12], when the concentration of valence electrons
CVE ≥ 8 in the alloy is the formation of solid solutions with FCC
lattice and at CVE ≤ 6.8 - BCC solid solutions are formed.
The value of the concentration of valence electrons of the alloy
is determined by the dependence:
(1)

110
mrad

220,
mrad

220/  110

CSR,
nm

ρ*1012,
cm-2

(Δа/а)
*10-2

5,6

21,15

3,83

26,70

9,25

16,5

Parameters of the crystal lattice of phases

where с і is the concentration of the i-th element of the alloy (at.%);
CVEi is the concentration of valence electrons of the i-th element.
Taking into account the data of Table 3 concentration of
valence electrons of the alloy obtained from the elements, the
content of which is given in Table 2, according to the dependence
(1) is 6.34 el./at., that should lead to the formation of solid solutions
with BCC structure.
According to the results of X-ray diffraction analysis, it was
found that the sample is in a significantly non-equilibrium state.
The peaks of the highest intensity, forming the main phase of the
alloy, belong to the BCC phase with the parameter of the cubic
lattice a = 0.2868 nm, which is a solid solution based -Fe. This
indicates a solid-soluble mechanism for strengthening the matrix by
dissolving the components of the charge.
In the phase composition of the composite, clear peaks of the
FCC of the titanium carbide phase were also recorded, with lattice
parameter a = 0.4319 nm, which corresponds to a stoichiometric
composition of about TiC 0.6. On the radiograph there are also peaks
of lower intensity, corresponding to the FCC phase of ironchromium carbide (Cr, Fe)23C6 with lattice parameter a = 1.0645
nm (Fig. 2, Table 4).

Phase

a, nm

BCC
TiC (FCC)
(Cr, Fe)23C6 (FCC)

0,2868
0,4319
1,0645

The results of studies of the microstructure of the material after
hot forging and annealing (Fig. 3) confirmed the data of X-ray
phase analysis of the presence in the alloy structure of three main
phases, which differ significantly in color and morphology.
According to the results of local micro-X-ray spectral analysis
(Fig. 3,b; Table 5), the matrix phase 1 of dark color is identified as a
BCC solid solution based on -Fe, which includes all components
of the initial mixture in different ratios.
Light phase 2 with needle-shaped grains of 1-2 μm thick and
20-50 μm long, enriched with chromium and iron. Given the high
carbon content, this allows it to be identified as iron-chromium
carbide type (Cr, Fe)23C6.
The results of local microanalysis of light gray phase 3 taking
into account the data of X-ray phase analysis of the alloy (Fig. 2)
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allow us to conclude that it contains titanium carbide grains formed
in situ on the basis of ferrotitanium grains as a result of exothermic
reaction in Fe-Ti-C system [13 ], which was accompanied by a
redistribution towards carbon titanium from particles of high-carbon
ferrochrome.

due to solid-soluble hardening with strong distortion of the crystal
lattice of solid solutions because of significant difference in the
atomic radii of the substitution elements, as well as the predominant
BCC phase content.

4. Conclusions
1. Using powder metallurgy methods, which included
operations of high-energy grinding of powder mixture of three
ferroalloys: ferrotitanium, ferrochrome and ferrosilicon-manganese,
hot forging of the consolidated prefoms and their subsequent
annealing, a high-entropy alloy of Ti-Cr-Fe-Mn-Si-C system was
produced.
2. According to the results of X-ray diffraction analysis and
local micro-X-ray spectral analysis, it was found that after hot
forging and annealing at 1200 0C the alloy consists of a matrix BCC
phase, which is a solid solution based on -Fe, which includes all
components of the initial charge in different ratios, and two FCC
phases identified as titanium carbide with a stoichiometry of about
TiC0.6, and iron-chromium carbide (Cr, Fe)23C6.
3. High values of microhardness of individual phases and
macrohardness of hot-forged samples, which significantly exceed
the values of hardness of the initial components of the alloy,
indicates a solid-soluble mechanism of matrix strengthening due to
dissolution of the components of the charge composition.
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Fig. 3. The microstructure of samples of the obtained alloy
Table 6: Chemical composition of the alloy phases of the
TiCrFeMnSiC system (weight (a) and atomic (b) element content)
The content of the elements,% (wt.)
Phase
Fe
Cr
Mn
Ti
Si
C
1
53,78
17,52
14,97
6,33
6,45
0,81
2
16,44
54,47
11,06
2,25
0,09
15,69
3
32,20
11,10
1.64
27,20
12,80
12,82
(a)
The content of the elements,% (at.)
Phase
Fe
Cr
Mn
Ti
Si
C
1
47,98 16,79 13,58
6,59
11,44
3,39
2
10,15 36,13
6,94
1,62
0,15
45,05
3
20,62
7,64
8,34
20,30
4,75
38,16
(b)
As it was shown by the results of micro- and maro indentation
of the obtained alloy, the matrix phase 1 of dark color has a
microhardness of about 9.0 GPa. The microhardness of the needles
of the light phase 2 could not be measured due to the impossibility
of the indenter into a fairly thin needle, but the microhardness of the
globules (conglomerates) of the same phase is about 10.3 GPa. The
average microhardness of phase 2 containing titanium carbide is
12.4 GPa.
The value of the macrohardness of the alloy is 60.0-61.0 HRC.
Sufficiently high characteristics of micro- and macrohardness are
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Virtual estimation of the intensity of deformation when producing samples from a
magnesium alloy of the composition Mg-1% Ca by SPD methods according to ECAP and
HPT schemes
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Abstract: The application of mathematical methods is one of the most rational approaches used to solve tasks of evaluating the efficiency of
unconventional metal forming processes. Using computer simulation in the DEFORM-3D application software package, we performed
virtual full factorial experiments for the processes of producing individual samples by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) and highpressure torsion (HPT) from the Mg-1%Ca magnesium alloy, taking assumptions into account. At the stage of the simulation task
preparation, it was accepted that the most significant factors that influence the fabrication of defect-free semi-products by severe plastic
deformation (SPD) via ECAP are the processing temperature and the number of processing cycles via route Вс. In both models, strain
intensity was taken as the response parameter. To simulate the SPD process of HPT, the processing temperature and the number of
revolutions were used as the main variable factors. In the virtual full factorial experiment, the effect of independent factors on strain
intensity was evaluated. As a result of the experiments, regression equations were obtained, variants of the rational processing regimes for
the investigated alloy were presented, and their effect on the response parameter was analyzed . The proposed and implemented numerical
models allow us to recommend the ECAP processing of the Mg-1%Ca magnesium alloy at a deformation speed of 1.0 mm/s and temperature
of about 350 °С for 2 – 4 cycles, and the HPT processing under a hydrostatic pressure of 6 GPa at room temperature with the number of
revolutions from 3 to 5.
KEY WOR DS: COMPUTER SIMULATION, Mg-1%Ca MAGNESIUM ALLOY, VIRTUAL FULL FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT, STRAIN
INTENSITY.
1 . Intro duc tio n
In recent years, a special interest has been aroused by producing
ultrafine-grained (UFG) and nanocrystalline (NC) states in metallic
materials by means of deformation treatment aimed at strength
enhancement. An important task is to provide the conditions for the
deformation-induced increase in strength due to the formation of
UFG and/or NC states together with a homogeneous distribution of
nano-sized particles [1, 2].
For instance, authors in [3-5, etc.] report the results from the studies
of the mechanical properties of magnesium alloys depending on the
microstructure produced by severe plastic deformation (SPD), in
particular, by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) and highpressure torsion (HPT). A high efficiency of the deformation
methods has been demonstrated for increasing the strength of the
investigated Mg alloys.
It has been noted that the most common SPD techniques used for
producing bulk UFG and NC billets and samples are ECAP and
HPT.
These techniques enable producing UFG and NC objects [6],
providing an accumulated strain of е ≈ 1 in one processing cycle.
Against the background of research in the strain hardening of
metals, study of the effect of grain size on the functional properties
of metallic materials with a bulk UFG and NC structure is of great
scientific and practical interest.
SPD techniques, in particular, ECAP [1] and others, enable
increasing the strength of alloys by 20 – 60% and the strength of
pure metals by a factor of 1.5 – 2, through the formation of a UFG
and NC structure.
Technical processes based on structure refinement by SPD
processing are especially relevant for increasing the strength of Mgbased materials aimed at their use in biodegradable medical
implants for osteosynthesis. Mg alloys are attractive due to their
high damping properties, low specific weight, high biocompatibility
and hypoallerginicity. However, at the research stage, using the
above-mentioned techniques, it is necessary to solve the task of
selecting the rational processing regimes for producing individual
samples.
In the scientific and practical activities, in important place is held
by the numerical methods for the study of complex processes,
including computer simulation with the use of the cutting-edge
software [7-9]. The efficiency of using simulation methods and
solving engineering tasks considerably increases if conditions for
the evaluation of the most important independent factors are created
at the stage preceding the design of an actual technological process.

The application of mathematical methods is one of the most rational
approaches used to solve tasks of evaluating the efficiency of
unconventional metal forming processes. In this connection, it
appears rational to perform numerical simulation with the use of a
virtual full factorial experiment (FFE) [10].
The advantage of an FFE is the capability to describe a process fully
observing the algorithm of a physical experiment with the
consideration of the assumptions. Among the methods of physical
experiment, the FFE is the most easily implementable one. The aim
of using an FFE is to obtain a linear mathematical model of a
process that will enable deciding on the subsequent strategy of an
actual experiment.
Therefore, the aim of the simulation is to perform the virtual
process of SPD via ECAP and HPT with the use of an FFE, and to
determine the rational number of processing cycles and the
temperature regimes for the fabrication of individual samples.
2. Experimental
To obtain the fullest possible information about the relationships
under investigation, the authors used an FEE during the simulation.
Design of experiments is a procedure of selecting the number and
conditions of experiments necessary and sufficient to obtain the
mathematical model of a process [11]. The following should be
taken into account: the striving for the minimization of the number
of experiments; a simultaneous variation of all the variables
defining the process; the choice of a clear strategy that enables
making grounded decisions after each series of experiments. Prior
to the design of a full-scale experiment, it is necessary to collect
additional information about the object of study using the skills and
knowledge obtained earlier in previous research or described in
literature [12].
The design of the experiments was carried out on the basis of the
simulation of the process of producing individual samples from the
Mg-1% Ca magnesium alloy by ECAP and HPT. The principles of
these processes are presented in Figs. 1 and 2.
The object of study was the Mg-1%Ca magnesium alloy. When
developing the numerical model, its rheological properties were
taken based on the data presented in [13, 14].
To implement the numerical simulation procedure, the standard
applied software package DEFORM-3D was employed.
In order to perform the simulation and the factorial experiment in
DEFORM-3D, 3-D models had previously been created using the
Kompas-3D software.
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route Вс (where the billet is rotated 90° with respect to its
longitudinal axis after each processing cycle). The response
parameter is strain intensity.
To simulate the SPD process of HPT, we shall accept the processing
temperature and the number of revolutions as the main variable
factors. The response parameter is strain intensity. This parameter
can be evaluated with the help of a model and then verified in an
actual experiment through a direct measurement of the force
parameters and the testing of the mechanical properties
(microhardness) with the analysis of the structural state.
In this connection, it was decided to perform the virtual FFEs using
two-level models with two unknowns in consistency with the
number of the variable factors. Formalization of the obtained results
in the form of regression equations and the subsequent optimization
of the chosen variable factors will enable selecting the rational
regimes of processing by both techniques, taking into account the
assumptions.
Thus, the processing temperature (Х1) and the number of processing
cycles (Х2) were selected as the independent variables in the SPD
process of ECAP, characterizing the efficiency of the process in
terms of strain intensity. Strain intensity (Y ECAP) was taken as the
response parameter (the dependent parameter).
To simulate the HPT process, the number of revolutions (Х1) and
the processing temperature (Х2) were taken as the variable factors.
The response parameter was also strain intensity (Y HPT).
The factors were varied in two levels. The variation ranges of the
variable factors for the ECAP process and their values in full scale
are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. ECAP facility and die-set: a) – facility for SPD processing
by ECAP; b) – test principle

T ab le 1 Factor levels in the simulation of ECAP
X1 (Т, °С)
X2
Factors
Basic level (Xi)
350
1
Variation range (Xi)
100
1
Upper level (xi = + 1)
450
4
Lower level (xi = – 1)
250
1

Fig. 2.: HPT facility and die-set: a) – facility for SPD processing
by HPT; b) – test principle

2.1.1. Assumptions for the ECAP process model:
1)
The billet material in the initial state is isotropic and lacks
initial stresses and strains;
2)
The processing temperatures are taken as 250 °С and 450 °С;
3)
The channels intersection angle is 120°;
4)
The tool is absolutely rigid, and the tool geometry is taken into
account automatically;
5)
The initial billet material is taken as ductile;
6)
100 steps are chosen for the simulation, taking into account the
complete passage of the billet and the generation of a stable result;
7)
The billet is divided into 43553 trapezoidal elements;
8)
The friction factor (according to Siebel) in the deformation
site is 0.3;
9)
The billet diameter is 20 mm;
10) The billet length is 100 mm;
11) The processing speed is 1.0 mm/s.

The ranges of the two-level variation of the variable factors for the
HPT process and their values are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Factor levels in the simulation of HPT
Х1, rev. X2, (Т, °С)
Factors
Basic level (Xi)
3
100
Variation range (Xi)
0.5
10
Upper level (xi = + 1)
5
150
Lower level (xi = – 1)
0.5
20
The number of experiments, N, was found from the number of
factors, k, in accordance with the relation:

N  2  2  4.
(1)
It is necessary to find such values of Х1 and Х2 that provide the
highest strain intensity.
k

2.1.2. Assumptions for the HPT process model:
1)
The billet material in the initial state is isotropic and lacks
initial stresses and strains;
2)
The processing temperatures are taken as 20 °С and 150 °С;
3)
The tool is absolutely rigid, and the tool geometry is taken into
account automatically;
4)
The initial billet material is taken as ductile;
5)
The billet divided into 55000 trapezoidal elements;
6)
The friction factor (according to Siebel) in the deformation
site is 0.95;
7)
The rotation speed of the upper anvil is 1 rev/min;
8)
The pressure is Р = 6 GPa – Const.;
9)
The sample diameter is 20 mm;
10) The sample thickness is 1.4 mm.

2

3. Experiment results and discussion
3.1. Simulation of the SPD process of ECAP
After implementing the full factorial experiments, the mathematical
model will have the following view:
y=b0+b1x1+b2x2+…+b12x1x2,
where bi is the regression coefficient.

(2)

To calculate the coefficients of this model, we used an extended
matrix of experiment design and results (Table 3).
T ab l e 3 . Extended matrix for the design 22 and results of the
virtual experiments
YECAP (average
Хо
Х1
Х2 Х1Х2
values)
1
+
+
+
+
2.87

2.2. Procedure of preparation for the simulation
At the stage of the preparation of the simulation task we consider
that the most significant factors influencing the fabrication of
defect-free semi-products by SPD processing via ECAP are the
processing temperature and the number of processing cycles via
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2
3
4

+
+
+

+
-

+
-

+

Taking into account the accepted conditions and assumptions, Fig. 3
shows the solution for the tasks of the numerical simulation of the
ECAP deformation process, as a result of which the strain intensity
values were obtained.

3.00
0.59
0.71

a

b

c

d

Fig. 3. Results of finding the strain intensity values, obtained during the simulation of the ECAP deformation process: a – 1 processing cycle
at a temperature of 250 °С; b – 1 processing cycle at a temperature of 450 °С; c – 4 processing cycles at a temperature of 250 °С; d – 4
processing cycles at a temperature of 450 °С
The regression equation demonstrates the effect of the accepted
variable factors on the response parameter – strain intensity:
YECAP = 1.79Хо – 0.063Х1 + 1.143Х2 - 0.0025Х1Х2.

3.2. Simulation of the SPD process of HPT
To calculate the coefficients of the model of the virtual full factorial
experiment in accordance with formula (2), we used an extended
matrix of experiment design and results (Table 4).

(3)

T ab l e 4 . Extended matrix for the design 22 and results of the
virtual experiments

It can be seen from the obtained regression equation that the number
of deformation processing cycles has the largest effect on strain
intensity. The processing temperature has a much smaller effect.
There is tendency for a decrease in the processing temperature aimed
at some increase in strain intensity. A simultaneous change in the
temperature and the number of ECAP processing cycles also has a
weak effect. Thus, in the accepted simulation conditions strain
intensity primarily depends on the number of deformation processing
cycles.
As a conclusion, the simulation of the SPD processing of the Mg1%Ca magnesium alloy by ECAP allows us to note that processing
temperature has a weak effect on strain intensity. At the same time,
the number of processing cycles promotes a considerable increase in
strain intensity.

1
2
3
4

Хо

Х1

Х2

Х1Х2

+
+
+
+

+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+

YHPT
(average
values)
7.82
2.97
6.14
4.91

Taking into account the accepted conditions and assumptions, Fig. 4
shows the solution for the task of numerical simulation of the HPT
deformation process, as a result of which the strain intensity values
were obtained.
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a

b

c
d
Fig. 4. Results of finding the strain intensity values, obtained during the simulation of the HPT deformation process: a – 0.5 revolutions at a
temperature of 20 °С; b – 0.5 revolutions at a temperature of 150 °С; c – 5 revolutions at a temperature of 20 °С; d – 5 revolutions at a
temperature of 150 °С
The regression equation given below, obtained by numerical
simulation, demonstrates the effect of the number of revolutions
and temperature on strain intensity during HPT processing.
YHPT = 5.56 Хо + 1.52 Х1 - 0.065 Х2 + 0.91 Х1Х2.

3.
In the SPD processing by HPT, the number of revolutions of
the upper anvil under a constant hydrostatic pressure and a
decreased temperature have the largest effect on strain intensity. A
simultaneous change in both of the variable factors (an increase in
the number of revolutions and a decrease in temperature) also leads
to an increase in the strain intensity values.
4.
The preliminary simulation results demonstrate the adequacy
of the developed model which needs to be refined by a full-scale
experiment for the SPD processing of the Mg-1%Ca magnesium
alloy by ECAP and HPT.
5.
The proposed and implemented model allows us to
recommend the HPT processing of the Mg-1%Ca magnesium alloy
under a hydrostatic pressure of 6 GPa at room temperature with the
number of revolutions from 3 to 5.

(4)

It follows from the analysis of the obtained regression equation
that the number of revolutions of the upper anvil under a constant
hydrostatic pressure and a decreased temperature have the largest
effect on strain intensity. A simultaneous change in both of the
variable factors (an increase in the number of revolutions and a
decrease in temperature) also leads to an increase in strain
intensity. However, in the case of a small number of revolutions
(0.5 revolutions) at temperatures of 20 °С and 150 °С strain
intensity is somewhat higher at the lower temperature. As the
number of revolutions increases to 5, strain intensity grows
significantly even at a temperature of 150 °С, and is much higher
than that at 20 °С.
This confirms the adequacy of the proposed model and allows us
to recommend the HPT processing of the Mg-1%Ca magnesium
alloy at room temperature with the number of revolutions from 3 to
5. A practical experiment will allow us to refine the presented
model in the future.
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Abstract: Nanocellulose applications in the wood-based panels have gained a great deal in the scientific researches and industrial
applications. Utilization of natural and synthetic nanoparticles as reinforcement in the wood-based panels has considerably increased in the
last two decades due to their unique properties. The main property of the nanocellulose is its very high surface area. Hereby, the very small
use of nanoparticles suh as %1-2 wt% in the composites is enough at a relatively low-cost. Nanoparticles are presently considered to be
high-potential reinforcing fillers for the enhancement of the physical, mechanical, electrical/electronic properties, thermal resistivity, fire,
durability properties of wood-based panels such as particleboard, fibreboard, oriendted strandboard, and plywood. The nanoparticles are
applied to wood based panels during the manufacture and after production. The raw materials such as wood or resin can be trea ted with
nanoparticles or the finished panels can be treated with nanoparticles. In this study, the recent developments in the nano particles, their
applications in the wood based panels, and their effects on the panel properties were reviewed.
KEYWORDS: NANOFILLER, WOOD-BASED PANEL, RESIN, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

1. Introduction
Nanotechnology is defined as the manipulation of particles between
1 and 100 nm. The great developments were achived in the
industrial applications of nano fillers in last two decades. Utilization
of nanofillers have recently increased in wood and wood based
panel industry. The aim of the addition of the nanoparticles into the
wood and wood-based panel is to develop new and improved
materials with significant functions, physical and chemical
properties. The largest commercial applications of nanofillers are in
the lightweight and high-strength composites. The nano fillers can
be applied to the wood based panels in different ways such as
addition into the resin, treatment with wood particles or fibers,
addition to the sırface coatings. Especially, surface applications of
nanofillers are practical and easier as compared to other
applications. The use of nanofillers in the coatings of wood and
wood-based panels may improve water repellency, biological
durability, antibacterial property, and fire resistance. Physical,
mechanical, surface, barrier, and optical properties of polymeric
coatings can be improved by nanoparticles of different shapes such
as spheres, tubes, rods, and others. Nanosized materials like metal
nanoparticles (silver, gold, copper…), metal oxides (zinc oxide,
aluminum oxide…), clays etc., are widely used to achieve these
improvements [1]. The hydrophobic character of the wood after the
the application of coating with the nanofillers is presented in Figure
1.

Fig 2: Schematic illustrations of nanocellulose-reinforced
waterborne polyurethane as wood coating [3].
A general classification of nanofillers are presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Classification of nanofillers [4].
2. Applications of inorganic nanofillers in the wood-based panel
industry
Inorganic nanofillers have been used in wood-based panel industry
for a couple of decades. In addition to the academic and industrial
applications, there are also patents on the use of nanofillers in the
wood-based panel industry. For example, Wang and Xing [5]
developed wood adhesives containing the reinforced additives for
structural engineering products. They patented (WO2009086141A)
the use of any type of nanocellulose, nanocarbon, and nanoclay in
any type of wood adhesive (UF, MUF, PF, MUPF, pMDI, protein,
epoxy etc.) at various ratios for the production of various types of
wood-based panels. They reported nanomaterial and micromaterial

Fig. 1: Water repellency of wood after the application of coating
with the nanofillers [2].
Figure 2 shows that nanocellulose did not show any negative effect
on the on the glossiness of waterborne polyurethane paint film.
Nanocellulose has ultra-fine size, high aspect ratio, rich active
functional groups, and a network structure [3].
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additives improved the structural properties of adhesives and mostly
panels was higher if these composites contained a higher amount of
the mechanical properties of the panels.
formaldehyde due to contact with water or humid environments.
Park and Lee [6] investigated the production of E0 grade UF using
Valle et al. [16] investigated the influence of SiO2 nanoparticles on
titanium dioxide scavenger at 0.5%, 1%, and 3 wt% based on the
the mechanical and physical properties of particleboard. SiO 2
oven dry weight of UF resin. The results showed that the 1 wt%
nanoparticles were added to UF resin. The results showed that the
addition of titanium dioxide did not a significant effect on the
combination of SiO2 nanoparticles and UF resin improved the
mechanical and physical properties of the particleboards produced
resistance to thickness swelling by 42% and thus enhanced the
with the E0 type UF resin but further increment in the titanium
dimensional stability of the particleboard.
Gul et al. [17] investigated the influence of iron oxide (Fe2O3)
dioxide content decreased the mechanical properties. Costa et al. [7]
investigated the effects of sodium metabisulfite, ammonium
nanoparticles on the physical properties of MDF panels. Three
different loading levels of nano ironoxide (0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 wt%)
bisulfite, and urea on the technological properties and formaldehyde
emission of particleboard. Among the scavengers, the sodium
were used in the experiments. It was determined that the addition of
homogeneously dispersed iron oxide nanoparticles significantly
metabisulfite was the best additive giving the particleboards with
zero formaldehyde emission. Dudkin et al. [8] added aluminum
improved thickness swelling. The curing temperature and thermal
oxide nanoparticles in the UF resin to decrease the freestability of the resin improved due to the addition of
formaldehyde. Kızılkaya et al. [9] investigated that the physical and
Fe2O3 nanoparticles. The presence of iron oxide nanoparticles in an
mechanical properties of medium density fiberboards (MDF)
epoxy polymer contributed to a stiffer matrix that, effectively,
produced with urea formaldehyde adhesive reinforced with nanoenhanced the capability of improving the physical properties of the
boron nitride (BN) and nano-titanium dioxide (TiO2). The addition
MDF panels.
of 0.5% and 1.5% nano particles into the UF resin improved the
Chotikhun et al. [18] determined the formaldehyde emission and
mechanical properties of the MDF panels. The thermal stability of
mechanical properties of the particleboards produced from Eastern
urea formaldehyde adhesive with TiO 2 is increased and maximum
redcedar using silicone dioxide (SiO 2) nanoparticles added modified
mass loss temperatures are higher than the addition of nano-BN. It
starch as a binder. Nine different types of panels were manufactured
having nanoparticle contents of 0%, 1%, and 3% at three density
was concluded that the adding nano-particles had a positive effect
levels of 600, 700, and 800 kg/m3. The results showed that the
on the physical and mechanical properties of the MDF panels.
Candan and Akbulut [10] investigated the physical and mechanical
nanoparticle content above 1% adversely affected the mechanical
properties of nano-reinforced particleboards. The results showed
properties of the particleboard. Very low formaldehyde emission
that the incorporation of nanomaterial significantly improved the
value of 0.07 ppm was determined for the particleboards.
physical and mechanical properties of the particleboards.
3. Applications of organic nanofillers in the wood-based panel
In a previous study, it was found that the addition of nano-SiO2 into
industry
the urea formaldehyde resin improved the adhesive bond quality
and the hardness of wood [11]. In another study, Chen et al. [12]
The utilization of organic nanofillers has considerably increased in
studied the properties of fiberboard based on nanolast decade, especially cellulose nanofibers (CNFs). Generally, there
lignocelluloses/CaCO 3/PMMA composite. They reported that the
are two representative CNFs, nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC) and
composites materials had good mechanical, dimensional stability,
microfibrillated cellulose (MFC). NCC is generally prepared by
and thermal properties which improved when the nano filler loading
acid hydrolysis under strict conditions and has high crystallinity and
was increased.
low aspect ratio. The product, microfibrillated cellulose (MFC),
exhibits gel-like characteristics. NCC suspensions have liquidKumar et al. [13] produced MDF panels with multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNT) using UF resin. The response surface
crystalline properties. A third nanocellulose variant, bacterial
nanocellulose (BNC), is prepared from low-molecular-weight
methodology was employed to optimize the relationship between
resources, such as sugars, by using acetic acid bacteria of the Genus
the three variables which were pressing time, percentage of UF
luconacetobacter [19].
resin and percentage of MWCNT. The optimum conditions based
on the internal bond strength were determined as 8.18% of UF
Use of nanocelluloses as reinforcements in adhesives for the
resin, pressing time of 232 s, and MWCNT of 3.5%.
production of reconstituted wood panels has several benefits such as
The effect of alumina (Al2O3) nanoparticles on the physical and
possibility of altering the properties of adhesives, gain in
mechanical properties of MDF panels was investigated by
mechanical and physical properties of panels and reduction in
Alabduljabbar et al. [14]. . The nanoparticles were added into the
formaldehyde emissions by panels using synthetic adhesives [20].
UF resin with different loading levels, 1.5%, 3%, and 4.5% by
Veigel et.al [21] added the CNFs in the UF and MUF resin at of 0,
weight, respectively. The results showed that the properties of the
1, and 3 wt% contents of the CNFs. They were prepared by mixing
MDF panels with nano filler were better than those of the control
an aqueous CNF suspension with UF and MUF adhesives. The
MDF panels. The results also revealed that increasing alumina
particleboards and oriented strand boards (OSBs) were produced
nanoparticles in the UF resin positively affected the mechanical
under laboratory conditions. Particleboards prepared with UF + 1
properties of the MDF panels
wt% CNF showed reduced thickness swelling, better internal bond
Iždinský et al. [15] studied the influence of zinc-oxide and silver
and bending strength than boards produced with pure UF. The
nanoparticles in acrylic coatings applied to the surface particleboard
reinforcing effect of CNF was even more obvious for OSB where a
and MDF. It was concluded that the antibacterial resistance of the
significant improvement of strength properties of 16% was found.
Table 1. The family of nanocellulose materials [22].
Type of nano
Selected reference and
Typical sources
Formation and average size
cellulose
synonyms
Microfibrillated
Microfibrillated cellulose,
Wood, sugar beet, potato tuber, hemp, Delamination of wood pulp by mechanical
cellulose
nanofibrils and microfibrils,
flax
pressure before and/or after chemical or
(MFC)
nanofibrillated cellulose
enzymatic treatment diameter: 5–60 nm
length: several micrometers
Nanocrystalline
cellulose
(NCC)

Cellulose nanocrystals,
crystallites, whiskers, rodlike
cellulose microcrystals

Wood, cotton, hemp, flax, wheat
straw, mulberry bark, ramie, Avicel,
tunicin, cellulose from algae and
bacteria

Bacterial
nanocellulose
(BNC)

Bacterial cellulose, microbial
cellulose, biocellulose

Low-molecular-weight sugars and
alcohols
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Acid hydrolysis of cellulose from many
sources diameter: 5-70 nm length: 100-250
nm (from plant celluloses); 100 nm to
several micrometers (from celluloses of
tunicates, algae, bacteria)
Bacterial synthesis diameter: 20-100 nm;
different types of nanofiber networks
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Atta-Obeng et al. [23] added microcrystaline cellulose (MCC) in
phenol-formaldehyde resin at the levels of 0, 3, 6 and 10 wt%
(wt/wt).and then tested their thermal and shear strength
properties. Their results showed a viscosity increase and a slight
reduction of the curing temperature by 4°C. The heat of reaction
was a function of cellulose loading with the maximum heat of
reaction occurring at 3 wt% loading. The shear strength of the PF
adhesive was increased by a factor of 1.7 with a 10% cellulose
loading.

the wood-based panels, particularly
considerably increase in near future.

nanocellulose

will

Atta-Obeng [24] produced particleboards from the wood particles
of sweet gum and pine trees and phenol-formaldehyde resin. The
addition of 10% nanocrystaline cellulose decreased the
mechanical properties, increased thickness swell and decreased
spring back. Cellulose reinforcement lowers the cure temperature
as well as the thermal stability of the neat PF adhesive. Lap shear
tests revealed an increase in shear strength with the addition of
cellulose.
As known, the formaldehyde emission is one of the most
important issues in wood-based panel industry. The researchers
focus on the decreasing formaldehyde emission from the woodbased panels. In literature, there are plenty of experimental
studies on decreasing formaldehyde emission from wood-based
panels such as plywood, oriented strand board, particleboard,
MDF. For example, Cademartori et al. [25] added small
percentages of aluminium oxide nanoparticles into UF resin and
investigated thermo-mechanical properties of the composites.
They reported that aluminium oxide nanoparticles were effective
to reduce the formaldehyde emission (14%) from MDF based on
the results of the desiccator test. Ayrilmis et al. [26] modified
super E0, E0, and E1 grade UF resins using microfibrillated
cellulose (5 wt%). The laminated veneer lumbers (LVLs) were
produced from the unmodified and modified SE0, E0, and E1
grade resins. The total volatile organic compounds (TVOC) and
HCHO of the LVLs were determined at 25 °C, 35 °C, and 45 °C
for 30 min using a thermal extractor. The total volatile organic
compounds (TVOCs) from wood-based panel considerably
decreased with increasing amount of MFC.

Fig. 3: Nanocellulose coating protects wood-based materials
from the fire.
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Utrafine-grained structure and thermal stability of the two-phase titanium alloy vt8m-1
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Abstract: In this work, the method of backscattered electron diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used for
microstructural analysis of the improved VT8M-1 alloy (Ti-5.7 Al-3.8 Mo-1.2 Zr-1.3 Sn) subjected to equal-channel angular pressing
(ECAP) and rotary forging (RF). It was found that the process of globularization induced during deformation processing is regulated by the
conventional boundary-splitting mechanism. It was shown that an orientation relation is established between the spheroidized a - and bphases. This result is achieved due to the high activity of dislocation sliding at the boundary of the a -and b-phases. The thermal stability of
the VT8M-1 alloy with an ultrafine-grained (UFG) structure is s
-term (up to 500 hours)
annealing the UFG structure is thermally stable. The mechanical properties and the effect of annealing on the microstructure are discussed.
It is shown that particles of the Ti-Zr-Si system are isolated at the interphase boundaries.
KEY WORDS: TWO-PHASE TITANIUM ALLOYS, ULTRAFINE-GRAINED STRUCTURE, ROTARY SWAGING, THERMAL STABILITY,
STRENGTH

furnaces. The alloy mechanical properties were examined in the
course of tensile testing using Instron universal testing machine
with a strain rate of 1 × 10-3 s -1 in correspondence with ISO 6892-12009, and microhardness was measured based on ASTM E384-16.
TEM and SEM techniques were applied to study the alloy
microstructure (JEOL JSM 6390 and JEOL JEM 2100), and EDS
on JEOL JEM 2100 microscope was used to analyse the alloy
elementary composition.

1. Introduction
Two-phase Ti alloys combine low specific weight and high
mechanical properties, which make them extremely attractive to
aviation industry particularly for the fabrication of such critical
components as stiffeners, engine pylon spar elements, fan blades,
compressor discs, aircraft engine compressor blades, etc. [1].
This paper focuses on the heat-resistant two-phase VT8М-1
with a service temperature of 450-500°С. VT8М-1 alloy is
considered as a replacement to the widely applied VT6 alloy with a
service temperature of no more than 350°С. Severe plastic
deformation techniques or combined strain treatment leading to the
formation of an ultrafine grained (UFG) microstructure with high
boundary density are increasingly frequently used to achieve
enhanced strength properties in alloys [2, 3].
There are several aspects making UFG Ti alloys so attractive for
aircraft industry: first, UFG microstructure has an enhanced
ultimate tensile strength and fatigue life [3,4]. Second,
superplasticity is manifested in UFG microstructures at rather low
strain temperature, which optimises the manufacturing of semifinished articles and products [5, 6]. The shaping of Ti alloys
usually includes both thermal treatment and hot deformation, which
leads to the modification of structural parameters and thus of
mechanical properties in the context of UFG structures. Secondary
intermetallic particles like (Ti,Zr)5Si3, (Ti,Zr)6Si3 and others are
possible to precipitate in the highly doped alloy of this class at heat
and thermomechanical treatments (TT) 7, 8]. With this in view, the
paper briefly reviews the thermal stability of the VT8M-1 alloy with
an ultrafine-grained (UFG) structure is studied. The mechanical
properties and the effect of annealing on the microstructure are
discussed.

3. Results and discussion
In this work, the evolution of the microstructure and
mechanical properties of the UFG VT8M-1 alloy after prolonged
annealing at a temperature of 450 ° C were studied. It was found
that after 50 hour annealing, an increase in the strength of the UFG
alloy VT8M-1 by an average of 50 MPa is observed (Fig. 1).
Prolonged annealing (over 400 hours) of the short-circuit state leads
to a decrease in strength and an increase in plasticity (Fig. 1). It was
found that after 50 hour annealing, an increase in the strength of the
UFG alloy VT8M-1 by an average of 50 MPa was observed (Fig.
1).

Figure 1 – Dependence of the mechanical properties of VT8M-1
alloy specimens under tensile tests on the exposure time in the
range from 0 to 500 hours at a temperature of 450°C

2. Material and Experimental Procedure
A two-phase VT8М-1 rod (produced by VSMPO-AVISMA,
Russia) with the chemical composition of Ti-5.7Al-3.8Mo-1.2Zr1.3Sn (wt %) was used as a research material. In as-delivered state
the alloy had a globular lamellar microstructure with the
temperature of β-transus of 980°С ±5°C. A rod was processed by a
rotary swaging at Т=750°С with an incremental compression along
a diameter from 70 to 32 mm (е~1.56 with a strain rate above 300
mm/s-1). The alloy also was subjected to 4 ECAP passes at 750oC
via BC route using a die with a 120o round channel. The
accumulated true strain was evaluated to be 2.8.
Isothermal die forging of the UFG VT8М-1 was performed at
Т=780±10°С. The alloy was subjected to annealing in Noberterm

By transmission electron microscopy (TEM) it was found
that small ellipsoidal particles with an average size of 50–100 nm
are formed at the interfaces between α and β plates (Fig. 2). Results
of EDS analysis indicate the Si and Zr content of the particles.
Deciphering the diffraction patterns showed that the particles are
silicides of the (TiZr)6Si3 type with a hexagonal close-packed lattice
[9].
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phases up to 0.7 μm. The resulting strength of the alloy constituted
1100±30 MPa.
3. It has been shown that a thermal treatment of a forged VT8M-1
blade at Т~500÷550%С can promote additional strengthening of the
material by 10-15% due to the formation of extra interphase α/β
boundaries with the precipitation of a tertiary α-phase as well as a
silicide disperse strengthening.
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Figure 2 – Microstructure of VT8M-1 alloy after: a) RS; and
subsequent annealing at a temperature of 450C for: b) 50 hours; c)
500 hours.
Thus, the results of the study indicate the thermal stability
of the UFG structure of the VT8M-1 alloy. The research results
indicate that silicides of the (TiZr)6Si3 type can help maintain the
thermal stability of the nonequilibrium UFG structure at
temperatures up to 450 C.

Conclusions
1. An ultrafine-grained microstructure processed by rotary swaging
maintains thermal stability within the area of the alloy service
temperature (≤450ºС) and contributes to UTS enhancement from
1050 MPa in an initial coarse-grained state up to 1290±10 MPa in
an UFG state.
2. Hot isothermal forging of the UFG alloy at Т~780ºС led to the
recrystallization development and growth of secondary α- and β-
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Advantages and disadvantages of fiberglass casing in oil and gas wells
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Abstract: Casing is an extremely important element in the process of drilling a well borehole, as they define the diameter of the well and,
among many other tasks, protect it from collapsing. In order to ensure long-term successful performance of all tasks, it is necessary to
appropriately dimension casing, which means that the appropriate inner and outer diameter should be selected with the appropriate material
and its quality, with proper installation depth for each set of casing. Conventional casing made of steel is most often used and this is still an
ideal material for most wells. However, this material is prone to corrosion, which is a major problem on certain locations du ring the
production life of the well. Reduction and possibly elimination of corrosion on casing led the industry to explore financially viable composite
materials, such as fiberglass, that could withstand expected stresses in well conditions with better corrosion resistance th an steel.
Keywords: FIBERGLASS CASING, STEEL CASING, CORROSION, WELL

1. Introduction
Corrosion is considered to be one of the most expensive
problems in the oil and gas industry, even in the modern age that
offers various effective solutions in preventing its occurrence [1].
This is defined as the deterioration of a metal or its properties [2]
and poses a major problem not only during drilling but also through
each subsequent operation in well. The process of corrosion
formation occurs due to chemical reactions with substances
containing oxygen, chlorine or hydrogen sulfide (H2S), which is a
common occurrence during oil or gas production. Particular
emphasis should be placed here on hydrogen sulfide, a highly
corrosive acid gas that causes major corrosion related problems [3].
In most oil and gas wells around the world, formation (salt) water is
produced along with oil and natural gas, and is also a natural
corrosive substance [1]. With a longer production life of mature
field, the proportion of formation water increases, which further
worsens the condition in the well. The metals in the pipe oxidize
and form their corresponding oxides and salts, which results in a
reduction in the strength of the metal, i.e. a loss of the initial
properties of the casing. The end result may be the replacement of
an entire casing string to avoid production losses [4]. This problem,
in addition to the production phase, can also occur during special
well operations, such as formation acid treatment [5], but also
during increasingly present enhanced oil recovery projects
involving the injection of water or gases through already existing or
newly constructed wells.
Casing made of a certain quality steel are most often used,
which is still an ideal material for most wells [6], but since this
material is prone to corrosion, on certain locations major problems
in wells have been reported. Casing is an extremely important
element in the process of drilling a well borehole, as they define the
diameter of the well and, among many other tasks, protect it from
collapsing. In order to ensure long-term successful performance of
all tasks, it is necessary to appropriately dimension casing, which
means that the appropriate inner and outer diameter should be
selected with the appropriate material and its quality, with proper
installation depth for each casing string.
Given all the essential functions of casing, it is extremely
important that the string withstands high pressures, temperatures,
and forces in the long run [7]. If degradation occurred in the
structure of the casing, the worst consequence would be the collapse
of the borehole, which would mean that it is almost impossible to
replace the string in the wellbore, especially if it is a small diameter
well. In this case, it would be necessary to drill and complete a new
well, which creates large direct and indirect financial losses.
In order to reduce, and possibly eliminate, such effects of
corrosion on casing string, the industry has set out to explore
financially viable composite materials that could withstand
expected stresses in well conditions with better corrosion resistance
than steel [8]. Commonly used composite material is fiberglass –
polymer matrix reinforced by continuous filaments (fibers) of glass.
Casing made of this type of composite material is shown in Figure
1.

Fig 1. Fiberglass casing [9].
Two mainly used methods of making fiberglass casing are the
method of filament winding and the method of centrifugal casting
[1]. Filament winding method is shown in Figure 2. In this paper,
the advantages and disadvantages of fiberglass casing will be
discussed.

Fig 2. Filament winding method [10].

2. Advantages and disadvantages of fiberglass
casing
The most significant advantage of fiberglass casing is corrosion
resistance, which can cause great material damage in wells lined
with conventional steel casing string. It is known that in wells with
a high content of carbon dioxide (CO 2) in the produced fluid, the
corrosion rate can be significant [11,12], especially if it is a well in
which production takes place in conditions of high temperature and
pressure (HTHP conditions). Reviewing the literature, it is worth
noting that corrosion can result in an annual loss of up to about 20
mm of the wall of the steel pipe installed in wells where these
conditions prevail. Even if it were not such extreme conditions, it is
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Table 1: Maximum allowable temperature in the well at which the
fiberglass casing retains nominal properties.

realistic to expect a loss of approximately 0.2 mm per year [13].
Also, the occurrence of localized corrosion is always possible which
can do significant damage and dramatically reduce the life of
casing. The presence of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) with CO2
significantly changes the corrosion intensity compared to the
damage that occurs in the very presence of CO 2 or H2S.
In addition, the corrosion effect can be further enhanced in
systems where chlorides also occur, which confirms the case of loss
of steel pipe wall thickness of as much as 30 mm per year [14].
Thus, in wells through which fluids with a significant proportion of
acid gases are produced, it may happen that the casing string will
not withstand the planned production life of the well. Corrosion
resistance of fiberglass is especially pronounced for projects such as
carbon capture and storage (CCS) and enhanced oil recovery (EOR)
projects, which involves the use of corrosive fluids throughout the
project [15].
Installation of this type of casing reduces operating costs
intended for well workover, with direct elimination of investment in
anti-corrosion coatings, cathodic protection and other methods to
prevent corrosion and even provides a safer option for production
through a casing string thus achieving a significant reduction in
total capital costs [9]. Also, the significantly lower weight of
fiberglass casing and easier maneuvering and handling makes this
even more cost effective [16], primarily due to lower transport
costs.
Example of difference in the total weight of fiberglass and steel
casing with a nominal diameter of 177.8 mm (7 in), an inside
diameter of 157.1 mm and a wall thickness of 10.36 mm, which are
the classic dimensions of the production casing installed in gas
wells. The nominal weight of fiberglass casing of these dimensions
is 102.2 N/m, and for steel casing it's 423 N/m. If we take the
example that the length of the casing running into the well is 1500
m, the total difference in weight is as much as 481,500 N.
Therefore, the weight of the fiberglass casing string in this case is
only 24.1% of the total weight of the same steel casing string.
A significant difference in weight between fiberglass and
conventional steel casing is caused by significantly lower density of
fiberglass compared to steel. The steel from which casing is usually
made has a density of about 7850 kg/m3, while the usual density of
fiberglass ranges from 1200 to 2550 kg/m3 [17,18,19].
There are also few disadvantages of using fiberglass casing. The
most significant parameters that limit the use of fiberglass casing
are the working pressure and temperature at which this material
loses its nominal properties. According to previous research, this
type of material is considered more economical than steel due to
corrosion resistance, with satisfactory mechanical properties, if the
ambient temperature is up to 120 °C [15] and operating pressure up
to 275 bar (4000 psi) [20]. This, or similar values of the working
pressure are also confirmed by numerious companies that are
engaged in the production of fiberglass casing. However, the results
of research related to the level of maximum temperature to which
such pipes should retain their properties vary considerably. The
range of temperatures at which fiberglass casing could be used is
quite wide, as values from 93 °C [21] to as high as 149 °C are
mentioned in scientific and professional papers [20,22]. Table 1.
shows the values of temperatures up to which fiberglass protective
pipes retains their nominal properties in well conditions.

References

Maximum allowable
temperature (°C)

Type of well

[21]

93

Injection well (water)

[1]

110

Any purpose

[15]

120

Any purpose

[23]

130

Injection well (water)

[6]

138

Any purpose

[24]

141

Production well (oil and gas)

[22]

149

Injection well (water)

[20]

149

Any purpose

3. Conclusion
Recently, oil and gas industry has begun research into
composite materials that are resistant to corrosion and at the same
time can replace steel casing given the required mechanical
properties. Laboratory research, as well as field data, prove how
fiberglass casing can replace conventional steel casing under certain
well conditions. It is also known that such pipes have proven
success in vertical wells and ones with a low angle deviation. Most
important limiting factors in well conditions for fiberglass casing
are high temperature and pressures that cause significant stresses in
casing string, but after review of the literature it can be concluded
that temperature is actually the main limiting factor for the use of
fiberglass casing. Further research should be conducted to
determine more accurate values of the maximum allowable
temperature in the well, and the applicability of fiberglass casing in
inclined and horizontal wells.
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Decreasing pressure losses by applying drilling mud with nanoparticles
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Abstract: During mud circulation pressure losses occur in all sections of the wellbore: surface pipeline, inside drill string, drill bit and
around drill string. The sum of the pressure losses calculated for each section is equal to the total pressure loss in the sy stem, i.e. the
pressure that is read on the manometer of the mud pump. The mud flow through annulus (between drill pipes/collars and open hole/casing)
causes an increased pressure loss for the certain flow rate which increases the pressure exerted on the wellbore wall, so it is important to
manage it. In this paper, the influence of SiO2 nanoparticles on the rheological properties of bentonite mud was examined. After tha t, for a
typical wellbore construction and selected mud flow was calculated their influence on pressure losses in the area around drilling pipes and
collars. The pressure losses were determined using the Bingham model which provides an easy way to obtain data of acceptable accuracy
for the case of application in conventional vertical wells. The results indicate that th e addition of SiO2 nanoparticles can reduce the pressure
loss during mud circulation, in some cases by more than 50%.
Keywords: SIO2 NANOPARTICLES, DRILLING MUD, RHEOLOGY, PRESSURE LOSS
pressure loss due to friction (flow resistance) is useful for
calculating the required power of the mud pump, the pressure at the
bottom of the wellbore, and the maximum pressure at the wellhead.
Accurate determination of pressure loss is also important from an
economic point of view. Calculating the pressure reduction in the
annular space due to flow resistance allows an appropriate
assessment of the flow conditions, which is crucial to reduce
problems and avoid high costs during drilling.

1. Introduction
The conventional drilling tools consists of drill pipes and drill
collars that bring mechanical energy which include rotation and
weight on bit, as well as hydraulic energy. Whole drilling tools are
pulled out of the wellbore each time a drilling bit or bottomhole
assembly (BHA) needs to be replaced or the depth of the casing
shoe has been reached. After that, the casing pipes is lowered into
the wellbore and cemented. In Figure 1 is presented typical
wellbore construction.
Conductor casing
558,8 mm (22'’)

1

Drill bit diameter
444,5 mm (17 1/2")

Drill bit diameter
311,1 mm (12 1/4")

Drill bit diameter
215,9 mm (8 1/2")

Surface casing
339,7 mm (13 3/8'’)

Intermediate casing
244,5 mm (9 5/8'’)

Production casing
139,7 mm (5 1/2'’)

Fig 2. Simplified schematic of the mud circulation.
Consideration of drilling fluid flow conditions according to API
procedures involves the application of either an exponential or
Bingham plastic rheological model [2]. These models and the
corresponding hydraulic calculations provide a simple way to obtain
data of acceptable accuracy for the case of applications in
conventional vertical wells and for the application of simple mud
composition, such as bentonite muds.

Fig 1. Typical wellbore construction [1].
The mud circulation cycle consists of several components or
intervals, with pressure losses occurring on each of them. The sum
of the pressure losses during each interval is equal to the total
pressure loss in the system, i.e. the pressure measured on the mud
pump. Figure 2 shows a simplified mud flow in the wellbore during
drilling.

Previous studies of the influence of nanoparticles on the
rheological properties of drilling muds indicate that the influence of
nanoparticles on the rheological properties of drilling mud cannot
be determined with certainty because there have been cases of
increasing and decreasing rheological parameters of tested mud for
certain types of added nanoparticles [3-6]. So far, the positive
influence of SiO2 nanoparticles on most other properties has been
determined, and in this paper their influence on rheological
properties has been examined. Also, the pressure reduction
according to the Bingham model has been calculated and the

Knowing the flow of fluids that have different rheological
properties in the annular space (between drill pipes/collars and
wellbore walls/casing) is important because the precise
determination of the flow properties of different fluids is the basis
for planning and designing hydraulic analysis of well during
planning of wellbore construction [2]. A significant increase in
pressure loss due to flow resistance occurs in a confined space
(annular) which requires its precise assessment. Determining the
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v – flow rate of the drilling mud in the annular space (m/s)

influence of nanoparticles addition on the pressure loss is
investigated.

τ1022 - shear stress at shear rate of 1022 s -1 (Pa)

2. Required data for calculation

τ511 - shear stress at shear rate of 511 s -1 (Pa)

The flow regime is a type of fluid flow in pipelines. Fluid flow
in pipes can be plug-shaped, transitional from plug-shaped to
laminar, laminar, transitional from laminar to turbulent and
turbulent [7]. In hydraulic calculation, laminar or turbulent fluid
flow is most often considered.
Since this paper only deals with the pressure loss calculation in
the annular space (labeled with number 4 at Figure 2), the procedure
for determining the pressure loss (Table 1) and relevant formulas
(Table 2) are presented below.

ρi – mud density (kg/m3)
τo – yield point (Pa)
μp – plastic viscosity (Pa·s)
D2 – drill bit diameter or inside diameter of casing (m)
D1 – outside diameter od drill pipe/collar (m)
l – pipe length (m)

Table 1: The procedure for determining the pressure loss
[According to 8].
1

2

3

4

5

3. Laboratory testing
Laboratory testing was performed at the Faculty of Mining,
Geology and Petroleum Engineering, University of Zagreb, Croatia.
In order to examine impact of the addition of SiO 2 nanoparticles on
the pressure loss around drill pipes and drill collars during mud
circulation, five types of drilling muds were prepared and subjected
to laboratory testing: bentonite-based drilling mud as base mud
(BM) and four drilling muds contain SiO 2 (Table 3). Drilling muds
were prepared according to American Petroleum Institute
Standards, API Specifications 13A and API 13B-1 [9]. SiO2
nanoparticles were in the form of an aqueous suspension and were
added to bentonite-based mud until nanoparticles concentration
reach 1 wt% and 3 wt%. Average particle size used in this
laboratory testing was 20 nm and 60 nm (Figure 3).

After the mud pump flow rate has been selected, it is necessary to
determine the flow rate of the drilling mud in the annular space for a
given construction of the wellbore.
For the Bingham plastic model, it is necessary to calculate the
plastic viscosity and yield point. Input parameters for the calculation
of rheological models are obtained by laboratory analysis of mud on
a rotary viscometer.
Based on the obtained rheological parameters, it is necessary to
determine the type of flow, depending on the selected rheological
model. The type of flow is determined by calculating the Reynolds
number and comparing the obtained value with the critical value.
For Bingham plastic fluids the critical value of the Reynolds
number is 2100. If the calculated values of the Reynolds number are
higher than the critical ones, turbulent flow formulas are used,
otherwise laminar flow formulas are used.
Fluids whose viscosity depends on the shear rate, such as muds,
behave like non-Newtonian fluids. To distinguish Newtonian fluids
from non-Newtonian fluids, the concept of effective viscosity was
introduced and it should be calculated.
Calculate the pressure loss, depending on the type of flow (laminar
or turbulent).

Table 3: Drilling mud formulations [According to 10-11].

Table 2: The equations used for calculation of the pressure loss in
annular [According to 8].
Flow rate of the
drilling mud in
the annular space
Plastic viscosity
(μp)

Mud additives

BM

BM +
1%
60nm

BM +
3%
60nm

BM +
1%
20nm

BM +
3%
20nm

Water (l)

1

1

1

1

1

Bentonite (g)

70

70

70

70

70

NaOH (g)

2

2

2

2

2

PAC LV (g)

2

2

2

2

2

Aqueous
suspension of
nanoparticles
(g)

-

25

75

33.3

100

Yield point (τo)

Reynolds number

Laminar flow

Effective
viscosity
Turbulent flow
Laminar flow

Pressure loss

Fig 3. Nanoparticles used in laboratory testing.
After preparation of drilling muds, densitiy and rheological
properties were measured. The used equipment and conditions are
shown in table 4.

Turbulent flow

Where:
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Table 4: Laboratory test equipment and conditions.
Test

Equipment

According to equations in Table 2 were determined plastic
viscosity and yield point values for all tested muds and shown in
Table 6.

Conditions

Mud balance

Table 6: Plastic viscosity and yield point data for all tested muds.
Atmospheric
pressure and
temperature

Density

T (°C)

Mud type

Plastic
viscosity μp
(mPas)

Yield point
τo (Pa)

BM

12,6

5,8

BM + 1% 60nm

12,1

5,1

BM + 3% 60nm

13,9

4,1

BM + 1% 20nm

14,5

8,6

BM + 3% 20nm

16,6

4,5

BM

11,6

7,1

BM + 1% 60nm

11,7

5,3

BM + 3% 60nm

12,3

4,3

BM + 1% 20nm

15,2

7,4

BM + 3% 20nm

16,5

4,1

BM

9,1

12

BM + 1% 60nm

8

7,3

BM + 3% 60nm

8,5

5,2

BM + 1% 20nm

10,5

9,5

BM + 3% 20nm

14

4,6

OFITE Viscometer 900

25

Atmospheric
pressure, temperature
25, 50 and 75 °C

Rheology

50

4. Results and discussion
Rheological properties were tested at 25, 50 and 75 °C using
OFITE Viscometer 900. The following table 5 show the relation of
shear stress measured at shear rate of 5.1, 10.2, 170, 340, 510 and
1020 s -1 according to American Petroleum Institute Standards, API
Specification API 13B-1 [9].

75

Table 5: Shear stress measured at a certain shear rate for all tested
muds [According to 10].

T (°C)

25

BM +
1%
60nm

BM +
3%
60nm

BM +
1%
20nm

BM +
3%
20nm

Shear
rate
(s -1)

BM

1020

36,5

34,3

35,9

45,9

42,2

510

23,9

22,2

22,0

31,4

25,5

340

19,0

17,5

17,1

25,5

19,4

170

13,3

11,8

10,8

18,6

12,4

According to equations in Table 2, the pressure loss values per
1 m of pipe length was determined for all tested muds (Table 7).
The pressure loss was calculated around the drill collars which has
outside diameter of 0.1288 m (6 1/4") and drill pipes which has
outside diameter of 0.127 m (5). Drill bit diameter was 0.2159 m (8
1/2“) with the mud pump flow rate of 1,600 l/min. The density of
the base mud (BM) was 1030 kg/m3. By adding SiO2 nanoparticles
at a concentration of 1 wt% mud density increased to 1040 kg/m3,
while adding 3 wt% of nanoparticles density increased to 1060
kg/m3.

10,2

6,1

4,3

2,7

9,0

2,2

Table 7: Pressure loss per 1 m of pipe length.

5,1

6,1

4,7

3,3

10,0

2,2

Shear stress (lb/100 ft2)

1020

37,3

33,7

33,1

45,1

41,2

510

25,5

22,2

20,8

29,8

24,7

340

21,2

17,6

17,1

25,9

18,6

170

15,5

12,9

12,2

20,0

12,5

10,2

8,6

6,5

4,9

10,4

2,5

5,1

9,6

7,1

5,9

12,2

2,5

1020

41,6

30,2

27,1

39,8

37,1

510

32,5

22,2

18,6

29,2

22,9

340

30,6

19,8

15,3

27,1

18,2

170

28,6

17,6

12,4

24,1

12,5

10,2

24,9

12,4

6,3

16,1

3,3

5,1

28,6

13,3

6,7

17,3

3,3

T (°C)

Mud
flow

BM

BM
+ 1%
60nm

BM +
3%
60nm

BM
+ 1%
20nm

BM
+ 3%
20nm

Pressure loss (Pa/m)

50
25

50

75

75

191

Around
drill
pipe

344

313

279

485

314

Around
drill
collar

975

975

1018

942

1056

Around
drill
pipe

395

321

277

437

301

Around
drill
collar

962

967

994

876

1053

Around
drill
pipe

601

378

291

499

298

Around
drill
collar

1051

899

921

913

1021
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Table 8 shows the reduction of pressure losses values in the
annulus compared to the value obtained with the base mud. The best
results are marked in green and it can be seen that the addition of
SiO2 nanoparticles in most cases reduced the pressure loss. Also, it
can be seen that the effect of nanoparticles is more pronounced at
higher temperatures, and the best result was obtained by adding
SiO2 nanoparticles at a concentration of 3 wt% at 75 °C (reduction
of 51.6% with 60 nm nanoparticles and 50.4% with 20 nm
nanoparticles).
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[9] API, R. 13B-1, Recommended Practice for Field Testing WaterBased Drilling Fluids, and ISO 10414-1, American Petroleum
Institute (2003)
[10] S. Mijić. Utjecaj nanočestica SiO 2 na smanjenje filtracije
isplaka na bazi vode, Master thesis, University of Zagreb,
Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering (2018)

5. Conclusion
In this study was determined the impact of SiO2 nanoparticles
on rheology parameters of bentonite-based drilling mud. Used SiO 2
nanoparticles had different particle sizes (60 and 20 nm) and was
added in two different concentrations (1 wt% and 3wt%). After the
parameters of the Bingham model were determined, the pressure
loss in the annular for one typical wellbore construction was
determined in order to more clearly observe the positive influence
of SiO2 nanoparticles. Based on laboratory testing, the following
conclusions can be drawn:


In most tested muds the nanoparticles had a positive effect
on reducing the pressure loss in the annular.



The effect of nanoparticles is more pronounced at higher
temperatures.



The best result was obtained by adding SiO2 nanoparticles
at a concentration of 3 wt% at 75 °C.

[11] P. Mijić, S. Mijić, I. Medved, K. Perić. Influence of adding
SiO2 nanoparticles on rheological and filtration properties of
water-based muds, Innovations, 7(1), 43-46 (2019)
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However, these data provide a good basis for further testing
with new nanoparticles added in different concentrations.
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Advances in reducing formaldehyde emission from wood-based panels
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Abstract Formaldehyde emission is one of important issues in the wood-based panel industry. Recently, many countries tighten regulations
on formaldehyde emissions emitted from wood-based panels due to harmful effect of formaldehyde on the humans. Urea-formaldehyde
(UF) resin is the most used synthetic resin as binder in the production of wood-based panels for indoor applications. Disadvantages of UF
resin are the formaldehyde emission and low water resistance. UF resin is classified according to the formaldehyde releases, Super E0, E0,
E1, and E2, which are from lowest to highest, respectively. Many researchers have focused on the synthetic and natural formaldehyde
scavengers for decreasing the formaldehyde emission from the wood-based panels. In this study, recent studies for reducing formaldehyde
emission from wood-based boards were reviewed .
KEYWORDS: FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION, WOOD-BASED PANEL, UREA-FORMALDEHYDE, SCAVENGERS
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1. Introduction
Formaldehyde is considered a health hazard, hence woodbased panels must be within the limits imposed by the strictest
regulations in terms of formaldehyde release. Formaldehyde is
the first member in the homologous series of aldehyde. It is the
colorless gas with sharp scent that irritates the mucous membrane
of the nose and throat. Wood industry has already reduced
formaldehyde emission of raw panels (uncoated) by more than
80% over the past twenty years to minimize indoor air
contaminants [1]. Urea-formaldehyde (UF) is the most used
synthetic resin in the production of wood-based panels used
indoor applications due to its significant advantages such as lowcost, easy supply, transparent color, lower hot pressing
temperature, and duration, good mechanical properties of the
board in dry conditions. Despite of the mentioned significant
advantages, UF resin has two main drawbacks, formaldehyde
emission from the wood-based panel, and low water resistance in
humid environment. UF resin is mainly responsible for the
formaldehyde emission from wood-based panels [2]. For indoor
and furniture applications, a lower formaldehyde content is
required, if classified under the E1 emission class.

11.

Density and thickness of particleboard
Hardener type and content
Free-formaldehyde content in the UF resin
Moisture content of mattress
Moisture content of finished panel
Hot pressing parameters (temperature, time, and pressure)
Environmental conditions (humidity and temperature) for
finished particleboard
Overlaying of particleboard

The proposed formaldehyde emission reduction solution is
summarized below [5].
• To change the molar ratio of U/F in glue production,
• Chemical formaldehyde bonding materials (urea, tannic acid,
âmine, ammonia, melamine and cyanoguinidin)
• Development of new glue formulations,
• The usage of alternative adhesives (phenol formaldehyde,
isocyanate) to urea formaldehyde adhesives,
• The usage of plant and animal-based glues,
• Nanotechnology and plasma applications,
• Changing production conditions (such as press temperature and
pressure)
The materials relasing formaldehyde in a room are shown
in Figure 1. Especially, furniture is one of the most important
materials on the formaldehyde release because it is produced
using UF resin.

According to International Composite Board Emission
Standards (ICBES), there are 3 European formaldehyde classes,
namely, E0, E1 and E2. This classification is based on the
measurement of formaldehyde emission levels. For instance, E0
is classified as having less than 3 milligrams of formaldehyde
emission of every 100 grams of wood based panel. E1 and E2,
conversely, are classified as having 9 and 30 grams of
formaldehyde per 100 grams of the panel, respectively. All
around the world variable certification and labeling schemes are
there for such products that can be explicit to formaldehyde
release, like that of Californian Air Resources Board (CARB).
Table 1. CARB phase 2 formaldehyde limits [3].

Fig. 1. Materials relasing formaldehyde in a room [6].
The formaldehyde emission standards for different countries
are given in Table 2
Table 2. Current formaldehyde emission standards for woodbased panels in Europe, Australia, the USA, and Japan [32].
Parameters affecting formaldehyde
particleboard produced using UF resin [4] :
1. Tree species and wood acidity
2. F/U molar ratio of UF resin
3. The amount of resin used

emission

from
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[19], ammonium pentaborate [20] and ammonium bicarbonate
[21], aluminium oxide [22], melamine, polyvinyl alcohol, and
adipic acid dihydrazide [23] were effective to decreased the
formaldehyde emission from the wood-based panels.
Furthermore, Réh et al. [24] reported that beech bark flour
decreased the formaldehyde emission from plywood by up to
74% without decreasing the mechanical properties of thewoodbased panels. Bark of some wood species such as walnut and
chestnut contains the high amount of phenolics, which may
decrease the formaldehyde emission from the wood-based panels
when the bark flour was added into the UF resin mixture [25,26].
Effect of nanofillers (titanium dioxide) as scavenger on the
formaldehyde emission of E0 grade UF using at 0.5%, 1%, and 3
wt% based on the oven dry weight of UF resin was investigated
by Park and Lee [27]. Costa et al. [28] investigated the effects of
sodium metabisulfite, ammonium bisulfite, and urea on the
technological properties and formaldehyde emission of
particleboard. Among the scavengers, the sodium metabisulfite
was the best additive giving the particleboards with zero
formaldehyde emission. Dudkin et al. [29] added aluminum
oxide nanoparticles in the UF resin to decrease the freeformaldehyde. Chotikhun et al. [18] determined the
formaldehyde emission and mechanical properties of the
particleboards produced from Eastern redcedar using silicone
dioxide (SiO2) nanoparticles added modified starch as a binder
[31]. Nine different particleboards were produced with
nanoparticle contents of 0%, 1%, and 3% at three density levels
of 600, 700, and 800 kg/m3. The results showed that the
nanoparticle content above 1% adversely affected the mechanical
properties of the particleboard. Very low formaldehyde emission
value of 0.07 ppm was determined for the particleboards.

There is a direct relationship between the formaldehyde
emission and the formaldehyde content of the resin. The resin
producers have focused on the reduction in the F/U molar ratio in
the last decades to decrease formaldehyde emission from woodbased panels. Nevertheless, the reduction in the formaldehyde
content in the UF resin decreases the reactivity of UF resin,
which adversely affects the mechanical properties and
dimensional stability of the panels. Another strategy is the use of
scavengers. Natural or bio-based substancessuch as pozzolan,
tannins, charcoal, starch, chitosan, and chemical compoundssuch
as as primary and secondary amines, sodium sulfites, borax, and
ammoniumphosphates have been tested [7].
2. Applications for decreasing the formaldehyde emission from
wood-based panels

Effect of nanocellulose on the formaldehyde emission woodbased panels was also investigated by Ayrilmis et al. Three
grades of liquid urea-formaldehyde (UF) resins such as super E0
(SE0), E0 and E1 were modified by adding different amounts of
microfibrillated cellulose (MFC, 5 wt%). The incorporation of
the MFC into the SE0 up to 30 wt% significantly decreased the
formaldehyde emission from of the UF resin while this riot
observed for El) and El grade resins. The total volatile organic
compounds (TVOCs) of the LVLs considerably decreased with
increasing MFC content at 25 °C and 35 °C.

Hot press parameters, press temperature, time, and pressure,
affects the formaldehyde and VOC emissions from the woodbased panels and they decrease with increasing severity of the
pressing parameters. Furthermore, the panel manufacturers use
powder urea as formadehyde scavenger, which is added into the
UF resin solution. It is one of the most commonly used
formaldehyde scavenger is urea, mainly as aqueous solution, due
to its low cost and good performance [8]. Wood based panels
with low-formaldehyde emission can be produced using methyldiphenoldiisocyanate (PMDI) adhesive.

3. Conclusions
Formaldehyde emission is one of the important characteristics of
wood-based panels which limits their use in indoor application.
There are different ways to reduce the formaldehyde emission
from the wood-based panels. The most widely used teo methods
are to decrease formaldehyde/urea ratio and add the
formaldehyde scavengers. Recently, use of environmentally
friendly and sustainable formaldehyde scavengers in the
production of wood-based panels has increased. Although only
E1 grade wood-based panels are accepted by the many countries,
it is expected that the use of E0 panels will increase in near future
in the market.

In literature, of some natural scavengers such as paper sludge
[9], chestnut shell flour [10], condensates obtained from kilndrying of wood [11], phenolated kraft lignins [12], tannins
extractives [13], soy flour [14], Chitosan [15], pine cone flour
[16]. Zhang et al. [17] reported that formaldehyde emission of
coated medium density fiberboard panels could be reduced by
cold air and ammonia plasma treatment by 21% and 31%,
respectively. Cold plasma treatment as an efficient and
environmentally friendly method, which was completely different
from the convenrional formaldehyde scavengers, can
significantly reduce the formaldehyde emission without
decreasing bond performance of wood particles or fibers. In
addition, the charcoal has a considerable impact on the amount of
formaldehyde released by the manufactured boards. Kowaluk et
al. [18] reported that the 50 wt% content of charcoal caused
about 80% reduction of formaldehyde emission. Ayrilmis et al
investigated the potential utilization of such condensates from
oak, beech and walnut, which were obtained in a 7.8 MHz
vacuum dryer. The condensate was replaced with the deionized
water (5%) in the production of urea-formaldehyde (UF) and
melamine-urea-formaldehyde (MUF) resins in the reactor. The
formaldehyde emission from particleboard and medium density
fibreboard decreased significantly with addition of the
condensate into the UF and MUF resins. Previous studies
reported that some synthetic scavengers such as propylamine
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Investigation of the causes of corrosion of galvanized steel pipes used for hot water supply
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Abstract: The object of the study is the part of the galvanized steel pipe (about 1-meter-long) supplied by the customers, which was used
to supply hot water inside the residential building and which has corroded during exploitation of 5 years. To clarify the situation, quality of
surface coating and microstructure of the obtained galvanized steel pipe was analysed. Electrical stray currents of the pipeline installed in
the building were measured. The sample of the hot water was taken and analysed at the certificated laboratory.
The aim of the investigation was to determine the possible causes of the hot water supply pipe corrosion during sufficiently short time of
exploitation.
Keywords: GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE, HOT WATER SUPPLY, CORROSION, MICROSTRUCTURE, ELECTRICAL STRAY
CURRENTS.
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6058: 1998, LST ISO 6058: 1998 / P: 2008, LST EN ISO
10304 -1: 2009, LST EN ISO 10523: 2012 (Except p. 8), LST
EN 27888: 1999 and LST EN ISO 9963-1: 1999 (Except p.
8.1).

1. Introduction
Despite of increased use of plastic pipes for construction of both
cold and hot water supply systems, steel pipes remain at high place
on the designing of water supply systems due to technological
advantages in laying external water supply systems, as well as high
fire safety [1]. The main advantages of steel pipes are their strength,
low coefficient of linear expansion, possibility to use several types
of pipes connection in one network. However, low corrosion
resistance of steel pipes, both ferrous and galvanized, significantly
reduces the above advantages.
The protection obtained by zinc-base coatings is due to both
barrier and galvanic effects, the last being due to the fact that zinc is
anodic to iron and, in humid or aqueous environments it behaves as
sacrificial material at discontinuities in the coating. A relevant
feature of this type of protection in water supply systems is that, in
the presence of carbonates or bicarbonates (normal constituents of
hard water supplies), steel corrosion can be decreased by the
deposition of insoluble layers on the exposed zones of the inner
surface of the steel as a consequence of sacrificial zinc dissolution
[2]. However, the soft water inside the supply systems can act
contrary, especially, when the temperature of the water is increased
[3, 4].

a

b

Fig. 1. Voltage measurement in the hot water pipeline: a - connection
diagram of the Picoscope 3424 portable oscilloscope, b - voltage
measurement in the hot water pipeline after connecting the circuit according
to diagram a

Others criteria that may cause the corrosion of steel pipe lines
are AC and DC stray currents. It has been reported that it may occur
at induced AC voltage levels of only a few volts [5]. Application of
increased cathodic protection current may be required to control AC
corrosion.

The data of water sample analysis was used for calculation of
Langelier, Ryznar and Puckorius indices for the purpose of an
influence of water chemical parameters on the corrosion effect of
the pipe line [6-11].

The object of investigation is the corrosion failure of water
supply galvanized steel pipe system at the residential building after
short (5 years) lifetime exploitation. The aim of investigation is to
determine the possible reasons of the corrosion failure of the
galvanized steel pipe.

Preparation of galvanized steel pipe samples for microscopic
analysis was performed according to ASTM E3-11: 2017 [12]. The
samples were examined using optical microscope:
- Nikon equipped with video camera Nikon DS-2 16 MP and
objectives Nikon TU Plan Fluor 10×/0.30 and Nikon TU
Plan Fluor 100x/0.90.

2. Methodology
3. Results and Discussion

The measurement of electrical stray currents of the water supply
steel pipe line system was performed using such equipment:
- Portable computer oscilloscope Picoscope 3424,
- Portable oscilloscope FLUKE 123 Industrial Scopemeter,
- For analyzing of the results obtained: HP Pavillion dv6
Notebook PC with Manufacturer's Supplied Software.

3.1. Measurement of hot water supply pipeline
voltage in a building
A random AC voltage measurement result is recorded (Fig. 2).
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the voltage magnitude (y axis)
over time (x axis). The time scale starts at 0, and cell 1 corresponds
to 1 second. The AC voltage scale is shown in the range from 500mV to + 500mV, 1 cell of the graph corresponds to 100mV. The
measured signal (blue) is similar to noise. It was observed that most
of the signal amplitude is on the negative side of the signal. This
proves that an alternating voltage current is induced in the pipeline.
The generated voltage is not constant, it jumps from the minimum
amplitude value (black dotted line in Fig. 2) to the maximum
(highest rising peaks on the positive and negative sides of the
vertical axis).

The pipeline parts were connected in an electrical chain
according to the diagram shown in Fig. 1, a. Voltage measurements
were performed at the pipeline installation place according to the
following scheme:
- When the Picoscope 3424 portable computer oscilloscope was
connected to the hot water pipeline and ground (Fig. 1, b).
Tests of chemical composition and other properties of hot and
cold water samples were performed in an accredited laboratory
situated in Lithuania. Methods of sample preparation and analysis:
- Testing of chemical composition and other properties of water
samples in an accredited laboratory according to standards:
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lime), Saturation index ( determining whether the water is saturated
with CaCO3 or not), the Ryznar Stability Index (determining
whether the water supplied promotes corrosion or limescale
decomposition), the Puckorius Stability Index (determining whether
there is a tendency to lime decomposition or corrosion) and the
Larson Index (determining whether corrosion is encouraged). An
explanation of the above characteristics and values of the hot water
sample is given in Table 2. The results show that the Ryznar and
Puckorius indices show the effect of water on the formation of pipe
corrosion.

Fig. 2. A voltage measurement of about 10 seconds was recorded when
the Picoscope 3424 portable computer oscilloscope was connected to the
hot water supply pipeline and the ground terminal of the power outlet
installed in the building

After processing the measurement results, taking into account
the electrical signal noises generated by the ground circuit and
eliminating them from the measurement curves, it was determined
that the amount of alternating current in the hot water supply
pipeline is about 20-60 mV (measured indoors). At the heating
point, the hot water pipeline was grounded through a frame
structure, i.e. through mounted brackets to secure the pipes.
However, the hot plumbing structure has screw fittings. These
connections use non-conductive insulating materials that block the
flow of water to the outside, so as one moves away from the heat
point, the grounding resistance of the pipeline increases due to the
deteriorating contact (pipe-connection-pipe) (measured in the room
is about 0.1 Ω).

Fig. 3. Influence of water temperature on zinc corrosion [4]
Table 1: Test results for water samples

It was observed that the predominant frequency of the electric
field is unstable. It can be assumed that such frequencies are
generated not only by disordered electrical equipment installed in
the pipeline, but also by various other components in the
environment (e.g. magnetic fields, radio frequency waves, etc.).

3.2. Influence of the chemical composition of hot
water on the corrosion of steel pipe
According to the data of scientific literature, corrosion of metals
can be promoted by the concentration of dissolved oxygen in water,
pH, water hardness, concentration of HCO 3, Cl-, SO4 ions,
temperature (special influence of temperature in closed systems,
then corrosion in steel can reach about 0.25 mm/year at 40°C, and at
80°C - ~ 0.5 mm/year [13]) and other factors [1, 14]. The influence
of water temperature on the dissolution of zinc coating is shown in
Fig. 3. The figure shows that corrosion of zinc accelerates greatly
when the water temperature rises above about 50°C.

Analyst

Result

Measurement unit

Magnesium
Calcium
Total hardness
Chloride content
pH
Specific electrical
conductivity
Total alkalinity
Hydrocarbonate
content

<1
<2
0.06
47
8.2
667

mg/l
mg/l
mmol/l
mg/l
when T =20.2°C
µS/cm, when T
=25.4°C
mmol/l
mg/l

4.93
301

Allowed until
(HN 24: 2017)
Unregulated
Unregulated
Unregulated
250.0 mg/l
6.5 – 9.5
2500 µS/cm,
when T=25°C
Unregulated
Unregulated

Table 2: The results of the performed calculations according to the
methodologies [6-11, 15]

Parameter
Water hardness
Alkalinity of water
Langelier Index of
corrosive media
(LSI)
Saturation Index (SI)
Ryznar Stability
Index (RSI)
Puckorius Stability
Index (PSI)
Larson Index (LaI)

The water temperature was measured by turning off the hot
water tap. Measured value was 59°C. According to scientific
articles [1, 4, 13], when the water temperature is 50-80°C, the
probability of corrosion in galvanized pipes increases significantly.
The chemical composition and other properties of the relevant
components of hot water samples were tested in an accredited
laboratory. Chemical Research Protocol No. Data for Ch 5082/2020
is presented in Table 1. This study identified the amounts and
properties of chemical elements and compounds that may affect or
promote corrosion in the pipeline.

Result of
calculation
9.10
246.91

Galvanized pipe
Measurement
susceptibility to
unit
corrosion under the
existing parameter
mg CaCO3/l
Yes
mg CaCO3/l
-

-0.04

-

No

-0.05

-

No

8.27

-

Yes

8.43

-

Yes

0.3

-

No

Corrosion of galvanized steel pipes is also promoted by water
softening [3]. Water softening facilities are installed in the building
where the test pipe was operated.

After determining the amounts of chemical elements and
compounds that can effect on metal corrosion, calculations were
performed according to various methodologies found in the
literature [6-11, 15] in order to find out the properties of water
flowing through the studied pipeline. The chemical properties of
water are described by parameters such as: water hardness (Ca and
Mg in the water), alkalinity of the water (HCO 3 and CO3 in the
water), Langelier index (determining whether the water is
chemically balanced, promoting corrosion or decomposition of

The hardness of water is determined by calcium and magnesium
compounds, which are important for human health and give water
its flavor. When hard water is heated, calcium carbonate also settles
on the pipe walls, accumulating a layer of lime. By softening the
water, calcium and magnesium are removed and replaced with
sodium (and sometimes potassium). Softened water is actually
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aggressive (corrosive) to carbon steel and galvanized steel. The zinc
coating on the steel pipe is largely protected by a layer of zinc
carbonate forming on the surface. A certain hardness (calcium
carbonate content) in the water is beneficial because it helps to form
a protective layer. In addition, a thin layer of calcium carbonate and
zinc carbonate is more resistant to corrosion than zinc carbonate
alone in fully softened water. When the hardness is greatly reduced,
the protective layer does not form properly and the zinc coating is
susceptible to corrosion. For this reason, the zinc coating primarily
acts as an anode, i. dissolves. However, when the zinc is completely
gone, the steel pipe itself begins to corrode and the iron corrosion
waste enters the water. All these processes are driven by water
heating [3].
As we can see from the hot water chemical study of the building
and based on the work of other scientists, we can say that
galvanized steel pipes are not the right choice to supply hot water.
Fig. 5. Microstructure of the inner surface of the test pipe. No blisters,
pores or other defects are visible on the zinc coating and the steel boundary

3.3 Microscopic examination of samples of
galvanized steel pipes used for hot water supply in a
building

By studying the microstructure of the tube samples, several
emerging holes were found (Fig. 6). There was very little material
left at some of the holes until complete rusting. Holes formed in the
coating due to corrosion, which may have had a channel to the
outside, were also found (Fig. 7).

Electrochemical corrosion occurs in electrolyte solutions or in a
humid atmosphere. During it, a very large number of corrosive
galvanic cells are formed at the point of contact between the metal
surface (in this case the pipe or other parts of the pipeline) and the
electrolyte (water with dissolved chemical elements). Anodic and
cathodic areas are formed on the metal surface, between which a
potential difference occurs and an electric current flows.
The two metals, joined together and surrounded by an
electrolyte (water), form a galvanic pair. One of them will start to
dissolve (become an anode) at the expense of the other (become a
cathode). The anode will be the one whose electrode potential is
more negative. Thus, in the iron-zinc pair, the zinc will dissolve,
and then iron corrosion will begin. Due to the high temperature, the
chemical elements dissolved in the water, intense corrosion took
place in the zinc-iron pair, where the electrolyte (hot water) was
involved in the chemical reactions. After cutting the samples of the
operated pipes, continuous corrosion was found with large
accumulations of corrosion products occurring in places (Fig. 4).

Fig. 6. Corrosion holes in the test tube (from the inner surface to the
outside)

Fig. 4. Internal surfaces damaged by corrosion of the test tube

Selected sites for microscopic analysis are corrosion-damaged
sites and possibly the least corrosion-affected site for comparison.
According to ISO 14713-1 [14], the minimum zinc coating
inside the pipe for zinc-coated pipes must be 55μm. In order to
estimate the thickness of the zinc coating, the least corrosiondamaged areas were searched. In some places, the thickness of the
zinc coating in the inner layer was found to exceed 100 μm, which
means that the thickness of the zinc coating was at least twice the
minimum allowable thickness according to ISO 14713-1 [14] (Fig.
5).

Fig. 7. Holes in the zinc coating of the inner surface of the test tube due
to corrosion
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13. A. Šulčius. Corrosion of Metals. Kaunas: Technologija p. 212,
1995 [in Lithuanian].

4. Conclusions
Voltage measurements revealed the occurrence of stray
electrical currents in the hot water supply pipes. It was found that
the voltage of the alternating current in the hot water supply
pipeline is about 20-60 mV. Stray electrical currents are one of the
causes of electrochemical corrosion.

14. ISO 14713-1:2017, Zinc coatings — Guidelines and
recommendations for the protection against corrosion of iron and
steel in structures — Part 1: General principles of design and
corrosion resistance.
15. T. E. Larson, R. V. Skold. Laboratory Studies Relating Mineral
Quality of Water to Corrosion of Steel and Cast Iron (1958) Illinois
State Water Survey, Champaign, IL pp. 43-46: ill. ISWS C-71.

A chemical test for hot water was performed at the National
Public Health Laboratory, Lithuania. Based on the obtained
chemical composition, the Langelier and Ryznar indices were
calculated, which showed that the chemical composition of hot
water flowing in a building promotes corrosion of zinc-coated
pipes. The scientific literature sources mention that corrosion
intensifies particularly at temperatures above 50°C. To prevent
corrosion, it is recommended to select materials and coatings
according to EN ISO 14713-1 for all structural components
(including pipes, fittings, tanks and tank lids) that come into contact
with drinking water. According to the said standard, galvanized
pipes are most suitable for use in atmospheric corrosion conditions.
It has also been found in the literature that water softening promotes
corrosion of galvanized pipes.
When examining samples of the test pipe by metallography, the
thickness of the zinc coating meets the requirements of the standard
EN ISO 14713-1. Hole rust sites were formed, forming deep holes
due to corrosion.
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Abstract: Energy-saturated materials are considered to be a source of cheap energy, while detonation synthesis is a new promising form of
the basic technology for producing nanodiamonds and other super hard and ceramic nanomaterials. Nanodiamonds is a unique product
that combines both the properties of diamond and the advantages of nanostructures. The given work investigated the synthesis products,
obtained under industrial conditions, while having detonation of a mixture of trinitrotoluene (TNT) with gecsogen (RDX) and RDX with
graphite. The sizes of microcrystallites were, estimated by X-ray diffraction analysis and particle grain size according to the measurement of
specific surface area, agglomerate in water suspension after treatment by ultrasound. There was, shown the evolution of nanod iamonds
particle sizes and microstructures, both in the primary synthesis products and after enrichment from non-diamond forms of carbon and
technological impurities. Changes in the microstructure indicate a high reactivity of nanodiamonds. The obtained results can be useful for
studying the mechanism of synthesis and practical application of detonation nanodiamonds.
Keywords: NANODIAMOND, DETONATION SYNTHESIS, MICROCRYSTALLITES, MICROSTRUCTURE, GRANULARITY,
ULTRASOUND, AGGLOMERATE.

1. Introduction
Energy-saturated materials are considered to be a source of
cheap energy, while detonation synthesis is a new promising form
of the basic technology for producing nanodiamonds and other
super hard and ceramic nanomaterials. Nanodiamonds (ND) is a
unique product that combines both the properties of diamond and
the advantages of nanostructures [1-3]. At the present, moment
science and technology use detonation synthesis ND, obtained both
from the carbon of an explosive molecule and from a mixture of
explosive with the addition of graphite or soot. In the latter case,
the diamonds are larger. 39 years have passed since the discovery
of nanodiamonds, there was established certain production not
only in Russia but also abroad, however the work as for the
research, modification and application of ND continues to be
relevant.
The physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials are
mainly dependent on the microstructure and the grain size. To put
it in practice, ND of detonation synthesis, are produced from both
carbon explosive molecule [4,5], and from a mixture of explosives
with the addition of graphite or soot [6]. The general technology
for ND production in both cases is the same, however, with the use
of graphite, diamonds are usually larger in size [7,8]. Experimental
experience shows that the size of diamond may also depend on the
mass of explosives and the cooling conditions of the detonation
products in the chamber [9,10]. In the production process,
diamonds go through the stages of crystal nucleation and growth,
hardening in the process of expansion of detonation products and
enrichment from condensed detonation products, moreover due to
surface activity of nanoparticles, the sizes of microcrystallites and
grains can vary. The given research paper presents the results of
studies as for determination and comparison the sizes of
microcrystallites, grain and agglomerates of ND obtained both
from explosive molecules and from a mixture of explosives with
the graphite addition. It is important to note that the studies were
carried out on explosive charges of industrial synthesis and under
equal experimental conditions.

2. Research objectives
The detonation synthesis of ND was carried out in an industrial
explosive chamber with a volume of 4 m 3 in a buffer cooling
medium from its own gaseous detonation products. There were
used cast charges of TNT – RDX alloys in a ratio of 40/60 and
extruded charges of RDX with graphite in a ratio of 80/20 by
weight, respectively. The mass of the explosive charge in the
experiments is 0.5-2.0 kg.
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There were, estimated the sizes of microcrystallites by means
of X-ray diffraction analysis and particle grain size according to
the measurement of specific surface area. The crystal structure and
crystallite sizes of the samples were determined on a Rigaku
Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer. There was used Cu radiation, at a
shooting speed of 1 deg./min, with the step of 0.01 deg. and
scanning angles of 5-75 deg. The diffraction patterns were,
processed using the PDXL software package; the phase
composition was determined using the ICDDPDF2 database.
The specific surface area (S) was, determined by the BET
adsorption method in a stream of nitrogen at the “ASAP-2000”
automatic microvolume vacuum unit, Micromeritics. Granularity
was calculated according to the formula for spherical particles: D =
6/ S•𝜌, where ρ is the density of ND.
The size distribution of particles was measured in water
suspension (under ultrasound) was determined by the method of a
laser diffraction on Horiba LA-950 laser analyzer. The frequency
of ultrasound was 20 kHz.

3. Experimental results and discussion
The (Table 1) shows the results of studies of microcrystallites
(d1), granularity (D1), and specific surface area (S1) for enriched
ND obtained in experiments with different mass and composition
of explosives. The sizes of microcrystallites measured in
condensed detonation products (d 2) before its enrichment are,
shown.
Table 1. Sizes of microcrystallites and ND grain size for explosives
of various mass and composition
Explosive
Compositio
n
RDX
Graphite
RDX
TNT

The mass
of
explosives
, kg
0.5
1.0
1.2
0.5
1.0
2.0

S1,
sm2/g

D1,
nm

d 1,
nm

d 2,
nm

S 2,
sm2/g

23.4
32.2
21.0
246.3
232.6
231.3

75.4
54.8
84.0
7.60
8.10
8.10

6.55
7.40
6.84
4.90
4.71
4.51

4.72
5.02
5.24
3.25
3.56
3.44

47,4
54,5
61,4
315,6
302,5
390,5

The results show that ND from explosives and graphite have
similar values in sizes d1 and d2, but differ significantly in S1 and
D1. The sizes D1 for graphite diamonds are considerably larger.
With an increase in the explosive mass, the sizes of
microcrystallites and grain size of ND increase. It is interesting to
note that for all samples, d2 is noticeably less than d1. In the
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process of enrichment in a mixture of sulfuric and chloric acids at a
temperature of 180-2400С, the sizes of microcrystallites increased.
This is possible, since the particle of ND microcrystallites has an
amorphous phase at the periphery of the crystal [11]. In the process
of enrichment, the amorphous phase recrystallizes with an increase
in the size of ND microcrystallites.
It should, be noted that for primary fusion products in the
region of 200-400°C, a significant thermal effect is almost always
observed on the DTA curve, which is comparable to a number of
samples with the heat of combustion. Moreover, no mass loss is,
observed on the TGA curve (for example, Fig. 1). This behavior
can, be explained by the presence of excess surface energy, the
destruction and oxidation of the surface layer. Этот результат
также подтверждает о возможной перекристаллизации ND при
нагревании. This result also confirms the possible recrystallization
of ND during heating.

Fig. 2. Particle Size Distribution for ND (RDX /TNT, the mass 0.5 kg).

Fig. 3. Particle Size Distribution for ND (RDX/Graphite, the mass
- 1.2 kg).
Fig. 1. DTA and TGA (RDX/TNT, the mass of explosives – 1, 0 kg).
The results of specially conducted experiments are, presented
in (Table 2). Parts of one sample were, heated at different
temperatures in the atmosphere. As a sample, primary products of
ND.
As can be seen from (Table 2), with the increase in the
temperature d2 and D2 grow. The proportion of the amorphous
phase in the samples decreases. For a sample obtained at 4500C or
5300C, R2 and D2 are higher than for a similar sample of ND
enriched with acids (Table 1). Thus, it is obvious that the
microcrystallites and granularity of diamonds increase in the
process of enrichment. Changes in the microstructure indicate a
high reactivity of nanodiamonds.
Table 2. The microcrystallites ND in the world of the temperature
Explosive
Composition
RDX /TNT
(The mass of
explosives,
1,0kg)
RDX Graphite
(The mass of
explosives,
1,2kg)

Temperature,
0
С
25
280
350
450
25
250
480
530

amorphous
phase, %
24,0
26,0
35,0
39,0
29,0
31,0
42,0
48,0

d2,
nm
3,56
3,70
3,72
7,80
5,24
6,30
15,4
22,7

S2,
см2/г
302,5
341,9
287,1
164,8
61,4
63,5
19,1
14,8

Fig. 4. Particle Size Distribution for ND (RDX/Graphite, the mass
- 1.2 kg, Ultrasound).

D2,
nm
7,93
7,02
8,03
11,74
39,1
39,4
92,4
119,2

Nanomaterials, thanks to the active surface, from a system of
units. The looseness of the units grows as they enlarge, and the
strength decreases.
Studies of ND units in water suspensions are given on (Fig. 25) and in (Table 3).
Fig. 5. Particle Size Distribution for ND (RDX /TNT, the mass 0.5 kg, Ultrasound).
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Table 3. The size of the ND particles depending on the time of
exposure to ultrasound
Explosive
Composition

RDX
Graphite

The mass
of
explosives,
kg
0,5
1,2
0.5

RDX
TNT

1.0
2.0

Time,
seс

Mean
size,
µm

Median
size, µm

Mode
size,
µm

0
120
0
60
0
125
0
120
0
15

14.79
9.13
14.71
3.39
238.91
21.80
63.34
2.43
35.09
25.55

9.54
6.14
9.03
3.08
180.45
5.59
48.80
2.03
21.67
15.49

10.78
7.19
9.44
4.16
245.20
1.62
82.45
2.78
54.90
12.37
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The particle distribution curves are given in size for ND
samples obtained using and with, out ultrasound. The frequency of
ultrasound was 20 kHz. For all samples, the average size of the
units is much lower than the grain of nanodiamonds. There is the
following dependence, the smaller the size of the grain, the larger
the size of the units. The use of ultrasound reduces the size of
stable units by about an order of magnitude. Nanodiamonds from
the explosive molecule is more prone to aggregation.
Analyzing of the results, we reached the conclusion that the
ND particles from the explosive molecule are a single crystal
formation, since d1 and D1 have the same size values. Graphite ND
particles are polycrystals formed from 8-10 microcrystallites.
Particles of ND pass through three stages of formation. The first
stage is the condensation, formation and growth of
microcrystallites in the area of chemical reactions in the detonation
wave and the merging or sintering of microcrystallites (formation
D) in the Taylor wave in the second stage. At the third stage
(chemical cleaning, drying), microcrystallites, granularity and
structure of stable ND agglomerates are finally formed.

4. Conclusion
While conducting the present research there were determined
the sizes of microcrystallites and the ND granularity obtained
under industrial conditions both from the explosive molecule and
from the explosive with the addition of graphite. The sizes of
microcrystallites are approximately equal, and the granularity
differs significantly. ND particles from explosives have mainly a
single-crystal structure with a grain size of 7-8 nm, and ND
particles from explosives with graphite are polycrystals with a
grain size of 54-84 nm. As the charge, mass increases, the sizes of
single crystals and grains increase too. During the chemical
cleaning, the size of microcrystallites and the grain of ND increase.
Changes in the microstructure indicate a high reactivity of
nanodiamonds. After chemical cleaning, stable units with a size
from 0.1 to 100 µm are, formed in the water suspension. NA from
the explosive molecule is more prone to aggregation.
The obtained results can be useful for studying the mechanism
of synthesis and practical application of detonation ND.
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Abstract- From the practical experience regarding maintenance and service life of power transformers, it is important to know the state of
degradation (ageing) of the solid insulation and oil transformer. Therefore, it is important to study and analyse how certain factors
influence the dielectric properties of insulating materials used in electrical power transformers. This work proposes the experimental study
of the behaviour of cellulose type solid materials used to insulate electrical transformers. The aim was to consider the hygroscopicity of
cellulose-based products, the influence of temperature, humidity on the insulation resistance, dielectric strength and proof tracking index
(PTI) in humid conditions. Experimental determinations were carried out in the framework of the RENAR accredited laboratory within
ICMET Craiova. Experimental results have showed that environmental factors (low temperature -40°C and damp heat steady state for 24 hours at
70°C and relative humidity of 95%) strongly negatively influenced some dielectric properties such as insulation resistance and the PTI.
Keywords: DIELECTRIC STRENGTH, INSULATION RESISTANCE, PRESSBOARD, TRAFOBOARD, PROOF TRACKING INDEX
accredited laboratory within the National Research, Development
and Testing Institute for Electrical Engineering - ICMET Craiova.

1. Introduction
It is known from the practice of operation and maintenance of
electrical equipment (transformers, motors and generators, etc.) that
to ensure safe operation and functionality it is necessary to know,
among other things, the condition of the insulation system, because
about 40% of defects which occur in operation are due to insulation
failures, in some cases approaching even close to 100% [1, 2].

2. General aspects regarding cellulose-based
electrical insulating materials
Cellulose is essentially a linear, macromolecular polymer with
molecules that form concentrated bundles in the form of thin tubes
(known as micelles). By joining these very thin tubes, fibres with
lengths of the order of mm and with a very small diameter of the
order of 70μm are achieved. Pores appear between the yarns, which
can reach up to 40-50% of the volume of the material, this structure
explains the high porosity and hygroscopicity of cellulose-based
materials (paper and cardboard) [3,10,11].

The electrical insulating materials, used in different insulation
systems, are subjected  both in the manufacturing process and also
during operation  to various, more or less accidental, long or shortterm stresses, etc. such as: mechanical, electrical, thermal stresses,
due to the environment, radiation, etc. The effect of these stresses
leads to the appearance of physical-chemical changes that produce a
worsening of the dielectric properties [39].

The dielectric properties of cellulose-based materials are known
to vary very much with density, moisture content, temperature,
frequency of the electric field, etc.

Therefore, the study on how some factors such as temperature
and humidity can influence the properties of cellulose-type solid
electrical insulating materials used for the insulation system of
power transformers is recommended and of interest.

Also, cellulosic insulating materials may undergo ageing
processes resulting in the degradation of dielectric properties due to
climatic, electrical, radio-chemical, biochemical or mechanochemical ageing phenomena [3].

Cellulose-based products such as pressboard, trafoboard,
NOMEX paper are commonly used as cellulose-type materials for
the solid insulation of electrical power transformers.

Thus, in the case of electrical insulating materials, as mentioned
above, degradation, ageing and, consequently, the loss of important
dielectric properties is favoured by the presence of certain disturbing
factors.

This work proposes the experimental study of the influence of
environmental factors (temperature, humidity) on important
dielectric properties of cellulose type insulating materials given their
hygroscopicity (insulation resistance, dielectric strength and proof
tracking index - PTI in humid conditions).

For example, the resistivity of electrical insulating materials,
such as cellulose, depends on the presence of impurities,
temperature, humidity, etc.

The following materials were studied: pressboard, NOMEX
paper, trafoboard (1-3 mm), 0.05 mm transformer paper.

The increase in temperature is also known to intensify the
movement of charge carriers (ions in the crystal grid) and decreases
resistivity.

They were conditioned in climate chambers manufactured by
VÖTSCH Germany (cold for 24 hours at a temperature of 40°C and
damp heat steady state for 24 hours at a temperature of 70°C and
relative humidity of 95%).

Moisture, especially in hygroscopic materials such as cellulose
and cellulose-based products, leads to an increase in the number of
carriers, which has the effect of reducing resistivity.

Experimental determinations of dielectric strength were carried
out with a 50 kV station, by applying a sinusoidal AC voltage with a
frequency of 50 Hz between two circular electrodes with a diameter
of 75 mm.

The dielectric strength, in the case of solid electrical insulating
materials, is influenced by the chemical structure and composition,
the environment, the temperature, the degree of humidity.

A tracking tester produced by the Italian company
GALBUSERA was used to determine the PTI – the resistance to
leakage currents on the surface of insulating cellulose materials in
humid conditions - an important test but rarely present in the
literature.

Regarding the cellulosic materials, which have a porous
structure, the dielectric strength is lower than in the case of materials
which have a compact structure.
Also, the increase of the humidity degree due to the
hygroscopicity of the cellulose-based products, leads to the
appearance of some phenomena of intensification of the conduction
process and obviously to a decrease of the dielectric rigidity [11,12].

Both the climatic conditioning of the cellulosic materials and the
experimental determinations were carried out in the RENAR
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4.2 Determination of insulation resistance

3. Materials to be studied

The measurement of the insulation resistance of the samples was
carried out by placing them between two circular electrodes with a
diameter of 75 mm, between which a continuous voltage of 1000 V
was applied, except the insulating paper with a thickness of 0.05
mm, which was tested at 500 V.

Solid cellulosic type electrical insulating materials were used for
this study in the construction of the insulation system of electrical
transformers used in the power transmission and distribution
network.

3.1 NOMEX paper

The experimental determinations were performed with a
METRISO 5000D-PI Megohmmeter.

NOMEX paper is made of two types of aromatic polyamide
polymer, provides high electrical insulation, good mechanical
strength, behaves well in the presence of solvents and is very
resistant to acid and alkaline solutions. It is not sensitive to moisture,
is non-toxic, flame retardant, has very strong dielectric strength and
intrinsic mechanical strength (resistance to breakage and wear). It
has a good dielectric strength Estr = 18-40 kV / mm [13].

The achieved values are presented in Table 1.
Table1: Experimental results for determination of the insulation resistance

3.2 Pressboard
The pressboard, known in the literature as electrotechnical
cardboard, is made of very thin layers of paper, pressed wet. It has
good dielectric and mechanical properties, it is resistant to the action
of transformer oil, which is important in its use in the insulation of
electrical transformers with oil. It has a density between 1.2 .. 1.3 kg
/ dm3 and a dielectric strength Estr = 9..12 MV/m [11].

3.3 Trafoboard
Trafoboard is used as the basic insulating material in power,
distribution and special transformers. It has a good electrical and
mechanical resistance.

4. Experimental determinations

Insulation resistance [MΩ]
Test after
conditioning
Test after
in continuous
Laboracold
humid heat
tory test
conditionning
24h,
trial
24h, 40°
temperature
70°C, relative
humidity 95%

Type

Thickness
[mm]

Pressboard

0.35

18.5

NOMEX

0.2

13.8 ·10

Transformer
paper

0.05

19.7

1.5

2.07

Trafoboard

1

220

12.6

9.79

Trafoboard

1.5

290

28.4

12.3

Trafoboard

2

330

36.9

10.8

Trafoboard

3

349

119

26.1

3

0.79
10.7·10

0.63
3

9.3·10 3

4.1 Thermal conditioning of materials
The climatic conditioning of the cellulosic materials as well as
the experimental determinations were carried out in the RENAR
accredited laboratory within the National Research, Development
and Testing Institute for Electrical Engineering - ICMET Craiova.

4.3 Determination of dielectric strength
The dielectric strength Estr represents the minimum value of the
electric field intensity for which a material penetrates. It is
determined as the ratio between the breakthrough voltage Ustr and
the distance d between the electrodes (thickness of the material).

Material samples measuring (10 x 10) cm were used.
Tested materials were thermally preconditioned to cold (at a
temperature of 40°C for 24 h in a climate chamber of type
VÖTSCH C180) and to damp heat steady state (temperature of 70°C,
relative humidity 95% for 24 h in a climate chamber of type
VÖTSCH VC4060) [14,15].

The conditioned materials were afterwards subjected to an
alternating voltage with a frequency of 50 Hz, generated by a 50 kV
substation and applied between the same electrodes used to
determine the dielectric strength.
The values achieved experimentally are presented in Table 2.

The fig.1 shows the used climatic chambers.

Table2: Experimental results for determination of the dielectric strength

To determine the proof tracking index, the studied samples of
cellulose type materials were conditioned for 24 hours in a climatic
chamber at a constant temperature of 23°C and 50% humidity [16].

a)

b)

Fig.1 Climatic chambers that were used: a) Climatic chamber type
VÖTSCH C180; b) Climatic chamber type VÖTSCH VC 4060
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The voltage at which the breakdown
occurred [kV]
Test after
conditioning
in continuous
Test after
humid heat
Laboracold
24h,
tory test
conditionning
temperature
trial
24h, 40°
70°C,
relative
humidity
95%

Type

Thickness
[mm]

Pressboard

0.35

2

2

2

NOMEX

0.2

12

12

12

Transformer
paper

0.05

2

2

2

Trafoboard

1

6

6

6.5

Trafoboard

1.5

10

10

8

Trafoboard

2

14

12.5

8

Trafoboard

3

28

24

9.5
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4.4 Experimental verification of proof tracking index (PTI)
The proof tracking index (PTI) is the numerical value of the
proof voltage in volts at which test specimens withstand the test
period for 50 drops without tracking failure and without a persistent
flame occurring [16].
The verification of PTI was performed according to the
specifications provided in [16] using a tracking tester manufactured
by GALBUSERA, Italy (Fig.2).

Fig.4 Samples of cellulosic material after PTI verification: a) pressboard; b)
NOMEX; c) transformer paper 0.05 mm; d) trafoboard 1 mm; e) trafoboard
1.5 mm; f) trafoboard 2 mm; g) trafoboard 3 mm.

.
Fig.2 The GALBUSERA tracking tester.

Following the tests, the subsequent behaviours of the studied
materials were observed:

For the performed tests a voltage of 400 V and a frequency of 50
Hz were chosen, and the short-circuit current of the electrodes was
set to 1 A. In principle, this test consists in wetting the surface of the
sample between the electrodes with 50 drops of 0.1% ammonium
chloride solution, drop by drop, at regular intervals (30 ± 5 s) and the
drops must fall in the center of the surface between the electrodes
from a height of 30 ± 40 mm [16].

-In the case of the pressboard sample, at first some
incandescences appeared which led to the ignition of the sample, but
as it was wetted, the incandescence decreased in intensity and a
sinuous path was formed between the electrodes, which is a
perforation in the pressboard due to tracking between conducting
parts [16].

The material samples were conditioned for 24 hours in a climatic
chamber at a constant temperature of 23°C and 50% humidity.

-The NOMEX 0.2 mm paper initially ignited with flame, then
incandescences appeared and the material between the electrodes
burned, causing the tracking failure.

Prior to the start of the tests, a visual examination of the surface
condition of each material was carried out in order to identify any
non-uniformities on the surface to be tested.

- 0.05 mm insulating paper was moistened and perforated. It did
not light up, but incandescence was observed.
- In the case of the 1 mm trafoboard sample, the material around
the electrodes was wetted and incandescence was maintained, which
perforated the sample.

Fig.3 shows images during the PTI check.

- In the case of the 1.5 mm trafoboard sample, wetting of the
material around the electrodes was observed and incandescence was
maintained, which perforated the sample.
- When testing the 2 mm trafoboard sample, the surface between
the electrodes was moistened and blackened, and the incandescences
determined an electrical erosion - wearing away insulating material
by the action of electrical discharges [16] in the sample material. The
sample was not penetrated. The erosion depth was 1.4 mm.
- For the 3 mm trafoboard sample an air arc (arc between the
electrodes above the surface of the sample [16]) formed on the wet
surface between the electrodes and the ignition of the material in the
vicinity of one of the electrodes was observed. The material burned,
turned black, but the sample was not penetrated during the test. The
erosion depth was 0.92 mm.

5. Analysis of experimental results
Important and interesting aspects can be seen in the
determinations made on insulation resistance.
By analyzing the achieved results (Table I) it can be observed
that, due to the high hygroscopicity of the studied cellulose-based
materials, substantial changes of insulation resistance occur,
decreasing significantly from the order of hundreds of MΩ to tens of
MΩ or in the case of pressboard below 1 MΩ. In the case of

Fig.3 Images during the PTI tests.

Fig. 4 shows the material samples after checking the proof
tracking index (PTI).
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NOMEX paper, there is no significant influence in the variation of
the insulation resistance.
By analyzing the results achieved in the determination of the
dielectric strength (Table II) it can be seen first of all that the values
of the breakdown voltage for the determinations carried out in the
laboratory environment and with unconditioned materials are within
the values known from the literature [11, 12] and from the technical
data sheet of cellulosic electrical insulating materials [17].

[9]

One can also see that there are no substantial changes in the
breakdown voltage of the tested materials following the thermal
conditioning.

[11]

[10]

[12]

In case of verification of the endurance index at surface runoff in
humid conditions – the proof tracking index, according to the norms
in force [16], the pressboard, the transformer paper with the
thickness of 0.05 mm, the NOMEX paper and the trafoboard
samples of 1 and 1.5 mm did not behave properly when checking the
PTI because they penetrated at the 400 V applied voltage.

[13]
[14]
[15]

6. Conclusions
[16]

The aim of this paper was to study how certain environmental
factors (humidity, high temperatures or low temperatures) can
influence certain electrical properties, namely dielectric strength,
insulation resistance and the PTI for some cellulose type materials
(NOMEX paper, pressboard, trafoboard) used to insulate both dry
and oil-based electrical transformers.

[17]

A strong and negative influence of high or low temperatures and
humidity was observed on the values of the insulation resistance at
which strong decreases were reported (from hundreds of MΩ to tens
or even a few MΩ).
Regarding the proof tracking index PTI, only the samples of
trafoboard with the thickness of 2 and 3 mm carried out well in terms
of the requirements of the standard [16].
Future studies and analyses on the behaviour of solid cellulose
insulation for power transformers will follow the effect over time of
transformer oil on the properties of cellulose materials.
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The impact of high voltage electric discharge treatment on the properties of Cu – Al powder
mixture
Syzonenko Olha, Torpakov Andrii, Lypian Yevhen, Prystash Mykola
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Abstract Studies of the impact of high voltage electric discharge (HVED) treatment on the dispersion and phase composition of 87,5 % Al +
12,5 % Cu powder system were performed. It was shown that HVED treatment in kerosene with specific treatment energy of 5 MJ/kg leads to
the decrease of mean diameter of treated powder from 15 to 13 µm, and the increase of specific treatment energy leads to the decrease of
mean diameter of treated powder from 15 to 6 µm. X-ray diffraction analysis shows that CuAl2 and Al4C3 are synthesized in all considered
treatment regimes.
HVED treatment with increased specific treatment energy leads to the increase of quantity of synthesized Al 4C3 phase. The use of “three
point – plane” electrode system instead of “point – plane” during HVED treatment of 87,5 % Al + 12,5 % Cu powder system leads to the
increase of quantity of synthesized Al4C3 and CuAl2 phases, while the efficiency of powders dispersion slightly decreases. Up to 40% of
particles in powder mixture, treated by HVED in kerosene with the use of “three point – plane” electrode system, have diameter close to the
diameter of the initial powder mixture.
Keywords: HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRIC DISCHARGE, POWDER, POWDER METALLURGY, SYNTHESIS, GRINDING, ALUMINUM,
CUPRUM
properties than those obtained by conventional metallurgical
methods due to less exposure at high temperature, which ensures
the preservation of the grain heterophase structure of the powder
mixture in the structure of the consolidated material [2].

1. Introduction
Currently in Ukraine there is a problem of replacing morally
and physically obsolete rolling stock of urban electric transport and
ensuring its high level of reliability. At the present time, Morgan
Carbon, PanTrac and Hoffman companies are the leading
manufacturers of electrical materials for urban electric transport in
Europe. Most types of electrical contact inserts, made by thee
companies, contain carbon and copper components [1]. Such
current collection elements are made in an aluminum frame and are
fastened with special adhesives or bolted joints, and are often
placed in copper clamps. Sliding electrical contacts are the most
common mobile connections in urban electric transport. The
analysis of technical conditions shows that the materials of currentcollecting sliding elements must provide high electrical
conductivity, arc resistance, hardness, strength and wear resistance
[1]. In this case, ensuring the durability of both the current collector
(body) and the contact wire (counter-body), which is determined by
the low coefficient of friction, is an important condition.

But the properties of consolidated materials depend not only on
the method of consolidation, but also on the chosen method of
preparation of powders. The use of the method of preparation of
starting powders of metal-matrix materials by high-voltage electric
discharge (HVED) in hydrocarbon liquid, developed in IIPT of
NAS of Ukraine, allows to achieve significant dispersion of
particles of processed powders as well as to provide synthesis of
dispersion-strengthening phases, in particular, carbides [2–9].
During the HVED treatment, metal powder particles are
exposed to a combined effect of mechanical (shock wave, hydro
flows, cavitation) and thermoelectric (discharge channel plasma,
microplasma formations between particles, discharge current)
factors, which leads to their dispersion. The use of hydrocarbon
liquid prevents the oxidation of particles of the processed metal. In
addition, as it is shown in [3–9], the difference between highvoltage electric discharge (HVED) in a hydrocarbon liquid is its
pyrolysis (rupture of chemical bond chains) under the influence of
the temperature of the plasma discharge channel and pulse pressure
with the formation of active carbon nanoparticles up to C 70 [ 2, 6],
which creates conditions for the synthesis of dispersionstrengthening compounds, in particular, carbides [3–9].

A number of materials, based on carbon-containing powders
clad with copper, have been developed in Ukraine for the
manufacture of current collector inserts. However, such materials
have unsatisfactory resistivity, wear resistance and strength. Given
the disadvantages of existing materials for these friction pairs, there
is a need to develop new materials that would have high
performance properties, especially high wear resistance. However,
the available materials do not fully meet the technical and
operational requirements, in particular, put forward on the criterion
of durability of this system. They have unsatisfactory specific
resistance (from 3 · 10–5 Ohm · m to 8 · 10–5 Ohm · m), wear
resistance (from 0,1 to 0,4 mm of loss of diameter during 20 h), and
durability (from 40 to 82 MPa). Therefore, the creation of materials
that would meet the stringent requirements of operation in extreme
conditions is an urgent scientific task.

Unfortunately, the possibility of using high-voltage discharge
treatment in a hydrocarbon liquid for the preparation of starting
powders of metal-matrix composites of the Al – Cu system for the
manufacture of current collector inserts has not been sufficiently
studied. In particular, there is no information on the patterns of
changes in the dispersion and phase composition of the initial
powders of the Al – Cu system under the influence of HVED
treatment.

The need to create new metallic materials with high physical,
mechanical and operational properties that will provide the
necessary reliability of products in extreme conditions, is relevant
for the development of modern technology. Unfortunately, the
possibilities of obtaining them using conventional metallurgical
methods are largely exhausted. Therefore, scientists and engineers
are facing an important task of the development of physical
principles for creating new materials under conditions of highenergy action and extreme high-speed effects of temperatures and
pressures, which will allow the obtainment of nanostructured
materials, which do not exist in conventional conditions, from
elements that do not have mutual solubility. Materials, consolidated
by the methods of spark plasma sintering (SPS), self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS), or selective laser sintering, have
significantly (1.5–2 times) higher physical and mechanical

Therefore, the goal of the work is to investigate the influence
of high-voltage discharge treatment in kerosene on the dispersion
and phase composition of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder system.

2. Methodology
Elemental Al powders PA1 GOST 6058-73 (ПА1 ГОСТ 605873) with d0 = 25 μm and Cu PMS-1 GOST 4960-75 (ПМС-1 ГОСТ
4960-75) with d0 = 15 μm were selected as initial materials for the
study, on the basis of which a mixture of 87.5 % Al + 12.5% Cu
mass composition with an initial diameter of 22 μm was prepared.
Kerosene of the TS-1 brand (GOST 10227-86) was used as a
working liquid. The ratio of solid to liquid phases in the studies was
1:15 (the weight of the processed powder was 100 g, the volume of
the working liquid was 1.5 l).
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The scheme and detailed description of the experimental stand
for high-voltage electric discharge processing and, in particular, the
working chamber, are given in [3–5]. Investigations of HVED in
"liquid dielectric – metal powder" disperse system were performed
at a voltage U = 50 kV, the inductance of the discharge circuit L
from 0.5 to 1 μH (limit technological values) and the discharge
interval lp ~ 17 mm. In the process of research, the specific energy
of processing was varied by changing the number of discharges n.
The capacity of the drive C was 0.8 μF, so the value of the stored
energy of a single discharge W1 was 1 kJ.

in the modes shown in table 1. After processing, the features of the
high-voltage electric discharge process in the modes with different
types of used ES were compared. The initial mixture of 87.5% Al +
12.5% Cu powders had an average diameter of 22 μm and was
characterized by a monomodal size distribution, the main peak of
which was at the point of 20 μm (~ 55%) (see Fig. 1, curve 1).
HVED treatment of this powder mixture in kerosene with
single-point EC at Ws = 5 MJ / kg leads to a change in dispersion
(see Fig. 1, curve 2) – the particle size distribution retains a
monomodal appearance and shifts to the area of smaller diameters,
and the average diameter decreases to ~ 12 μm. Increasing the
specific processing energy to 10 MJ / kg leads to an increase in the
dispersion efficiency (see Fig. 1, curve 2) – the particle size
distribution undergoes a significant shift to the area of smaller
diameters, and the average particle diameter of the mixture
decreases to 7 μm. Increasing specific processing energy to 20 MJ /
kg leads to the further decrease of the average particle diameter of
the mixture to 6 μm.

Two structural types of electrode systems (ES) were used in the
research, namely "point – plane" (P – P) and "multipoint anode –
plane" (MP – P) with 3 tips. These ESs were used due to the fact
that according to the results of [3–6, 8–10] the change of the electric
field configuration due to the use of different types of ESs allows to
create conditions for changing the distribution of plasma formations
in the volume of processed powder.
In turn, if the plasma formations are distributed over the entire
volume of the processed powder, it will intensify the processes of
erosion and hydrodynamic dispersion and synthesis of carbide and
intermetallic compounds during HVED treatment [3–6, 8, 9]. When
using the point–plane system, HVED develops according to the
classical mechanism of spark discharge (SD) in a dispersed system,
while the use of "multipoint anode – plane" type ES allows the
implementation of the mode of volume-distributed multi-spark
discharge (VMD).

Table 1: Modes of HVED treatment of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder
system in kerosene.
No. of
mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

The use of different electrode systems allowed controlling the
distribution of the intensity of the influence of the main factors of
HVED impact [3–6, 8–10]. Thus, if in the case of the
implementation of SD most of the accumulated energy was
transformed into shock waves, the implementation of VMD using
multi-point anodes allows to increase the intensity of thermal and
current impact factors.

Number of points of the
electrode system
1
1
1
3
3
3

Ws, MJ/kg
20
10
5
20
10
5

In order to evaluate the degree of influence of HVED in
kerosene on the morphology and particle size of powders, the
following hardware and software was used –BIOLAM-I (БІОЛАМІ) optical microscope with a maximum magnification of × 1350,
REMMA-102 (РЕММА-102) raster electron microscope with a
magnification range from 10 to × 250000 (IPM NASU), Canon
digital camera. Powder samples for optical microscopy were taken
in accordance with GOST 23402-78 (ГОСТ 23402-78). After
obtaining a sharp image, magnification was recorded and
photographs were taken, which were processed for further analysis.
Fig. 1 Particles size distribution of initial 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder
(1) and after HVED treatment in kerosene in SD mode with different values
Ws = 5 MJ/kg (2), Ws = 10 MJ/kg (3) and Ws = 20 MJ/kg (4)

Since the average diameter of particles and their shape factor
are the most informative in materials science in terms of describing
the morphology of the powder, the diagnosis of morphological
characteristics was performed before and after HVED treatment by
average diameter (dm) and shape factor (F) in accordance with
GOST 25849-83 (ГОСТ 25849-83). The number of particles that
came into the field of view of the microscope eyepiece was not less
than 2000 pieces, and at least five samples were considered for each
studied mode. As a result of processing, the values of the above
characteristics were obtained for each particle that came into view.
This allowed to present data in the form of graphs and histograms
with a confidence interval of 0.96.

Changing the type of used ES from one-point to three-point did
not affect the dispersion efficiency (see Fig. 2). Treatment with Ws
= 5 MJ / kg allowed reducing the average particle diameter to
13 μm (see Fig. 3). Treatment with Ws = 10 MJ / kg reduced the
average diameter of the mixture after treatment to ~ 9 μm, and with
Ws = 20 MJ / kg to 7 μm.

The study of the phase composition of the powders was
performed by X-ray phase analysis. The diffraction patterns were
recorded using a DRON-4-07 (ДРОН-4-07) diffractometer under
CuKα radiation. A Ni β-filter was used to reduce the background on
the diffractograms as well as to reduce the probability of β-lines.
Phase identification on diffraction patterns was performed using
POW_COD databases [11]. A standard made of quartz was used to
determine the instrumental function.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 2 Particles size distribution of initial 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder
(1) and after HVED treatment in kerosene in VMD mode with different
values Ws = 5 MJ/kg (2), Ws = 10 MJ/kg (3) and Ws = 20 MJ/kg (4)

The study of the effect of HVED treatment on the change in the
properties of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder system was performed
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a

Fig. 3 Dependence of the average particle diameter of 87.5% Al +
12.5% Cu powder on the specific processing energy when using SD mode
(1) and VMD mode (2) in kerosene

X-ray phase analysis of the initial mixture of 87.5% Al + 12.5%
Cu powders confirmed that only aluminum and copper are present
in the composition of the initial mixture (see Fig. 4), no significant
impurity content was detected.

b

c

Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction patterns of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu initial powder
mixture

HVED treatment of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder mixture in
kerosene with SD leads to a change in its phase composition (see
Fig. 5, a, c, e). In the composition of the powder, in addition to the
initial Al and Cu, as a result of HVED treatment with a specific
energy of 5 MJ/kg, reflexes appear, corresponding primarily to
CuAl2 intermetallic phase and aluminum carbide Al4C3 (see Fig. 5,
a). Increasing the specific energy to values of 10 and 20 MJ/kg
increases the quantity of synthesized phases, as evidenced by some
increase in the corresponding peaks on X-ray diffraction patterns
(see Fig. 5, c, e).

d

The use of VMD for HVED treatment of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu
powder mixture in kerosene does not fundamentally change the
dynamics of the synthesis of new phases in comparison with SD
(see Fig. 5, b, d, f). First of all, we can point to the appearance of
CuAl2 intermetallic compound, as well as Al4C3 carbide when
exposed to a specific energy of 5 MJ/kg (see Fig. 5, b), the number
of which increases with increasing specific energy to 10 and
20 MJ/kg (see Fig. 5, d, f).

e

f
Fig. 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder
mixture after HVED treatment in kerosene in the modes of SD (a, c, e) and
VMD (b, d, f) with a specific energy of 5 MJ/kg (a, b), 10 MJ/kg (c, d) and
20 MJ/kg (e, f)
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4. Conclusions
1. The possibility of using HVED treatment in a hydrocarbon
liquid for the preparation of the initial mixture of powders for
metal-matrix composites of Al – Cu – C system is shown.
2. The regularities of high-voltage electric discharge treatment
of 87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder mixture in kerosene were studied
and it was shown that HVED treatment with Ws = 5 MJ/kg leads to
a decrease in the average particle diameter of the treated mixture
from 15 μm to 13 μm, and increasing the specific processing energy
to Ws = 20 MJ / kg allows to reduce the average particle diameter of
the treated mixture to 6 μm.
3. It is found out that regardless of HVED mode, treatment of
87.5% Al + 12.5% Cu powder mixture leads to the synthesis of
CuAl2 intermetallic compound and Al4C3 carbide, the amount of
which increases with increasing specific processing energy.
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Estimation of the elasticity module of Al-Si alloy samples in cast and deformed states by the
frequency spectrum of sound vibrations
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Abstract: Using fast Fourier transform the frequency spectra of sound vibrations of sound obtained by impa cting a suspended material
sample were obtained and analyzed. For this, the corresponding short sound files were recorded, which were then subjected to computer
analysis. It was found that the frequency spectra of sound vibrations for cast silumin and for those after deformation-heat treatment have a
different character. So in these spectra obtained for samples that have passed the deformation-heat treatment, a set of narrow, clearly peaks
at certain frequencies have been observed. In the spectra obtained for cast samples, such clear, narrow peaks are not observed. The position
of the characteristic peaks in the frequency spectra of sound vibrations was used to estimate the elastic modulus for samples that have
passed various regimes of deformation-heat treatment.
KEYWORDS: SILUMIN, FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, ELASTIC MODULUS, DEFORMATION-HEAT TREATMENT

1. Introduction
Sample
type by the
chemical
composition
(see table 1)
1

The objective of this research is to study the effect of deformationheat treatment of alloys of the Al-Si system on the nature of the
frequency spectra of sound vibrations obtained by fast Fourier
transforms [1] of a recording sound emitted when hitting a
suspended sample, as well as evaluating the elastic modulus of the
material studding the values of natural frequencies.
Alloys of the Al-Si system are used for the cast products
manufacture and practically do not undergo plastic deformation.
This is because of the low ductility of such materials. We have
proposed and investigated a method for increasing the plasticity of
such alloys by deformation-heat treatment, which consists of a
series of small hot deformations with intermediate annealing. As a
result of this treatment, the plasticity of the alloy actually increased,
and the silicon inclusions were crushed and acquired a shape close
to spherical or equiaxial “tumbling“ fragments. Annealing without
deformation, both simple and cyclic, even for the time of 4–5 h at
temperatures above 500 ºС, did not have such a significant effect on
silicon inclusions as the combination of a series of hot deformations
with intermediate cooling and annealing.
When working with the samples, an interesting detail was
noticed – the sound emitted when the sample was struck or dropped
onto a hard surface was different for cast and annealed samples, and
for samples that underwent deformation-heat treatment. In other
words, the samples after forging produced a pronounced prolonged
ringing sound; for cast and annealed samples, a short, indefinite
rattling was observed. This difference in sound prompted the idea of
a more detailed study of this difference. The sound obtained by
impacting the samples was recorded and subjected to both the
analysis of the time dependence of the vibration amplitude and the
Fourier transform to obtain the spectrum of the vibration frequency
intensity in the corresponding recorded sound.

Table 2: Geometric dimensions of samples, mm
Sample type by
№ of
Sample dimensions
the material state sample
a
b
l
(see table 3)

1
2

2
1

2

3
4
5
6
5
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

7.8
7.9
6.4
6.65
7.3
7.2
5.9
8.8
9.4
14.2
13.0

6.9
7.1
7.2
7.5
6.5
6.1
6.6
8.4
8.7
13.9
11.5

59.9
52.2
79.8
70.15
82.1
91.0
67.9
40.8
41.5
37.9
30.8

Table 3 shows brief characteristics of the sample processing
modes, the numbering corresponds to the numbers from the column
"Sample type by the material state" in Table 2.
№ of
treatment
type
1

17 stages of deformation by forging with intermediate
annealing for 10 – 12 minutes at a temperature of 510
ºС. Start of forging at 510 – 490ºС, end of forging at
~ 100 – 150 ºС. The total degree of deformation is ~
52%, elongation is ~98%.

3

11 stages of deformation by forging with intermediate
annealing for 15 – 20 min at a temperature of 540 ºС.
Final annealing 30 min. Start of forging at 540 – 520
ºС, end of forging at ~100 – 200 ºС. The total degree
of deformation is ~70%, elongation is ~ 138%.
19 stages of deformation by forging with intermediate
annealing for 9 – 15 minutes at a temperature of 510
ºС. Start of forging at 510 – 490ºС, end of forging at
room temperature. Final cold deformation. The total
degree of hot deformation is ~ 33%, the final cold
deformation is ~ 12%, and the total elongation is ~
63%.
Initial cast condition

Table 1
Chemical composition of the test samples (wt%)
Sample type
Al
Si Mn Cu
Fe
1
7.0 0.1 0.5 0.75
base
2
4.5 0.5 0.7 0.5

4

The samples had shapes of rectangular rods of various lengths
and sections. Table 2 shows the geometric dimensions of the
samples. At the same time, it also indicates the type of sample,
which depends on the nature of the processing to which it was or
was not subjected.

5
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11 stages of deformation by forging with intermediate
annealing for 12 – 18 minutes at a temperature of 520
ºС. Start of forging at 520 – 510ºС, end of forging at
~ 250 – 300 ºС. The total degree of deformation is ~
29%, elongation is ~42%.

2

2.1. Experimental material and technique
The study used samples of alloys of two types – with 4.5% Si and
with 7% Si. The chemical composition of both types of samples is
shown in Table 1.

Table 3: Processing modes for the samples
Processing characteristic
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6

Annealing at a temperature of 520 – 540 ºС for ~4.5
h.

The samples were hung on a string, and the sample was struck
with a wooden stick. The sound produced by this was recorded and
saved as an audio file of the .wav format. This file was passed to a
program that performs fast Fourier transforms and visualizes the
results as a plot. The program is written in Python, for the
implementation of fast Fourier transforms, the functions of the
program library numpy [2, 3] were used in it, and matplotlib [4] was
used to visualize the results. The resulting graphs were saved as
graphic files in .jpg format. The positions of the peaks on the graphs
were measured using the jMicroVision program [5]. For each
sample, 10-15 such acoustic spectra were recorded to identify and
exclude the effects of random noise and to confirm the repeatability
of peak locations.
In addition, the study of the microstructure of the samples,
measurement of their Vickers hardness, microhardness of the metal
matrix and plasticity during deposition were carried out.

a)

2.2. Research results
It was noticed that in the acoustic frequency spectra obtained for
samples that were subjected to deformation-heat treatment,
pronounced peaks appear at certain frequencies. Peaks were
observed from time to time at fixed locations for a given sample.
The peaks could have different intensities, which in each case, in
some cases, individual peaks might not appear at all, but if they
appeared it was at the same frequencies. No certain narrow peaks
were observed for the acoustic spectra of cast and annealed
samples.
Figure 1 shows examples of graphs of acoustic spectra for a
cast sample (a) and a sample after deformation-heat treatment (b).
In the case of a cast sample, if some peaks can be noticed in the
acoustic spectrum, then they are unstable, have low intensity, and
their boundaries are blurred.
Thus, the first thing that this method allows is to distinguish a
specimen in a cast or annealed state from a specimen that has been
subjected to deformation-heat treatment.
The observed difference in the acoustic spectra of cast and
deformed samples is apparently caused by the difference in the
shape of silicon inclusions in them. Figure 2 shows examples of
silicon inclusions photographs in cast (a), annealed (b), and
deformed (c, d) samples.
Apparently, inclusions of silicon in cast samples, representing
a skeleton of silicon wafers, dampen the propagation of sound in the
material. In the samples after annealing, the inclusions are more
separated, but on the whole retain their plate-like shape. In
specimens after deformation-heat treatment, silicon inclusions are
globular and to a much lesser dampen the propagation of sound in
the metal. In addition, it was noted that in samples with a higher
degree of spheroidization of inclusions, the sound, on average, with
the same force and nature of impact on the sample, is louder and
more sustainable. The hardness of the metal material apparently
does not affect the qualitative difference in the frequency acoustic
spectra of cast and deformed samples. Thus, the highest hardness
was observed in the as-cast state in specimens of composition 1
(67.0 ± 12.1 HB), the hardness of annealed specimens and
specimens processed in modes 1 and 2 was lower than in the as-cast
state and was about 50 HB. For specimens of composition 2, the
hardness in the cast state and after deformation-heat treatment
practically did not differ. Thus, we do not observe any significant
influence of hardness on the peaks appearance in acoustic spectra
and on the degree of their blurring.

b)
Figure1 – Examples of acoustic frequency spectra – a) cast sample;
b) deformed specimen
It is known from theory that the frequency of sound vibrations
of a rod depends on its geometric dimensions and shape, the pattern
of its ends pinching, as well as the density and modulus of elasticity
of the material [6]. The frequencies of natural vibrations of the rod
are described by the formula (1):

f 

k
EI

2
A
L

(1)

where L is the length of the rod, m; E is the modulus of
elasticity, Pa; ρ is the density of the material, kg/m3, I is the axial
moment of inertia for the cross section of the bar, m4; A is the crosssectional area of the bar, m2, k is a coefficient that depends on the
boundary conditions (pinching schemes) and the order of the
harmonic.
In this case, the cross section of the sample is rectangular.
Thus, there are two axial moments of inertia determined by the
formula (2) [7]:

Ix 

b  a3
12

Iy 

b3  a
12

where a, b – cross-sectional dimensions, m
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modulus of type 1 specimens processed by mode 1 was 72.0...72.9
GPa, by mode 2 – 75.2...76.2 GPa, and by mode 4 – 78.3...81.1
GPa. This is not a huge but statistically significant difference.
Considering the fact that the hardness of the metal matrix of
specimens processed according to mode 2 (48.2±9.8 kgf/mm 2) is
slightly higher than that of specimens processed according to mode
1 (41.8±3.8 kgf/mm2), it is possible to assume the relationship
between the modulus of elasticity and the hardness of the metal
matrix of the material, while the total hardness practically does not
differ. Mode 4 includes additional cold deformation, which
increases the hardness of the material. Obviously, its modulus of
elasticity increases, as is known, correlates with the hardness of the
material [8].
The acoustic frequency spectra for samples of composition 2
(4.5 % Si) are characterized in a similar way: there do not have
certain narrow peaks for the cast state, but they appear after
deformation-heat treatment. The calculated estimate of the elastic
modulus for sample 5, deformed by ~ 70%, is 75.4...75.7 GPa.
Although the hardness of these specimens (35.2 ± 5.0 HB) is lower
than that of specimens with 7% Si, their estimated modulus of
elasticity is approximately at the level of specimens processed
according to mode 2. This still indicates a not quite direct
dependence of the modulus of elasticity on hardness and,
apparently, shows the role of the large degree of deformation to
which these samples underwent.
Thus, the considered approach makes it possible to estimate
the values of the elastic modulus of the material in a fairly simple
way without special equipment.

a)

b)

3. Conclusions
The study has been carried out of the frequency spectra of sound
vibrations obtained by fast Fourier transforms of audio files with a
recording of the sound emitted when struck by suspended samples
of alloys of the Al-Si system. This method was used to study
samples with 4.5 and 7.0% Si in cast and deformed states.
A significant qualitative difference in the frequency spectra of
sound vibrations for cast and deformed samples is shown. The
observed difference is apparently associated with the damping and
scattering of sound vibrations by silicon inclusions in the cast
material, where they form a frame of lamellar precipitates. The
globular shape of silicon inclusions in the material after
deformation-heat treatment does not lead to such scattering of
sound vibrations; therefore, certain narrow frequencies appear in the
acoustic spectrum, corresponding to the natural vibrations of the
rod.
The position of the characteristic peaks in the frequency
spectra of sound vibrations for the samples after deformation-heat
treatment is in good agreement with the theoretically calculated
frequencies of natural vibrations of a rod with hinged ends. This
makes it possible, knowing the geometric dimensions and shape of
the sample and its density, to estimate the value of the elastic
modulus of the material.
The evaluation of the elastic modulus carried out on the basis
of determining the position of the natural vibration frequencies of
the rod (sample) showed that it somewhat increases with an increase
in the total degree of deformation during the deformation-heat
treatment of the silumin and additionally increases with the
combination of the basic multistage hot and final cold deformation.
It is also shown that the values of the elastic modulus for samples
with 4.5 % of Si after deformation-heat treatment with a total
deformation greater degree than that of the samples with 7 % of Si
were subjected to, is approximately at the same level as in one with
7 % of Si. Despite the fact that the hardness of this material is
noticeably lower.

c)

d)
Figure 2 – Silicon inclusions in silumin samples with 7 % Si:
a) cast sample, magnification × 500;
b) annealed sample, magnification × 400;
c) sample after deformation-heat treatment, magnification × 400;
d) sample after deformation-heat treatment, magnification × 500;
The presence of two axial moments of inertia leads to split
pairs of peaks observed in the frequency spectra of sound
vibrations. Also, in a number of cases, harmonics are clearly visible.
By comparing the experimental data with the theory, it was
established that for the considered case – a sample hung on a thread
– the boundary conditions for the hinge fixation of the ends are
most suitable for determining the frequency of natural vibrations.
With such a scheme, the coefficient k from formula (1) is (n·π) / 2,
where n is the harmonic number. Most often, the 1st harmonic of
natural vibrations (fundamental tone) manifested itself most clearly
in the samples, the 2nd one manifested itself relatively seldom (in
samples 3, 4, and 7 it was practically not observed), but the 3rd was
often intense. The reason for this behavior is still unclear.
Knowing the geometric parameters of the sample and its
density, based on the position of the peaks in the acoustic frequency
spectrum, it is possible to estimate the value of the elastic modulus
of the material, according to formula (1). The material density of
the samples of composition 1 was determined to be 2670 kg/m2, and
of type 2 – 2680 kg/m2. The calculated estimate of the elastic
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Abstract: The structural and technological aspects of the polytetrafluoroethylene-matrix composites formation are shown. It is shown that
due to the existence of inert components in the process of interfacial interaction with the degree of filling in the traditional technological
paradigm implemented structural paradox manifests itself in proportion to the reduction of the parameter of tensile strength with increasing
degree of filling. According to the concept of energy and technological compliance of components the technological principles to eliminate
the negative impact of the structural paradox fluorine composites are proposed.
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1. Introduction

2. Materials and research methods

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and composite materials based on it
are widely used for the manufacture of products for sealing,
tribological purposes, as well as for protection against the effects of
aggressive technological environments and high temperatures [1–5].
The features of the PTFE macromolecule structure contribute to the
parameters of the supramolecular structure that determine the
mechanisms of friction, wear, deformation under the action of static
and dynamic loads and inertness in the processes of interaction with
technological media. In particular, it applies to the processes of
interfacial interaction with components of different composition,
structure and dispersion, which are used as functional modifiers of
composite materials in the manufacture of products for various
purposes.
A review of the scientific literature on the study of physical,
chemical and technological aspects of the production and
processing of functional fluorine composites indicates that
traditional methodological approaches based on the classical
concepts of polymer materials science, physical chemistry and
technology of plastics and composite materials have been
established [1–3, 6]. The essence of these approaches is the
application of methods for regulating the composite supramolecular
structure by using fragments of organic and inorganic fibers - glass,
oxalonic, basalt, carbon.
In all their diversity of fluorine composites grades (materials of the
series "Flubon", "Fluvis", F4K20, F4G10, etc.) and its production, a
general technological principle of formation and processing into
products is implemented. This principle involves a combination of
operations for components mixing in specified ratios, cold pressing
of semi-finished products and its hot sintering (monolithization) in
an air atmosphere according to a given temperature – time regime.
This technological principle, which is close in essence to that used
in the technology of powder metallurgy, currently dominates in the
literature, patent and commercial sources, becoming the basis of the
technological paradigm of functional fluorine composites [1–5].
The using of various types of this technology, consisting in the
introduction of highly dispersed fillers (carbon- and siliconcontaining particles: UDD, zeolites, etc.), including nanosized and
mechanically activated fillers [1–8], as well as reinforcing fibers
(carbon (CF), glass, basalt, aramid) or their combinations [9], while
maintaining the traditional sequence of technological operations to
obtain blanks (products) does not allow achieving fundamentally
new effects of increasing the parameters of stress-strain,
thermophysical and tribological characteristics.
The manifestation of a structural paradox for fluorocomposites is
generally recognized, which consists in a significant decrease in the
values of most important parameters (tensile strength σt, friction
coefficient f, density ρ) under introducing of high-strength
reinforcing fillers (for example, CF) [6, 9].
The purpose of this work was to develop principles for improving
the technology of functional fluorine composites based on the
concept of multilevel modification.

Such commercially produced polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
grades as Ф-4ПН, Ф-4ПН90, Ф-4ТМ that differ in the average size
of the powdered fraction (HaloPolymer, Russia), were used as the
base binder in the preparation of fluorine composites. Fragments of
carbon fiber (CF) obtained by a mechanical fragmentation of carbon
tape of ЛО-1-12Н brand (SvetlogorskKhimvolokno OJSC, Belarus)
with a size of fractions of less than 200 microns, were used for the
reinforcement of the PTFE. The targeted modification of PTFE was
carried out by introducing into the composition of carbon black (CB)
grades П234 and П803 with an average particle size of 20 and
80 nm, ultrafine PTFE (UPTFE), commercially available under the
Forum trademark (Institute of Chemistry, Far Eastern Branch of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia) that are a polymeroligomeric products of thermogasdynamic synthesis of
polytetrafluoroethylene, and fluorine-containing oligomers "Foleox"
and "Epilam". In addition, dispersed particles of semi-finished
products of organic and inorganic origin - clays, tripoli, metal
oxides, carbon nanotubes, ultradispersed carbon-containing
products of explosive synthesis (detonation nanodiamond (DND),
also known as ultradispersed diamond (UDD) produced by
Scientific and Production Closed Joint-Stock Company «SINTA»,
Belarus), etc. were used as modifiers of the PTFE structure.
The parameters of the stress-strain (tensile strength σt, compressive
strength at 10% linear deformation σc10%, Young’s modulus under
compression Еc, hardness НВ) and tribological (wear rate I, friction
coefficient f) characteristics were determined according to the
standard methods recommended in the regulatory documentation,
using the МР-200, ComTen 94C, Р-0,5, ХП-250, СМЦ-2, ХТИ-72
friction machines. The analysis of the physical and chemical
properties and structure of the samples was carried out based on the
data of IR spectroscopy (Tensor-27), atomic force (Nanotop-III),
optical microscopy (Micro200T-01), scanning electron microscopy
(LEО1455VP) and X-ray diffraction analysis (Dron-2.0).

3. Results and discussion
A systematic analysis of the effect of the structure of fluorine
composites on the mechanisms of deformation, fracture and wear of
products made of them under various conditions of loading and
operation made it possible to identify the main factors influencing
the manifestation of the structural paradox in the implementation of
traditional technologies for their manufacture at the molecular,
supramolecular, phase and interphase levels.
In a number of literary sources, it is noted that it is impossible to
preserve some of the initial parameters of the properties (for
example, tensile strength σt, Charpy impact strength a) of the PTFE
matrix polymer or to its increase with the introduction of fillers of
any composition and dispersion, including high-strength ones,
especially in the case of an increased content of fillers [ 2, 3, 5]. The
manifestation of a structural paradox is the feature of fluorine
composites. The structural paradox consists in a significant decrease
in the values of a number of the most important parameters of
fluorine composites (density ρ, tensile strength σt, friction
coefficient f) upon the introduction of reinforcing fillers (for
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example, carbon fibers CF). The introduction of more than 20 wt.%
of any filler, including high-strength filler, into the composite is not
advisable, because in this case there is a significant decrease of the
parameter σt that determines the field of application of products
made of it.
The experimentally observed negative effect of a decrease in the
values of a number of the most important parameters of fluorine
composites modificated by high-strength fillers cannot be explained
from the point of view of classical ideas about the role of the
structure at the supramolecular and interphase levels in the
Molecular level

implementation of the deformation and destruction mechanisms of
products made of it under the influence of operational factors.
A systematic analysis of the structure of fluorine composites
influence on the mechanisms of deformation, destruction and wear
of products made of its under various conditions of loading and
operation made it possible to identify the main factors (at the
molecular, supramolecular, phase and interphase levels) that affect
the manifestation of the structural paradox in the implementation of
traditional technologies of its manufacture (Fig. 1).
Supramolecular level

Factors:

Factors:

the characteristic structure of the macromolecule, which
causes inertness in the processes of adsorption interaction
with components of any composition, structure and
production technology, and the absence of a viscous-fluid
state

the impossibility of the formation in the composite of an ordered
supramolecular structure of the spherulite type (providing an increase
in wear resistance, deformation-strength and thermophysical
characteristics) and a lamellar structure (providing a low coefficient of
friction) at the same time

Phase level

The levels of the structural paradox
manifestation in the traditional technology
of fluorine composites

Interphase level

Factors:

Factors:

the formation of cluster-type agglomerates from particles of a
matrix semi-finished product and a filler that do not
correspond in shape and mass, leading to the appearance of
microdefects in the composite structure due to steric and
rheological obstacles due to the structure of PTFE

Defectiveness of the boundary layers, due to the inertness of the PTFE
macromolecule in the processes of adsorption interaction, and the
absence of a viscous-fluid state of the binder that prevents its
spreading over the filler surface, which is not fully compensated by
cold flow

Fig. 1. The main factors influencing the manifestation of the structural paradox during the formation of fluorine composites
according to the technological paradigm
The imperfection of the structure of fluorine composites at the
molecular level is predetermined by the specific structure of the
PTFE macromolecule, which causes the absence of a viscous-fluid
state. The molecular structure of PTFE dictates the need to use
special technological methods that ensure the formation of a lowdefect structure under temperature impact on the compacted sample.
The most effective method is the introduction into the interparticle
boundary layer of thermodynamically compatible with PTFE
modifiers that play the role of a high molecular weight plasticizer.
At the supramolecular level of the formation of the fluorine
composite structure, the paradox manifests itself in the impossibility
of obtaining a gradient structure with a lamellar structure of the
surface layer of the product that provides low shear resistance, and a
disperse spherolite-like structure of the matrix in the bulk that
causes increased parameters of stress-strain characteristics, at the
same time. The formation of the optimal supramolecular structure in
the filled PTFE matrix during monolithization is difficult due to the
low mobility of the binder macromolecules. Therefore, the greatest
importance has been the activity of the dispersed particle in the
processes of recrystallization of the initial structure of the PTFE
matrix particles.
With the dispersed modifiers particles activity growth, which can be
achieved through the use of special technologies for the formation
of nanoscale fractions [1], mechanical or thermal action on a semifinished product [1, 2], the effectiveness of its action on the process
of supramolecular organization increases that provides the
necessary modification effect with a significant lower filler
concentrations [1, 4]. Therefore, nanosized modifiers (DND,
zeolites, sialons, etc.) treated by mechanical activation provide a
significant increase in the parameters of deformation-strength and
tribological characteristics of fluorine composites at a content of up
to 1 wt.% [1].

At the phase level, the formation of an imperfect structure of a
fluorine composite is due to the formation of cluster-type
agglomerates during mixing of matrix polymer and filler particles
that cause the appearance of microdefects in the sample after cold
pressing and persist after sintering the semi-finished product due to
the action of interparticle friction forces, steric and rheological
obstacles to filling the cavities of clusters with a binder.
The interphase level of the PTFE composite materials structure
imperfection leads to a decrease in the parameters of its service
characteristics and realizes due to the defectiveness of the boundary
layers in the "matrix - filler" system that causes its low strength,
which is predetermined by the inertness of PTFE macromolecules
in the processes of adsorption interaction and the absence of a
viscous-flowing state of the binder that prevents its spreading over
the filler surface. Therefore, in composites filled by dispersed
fragments of carbon, glass, and other fibers, their strength
parameters are not fully realized that in other thermoplastic matrices
with high melt fluidity lead to a significant increase in the values of
the σt and σc parameters. For example, the tensile strength parameter
σt for carbon-fiber reinforced plastics and fiberglass-reinforced
plastics based on polyamide 6 with a filler content of 20 wt. % has a
value of 110 and 130 MPa, respectively, with an initial σt value for
a matrix polymer of 60–65 MPa.
It was established by the SEM method that, regardless of the
individual parameters of dispersed particles (composition, structure,
and production technology), they are characterized by clustering
during production and storage (Fig. 2), as well as the presence in
micro-sized particles (mechanically dispersed silicon, silicate
glasses, formate copper, tripoli, clays, metal oxides, PTFE, UPTFE,
etc.) the nanoscale components in the surface layer of particles

.
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a

b

c

d
e
f
Fig. 2. Typical morphology of particles of PTFE (a), UPTFE (b), carbon nanotubes (c), tripoli (d), metal oxides (e), carbon fiber (f) in the
as-received condition
Analysis of the spectra of thermally stimulated currents (TSC) of
modifiers of different composition, structure and production
technology indicates not only its active state, but also different
temperature ranges of manifestation of this state [1]. Considering
that dispersed particles of predominantly micrometer dimension
(50-200) microns were chosen for modification, obtained by
mechanical shredding of natural semi-finished products (shungite,
tripoli, clay) and thermodynamic synthesis during ablation of a
PTFE block (ultrafine polytetrafluoroethylene under the "Forum"
trademark) clustering processes, it should be assumed that the
structural components of the surface layer, which are in the
nanostate, have a significant effect on the manifestation of energy
activity. Therefore, to increase the efficiency of the modifying

action of dispersed components, it is advisable to use technological
methods that determine the formation of the morphology of the
surface layer with nanosized components, which ensure the
formation of the optimal structure of composites at the
supramolecular and interphase levels of organization. This
morphology will promote not only the processes of orientation of
the binder macromolecules under the action of the energy field of
the nanocomponents, but also the formation of an interphase layer
with increased adhesion due to the filling of the particle relief
irregularities with the binder.
The nanostate of dispersed particles of condensed media with
various composition, structure and production technology is
determined by a combination of factors, which are shown in Fig. 3.

FACTORS DETERMINING THE NANOSTATE OF DISPERSED PARTICLES OF
CONDENSED MEDIA

Geometric parameters
L0 =

230·θD–1/2

dimensional boundary of
nanostate

Structure

Composition

layered structure that is capable
of splitting to form a "charge
mosaic"

the presence of delocalized
components, including charge
carriers, TSC

Technology

Surface layer morphology

the directional impact of technological factors with given
intensity during shredding, activation, mixing, processing
changes the energy state
Fig. 3. Factors determining the nanostate of dispersed particles of condensed media

particles of the micron range have a developed
morphology formed by nanocomponents

– it is necessary to carry out the technological preparation of the
components, which makes it possible to achieve the optimal
parameters of the geometric characteristics of the prevailing fraction
and to reduce the negative influence of the unstable molecular
weight distribution of the matrix polymer on the parameters of the
stress-strain, rheological characteristics and interparticle interaction;
– it is necessary to apply technologies for combining material
components, ensuring the destruction of cluster structures formed
by PTFE and filler (CF) particles during mixing;
– the characteristic morphology of the matrix PTFE particles
makes it possible to use components with high thermodynamic
compatibility as target modifiers, which increase the plasticity of
the matrix during cold pressing and monolithization due to the
plasticization effect. An effective modifier of this type is oligomer

A combined analysis of the factors causing the manifestation of the
structural paradox, leading to the occurrence of a negative effect of
a decrease of the parameters of stress-strain and tribological
characteristics of fluorine composites under increasing the amount
of modifiers, indicates the prevalence of factors associated with the
technology of obtaining a matrix binder (powdered PTFE) and a
reinforcing filler (mainly CF), which aggravate the unfavorable
processes that prevent the formation of the optimal structure of the
composite. Therefore, to increase the values of the strength and
wear resistance parameters of composite materials based on PTFE
with a filler content of more than 20 wt. %, identified it as highly
filled, it is necessary to change the traditional approaches that
formed the technological paradigm [7, 9].
The essence of these changes is as follows:
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and polymer-oligomer products of chemical and thermogas
dynamic synthesis – fluorine-containing oligomers (FCO), ultrafine
polytetrafluoroethylene (UPTFE);
– the cluster structure, which is formed at the stage of combining
the components, makes it possible to implement the principle of
multilevel modification using a combination of components with
different dispersion, habit and energy state, which provide an
optimal structuring effect at various levels of the organization;
– the technological parameters of the composite monolithization
process should ensure the possibility of not only reducing the
number of structural defects, but also achieving an optimal ratio of
the energy characteristics of the matrix and filler for the
implementation of the prevailing interphase process, which ensures
the formation of a boundary layer with increased characteristics of
adhesive interaction.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the practical application of the
developed methodological principles of the highly filled fluorine
composites technology (Fig.) indicates the feasibility and validity of
the existing paradigm shift [9].
The methodological approach based on the establishment of the
dominant physicochemical (in particular, tribochemical) reaction
made it possible to establish a functional relationship between the
parameters of the components and the energy state of the systems.
To characterize the energy state a complex parameter was used,
which is the cumulative result of transformation of the initial
individual parameters (structure, composition, morphology, habit,
size) of the components under the influence of technological and
operational factors. The feature of the proposed methodological
approach is the possibility of a targeted intensification of the
dominant interfacial reactions through the implementation of the
energy state of components with certain parameters of electrical and
physical characteristics. Under certain conditions a material object
acquires a special state (nanostate), which can manifest itself when
the dimensional parameters are reached both by a single particle and
by components of the surface layer morphology of a particle or
substrate with micro- and macro-sizes [3, 4].
The priority principle of the choice of components and methods of
its activation is to ensure the necessary ratio of the parameters of the
energy characteristics at a certain stage of the formation of the
structure of the composite, product, metal-polymer system, that is,
when exposed to specific technological parameters.
The conducted research and analysis of literature sources devoted to
the material science of polymer composites made it possible to
substantiate the concept of energy and technological compliance of
components for the formation of systems with optimized parameters
of structural characteristics at various levels of organization.
The energy compliance of the components implies the possibility of
its reaching a total energy state, which corresponds to the activation
energy of the dominant physicochemical process, which ensures the
formation of the optimal structure of the interphase layer in
composites or metal-polymer systems.
To implement the principle of energy compliance of components, it
is necessary not only a certain combination of initial parameters
(thermophysical, dimensional, electrophysical, structural, elemental,
etc.), but also the possibility of their change in the specified ranges
of values under technological influences on the components
(deformation, temperature, ionizing , laser, etc.). When choosing an
adequate technology for obtaining, preparing, mixing components
or processing composites into products, conditions are created for
changing the initial energy state and achieving a nanostate directly
in the interphase interaction zone, which ensures the dominant
physicochemical process of forming the optimal structure of the
boundary layer.
The formation of an interfacial (boundary) layer with an optimal
structure indicates the technological correspondence of the
components of functional materials and metal-polymer systems,
which is understood as the possibility of achieving the specified
energy parameters of the components at a certain stage of the
formation of a composite, product or construction, ensuring the
manifestation of the dominant mechanism of interphase interaction.
The absence of such a state does not allow realizing the potential of

individual components in the selected technological process of
manufacturing the system, since it can manifest itself in various
ranges of temperature, mechanical, physicochemical and other
effects, without ensuring the achievement of the required value of
the activation energy at a specific technological stage, leading to the
structural paradox.

4. Conclusion
Thus, the implementation of the phenomenon of the nanostate of
dispersed particles in the structure of fluorine composites on the
basis of the concept of energy and technological compliance of
components provides a decrease in the prerequisites for the
demonstration of a "structural paradox" and the possibility of
achieving a synergistic combination of parameters of tress-strain
and tribological characteristics using the developed technological
principles of production and processing.
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1. Introduction
2. Discussion

Modern scientific views on the structure of multicomponent
materials (plastics, composites, alloys), products and constructions
made on its basis have its foundations in the understanding them as
systems whose parameters of characteristics (stress-strain,
tribological, thermophysical, adhesive, etc.) depend on the intensity
interphase interactions, characterized by the flow of certain physical
and chemical processes at a given rate and leading to the formation
of boundary (separating) layers with certain composition and
structure [1–3]. These processes lead to the transformation of the
initial state of the system components and determine the parameters
of its performance characteristics.

In the interfacial region of a multicomponent system, a complex of
physical and physicochemical reactions occurs simultaneously with
the dominant of one or several, for which the most favorable
conditions are realized, determined by the value of the activation
energy parameter (Fig. 1). This dominant reaction in the interfacial
region, the kinetics of which corresponds to the conditions of
formation and operation of the system, determines the resistance of
an element made of a composite or a structure to the influence of
technological or operational factors.

ENERGY FACTOR OF MATERIALS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF COMPOSITES
BASED ON HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT MATRICES

Activation energy of the dominance
process of interphase interaction

Kinetics of the dominance process
of interphase interaction

The mechanism for the
implementation of the dominance
process of interphase interaction

Energy state of components

Optimal speed of the interphase
interaction process

Formation of the boundary layer
with the given parameters

Composition of
components

Structure at different levels
of the organization

Geometric
parameters

Surface layer
morphology

Technology (dispersion,
activation, mixing)

Nanostate of components
Fig 1. Energy factor of materials science and technology of composites based on high molecular weight matrices
Methodological approaches to the creation of composite materials
based on polymer matrices in the presence of general regularities
are characterized by a number of specific features determined by the
modes of operation of the product, requirements for

manufacturability and recycling, economic parameters that affect its
competitiveness when compared with analogues.
In [4], the directions of targeted modification of polymer materials
to improve the tribological characteristics are presented (Fig. 2).
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WAYS OF MODIFYING MULTI-TONNAGE POLYMER MATERIALS TO
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE ANTIFRICTION MATERIALS BASED ON ITS
Improving the stability of polymer binders for tribothermal cracking
Alloying with reactive
oligomers of organic and
inorganic binders in order
to create a structure with
specified stress-strain and
thermophysical properties

Thermomechanical
mixing of melts of
granular dispersions
of thermoplastics,
thermoplastic
elastomers and crosslinked polymers

Increasing resistance to the effects of thermo-oxidizing
environments and operational factors
Control of the
binders
structuring
kinetics with
optimized and
special curable
systems

Passivation of active
centers
macromolecules at
stages manufacturing
and processing of
material, as well as
operation of products

Alloying binders
with functional
additives that forms a
favorable cycle of
physical and
chemical reactions at
operation of products

Fig 2. Some directions of multi-tonnage modification produced polymer materials [4]
– doping matrices with reactive components that form chemical
bonds between macromolecules;
– introduction into the composition of dispersed, including
nanoscale, components of a given composition, habit and energy
state into the bulk or surface layers;
– thermomechanical mixing of melts of the matrix and alloying
components during the preparation and processing of the composite
material;
– mechanochemical mixing of matrix and alloying components
during the preparation and processing of composites into a product;
– passivation of active centers of macromolecules in the process of
creating and processing composites and the operation of products
from its;
– introducing functional additives into the composites,
contributing to the formation of favorable cycles of
physicochemical, including tribochemical, reactions.
It is obvious that the choice of the direction for the implementation
of the methodological principle of creating a functional material
with certain parameters of consumer characteristics depends on the
purpose and operating conditions of the product from it in the
designs of a specific system.
A characteristic feature of the introduced above methodological
principles of creating composite materials for products of a certain
functional purpose is their direct or indirect relationship, which
manifests itself in the simultaneous influence of the selected factor
on the complex of structural and physicochemical processes that
determine operation under given conditions. For example, the
introduction of nanosized modifiers into the composition of the
composite simultaneously affects the structural parameters due to
the formation of supramolecular formations of a new type, leads to
the passivation of the active centers of macromolecules due to the
formation of adsorption bonds, and changes the physicochemical
processes that determine the adhesion, tribological characteristics,
resistance to the effects of thermo-oxidizing environments and
aging. Therefore, it is of particular interest to searching for
modifiers of the complex mechanism of action, the use of which
will allow the implementation of synergistic effects, manifested in
the simultaneous increase in the complex of parameters of service
characteristics.
The direction of using nanosized particles as a component that
passivates the active centers of macromolecules, which creates
preconditions for the initiation and development of unfavorable
processes of destruction, oxidation, crosslinking, etc., which lead to
a qualitative change in the initial structure of the composite with
optimal parameters operational characteristics. The development of
this approach, previously considered in [4], will make it possible to
develop machine-building materials with increased performance
parameters based on thermoplastic matrices for large-scale
production of the class of polyamides and polyolefins, including

It seems to us that the proposed modification methods are effective
not only when creating tribological ("antifriction" according to [4])
materials, but also other types of composites for manufacturing
products with specified performance parameters with appropriate
adjustments to methodological approaches.
Analysis of numerous methods of targeted modification of highmolecular-weight matrices to obtain functional materials with
specified parameters of characteristics, ensuring the effective use of
products from them in the structures of machines, mechanisms of
technological equipment, not only emphasizes their diversity, but
also allows formulating methodological principles for the
implementation of functional materials science in accordance with
strategy of innovative development of various branches of the
economic complex. When developing such principles (Fig. 3), we
took into account the current trends in the development of the
industrial sphere and the sphere of life support of social-minds of
various levels, based on the permanent renewal of industrial
products, increasing the level of its consumer characteristics,
including ergonomic ones, in the concept of an ecological
imperative in the process production and consumption of industrial
products, the concepts of reasonable sufficiency and life cycle.
The application of these trends in the practical functional materials
science of composites for mechanical engineering made it possible
to identify the main requirements, the implementation of which
ensures the achievement of optimal technical and social effects:
– optimization of parameters of deformation and strength
characteristics;
– increasing the parameters of tribological characteristics in the
given operating conditions;
– increasing the parameters of protective characteristics in certain
operating conditions.
The formed requirements mainly relate to the field of functional
materials science for mechanical engineering and do not consider
the features of special materials science, the objects of which are
used in the field of housing and communal services, medicine,
agricultural production, sports and other areas of the functioning of
industrial and special structures.
In our opinion, the formed requirements for functional composite
engineering materials based on thermoplastics can be ensured by
implementing the basic methodological principles, which include:
– formation of a structure with optimal ordering at a certain level
of the organization;
– increasing resistance to tribo-thermal cracking;
– increasing resistance to the effects of thermo-oxidizing and
operating environments and aging.
The proposed principles are based on modern approaches to
controlling the structural characteristics of composite materials at
the molecular, supramolecular, intermolecular and interfacial levels
using various materials science and technological solutions, which
are systematized by directions:
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regenerated ones, the use of which currently does not correspond to
its requirements potential opportunities.
The developed methodological principles are implemented in
practical applications in the form of functional nanomaterials based

on industrial thermoplastics and technologies for their manufacture
and processing into products [5–8].

METHODOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF MODIFYING THERMOPLASTIC
MATRICES IN ORDER TO INCREASE THE PARAMETERS OF THE
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF PRODUCTS BASED ON ITS

Optimization of parameters of
stress-strain characteristics

Increasing the parameters of tribological
characteristics in the given operating
conditions

Formation of a structure with optimal
ordering at a certain level of organization

Doping of
matrices with
reactive
components that
form chemical
bonds between
macromolecules

Introduction to the
composition of
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including
nanoscale
components of a
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composition, habit
and energy state
into the bulk and
surface layers

Increased resistance to
tribological and thermal
cracking

Thermomechanical
mixing of matrix
and alloying
component melts
during
preparation and
processing of
composite
material

Mechanochemical
mixing of
matrix and
alloying
components in
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and processing
of composites
into products

Increasing the parameters of
protective characteristics in certain
operating conditions
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composites and
the operation of
products from
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physicochemical
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Fig. 3. Methodological principles of modifying thermoplastic matrices in order to increase the parameters of the performance
characteristics of products made from its
included in the subprogram “Multifunctional and composite
materials” of the State programs for scientific research “Materials
science, new materials and technologies” in 2021-2025. Also the
given research was carried out within the framework of integrated
assignment 5.6 "Research of the processes of creation and use of
polymer packaging materials to ensure the quality and safety of
food products" of R&D "Investigation of the processes of structure
formation of thermoplastic nanocomposites for obtaining film
semifinished products with increased parameters of characteristics"
included in the subprogram “Food security” of the State programs
for scientific research “Agricultural technologies and Food security”
in 2021-2025.

3. Conclusion
Methodological approaches to the implementation of the nanostate
phenomenon in the formation of the optimal structure of composite
materials and metal-polymer systems at different levels of
organization have been developed. The concept of energy and
technological compliance of functional composite materials and
systems components, which consists in ensuring the parameters of
their energy characteristics are adequate to the value of the
activation energy of the prevailing structural process is proposed.
This concept determines the optimal parameters of stress-strain,
adhesion and tribological properties under technological influences
on the components in the process of obtaining composite and its
processing. The concept was tested in the development of
nanocomposites based on polymer matrices of industrial production,
which surpass analogues in service characteristics.
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heat treatment of dispersed semi-finished products at temperatures
of 673–1473 K.
Two main types of thermoplastic materials were used as polymer
matrices: the first, with a hereditarily high viscosity (HHV) of the
melt due to the chemical structure of the chain and molecular
weight: polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and super high-molecular
polyethylene (SHMPE); the second are materials with acquired high
viscosity (AHV): industrial thermoplastic polymers such as
polyamide PA 6, high density polyethylene (HDPE), ethylene-vinyl
acetate copolymers (EVAC), polypropylene (PP), thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU), etc. with characteristic parameters of
rheological properties that changed with the introduction of
nanosized modifiers.
Polymer materials were used in the state of industrial delivery in the
form of granules or powder obtained by cryogenic dispersion of
granules at a temperature of 87 K.
The structure and properties of nanocomposite materials and
products produced from its were investigated using modern
methods of physical and chemical analysis: IR spectroscopy
(Specord), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy
(RE 1306, Bruker), X-ray diffraction (Dron 2.0, Dron 3.0),
differential thermal analyzes (Q-1500), optical (MIM-10, MF-2),
scanning electron (ISM-50A, Nanolab-7) and atomic force
(Nanotope III) microscopy. The energy state of nanoscale modifiers
and composite materials was assessed from the EPR spectra and the
spectra of thermally stimulated currents (TSC) on the original
equipment of the V.A. Belyi Metal-Polymer Research Institute of
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (MPRI NASB). The
dielectric characteristics of materials after energy exposure (laser,
ion, temperature) were determined according to the appropriate
standardized methods. The regulation of the nanorelief of the
surface layer of polymer samples and fillers was carried out using a
short-pulse laser and accelerated ion irradiation with a given power
density.
The parameters of the stress-strain characteristics of the developed
materials were evaluated on standard samples in accordance with
the relevant standards (GOST). Tribological characteristics were
determined on universal or original friction machines (UMT, MI-2,
SMC-2M, etc.) according to the "indenter – disk", "shaft –
partial insert" schemes. Evaluation of the performance of products
from the developed nanomaterials in the designs of automotive
units for various purposes and technological equipment was carried
out at the stands and in the process of virtual tests using the SKIF
supercomputer and field tests. The test data processing was carried
out by the methods of mathematical statistics using the standard
software Microsoft Office 2020.

1. Introduction
In the brand range of modern engineering materials, a special place
belongs to nanocomposites based on polymer, oligomeric and blend
matrices, which for a variety of performance characteristics
parameters are no alternative materials in the production of road
transport, special, agricultural machinery and technological
equipment for heat power engineering, petrochemical and
processing road transport. At the same time, the potential of such
matrices produced by the domestic industry in the creation of
functional nanocomposites is not fully realized, although the base of
its large-tonnage production is highly developed and enterprises
have a lot of modern technological equipment.
The mechanism and kinetics of the processes of formation of the
structure of composite materials at various levels of organization is
determined by the activation energy, which depends on the
parameters of the energy characteristics of the components at a
given technological impact. Studies of domestic and foreign experts
have shown the existence of the effect of the transition of a material
particle when a certain size range is reached into a state with special
parameters of energy characteristics, which according to the
established terminology is called a nanostate. Obviously, the
achievement of the nanostate by the component will have a
significant impact on the structural processes in the composite
material at different levels of organization, which determine the
parameters of stress-strain, tribological, adhesive and other
characteristics of products in metal-polymer systems [1–4].
At the same time, despite the experimentally established influence
of energy parameters on structuring processes, there are no systemic
studies of methodological approaches to the implementation of the
nanostate phenomenon in materials science and the technology of
nanocomposite materials based on industrial polymers. Therefore,
the development of methodological approaches to the
implementation of the phenomenon of nanostates at various levels
of organization of the structure of nanocomposites is the actual
problem of domestic materials science and polymer technology,
which have a great scientific and applied importance.

2. Methods of research
The main objects of study were nanodispersed particles of carboncontaining (graphite, DND, CNT, shungite, carbon fibers), metalcontaining (oxides, salts of organic acids) and silicon-containing
(mica, tripoli, opal, clay) compounds obtained by technological
impacts on natural and synthetic semi-finished products produced at
industrial enterprises in Belarus and the Russian Federation.
Nanosized components were obtained by mechanical crushing and
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3. Results and discussion
Multicomponent materials based on high molecular weight matrices
are systems the parameters of characteristics (stress-strain,
tribological, adhesive, thermophysical, etc.) of which are
determined by the structure at various levels of organization,
formed by physical and physicochemical processes, the mechanisms
and kinetics of which depend on the composition components and
parameters of technological characteristics. In the interphase region
of the system, a complex of physical and physicochemical reactions
occurs simultaneously with the dominance of one or several, for
which the most favorable conditions are realized, determined by the
value of the activation energy. This dominant reaction, the kinetics
of which is in accordance with the conditions of formation and
operation of the system, determines the resistance of an element
made of a composite or a metal-polymer system to the action of
operating factors.
The methodological approach to the formation of composites based
on the establishment of the dominant physicochemical reaction
made it possible to establish a correlation between the parameters of
the structure and the energy characteristics of the components
(energy state) [5, 6, 8, 11].
To characterize the energy state a complex parameter was used,
which is the cumulative result of the transformation of the initial
individual parameters of the components (structure, composition,
morphology, shape, size) under the influence of technological and
operational factors. A feature of the proposed methodological
approach is the ability to purposefully intensify the dominant
interfacial reactions by forming the energy state of components with
certain parameters of electrophysical characteristics.
Using the concepts of condensed matter physics, the conditions for
the acquisition of a nanostate by a material object are determined,
which can manifest itself when the size parameter L0 is reached
both by a single particle and by the components of the surface layer
of a particle or substrate in the micro- and macro-range. For the
analysis of various types of interphase interactions in systems based
on the energy factor, the definition of "nanostate" has been
proposed, which makes it possible to single out the main forms of
its manifestation [9, 10].
The concept of energy and technological compliance of components
for the formation of systems with optimized parameters of structural
characteristics at various levels of organization has been developed
[12, 13].
The energetic compliance of the components implies the possibility
of achieving a total energy state by its that corresponds to the
activation energy of the dominant physicochemical process, which
ensures the formation of an optimal structure at the intermolecular,
supramolecular, interfacial levels of organization in composites or
metal-polymer systems.
To implement the principle of energy compliance of components, it
is necessary not only a certain combination of initial parameters
(thermophysical, dimensional, electrophysical, structural, elemental,
etc.), but also the possibility of changing them in the specified
ranges of values under technological influences on the components
(deformation, temperature, ionizing, laser and etc.). When choosing
an adequate technology for obtaining, preparing, mixing
components or processing composites into products, conditions are
created for changing the initial energy state and achieving a
nanostate directly in the interphase interaction zone, which ensures
the dominant physicochemical process of forming the optimal
structure of the boundary layer [13].
The formation of an interphase (boundary) layer of the optimal
structure indicates the technological correspondence of the
components of functional materials and metal-polymer systems,
which is understood as the possibility of achieving the specified
energy parameters at a certain stage of the formation of a composite,
product or structure, ensuring the dominant mechanism of
interfacial interaction. The absence of such a compliance does not
allow realizing the potential of individual components in the
selected technological process of manufacturing the system, since it
can manifest itself in various ranges of temperature, mechanical,
physicochemical and other influences, not ensuring the achievement
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of the required value of the activation energy at a specific
technological stage, leading to a negative a phenomenon called the
structural paradox. The implementation of the principle of energy
and technological compliance has made it possible to develop a
methodology and practical technologies for the use of the
phenomenon of nanostate in materials science of metal-polymer
systems of various composition, design and functional purpose.
To develop methodological principles for creating optimized
systems and algorithms for their implementation that are adequate
to common technologies of polymer composites and systems, the
factors that determine the nanostate of components (dimensional
parameters and shape of individual particles, structure at various
levels of organization, composition of components, morphology of
the surface layer) are substantiated. Taking into account the selected
factors, the analysis of the mechanisms of realization of the
nanostates of dispersed particles and substrates of various
compositions, structures and geometrical parameters for their
practical applications in materials science and technology of
nanocomposite materials based on industrial polymers was carried
out.
Physical and physicochemical processes are caused by the transfer
of electrons during the formation of intermolecular, supramolecular,
interfacial structures, which led to the choice of the maximum value
of the thermally stimulated current (TSC) in the temperature range
adequate for the technological modes of obtaining, processing of
composites and operation of metal-polymer units.
Analysis of the parameters of the energy state of dispersed particles
of various composition, structure and production technology, which
have found wide application in materials science of polymer
nanocomposites (silicon-containing (clays, mica, talc, tripoli),
carbon-containing (detonation nanodiamond (DND), carbon
nanotube (CNT), carbon fibers (CF), shungite, colloidal graphite
(CG)), metal-containing (particles of metals and oxides)), indicates
the nonlinearity of the dependence of the TSC value on temperature,
the presence of extrema in temperature ranges characteristic of each
type of modifier, and instability I = f(T) with a change in
dimensional parameters, dispersion modes, the intensity of exposure
to temperature, mechanical and other energy and technological
factors. A typical form of the TSC spectra of particles of
thermogasdynamic
synthesis
products
(ultrafine
polytetrafluoroethylene (UPTFE)), flint, shungite with a size of 50–
100 µm is shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The nonlinearity of the I = f(T)
dependence is also typical for other organic and inorganic objects
with different composition, structure and molecular weight.

Fig. 1. Typical form of the TSC spectrum of initial (1) and heattreated at 373 K (2), 473 K (3) products of thermogasdynamic
synthesis (UPTFE)

Fig. 2. Dependence of the value of the maximum thermally
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stimulated current (TSC) on temperature for particles of silicon (1),
shungite (2).
Dispersion of particles is 50–100 µm

supramolecular, interphase) due to the manifestation of the surface
layer of particles of energy parameters characteristic of the
nanostate. Therefore, the technologies for activating modifiers of
polymer matrices should ensure the formation of nanosized
components in quantities sufficient for the implementation of the
determining process of the required intensity, by establishing the
mechanisms of their formation under various types of technological
impact on the semi-finished product.
Using the concepts of condensed matter physics on the basis of a
barrier model of the formation of a juvenile surface, mechanisms of
dispersion of layered minerals such as mica, talc, and kaolin with
the formation of nanosized lamellar components are proposed. It
has been established that the determining processes of degradation
of particles of the micrometer range are dehydration and
dehydroxylation, which cause the destruction of the initial layered
structure and the formation of nano-sized lamellar elements in the
active state with a long relaxation time sufficient for
implementation in the technology of polymer nanocomposites [5, 6].
It has been experimentally established that the activity of such
elements in the processes of interaction with the environment
(system components) depends on its composition, temperature and
time characteristics. To intensify the process of dispersion of
layered minerals, it is advisable to use thermal impact at
temperatures of 800–1000 K or diffusion saturation of interlayer
regions with low molecular weight and oligomeric media based on
carbon-containing products with low resistance to thermal
degradation [6].
Model studies of the dispersion of layered minerals of the mica type
(muscovite) have shown the possibility of the formation of
nanoparticles with a size of 30–50 nm under a shock thermal effect
on the initial semi-finished product at 1073 K for 5–20 min. The
lamellar particles formed under thermal shock have an increased
adsorption activity in the process of interaction with the
environment, including polymer matrices in a viscous-flow state,
and intensify the intermolecular structuring of the composite.
Dispersion of particles from layered silicates can be realized
directly in the process of obtaining or processing composite
materials under thermomechanical action on the components of the
screws of mixers, extruders or injection molding machines. The
formation of an intercalated or exfoliated structure of the
nanocomposite provides a technically significant effect of
increasing the parameters of stress-strain and tribological
characteristics even with a doping content (0.1 ÷ 1.0 wt.%) of the
modifier.
Thermal action on dispersed particles changes the energy
parameters of not only layered silicates (clays, talc), but also
framework and chain (silicon, zeolites) and multiphase natural
(tripoli, shungite) products (Fig. 1, 2).
An effective technology for activating dispersed particles is its
dispersion under mechanical or mechanochemical action. It was
experimentally established not only an increase in the specific
surface area, but also the formation of nanosized components in the
surface layer of particles. Modifiers activated in this way retain
their activity for a technologically significant time (up to a year)
[14].
Nanoscale components of the structure of the surface layer can also
be formed as a result of exposure of a semi-finished product to
energy flows – ionizing, laser radiation. In this case, not only does
the specific surface area of the particle increase, which provides the
mechanical component of the interfacial interaction, but also the
parameters of the characteristics that determine its nanostate, which
affect the supramolecular structure and adsorption capacity of the
surface layers of modified substrates (PET, PTFE, PP, HDPE, CF)
(Fig. 5).
An energetic assessment of the nanostate of polycrystalline particles
is carried out to establish the temperature equivalent of the
geometric parameters. It is shown that for a nanoparticle, due to the
increased role of surface energy in comparison with a bulk sample,
there is a correlation between the particle size and its energy state,
which can be estimated from the temperature factor.

As follows from the research of prof. G. I. Distler, V. A. Goldade,
L. S. Pinchuk, the parameters of the electrophysical characteristics
of material objects are determined not only by their composition
and structure, but also by the type of technological impact.
The feature of dispersed particles of most common modifiers of
high molecular weight matrices is the presence of an
uncompensated charge with a long relaxation time, which is
confirmed by EPR spectroscopy data (Fig. 3). Along with the
special parameters of the electrophysical characteristics, due to the
peculiarities of the composition and structure, material particles can
be in a nanostate, ideas about which were proposed by prof.
P. von Weimarn, P. M. Ajan, I. P. Suzdalev, A. I. Gusev and others,
with certain types of technological impact that change the size,
geometric characteristics and morphology of the surface layer. The
size range of the transition of material objects to the nanostate is
individual for particles of different composition and structure and is
determined by the analytical expression proposed by V. A. Liopo,
according to which the limiting size is L0 = 230∙θD–1/2, where θD is
the Debye temperature. The validity of the use of this expression for
the analysis of the structure of polymer nanocomposites is
confirmed by systemic studies, the results of which are summarized
in monographs [5, 6, 8, 11].

Fig. 3. EPR spectra of opal (1) and clay minerals of various
compositions (2, 3). Dispersion of particles is 50–100 µm
An analysis of the morphological features of dispersed particles,
widely used in the material science of polymer composites, by SEM
and AFM methods, indicates the presence of nanosized components
in objects of the micron range, which form the morphology of the
surface layer (Fig. 4).

a

b

c

d
e
f
Fig. 4. Typical morphology of dispersed particles of clays (a, d),
carbon nanotubes CNTs (b, e), metal oxides (c, f)
The presence of such components is the most important factor
determining the activity of modifiers in the formation of polymer
composites at various structural levels (intermolecular,
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Fig. 5. Typical morphology of the surface layer of the substrate PTFE (e, f), PET (b, d), HDPE (a, c), carbon fiber (g, h), initial (a, b) and
exposed to nitrogen ions at a dose of 1016 ion/cm 2 (g, h), pulsed laser radiation with a power density of 2.0 W/cm 2 (c, d).
AFM data (a – d) and SEM (e – h)
When the particle size δ decreases by 1 %, the energy parameters
increase by δt = k (δT) ≈ 3.5 ∙ 10–28 J. Therefore, the formation of
nanosized particles or nanosized components in the structure of the
surface layer of a macroparticle (substrate) is accompanied by an
increase in the parameters of energy characteristics, estimated by
the maximum value of the thermally stimulated current and the
intensity of interfacial processes in the systems.
The carried out complex of studies on modeling the processes of
formation of the structure of material objects with a pronounced
manifestation of nano-state made it possible to determine the
effective directions of its achievement in the technological
processes of obtaining and processing nanocomposite materials
based on industrial matrix polymers.
The choice of the conceptual direction of the technological
embodiment of the phenomenon of nanostate is determined by a

The principle of multilevel
modification

Physical compatibilization of blends
components by modification with
nanosized particles

Change in the activation energy
of unfavorable physicochemical
processes in metal-polymer
systems
Transformation of wear products
into wear inhibitors of metalpolymer systems
The use of crystal and chemical
parameters of dispersed particles
for structuring matrices at various
levels of organization

combination of materials science, technological, economic, and
operational factors. An algorithm for the implementation of the
methodological approach has been developed, which allows, on the
basis of the factors that determine the nanostate of the components
of a system of a specific purpose and design, to select the
technology for their implementation at a specific stage of the
process, taking into account the material, economic, ergonomic,
environmental and other aspects.
The methodological principles of the implementation of the
phenomenon of nanostate in materials science and technology of
functional nanocomposites based on industrial polymer matrices
and metal-polymer systems with its use, focused on the state of the
domestic technological base of industrial enterprises, related mainly
to IV and V techno-economic paradigms, are proposed (Fig. 6).

Formation of an integrated
supramolecular structure by
a set of modifying particles

The methodological principles of the
implementation of the nanostate phenomenon
in materials science and technology of
composites based on polymer matrices and
metal-polymer systems
Multistage recycling of polymercontaining components using
nanoscale modifiers with
integration action

Non-chain stabilization of polymer mono- and
blend matrices by deactivation of active centers
of macromolecules by nanosized particles

Formation of an active nanorelief of the surface
layer of modifier particles
Inhibition of corrosion and mechanical wear by
separating layers from nanocomposite materials

Mechanochemical activation of
components at different stages
of the technological process of
composite materials

Recovery of the structural potential of
regenerated thermoplastics by doping
modification with nanosized particles

Fig 6. The methodological principles of the implementation of the nanostate phenomenon in materials science and technology of
composites based on polymer matrices and metal-polymer systems

metal-polymer systems and efficient technologies for its
manufacture and processing into products are proposed.
The concept of energy and technological compliance of the
components of functional composite materials and systems has been
developed. This concept consists in the implementation of the
parameters of energy characteristics of the components of
functional composite materials and systems adequate to the value of
the activation energy of the dominant structural process, which
determines the optimal parameters of the stress-strain, adhesive and
tribological characteristics under technological impact on the
components in the process of obtaining composite and its
processing. Theoretically and experimentally substantiated the

4. Conclusion
Based on a systematic analysis of the features of the morphological
and energy parameters of dispersed components of condensed
media of various compositions, its structure and production
technologies, methodological approaches to the implementation of
the phenomenon of nanostate in the formation of the optimal
structure of composite materials and metal-polymer systems at
different levels of organization have been developed. Scientificallybased foundation for the creating nanocomposite materials with
increased parameters of stress-strain, adhesion and tribological
characteristics based on industrial thermoplastics for functional
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reliability of estimating the parameters of the nanostate of material
objects using an analytical expression to determine the limiting size
of the transition to the nanostate of a particle or a component of the
morphology of the surface layer according to the Debye
temperature θD criterion. A definition of the nanostate of material
objects is proposed. This definition characterizes the relationship
between structural, morphological and energy parameters.
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materials science of polymer nanocomposites
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Abstract: The analysis of the mechanisms of implementation of the concept of multilevel modification in materials science and technolog y of
polymer nanocomposites is carried out. It has been shown that the mechanisms of structure formation at the molecular, supramolecular and
interfacial levels in nanocomposite materials based on industrial polymers of the class of polyamides, polyolefins, fluoropla stics modified by
components that implement the nanostate phenomenon are based on:
– the formation of adsorption physical bonds in the boundary surface due to the energy interaction of active centers of nanosized particles
with various shapes and components of the surface layer, which change the parameters of the rheological, stress-strain and adhesive
characteristics of the composites;
– the demonstration of a structuring action by nanosized particles and components of the surface layer of particles, which manifests itself in
the form of supramolecular and interphase ordering, physical compatibilization and non -chain stabilization, which increase the
thermodynamic compatibility of the components of polymer-polymer and polymer-oligomer blends and inhibit thermo-oxidative and
destructive processes in composites, causing a non-additive increase of the parameters of their stress-strain, adhesive and tribological
characteristics.
KEYWORDS: NANOCOMPOSITES, POLYMER MATRICES, MULTILEVEL MODIFICATION, NANOSTATE, ENERGY AND
TECHNOLOGICAL COMPLIANCE OF COMPONENTS
nanocomposites
applications.

1. Introduction
Among the priority areas of the innovative strategy for the
sustainable development of economic complexes of various levels is
the practical implementation of the key component of convergent
NBIC technologies – nanomaterials science and nanotechnology in
order to increase the parameters of the characteristics of metalpolymer systems for various functional purposes.
In the nomenclature of modern engineering materials, a special
place belongs to nanocomposites based on polymer, oligomeric and
blend matrices, which, according to a number of parameters of
functional characteristics, are uncontested materials in the
production of motor transport, special, agricultural machinery,
technological equipment, shut-off and control valves for heat power
systems, petrochemical and processing industries. At the same time,
an analysis of literary patent sources shows that the potential of
industrial polymers in the creation of nanocomposites is not fully
realized with a developed base of their large-tonnage production
and equipment with modern technological equipment at the stages
of obtaining and processing into products for various purposes.
Therefore, the development of theoretical ideas about the
mechanisms for the formation of the structure of nanocomposite
materials based on industrially produced polymer and oligomeric
matrices will make it possible to develop effective methodological
approaches to the creation of domestic production of new
generation composites in accordance with the needs of innovative
enterprises.
The probability of the processes of formation of the structure of
composite materials at different levels of organization is determined
by the activation energy, which depends on the parameters of the
energy characteristics of the components at a given technological
impact. These parameters depend not only on the composition, but
also on the dimensional and geometric features of material objects.
Studies of domestic and foreign experts have established the effect
of the transition of a material particle upon reaching a certain size
range into a state with special parameters of energy characteristics,
called according to the established terminology a nanostate [1–4].
Obviously, the achievement of the nanostate by the component will
have a significant impact on the structural processes in the
composite material at different levels of organization, which
determine the parameters of the stress-strain, tribological, adhesive
and other characteristics of products in metal-polymer systems. At
the same time, despite the experimentally established influence of
energy parameters on structuring processes, there are no systemic
studies of methodological approaches to the implementation of the
nanostate phenomenon in materials science and the technology of
nanocomposite materials based on industrial polymers. As a result,
the achievement of synergistic effects of increasing the parameters
of the performance characteristics of products from polymer

cannot be fully

implemented

in practical

2. Methods of research
The main objects of study were nanodispersed particles of carboncontaining (graphite, DND, CNT, shungite, carbon fibers), metalcontaining (oxides, salts of organic acids) and silicon-containing
(mica, tripoli, opal, clay) compounds obtained by technological
impacts on natural and synthetic semi-finished products produced at
industrial enterprises in Belarus and the Russian Federation.
Nanosized components were obtained by mechanical crushing and
heat treatment of dispersed semi-finished products at temperatures
of 673-1473 K.
Two main types of thermoplastic materials were used as polymer
matrices. The first ones have hereditarily high viscosity (HHV) of
the melt due to the chemical structure of the chain and molecular
weight: polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and super high-molecular
polyethylene (SHMPE). The second group consisted of industrial
thermoplastic polymers such as polyamide PA 6, high density
polyethylene (HDPE), ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers (EVAC),
polypropylene (PP), thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), etc. with
characteristic parameters of rheological properties that changed
upon the introduction of nanosized modifiers - acquired high
viscosity (AHV).
Polymer materials were used in the state of industrial delivery in the
form of granules or powder obtained by cryogenic dispersion of
granules at a temperature of 87 K.
The structure and properties of nanocomposite materials and
products produced from its were investigated using modern
methods of physical and chemical analysis: IR spectroscopy
(Specord), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy
(RE 1306, Bruker), X-ray diffraction (Dron 2.0, Dron 3.0),
differential thermal analyzes (Q-1500), optical (MIM-10, MF-2),
scanning electron (ISM-50A, Nanolab-7) and atomic force
(Nanotope III) microscopy. The energy state of nanoscale modifiers
and composite materials was assessed from the EPR spectra and the
spectra of thermally stimulated currents (TSC) on the original
equipment of the V.A. Belyi Metal-Polymer Research Institute of
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (MPRI NASB). The
dielectric characteristics of materials after energy exposure (laser,
ion, temperature) were determined according to the appropriate
standardized methods. The regulation of the nanorelief of the
surface layer of polymer samples and fillers was carried out using a
short-pulse laser and accelerated ion irradiation with a given power
density.
The parameters of the stress-strain characteristics of the developed
materials were evaluated on standard samples in accordance with
the relevant standards (GOST). Tribological characteristics were
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determined on universal or original friction machines (UMT, MI-2,
SMC-2M, etc.) according to the "indenter – disk", "shaft –
partial insert" schemes. Evaluation of the performance of products
from the developed nanomaterials in the designs of automotive
units for various purposes and technological equipment was carried
out at the stands and in the process of virtual tests using the SKIF
supercomputer and field tests. The test data processing was carried
out by the methods of mathematical statistics using the standard
software Microsoft Office 2020.

it is possible to achieve technically significant modification effects
using available technologies for the production and processing of
polymer composites.

3. Results and discussion
When choosing modifiers for obtaining nanocomposite materials
with optimized structural parameters that determine the feasibility
and efficiency of their use in systems of a given functional purpose,
we proceeded from the principle of energy and technological
compliance of components based on the concept of reasonable
sufficiency, taking into account technological, environmental and
economic aspects [5– 7]. Practical implementation of the developed
methodological approaches ensures the achievement of technically
significant effects of increasing the parameters of the stress-strain,
adhesive, tribological characteristics of composites based on
industrial matrices both with a doping content (0.001÷1.0 wt. %) of
modifiers and with its content of 20÷40 wt. %. In this case,
depending on the characteristics of the composition, structure,
dispersion and shape of the modifying particles, various levels of
structural organization are realized. For highly dispersed particles
with a doping content (0.001–1.0 wt. %), The structure is mainly
optimized at the supramolecular and intermolecular levels [8, 9];
when modifying matrices with active micrometer fragments (80–
150 µm) of high modulus fibers (carbon, oxalone, glass) at a
content of 5–40 wt. % the interfacial level plays a predominant role.
In this case, modifiers can maintain the stability of the initial
parameters of the characteristics during the formation of the
composite and the operation of the product or metal-polymer
system, or exhibit lability due to transformation under the influence
of physicochemical processes, changing the initial structural
parameters of the composite [10].
The mechanism of the structuring action of nanosized particles
(NSP) in polymer and oligomeric matrices of various structures has
been investigated. Based on the developed model, which assumes
the formation of supramolecular spherical structures under the
action of active centers of the nanoparticle, an analytical expression
is obtained to calculate the concentration of the modifier sufficient
to transfer the entire matrix to an ordered state.
As follows from [11, 12], the matrix will be completely modified
provided that the modifier particle exhibits its activity in the
boundary layer with thickness L = r [1 + (ρf/ρp)] ((1/Cн) – 1)1/3,
where r is the particle size; ρf, ρp – density of the filler and polymer;
Cf – the content of the filler.
It follows from this expression that the parameter L is linearly
related to the size of the nanoparticle and practically does not
depend on the ratio ρf/ρp, which suggests similar mechanisms of the
modifying action for particles of different composition and
production technology. Even with a doping content (0.001–
1.0 wt. %), The ratio 1/Cf >> 1 and the structuring effect of the
nanoparticle on 2–3 adjacent layers of macromolecules provides a
significant modification effect.
Experimental studies have confirmed the adequacy of this
conclusion (Fig. 1).
It was found that the efficiency of the modifying action of a
nanosized particle (NSP) is influenced not only by the size,
composition, and structure, but also by its shape. From the
analytical expression that determines the size parameter of a
nanoparticle, characterized by a special energy state that affects the
efficiency of the modifying action, Ln = h 3 ·θD–1/2/ 2me k ,

Fig. 1. Ultimate tensile strength σt for HDPE (I, II), PTFE (III, IV),
PA 6 (V, VI, VII) of the original (I, III, V) and modified 0.05 wt. %
DND (II, VII), Cu (VI) and 0.5 wt. % UPTFE (IV)
Model concepts of the mechanisms of modification of highmolecular-weight matrices by nanosized particles of various shapes
have been developed. It is shown that the use of lamellar (scaly),
whisker (fibrous) and spherical particles changes the degree of
modification of the matrix M, which is determined by the ratio of
the total modified volume to the total volume of the composite.
Taking into account the different energy state of the NSP,
determined by the parameter Ln, and taking into account the
anisotropic nature of the Debye temperature θD, the ratio of the
degree of modification by scaly (Msc), whisker (Mwh) and spherical
(Msph) particles was obtained with the same content in the
composite: Мsc : Мwh : Мsph = 1 : 0,4 : 0,8.
It follows from the obtained expression that when creating lowfilled nanocomposites based on polymer matrices, it is preferable to
use layered modifiers, which include natural silicates – clays, mica,
talc, which, under certain conditions, are capable of dispersing with
the formation of nanosized lamellar particles.
The carried out experimental and theoretical studies are based on
the assumption that the structure, composition and shape of the NSP
introduced into the polymer matrix remain unchanged. At the same
time, there are classes of NSP (metal, oxide, metal-containing),
which are capable of transforming as a result of physicochemical
processes occurring in the boundary layers of composites under the
action
of
operational
factors
(thermal,
mechanical,
mechanochemical, etc.) with the formation of products of another
composition and structure with an excellent mechanism of
structuring action on the matrix polymer. Therefore, a reasonable
choice of NSP and technologies for its production for the
implementation of targeted modification of a polymer or oligomeric
matrix presupposes a systematic analysis of structural and phase
transformations, taking into account the energetic and
physicochemical aspects of the formation and functioning of a
metal-polymer system within the framework of the concept of
synergistic structuring, based on the proposed methodological
principles for the implementation of the nanostate phenomenon.
The developed model concepts of the influence of the energy and
structural parameters of NSP on the efficiency of modification of
polymer matrices made it possible to determine technological
approaches to obtaining effective nanomodifiers using available
semi-finished products in the form of layered minerals (clays, talc,
mica, tripoli, etc.), as well as technological waste of chemical
production (refined products of vegetable oils, phosphogypsum,
products of metallurgical industries). The essence of the developed
methods for the preparation of silicate-containing NSP consists in
the thermal effect on dispersed particles of a semi-finished product
obtained by dispersing in kinetic impact machine (crushers) with a
temperature gradient of 800–1000 K in air or in a non-oxidizing gas
flow with a density of 3∙106–8∙107 W/m2. Intense thermal action
leads to the destruction of the initial particles with the formation of
nanosized fractions of various structures and compositions [12].

where h, k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively, me
is the electron mass, θD is the Debye temperature, it follows its
dependence on the crystal chemical direction [11, 12]. Therefore,
using relatively large modifier particles, the surface layer of which
contains nanosized components that satisfy the calculated Ln value,
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Preliminary modification of semi-finished products of layered
minerals (clays, talc) with thermally decomposable compounds such
as carbonates, formates, metal oxalates, organic refining products of
vegetable oils, water-soluble polyamides increases the intensity of
degradation processes by the stratification mechanism with the
formation of lamellar particles. The developed methods make it
possible to obtain effective modifiers of industrial thermoplastics
with a size range of 10–30 nm and a long-term active state.
Implementation of the developed methods when modifying polymer
matrices of NSP in an amount of 0.1÷10.0 wt. % or diffusion
treatment of products made of polymer composites based on
industrial thermoplastics (aliphatic polyamides PA 6, PA 6.6, PA 11,
polyolefins PP, HDPE) or its blends allows increasing the strength
parameters by 1.1÷1.3 times, wear resistance by 1.5÷2.0 times, as
well as resistance to the effects of thermo-oxidizing environments
due to multilevel modification.
The developed principles of multilevel modification of composite
materials, the formation of an integrated supramolecular structure
by modifying the matrix with a set of nanosized particles by means
of interfacial interaction catalysis make it possible to implement the
concept of synergistic structuring in the preparation of
nanocomposites based on thermoplastics, including those with
increased melt viscosity (PTFE, SHMPE). An algorithm for the
formation of compositions of high-strength wear-resistant
composites based on high-viscosity matrices (PTFE, SHMPE),
methods of their manufacture, providing an increase in the
parameters of deformation-strength characteristics in comparison
with analogs, has been developed (Fig. 2).
Controlling the parameters of the energy characteristics of
components and the structure of composite materials based
on high-viscosity matrices

At the
stage of
preparat
ion of
compon
ents

At the
stage of
mixing
compon
ents

At the stage
of forming
semifinished
products

special rheological characteristics, a decrease in structural
heterogeneity, which favorably affects the parameters of the
composite characteristics (Fig. 3). When dispersed particles of
thermoplastics (polyamides, polyolefins, polysulfone) are used as
modifiers under the influence of molding temperatures (573–623 K)
for 8–24 hours, conditions are created for the formation of carboncontaining
components
with
increased
thermodynamic
compatibility with PTFE, with a shape adapted to interparticle
defects, and high parameters of stress-strain characteristics
(σt = 85÷90 MPa).

Fig. 3. Dependence of ultimate tensile strength (1, 2) and wear rate
(1', 2') of composite materials based on polytetrafluoroethylene
modified with ultrafine polytetrafluoroethylene (UPTFE) on the
content of dispersed particles of carbon black CB P324 (1, 1') and
CB P803 (2, 2'). The content of UPTFE in the composites is
2.0 wt. %
Dispersed particles of oligomers selected from the group of
oligoimides
(oligomaleimidoaminophenylene,
oligomaleimidohydroxyphenylene, tetramaleimide, N, N'-bismaleimides of unsaturated dicarboxylic acids, etc.) are an effective
modifier of the transformable type. Carbonization processes under
the influence of technological factors lead to the formation of
carbon-containing particles with a nanoscale relief of the surface
layer and high activity in the processes of interphase interaction, as
a result of which structures with increased parameters of stressstrain (σt = 36–46 MPa) and tribological (I×107 = 0.5–2.0 mm3/N·m)
characteristics.
When developing composites with a filler with a size range of 50–
150 µm and a content of 10–35 wt. % the phenomenon of nanostate
can be realized within the framework of the concept of energy and
technological correspondence using mechanochemical activation.
Using the concepts of the mechanisms of structure formation of
fluorine composites formed using mechanically activated
components, developed by the scientific school of prof.
Okhlopkova A. A., methodological principles of fluorine
composites technology are proposed, in which fragments of carbon
fiber (CF) are used as a modifier (Fig. 4).
Activation of the components of composites based on PTFE,
SHMPE at the stage of forming semi-finished products in
accordance with patented technologies with the use of common
equipment for cold monolithization followed by sintering made it
possible to increase the ultimate tensile strength parameter for
materials with CF content of 1–20 wt. % from 17–18 MPa to 20–
35 MPa due to the provision of mechanochemical interaction at the
“filler - matrix” interface due to the difference in the coefficients of
thermal expansion.
The developed options for applications of the concept of energy and
technological compliance are presented in table.

At the
stage of
manufa
cturing
product
s

Optimized multilevel composite structure
Fig. 2. Algorithm for the formation of a multilevel optimized
structure of composite materials based on thermoplastic matrices
with increased viscosity
When using nanosized modifiers (carbon black (CB), UPTFE, clay,
talc), it is advisable to activate the components at the stages of
preparation and mixing using energy (thermal, laser) impact. This
approach was tested in the development of technologies for the
production of low-filled (0.5÷5.0 wt.%) nanocomposites using a
combination of NSP (UPTFE, CB) and products of the activation of
layered minerals by thermal action in the temperature range 473–
1373 K. For the development of low-filled composites based on
high-viscosity matrices (SHMPE, PTFE), options for implementing
the principle of multilevel modification, based on a combination of
components with different resistance to transformation under the
influence of technological factors, have been proposed. Within the
framework of the existing technological paradigm of fluorine
composites, an imperfect structure is formed due to the absence of a
pronounced viscous-fluid state of PTFE, which prevents the
processes of monolithization and interphase interaction. The
proposed combination of carbon-containing particles (CNT, CB)
and UPTFE provides, due to the polymer-oligomeric structure and
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Optimization of the
parameters of
component preparation
and processing
technology

Optimization of the
parameters of
component energy
characteristics
Implementation of the
multilevel matrix
modification principle

Modification of the matrix by a combination of
components with different dispersion, habit and
energy state

Modification of the components by a fluorinecontaining high-molecular compounds under
energetic action
The concept of energy
and technological
compliance of
components

Joint mechanical and chemical activation of
components at the stage of processing
("MA" technology)
Thermal and mechanical activation of components
at the stage of high-temperature monolithization
("TC" technology)

Optimization of the
parameters of the
composite
monolithization
technology

Mechanical and chemical activation of
components at the stage of low-temperature
composite monolithization ("CM" technology)

Fig. 4. Methodological principles of the technology of highly filled fluorine composites with increased performance parameters
Table. Practical applications of the concept of energy and technological compliance in materials science and technology of nanocomposites
based on thermoplastics
Methodological principle of Developed material science and
Structural features of the
The level of novelty of the
implementation
technological solution
nanocomposite and the achieved
developed solution
technical effects
1
2
3
4
Physical compatibilization of Introduction of nanosized particles The formation of blend structure due to BY patents for inventions
blend
components
by under thermomechanical mixing of the formation of intermolecular bonds No. 8674, 9215, 9820, 9397,
nanoparticles
components
of the adsorption type. Increasing the 10585, 10986, 17434.
parameters of stress-strain, tribological RU patents for inventions
characteristics and resistance to thermal No. 2265037,
2266988,
oxidative aging
2268273, 2276677, 2278875,
2283325, 2305117, 2309964.
The principle of multilevel Introduction of a set of modifying Formation of an integrated structure BY patents for inventions
modification of the composite particles
with different size with intermolecular, supramolecular No. 8480, 11421, 21061.
material matrix
parameters, energy activity and and interfacial components. Increasing
shape
the
parameters
of
stress-strain
characteristics and wear resistance
Mechanochemical activation Mechanochemical
action
on Formation
of
products
with BY patents for inventions
of components at various components in kinetic impact or nonstoichiometric composition due to No. 8480,
9396,
14813,
stages of the technological friction-type machines at the stages intermolecular
and
interphase 17180, 17719, 18089, 21059,
process
of
preparation,
mixing
of interaction of components, a decrease 21060, 21061, 21397, 21900.
components, processing of products in the number of structural defects, an RU patents for inventions
(semi-finished products)
increase
in
thermodynamic No. 2266925, 2266988.
compatibility.
Increasing
the
parameters
of
the
stress-strain
characteristics of products
The use of crystal chemical Thermal, thermomechanical, laser, Structuring a matrix with a high level of BY patents for inventions
parameters
of
dispersed ionizing effects on a semi-finished ordering at various
levels
of No. 8999, 10391, 10795,
modifiers for structuring product
in
the
form
of organization under the influence of the 10901, 10898, 11382, 11694,
matrices at various levels of microparticles, fibers, films to nanostate factor of disperse particles or 17248, 17719, 18063, 22316.
organization
obtain nanoscale fractions or relief components. Increasing the RU patents for inventions
nanorelief of the surface layer
parameters of stress-strain, adhesive, No.
2269554,
2332524,
tribological characteristics of products 2332525, 2307855, 2321603,
and coatings
2329285, 2338764.
UZ patent for invention No.
06365.
Inhibition of the processes of Introduction to the friction contact Formation
of
a
nanostructured BY patents for inventions
corrosion and mechanical zone of carbon-containing, silicate- separating layer in the contact No. 7832, 8470, 18073.
wear by separating layers of containing particles in combination interaction zone with low resistance to RU patents for inventions
nanocomposite materials
with oligomeric and polymer tangential shear and the ability to sign- No. 2243998, 2248389.
components and oils
alternating transfer
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1
Recovery of the structural
potential
of
regenerated
thermoplastics by doping
modification with nanosized
particles

2
Modification
of
regenerated
thermoplastic matrices with a
doping amount of nanosized
particles (0.001–0.1 wt. %) in the
process of thermomechanical action
on the melt

3
Formation
of
a
predominantly
spherulite structure of the matrix
polymer with the participation of
radical fragments of aging and thermal
mechanical destruction. Increasing the
parameters
of
stress-strain
characteristics and resistance to service
life of products

The comprehensive studies of the directions of the practical
implementation of the nanostate phenomenon in materials science
and the technology of nanocomposites based on industrial
thermoplastics have confirmed their validity and adequacy to a
functioning industrial enterprises.

4
BY patents for inventions
No. 9820, 10586.
BY patents for utility models
No. 11240, 11241, 11264,
11265, 11266, 11630, 11631,
11634, 11635, 11773, 11776,
11882, 11967.
RU patents for inventions
No. 2283325,
2305117,
2309964.
RU patent for utility model
No. 170525.
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4. Conclusion
Methodological principles have been developed for the
implementation of the nanostate phenomenon in material science
and technology of functional nanocomposites based on industrial
thermoplastics of the class of polyolefins, polyamides,
fluoroplastics by optimizing the structure at the intermolecular,
supramolecular and interfacial levels, ensuring the achievement of a
synergistic combination of performance parameters based on:
– established crystal-chemical prerequisites for the selection of
natural and synthetic carbon-containing, metal-containing and
silicon-containing semi-finished products for the directed formation
of active nanosized particles with given structural, morphological
and
energy
parameters
under
optimal
technological
(mechanochemical, thermal, laser) impact;
– the implementation of the conditions for the energy compliance
of nanomodifiers with the dominant mechanism for the formation of
the optimal structure of polymer, oligomer and blend matrices at
various levels of organization – molecular, supramolecular and
interfacial;
– ensuring the conditions for the manifestation of the preferred
mechanisms of interphase physical and chemical interactions of
components with the formation of boundary layers with optimal
structure, which determine the mechanisms of destruction of
nanocomposites under the influence of various operational factors.
The physical and chemical aspects of the modifying effect of
nanoparticles of various compositions and structures in
thermoplastic matrices are considered. The features that determine
the activity of low-size particles in the processes of transformation
of the structure of the binder composite material at the molecular,
intermolecular and supramolecular levels, consisting in their special
energy state, due to the habit, size of the factor and the production
technology, have been established. Using the proposed analytical
expression, the analysis of the size factor determining the nanostate
of NSP of mono- and polyatomic substances, which determine its
transition to the nanostate with increased modifying activity to
high-molecular matrices, has been carried out.
The features of the mechanism of the modifying action of
nanoparticles of various production technologies, composition and
structure are considered. It is shown that the most important
criterion of activity in the processes of adsorption interaction of a
nanoparticle with macromolecules of a polymer or oligomer matrix
is its energy state, characterized by the presence of an
uncompensated charge with a long relaxation time.
Variants of practical application of the concept of energy and
technological compliance in materials science and technology of
nanocomposites based on industrial thermoplastics have been
developed.
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Impact of chemical composition on tribological properties of AlxCoCrFeNi high-entropy
alloys
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Department of Materials and Production Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Bialystok University of Technology, Poland
m.tokarewicz@doktoranci.pb.edu.pl
Abstract: High-entropy alloys were first extensively described in 2004 [1]. Despite the increasing scientific interest in these materials, there
is still much to discover. The AlCoCrFeNi alloy is one of the most popular HEAs. Scientists often study the mechanical properties of this
alloy and the effect of varying the different component contents on its properties [2,3]. There are also studies on the effects of alloying
additives on structure and properties [4,5]. In this study, high-entropy alloys were obtained by induction melting. The influence of aluminium
content and titanium addition on tribological properties of Al xCoCrFeNi alloy was tested. Furthermore, the alloys were characterised by
X-ray diffraction (XRD), hardness, and microstructure examination. The occurring wear mechanisms and tribological properties of the
tested high-entropy alloys were analysed and compared with the results obtained for C45 steel. The received results confirm the influence of
Al content in AlxCoCrFeNi alloy and Ti addition on tribological properties.
Keywords: HIGH-ENTROPY ALLOY, INDUCTION MELTING, TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, MICROSTRUCTURE
phases with a complex chemical composition and a complicated
crystal structure.

1. Introduction
High-entropy alloys (HEAs) are a relatively new group of
materials that have good functional and structural properties
according to the literature. HEAs differ from conventional alloys,
because they are composed of 5 to 13 elements in amounts varying
from 5 to 35% [6]. In this study, the tribological properties of
AlxCoCrFeNi, AlCoCrFeNiTi0.5 alloys and, for comparison, the
common steel C45 were investigated. Additionally, the presence of
phases, hardness, and microstructure were examined.

2. Materials and methods
High-entropy alloys AlxCoCrFeNi (x = 0.5, 0.7, 1) and
AlCoCrFeNiTi0.5 were obtained by induction melting in a protective
argon atmosphere. The C45 steel that was used to compare results
was hardened in water and low tempered. Hardness was measured
by the Vickers method under a load of 10 kG. A high-resolution
SEM/FIB SCIOS 2 electron microscope was used to analyse the
microstructure and chemical composition. Friction paths were
analysed using a HITACHI S-3000N scanning electron microscope.
Tribological tests were carried out on a T-11 disk-ball type
tribometer. Each series was tested a minimum of two times, where
the test parameters were:
-pressure F=10 N
-time T=2 h=7200 s
-linear speed v=0.1 m/s
Alloys obtained by induction melting may exhibit a slightly
changed content of particular elements. This occurs because of the
material deposition on the crucible (metal adhesion effect). The
chemical composition of the produced specimens is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition of obtained alloys.
Materials
Element (at. %)
Al
Cr
Fe
Co

Ni

Ti

Al 0.5FeCrCoNi

11,22

14,24

24,95

25,07

24,53

-

Al 0.7FeCrCoNi

14,66

15,37

23,90

23,36

22,71

-

AlFeCrCoNi

18,72

21,26

21,22

20,07

18,72

-

AlFeCrCoNiTi 0.5

17,94

17,04

19,87

18,28

17,00

9,86

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of high-entropy alloy samples.

In the microstructure of Al0.5FeCrCoNi sample (Fig. 2a), two
phases are visible where the bright phase is homogeneous. Large
grains of alloy elements with fcc structure are observed. A dark
phase is present in the spaces between the grains. The
microstructure of the Al0.7FeCrCoNi sample (Fig. 2b) differs
significantly from the previous one. The fcc and bcc phases are also
present, with a higher contribution of the first one. Eutectic mixture
(resembling Widmanstätten pattern) of fcc and bcc phases is
observed. The AlFeCrCoNi sample (Fig. 2c) shows a diversified
structure. The boundaries of large grains and the complex porous
structure around them are visible. The structure of the
AlFeCrCoNiTi0.5 alloy (Fig. 2d) is much more complicated, which
corresponds well with the obtained XRD results. There are
equiaxial grains with eutectic mixtures at their periphery.
Meanwhile, separations of an additional phase are observed at the
grain boundaries.

3. Results
The influence of the chemical composition on the crystal
structure of high-entropy alloys was investigated (Fig. 1) In the
Al0.5FeCrCoNi alloy, mainly the fcc phase appears, one small peak
corresponding to the bcc phase is visible. For the Al0.7FeCrCoNi
alloy the amount of the bcc phase increases, and for the
AlFeCrCoNi alloy only bcc is present. In the AlFeCrCoNiTi 0.5
sample, titanium caused the appearance of additional intermetallic

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of: a) Al 0.5FeCrCoNi, b) Al 0.7FeCrCoNi,
c) AlCoCrFeNi, d) AlCoCrFeNiTi 0.5 alloys.
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The results of the Vickers hardness measurement are shown in
Figure 3. Based on the results, it can be concluded that the hardness
of AlxCoCrFeNi alloys increases with increasing aluminium
content. Also the addition of titanium significantly improved the
hardness - it raised by about 100 HV compared to the AlFeCrCoNi
alloy.

Fig. 3 The average hardness of the tested alloys.

After the friction test, the mass wear of the cooperating
materials were measured. The wear of the ceramic balls was
negligible in all cases (the highest mass loss was 0.001g).
Significant differences were observed in the mass wear of the disks
(Fig. 4). There is no analogy between the hardness of the samples
and the obtained mass wear results. For Al0.5FeCrCoNi, the average
consumption was less than 0.008g. The Al0.7FeCrCoNi sample
obtained the worst results - it lost almost 16g in weight. For
AlFeCrCoNi, on the other hand, the wear decreased dramatically
and reached just over 0.05. The most wear-resistant high-entropy
sample turned out to be the one with titanium, which had
a significant effect on the reduction of wear. In conclusion, the
comparison sample made of C45 steel showed by far the least wear
under similar conditions, although its hardness was comparable to
that of Al0.7FeCrCoNi, whose wear was the highest.

Fig. 5 Friction trace images of: a) Al 0.5FeCrCoNi, b) Al 0.7FeCrCoNi,
c) AlCoCrFeNi, d) AlCoCrFeNiTi0.5, e) C45 under magnification x50 (SEM).

4. Conclusions
 With higher amounts of aluminium the hardness of AlxCoCrFeNi
alloys increases. The crystal structure also changes from fcc to
bcc. The addition of titanium also had a positive effect on the
hardness of the alloy (100 HV increase compared to
Al1.2CoCrFeNi alloy).
 Steel has a completely different friction mechanism, accompanied
by the formation of a large number of secondary layers to protect
against wear. In the case of high-entropy alloys, the amount of
secondary layers was dependent on the chemical compositions,
but in each sample it was smaller than in C45 steel. The
beneficial effect of the presence of titanium on tribological
properties can be associated with a significant increase in sample
hardness.
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Abstract: Additional manufacturing (AM), commonly known as 3D printing, exists for 40 years, still evolving and improving. AM has gained
great popularity in modern industries due to many advantages concerning conventional manufacturing technologies. Consequently, AM is
one of nine pillars of the currently dominating industry trend – Industry 4.0. Initially, AM was mostly used for making models. Now, objects
made by AM technologies, often are physical parts ready to be used as final products or to be installed as parts of asse mblies in more
complex systems. Because of that, in more applications, the mechanical properties of these parts have to be known for the purpose to
determine load carrying capacity essential for their functionality. Mechanical properties are being tested using appropriate methods,
specimens, and equipment. In order to obtain comparable and evaluable test results, the test procedures and means should be s tandardized.
Therefore, there was a need to develop standards for testing materials used for AM. International standardization in the field of AM started
10 years ago. The international body for standardization ISO developed and published a certain number of standards, but this is just
beginning. This paper discusses aspects of AM standardization in the field of testing the mechanical properties of materials for 3D printing
using fused deposition modelling (FDM). As an illustration of the standard application, specimens were prepared for testing t he tensile
properties of plastic materials widely used in AM: PLA, PETG and ABS+.
Keywords: Additional manufacturing, AM, 3D printing, ISO, Fused deposition modelling, FDM, Tensile testing
standardization in AM from the aspect of materials and
technological approach is analyzed in [5]. The authors conclude that
the current standard regulation in the field of AM is in an
incomplete framework, but it is going in the right direction. The
paper [5] is published recently and gives an excellent overview of
the current state of AM standard regulations and provides some
guidelines for the identification of appropriate standards.

1. Introduction
The currently actual fourth industrial revolution is based on the
concept and platform of digital manufacturing transformation Industry 4.0. One of the nine pillars of the development and
implementation of Industry 4.0 is Additive manufacturing (AM),
also known as 3D printing. The very first 3D printing patent was
about photopolymer rapid prototyping using UV radiation to
material hardening and was registered in 1980 (Hideo Kodama).
Fusion Deposition Modeling (FDM), today one of the most
widespread AM processes, was patented in 1989 (Scott and Lisa
Crump). As early as 2009, many companies are producing 3D
printers that work on the principle of the FDM process and their
price is rapidly decreasing, so now they have become available to
every interested user, including home consumers [1]. AM is
developing intensively nowadays and will be developing further in
the future from all its aspects: technologies, processes, materials,
software, equipment, postprocessing, quality management, market,
etc. Therefore, there is an essential need for getting an order in this
area, and this can only be achieved through standardization. The
process of ISO standardization in this area has been going on for ten
years and this is only beginning. When AM is used to create a
model for a visual purpose (aesthetic design), the mechanical
characteristics are not so important comparing to the external
appearance, texture, colour, gloss, transparency, the accuracy of
dimensions, shape and position. However, standardization is much
more important in the field of functional 3D printing of end-use
parts that have some function and accordingly must have the
required mechanical properties. The paper [2] was published in
2015 and concerns the influence of layer thickness and raster angle
on the mechanical properties of FDM 3D printed parts of ABS and
PEEK materials. For the preparation of test specimens, as well as
the tensile and compression test procedure, authors used the
recommendations of Chinese national standards (GB standards).
The applied standards are from 1996 and 2008, so it can be assumed
that they do not refer to AM, but conventional technologies of
plastic parts manufacturing and testing. The tensile test of ABS
material used for FDM 3D printing to find the optimum building
orientation that affects printed part strength is studied in paper [3].
For specimens preparation and testing, the authors refer directly to
the conventional standards ASTM D638 (tensile test) and ASTM
D695 (compression test), without mentioning at that time
appropriate existing AM standards. A comparative analysis of the
influence of layer height, infill density and layer orientation on the
mechanical properties of PLA and ABS test specimens was carried
out in paper [4]. In this study, the authors mention all relevant AM
standards, as well as standards for conventional technologies, which
AM standards refer to. The general and specific development of

2. Standardization in the field of AM
The Technical Committee ISO/TC 261 - Additive
Manufacturing was created in 2011 and its secretariat is headed by
the German Institute for Standardization - DIN (Deutsches Institut
für Normung). This committee prepares standards in the field of
AM technologies concerning terms and definitions, processes and
process chains, procedures of testing, quality parameters, supply
agreements etc. ISO/TC 261 has active participating members from
26 countries and 9 observer members. This committee is directly
responsible for publishing 19 current AM standards. Also, 35
standards or draft standards in this area are currently under
development and are expected to be published soon [6]. The ASTM
(American Society for Testing and Materials) F42 committee for
Additive Manufacturing Technologies was established in 2009 to
promote knowledge, encourage research and implement
technologies through the development of standards for AM
technologies [7]. In 2011, ISO and ASTM signed a cooperation
agreement to manage the ongoing joint efforts of the two
organizations to jointly develop and adopt international standards
that serve the global market in the field of AM. Therefore, some
standards related to AM have ISO/ASTM designation. Three of the
19 published standards have ISO designation and refer to general
principles (categories of AM processes and feedstock, main
characteristics and appropriate testing methods) and laser sintering
of thermoplastic materials. The other 16 standards have ISO/ASTM
designation. These standards specify general principles
(terminology, purchase requirements for AM parts); geometric
capability of AM systems; material extrusion-based AM of plastic
(feedstock, equipment); metal powders; design (requirements,
guidelines and recommendations); laser-based powder bed fusion
(metals, polymers); AM file format; coordinate systems and test
methodologies; system performance, reliability and qualification
principles for aerospace applications; data processing overview. The
existence and availability of international standards in the field of
AM are crucial for promoting the widespread use of AM processes
and regulating the quality assessment of products made using AM
technologies. The most important published ISO standards,
developed under the responsibility of the ISO/TC 261 committee,
concerning the topic and subject of this paper are [8-11]. In the
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absence of standards for testing materials that deal with materials
and parts of AM, the existing current standards in the field of AM
refer the user to the standards of testing the mechanical properties
of materials for parts made by conventional technologies. In the
case of plastic materials for FDM 3D printing, these are the
standards [12,13].

compressive strength, flexural strength, fatigue strength, creep,
ageing, frictional coefficient, shear resistance, crack propagation)
and build material requirements (density, physical and
physicochemical properties). The mechanical requirement for
tensile strength is considered in this paper. Concerning tensile
strength of plastic parts made by AM, standard [11] refers to a
group of five standards ISO 527 for plastic products made by
conventional technologies. For plastic parts manufactured using
FDM technology, relevant ISO 527 standards are [12,13]. General
principles for determining the tensile properties of plastics under
defined conditions, methods, testing and controlling devices,
conditioning, test procedures, as well as calculation, expression and
reporting of test results are specified by [12].

3. Specimens preparation
3.1. Process
The AM process of Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) was
used to prepare the test specimens. This process is described in the
“Material extrusion” section of Standard [10]. According to the
standard definition, material extrusion is an AM process in which
the material is selectively dispensed through a heated nozzle. Fusion
is the process of uniting more units of molten material into a single
unit of material. Other features are [10]:





3.4. Test specimen
Test specimen type 1A [13] (the specimen form preferred for
directly-moulded multipurpose test specimens), is shown in Fig.1.

Feedstock: Filament, typically thermoplastics.
Binding mechanism: thermal reaction bonding.
Source of activation: heat.
Secondary processing: removal of a support structure.

The standard [8] gives the overview of single-step AM
processing principles for polymer materials used for FDM as
follows:







Fig. 1 Specimen for standard tensile testing [?]

Type of material: Polymer.
State of fusion: Thermal reaction bonding.
Material feedstock: Filament material.
Material distribution: Deposition nozzle.
Basic AM principle: Extrusion of melted material.
Process category: Material extrusion.

3.5. Model preparation and 3D printer
The CAD model of specimens was created using SolidWorks
2018. Then the CAD model was converted to an STL
(Stereolithography) file. After that, the model was prepared for 3D
printing using Ultimaker Cura 4.6 software. The specimens were
printed on a desktop FDM 3D printer (Ender 3 Creality), shown in
Fig.2.

3.2. Material
For FDM 3D printing, bulk raw wire plastic material is used,
specially intended for use in AM. The standard [11] considers only
the term plastic, but not special types of plastic materials. For this
study, the following materials were used: PLA, PETG and ABS+.
PLA (Polylactic Acid) is a biodegradable and bioactive
thermoplastic polyester. The advantages of using this material are
easy and fast printing, as well as relatively low printing
temperature. Parts made of PLA have low load carrying capacity,
low impact and heat resistance, low resistance to UV radiation. Due
to the stated properties, this material is used more in aesthetic
design than for mechanical needs. ABS+ (Acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene) is a thermoplastic polymer most commonly used for 3D
printing. The parts made of this plastic have high stiffness, impact
and abrasion resistance. ABS+ plastic parts withstand higher
temperatures (up to 100°C) without changing mechanical
properties. However, this is a disadvantage for the printing process,
because they require higher operating temperatures. They also
absorb moisture from the air during printing. In general, the printing
of parts made of ABS+ material is more complicated than the
printing of other plastic materials, but parts made of this material
have very good mechanical properties. PETG (Polyethylene
Terephthalate Glycol) is a polyester, durable and easy to use. It has
ABS+ mechanical properties and is easy to print like PLA. PETG
plastic parts have high water-, chemical- and fatigue resistance.
ABS+ and PETG are used for making functional parts, PLA is more
used for applications without specific functional requirements.

Fig. 2 Ender 3 Creality 3D printer

3.6. Printing parameters
The purpose of preparing specimens is their tensile strength
testing depending on the material, infill density, infill pattern and
orientation of the printed specimen in the build area. Other
parameters of 3D printing are the same for all specimens, as it is
shown in Table 1. There are currently no standard recommendations
for these data and they have been selected empirically.
Table 1: Unchangeable 3D printing parameters
Layer height (Standard Quality
0.2 mm
Wall thickness
1.6 mm
Wall line count
4
Top/bottom thickness
0.8 mm
Top layer
6
Pring speed
50 mm/s
Wall speed
25 mm/s
Bottom layers
4
Initial layer height
0.3 mm
Wall speed
25 mm/s
Bottom layers
4
Initial layer height
0.3 mm

3.3. Mechanical requirements
Standard [11] specifies basic quality properties of feedstock for
AM and parts made by AM, appropriate test procedures and
recommends the content of test agreements. The main quality
properties of parts made using technologies of AM are: surface
requirements (appearance, texture, colour); geometric requirements
(dimensions, dimensional and geometrical tolerances); mechanical
requirements (hardness, tensile strength, impact strength,
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Variable printing parameters for prepared 53 different conditions are shown in Table 2. According to standard recommendations
[12], a minimum of five test specimens shall be tested for each
testing condition. Applied infill patterns (cubic and triangles) are
shown in Fig.3. Different infill densities are shown in Fig.4. The
printed specimen orientations in the build area are shown in Fig.5.

For printing orientations of 45° and 90°, it was necessary to add
support between the bottom of a printed specimen and the print bed.
Orientation and location are defined in [15]. The standard [15],
published in 2013, recently has been technically revised and will be
replaced with its second edition which is currently under
development (ISO/ASTM DIS 52921 Additive manufacturing —
General principles — Standard practice for part positioning,
coordinates and orientation).

Table 2: Variable 3D printing parameters
PLA
Printing bed temperature
Extruder temperature, from range (190…220)°C
No.
Infill pattern
Infill density, %
1.1
Triangles
20
1.2
Triangles
60
1.3
Triangles
100
1.4
Cubic
20
1.5
Cubic
60
1.6
Triangles
20
1.7
Triangles
60
1.8
Triangles
100
1.9
Cubic
20
1.10
Cubic
60
1.11
Cubic
100
1.12
Triangles
20
1.13
Triangles
60
1.14
Triangles
100
1.15
Cubic
20
1.16
Cubic
60
1.17
Cubic
100

50°C
200°C
Orientation, °
0
0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90
90
90
45
45
45
45
45
45

Triangles

Fig. 3 Infill patterns [14]

Fig. 4 Different infill densities [14]

PETG
Printing bed temperature
Extruder temperature, from range (230…250)°C
No.
Infill pattern
Infill density, %
2.1
Triangles
20
2.2
Triangles
60
2.3
Triangles
100
2.4
Cubic
20
2.5
Cubic
60
2.6
Cubic
100
2.7
Triangles
20
2.8
Triangles
60
2.9
Triangles
100
2.10
Cubic
20
2.11
Cubic
60
2.12
Cubic
100
2.13
Triangles
20
2.14
Triangles
60
2.15
Triangles
100
2.16
Cubic
20
2.17
Cubic
60
2.18
Cubic
100

Cubic

50°C
240°C
Orientation, °
0
0
0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90
90
90
45
45
45
45
45
45

0°

ABS+
Printing bed temperature
Extruder temperature, from range (230…260)°C
No.
Infill pattern
Infill density, %
3.1
Triangles
20
3.2
Triangles
60
3.3
Triangles
100
3.4
Cubic
20
3.5
Cubic
60
3.6
Cubic
100
3.7
Triangles
20
3.8
Triangles
60
3.9
Triangles
100
3.10
Cubic
20
3.11
Cubic
60
3.12
Cubic
100
3.13
Triangles
20
3.14
Triangles
60
3.15
Triangles
100
3.16
Cubic
20
3.17
Cubic
60
3.18
Cubic
100

100°C
245°C
Orientation, °
0
0
0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90
90
90
45
45
45
45
45
45

45°

90°
Fig. 5 Specimen printing orientations

The printed out specimens are shown in Fig.6. Since the
specimen technical drawing contains some tolerated dimensions
(Fig.1), these dimensions of the printed specimens were controlled
and all of them are within the tolerance limits.
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PLA
90°

0°

0°

0°

4. Conclusion
45°

PETG
90°

45°

ABS+
90°

45°

Based on the analysis of the current state of standardization in
the field of additive manufacturing (AM) and on the example
standard application for preparation of specimens made by using
one of AM technologies - Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) for
mechanical tensile testing, the following can be concluded:
 AM technologies have existed and been continuously developed
for 40 years;
 standardization in the field of AM lasts 10 years;
 19 international standards (ISO and ISO/ASTM) considering
different AM aspects have been published, and 35 ones are in the
phase of adoption or development;
 due to the lack of intentionally developed standards especially for
AM, manufacturers and users of AM products are referred to
existing standards concerning conventional technologies (for
example, AM standard ISO 17296-3 on main characteristics and
corresponding test methods refers to 74 ISO standards listed in the
bibliography);
 standards for conventional technologies cannot cover all aspects
and specifics of AM, but in the intermediate period ISO
recommends using these standards;
 research and practical experience in the field of AM show that the
properties of 3D printed parts depend on many specific 3D
printing parameters, which are not defined and described by
current standards;
 carried out, published and scientifically validated research results,
as well as practical experiences in the field of AM, significantly
contribute to the development of AM theory and practice, as well
as to the standard regulation in form of new standard
recommendations respecting all the specifics of AM technologies.
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As an example of a different appearance, the front side (see
Fig. 6) of specimens made of different materials and printed with
different orientations in the build area is shown in Fig. 7 (infill
pattern and infill density are the same for all specimens - triangles
and 100%). After preparing the specimens, a plan for tensile
strength testing was made following the recommendations of the
standards [12,13], concerning principles, methods, conditioning,
procedure, calculation and expression of results and test report. The
results will be the subject of future work and publications.
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45°

0°
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0°

ABS+
90°

45°
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Fig. 7 Specimen front side appearance depending on material and printing
orientation (example of triangles infill pattern and 100% infill density)
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Abstract It is shown that thermal stabilization of the polygonization substructure up to 60 min is provided by a combination of uniaxial
compressive deformations, namely dynamic by 30% and static by 30%, followed by pre-recrystallization heat treatment (PHT) at the initial
recrystallization temperature. This ensures subgrain size of 80… 187 nm, while strength characteristics increase by 10… 30% with sufficient
ductility.
It is shown that PHT provides the formation of nanoscale elements in electric arc coatings with Sv-08G2S (Св-08Г2С), and additional
deformation of the coating allows to increase the thermal stability of the polygonization substructure up to 40… 50 min.
It is found that the combined deformation and subsequent PHT of steels provides an increase in the calculated number of nanoscale
subgrains from 15 to 65%.
Keywords: PRE-CRYSTALLIZATION HEAT TREATMENT, SUBGRAIN SIZE, POLYGONIZATION, HARDENSS, DYNAMIC
DEFORMATION, STATIC DEFORMATION
metals, alloys and sprayed coatings with high physical and
mechanical properties.

1. Introduction
Modern industry is constantly in need of new technologies and
materials that can improve the properties and working life of
various products. The use of new materials in structures and
individual parts is determined by the relationship between strength
and ductility of metals and alloys, as well as wear resistance, which
is provided mainly by coatings with a suitable structure. The
increase in strength, which also forms increased wear resistance
with sufficient plasticity, is provided mainly by the formation of a
dispersed micro- and nanoscale structure [1, 2].

2. Methodology
Iron is the main component of any steel, so initial studies of the
patterns of influence of deformation and thermal factors on the
physical and mechanical properties of metals and alloys were
studied on the example of technically pure iron. Specimens of 5 × 5
× 8 mm size were subjected to static deformation on
LosenHousenWLRK (Dusseldorf) hydraulic press with a load of up
to 35 t. Pre-recrystallization heat treatment (PHT) was performed in
SNOL-1.6.2.0.08 / 9-M1 (СНОЛ-1.6.2.0.08/9-М1) laboratory
electric furnace. Hardness was determined according to DSTU ISO
6507-4: 2008 (ДСТУ ІSО 6507-4:2008) on a Vickers device with a
load of 5 kg.

Grinding of the grain (subgrain) structure to nanoscale size is
performed mainly by the conventional methods of intense plastic
deformation (IPD), which forms a highly disoriented fragmented
substructure due to the large deformation [3, 4]. Volumetric
nanostructuring by IPD methods is used in engineering to obtain
small products [2]. The task of creating an effective IPD device that
will provide low-complexity production of massive nanostructured
blanks and products with high properties will be relevant for a long
time.

3. Results and discussion
As a result of numerous experiments, information was
accumulated to construct a graphical dependence of hardness (HV 5)
on the degree of deformation and temperature and the dependence
of hardness on the degree of deformation and holding time at the
temperature of 500 °C. It is known, for example [7], that a decrease
in grain size (subgrain size) leads to an increase in hardness. This
effect is observed for almost all types of materials. Strength in most
cases increases similarly to hardness, so hardness can be an
approximate criterion of strength, as well as it can be used to
characterize the size of the subgrain. Moreover, our studies of the
effect of pre-recrystallization heat treatment on the grain size of
metals and alloys did not record an average grain size of less than
50 nm. The influence of deformation-thermal factors on the
hardness (HV5) of technically pure iron is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.
2.

In recent decades, methods of mechanothermic and
thermomechanical treatment were developed and used, which
significantly improved the quality of rolled and forged steel
products by forming a dispersed polygonization substructure [5].
High-temperature thermomechanical treatment, for example, of
high-carbon steels allows to form the dispersed polygonization
substructure, which leads to the rise of strength by 30… 60% while
maintaining sufficient toughness [5]. In addition, the polygonization
substructure complicates the movement of dislocations in the
process of creep [5]. But the possibilities of forming a disperse and
nanoscale substructure are not fully used due to the processes of
dynamic and collective polygonization, which occur at a relatively
long times of exposure to high temperatures.
There are methods of deformation-heat treatment of metals and
alloys [6], which provide increase of hardness of metals and alloys,
deformed by compression, and sprayed coatings with the decrease
of thermal conductivity. This is achieved by heating metal products,
alloys and sprayed coatings before the initial recrystallization with
short-term (up to 10 min) exposure and subsequent cooling to
ambient temperature at a rate less than 5 °C / s, which prevents the
growth of subgrains (pre-recrystallization heat treatment). This
leads to a formation of disperse and nanoscale polygonization
substructure. But short-term exposure means that these methods
could not be used to process massive and large metal parts which
require large treatment times in order to ensure their volumetric
heating.
Therefore, the goal of the work is to find the regularities of
formation of thermally stable polygonization nanoscale subgrains in

Fig. 1 The dependence of technically pure iron hardness on the degree
of deformation (ɛ, %) and temperature (t, °C)
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chaotically disoriented relative to each other in contrast to naturally
disoriented grains after uniaxial deformation. As a result, the
algebraic sum of disorientation of subgrains is almost zero, which
leads to the growth of large subgrains from smaller ones and causes
a decrease in hardness [5]. In addition, the “abc” deformation is
triaxial and thus causes the appearance of more dislocations of
various signs, which causes their annihilation. This also leads to the
increase of subgrains growth rate. Therefore, the size of the RCS
after static deformation and heat treatment is smaller than after the
deformation by the “abc” method and heat treatment.
Lower values of hardness of technically pure iron after “abc”
deformation and PHT in comparison with uniaxial deformation can
also be explained by additional influence of grain boundary sliding.
In paper [9] it is indicated that in layers with a subgrain size of 50 to
200 nm the deformation is carried out by a mixed mechanism– the
mechanism of grain boundary slippage joins the usual dislocation
mechanism. In this case, the deformation can occur by the rotation
of the subgrains, which is caused by high level of stresses in the
triple joints, which is characteristic to the “abc” deformation.

Fig. 2 The dependence of technically pure iron hardness on the degree
of deformation (ɛ, %) and time of exposure at the temperature of 500 °C (t,
min)

The data of Fig. 1 indicate that the optimal temperature of the
pre-recrystallization treatment is 500 °C, while the dependence is
extreme, and the maximum hardness is achieved at the exposure for
1.5… 2 min (see Fig. 2). Increasing static deformation leads to the
increase of the hardness, which reaches a maximum value at a
deformation of 80%. The effect of higher static deformation has not
been studied because cracks were observed sometimes during
deformation of about 90%, and in practice static deformation above
80% is virtually not used. The maximum observed value of
hardness after 80% deformation and PHT at the temperature of 500
°C was 2.4. GPa (after deformation – 1.52 GPa). Thus, the increase
in hardness after PHT was 58%. This effect is due to the dispersion
of subgrains.

From a practical point of view, it is advisable to investigate the
physical and mechanical properties of technically pure iron and
steel. The results of such studies are given in [6, 8], from which it
follows that the tensile strength of technically pure iron and steel
after PHT in a mode that provides maximum hardness, significantly
higher than even after deformation. At the same time it relatively
increased the plasticity of specimens. This is due to the
fragmentation of the substructure, which is confirmed by the size of
the RCS, which lies at the nanoscale range.
PHT makes it possible to increase the hardness (HV5) of coldformed Ni80Cr20 nichrome by 25%, of BrAMts9-2 (БрАМц9-2)
bronze – by 19%, of M1 electrotechnical copper – by 13%, and of
nichrome, sprayed by electric arc – by 29%.

For comparison, specimens of technically pure iron were
subjected to triaxial deformation by the “abc” method, as a kind of
equal-channel angular pressing [8]. The hardness (HV5) and the size
of the regions of coherent scattering (RCS) of X-rays of specimens
of technically pure iron, deformed by the “abc” method and uniaxial
compression by 82% after PHT, are shown in table 1. RCS was
determined by the Scherrer formula by reflection [110], X-ray
diffraction patterns were recorded on a DRON-3.0 (ДРОН-3,0)
device. The total value of the actual deformation for the “abc”
method was e = 3.4.

During the spraying of gas-thermal coatings, there is an intense
plastic deformation of particles due to the high velocity of the
impact with the substrate. In real spraying processes this velocity
can reach up to 300 m/s. The amount of deformation can be 90…
95%, and the cooling rate of the deformed particles reaches 108
°C/s, which prevents dynamic recrystallization in the coating
material. Short-term exposure of samples with sprayed coatings at
the recrystallization temperature and subsequent accelerated cooling
in air provides an increase in the hardness of the coatings by fixing
the pre-recrystallization state of the coating material.

Table 1: HV5 hardness and RCS size of technically pure iron, deformed
by “abc” method and by uniaxial pressing after PHT.
Deformation
method

Hardness, GPa, after
deformation deformation
and heat
treatment

RCS size, nm, after
deformation deformation
and heat
treatment

“abc”

2.96

3.29

149

72

Uniaxial
pressing
after PHT

2.35

3.60

83

66

Electric arc coatings made of Sv-08G2S (Св-08Г2С) wire were
studied, because they are characterized by the lowest value of RCS
and the highest effect of increasing hardness after prerecrystallization heat treatment. From a practical point of view, the
main disadvantage of pre-recrystallization heat treatment is the
short exposure time (a few minutes). Therefore, it is important to
study the possibility of stabilizing the dispersed polygonization
substructure of the sprayed coating with a longer exposure in the
process of heat treatment using subsequent deformation.
In order to inhibit the movement of dislocation subboundaries in
the process of collective polygonization, which is manifested by
heating (long exposure), additional deformation of the coating was
carried out in two ways: by pressing on a hydraulic press at a load
of 10 t (30% deformation) and by surface plastic deformation (SPD)
with steel balls with a diameter of 0.1-0.3 mm for 2 minutes. The
heating temperature of the deformed samples was reduced to 400 °C
due to the fact that increasing the values of deformation leads to the
decrease of the temperature threshold of recrystallization. The
results of these studies are shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1 shows that after “abc” deformation the hardness is
higher if compared to the hardness of specimens after uniaxial
deformation, but after pre-recrystallization heat treatment greater
hardness is observed in uniaxially deformed specimens. The size of
the RCS, which can be used to evaluate the size of the subgrain, has
significantly lower values both after uniaxial deformation and after
deformation with “abc” method and PHT. It is known, for example
[5], that during deformation the movement of dislocations is carried
out by sliding and diffusion crawling, thus volume dislocation
plexuses are formed, which ensures cellular structure of the
material. Under the action of elastic stresses when heated,
dislocation plexuses turn into flat small-angle subboundaries, and
cells turn into subgrains, but subgrain differs sharply in size,
curvature of boundaries, and angles at the triple junctions of
subboundaries. The cellular structure formed after the “abc”
deformation is transformed into a subgrain. These subgrains are

Analysis of obtained results shows that the use of the
subsequent deformation provides a smaller decrease in hardness
while increasing duration of exposure during pre-recrystallization
heat treatment to 15 minutes. This trend is observed for both types
of deformation of the coating. For example, the hardness of the
coating without subsequent deformation when increasing the
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knives, 3… 5 mm thick) because of a short exposure time of 1.5…
2 minutes.

duration of exposure from 2 to 15 min decreases from 2.7 to 2 GPa
(– 35%), and with the subsequent deformation – from 3 to 2.8 GPa
(–7%) and from 3.1 to 3 GPa (–3%) for SPD and pressing,
respectively.

PHT provides an increase in physical and mechanical properties
due to the fixation of the dispersed polygonization substructure by
short-term exposure of statically deformed metals and alloys at the
temperature of primary recrystallization. Prolongation of the
exposure time or increase in temperature lead to the leveling of the
obtained results through the development of collective
polygonization processes. The boundaries of subgrains, formed at
the beginning of polygonization, are of dislocation nature. These
dislocations are mobile and with increasing temperature or
increasing exposure time, without encountering obstacles, they
move easily (creep), while increasing the size of subgrains, which
leads to the decrease of hardness and strength. All this makes it
impossible to apply PHT process to parts of large (more than 10
mm) cross section. Thus, in order to expand the possibility of using
PHT for metal products, it is necessary to create obstacles to the
movement of dislocations in the form of double and triple
intersections, dispersed allocations, etc.

Fig. 3 The dependence of the hardness of electric arc coatings of Sv08G2S (Св-08Г2С) wire on the duration of exposure and the type of
subsequent deformation without additional deformation at the temperature
of 450 °C (●), after SPD(■) and pressing (▲)

Since St3 (Ст3) steel is one of the most common structural
materials used for the manufacture of load-bearing welded
structures, so there is scientific and practical interest is the study of
changes in the substructure and properties of specimens of St3
(Ст3) steel after combined deformation (CD). Specimens with a
size of 3 × 5 × 5 mm were subjected to combined deformation (30%
dynamic and 30% static) followed by PHT (t = 500 °C). The speed
of dynamic deformation was 100 mm/s, and for static it was 0.5
mm/s. The hardness after deformation of the rock was 1.92 GPa.
The dependence of St3 steel hardness on the duration of exposure
during PHT is shown in Fig. 4.

In general, sufficiently high hardness values are ensured at a
holding time of up to 40 min for SPD and of up to 50 min for
pressing. This is explained by the fact that during re-deformation
the dislocation interaction ends with the appearance of 50% to 75%
of dislocation barriers, and the rest of dislocations participate in the
formation of dislocation plexuses. These dislocation barriers, which
arise along the direction perpendicular to the axis of deformation,
inhibit the movement of dislocations and, consequently, reduce the
mobility of polygonization subboundaries, which reduces the speed
of polygonization processes and provides a stabilizing effect.
Analysis of microstructures on an optical metallographic
microscope showed that no changes in the structure of the coatings
before and after heat treatment were detected. This indicates that the
strengthening effect is provided by substructure elements.
It is known [5] that grinding the structure and obtaining
nanosized elements leads to a decrease in the thermal conductivity
of the metal material. Therefore, a study of the effect of prerecrystallization heat treatment on the thermal conductivity of the
obtained electric arc coatings was performed. The analysis of the
obtained results showed a decrease in the thermal conductivity of
coatings by an average of 15% after pre-recrystallization heat
treatment, which is explained by the increase in the length of the
subboundaries. In order to perform the quantitative evaluation of the
effect of pre-recrystallization heat treatment on the substructure of
electric arc coatings, the size of the regions of coherent scattering of
X-rays was determined (see Table 2).

Fig. 4 The dependence of St3 (Ст3) steel hardness on PHT exposure
time

Fig. 4 shows that the dependence of hardness on the duration of
PHT exposure is extreme. The increase in hardness after PHT,
which provides maximum hardness, relative to the deformed state is
22%, and after PHT during 60 min it is 17%. Tensile tests were
performed (GOST 1497-84) in order to study the changes in
temporary resistance to failure, relative narrowing and elongation,
the results of these tests as well as evaluation of nanosized subgrain
size and quantity are given in table. 3.

Table 2: The size of the areas of coherent scattering of X-rays of
electric arc coatings of Sv-08G2S wire.
Spraying technology and the amount of
deformation of particles
By conventional technology.
Deformation of 83%.
Using electric pulse impact.
Deformation of 87%.

Thermal treatment

RCS size,
nm

Without thermal
treatment
450 °С, 2 min

>200

Without thermal
treatment
400 °С, 1 min

~200

Table 3: The values of temporary fracture toughness, ductility, average
subgrain size and the quantity of nanosized elements of St3 (Ст3) steel
depending on the type of deformation and heat treatment.

106

Treatment type

σb, MPa δ, % Ψ, %

310

1.05

74

Average
subgrain
size, nm
94

586

5.26

75

89

66

402

7.5

59

92

62

87
Combined deformation
(CD)
CD, followed by PHT,
which provides maximum
hardness
CD followed by PHT
during 60 minutes

The data, given in Table 2, indicates a significant effect of PHT
on the size of subgrains, especially when using electric pulse action
when spraying coatings. After PHT, the size of subgrains (RCS)
becomes nanoscale. However, the effect of increasing the physical
and mechanical properties of steels was previously implemented
only for small products (knives for cutting mica tape and harvester
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Nanosized
subgrains
quantity, %
55
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Photographs of the substructure of the specimens were obtained
using the analytical auto-emission scanning electron microscope
SUPRA55VP (see Fig. 5).

(Ukraine), SAKENA LLC in the production of regulating springs of
membrane valves of pipelines. Implementation results have shown
that HRC hardness of springs after the proposed deformation and
heat treatment is 19% higher than after the application of traditional
technology (hardening and tempering).

4. Conclusions

a

b

1. It was found that static deformation provides greater
efficiency of PHT than equal-channel angular pressing. PHT
provides an opportunity to significantly strengthen metals, steels
and sprayed coatings with short-term exposure at the temperature of
the initial recrystallization (1… 2 min).

c

Fig. 5 Microstructures of St3 (Ст3) steel) after CD (a), after CD and
heat treatment, which provides maximum hardness values (b) and after CD
and heat treatment, which provides thermal stabilization of the
polygonization substructure (c)

2. It is shown that thermal stabilization of the polygonization
substructure up to 60 min is provided by a combination of uniaxial
compressive deformations, namely dynamic by 30% and static by
30%, followed by pre-recrystallization heat treatment at the initial
recrystallization temperature. Such treatment ensures subgrain size
in range of 80… 187 nm, while strength characteristics increase by
10… 30% with sufficient ductility.

Figure 5 shows that the substructural elements are dispersed
after PHT relative to the deformed state, which is confirmed by the
results of the determination of the average size of CSR with a shape
factor of ~ 0.42 and by the relative number of nanosized subgrains
(see Table 3), which were obtained by computer metallography
using ImageProPlus software. The average diameters of subgrains
are measured at intervals of 2 degrees and pass through the centroid
of the object.

3. It is shown that PHT provides the formation of nanoscale
elements in Sv-08G2S (Св-08Г2С) wire electric arc coatings, and
additional deformation of the coating allows to increase the thermal
stability of the polygonization substructure up to 40… 50 min.

The effect of combined deformation on the average size of
subgrains of technically pure iron and individual steels, which are
most widely used in industry, was also studied (see Table 4).

4. It is shown that the combined deformation and subsequent
pre-recrystallization heat treatment of steels provides an increase in
the calculated number of nanoscale subgrains from 15 to 65%.

Table 4: The results of determining the size of the CSR of steels after
deformation and pre-recrystallization heat treatment
Treatment type

Combined
deformation
(CD)
CD, followed by
PHT, which
provides
maximum
hardness
CD followed by
PHT during 60
minutes

5. Industrial implementation of the proposed method of
combined deformation, followed by pre-recrystallization heat
treatment for 60 min, on 1070 steel (сталь 70), which is used for the
manufacture of control springs of diaphragm valves in industrial
conditions, showed that HRC hardness of springs after the proposed
deformation and heat treatment is 19% higher than after the
application of traditional technology (hardening and tempering).
This opens the possibility of practical application of the proposed
method of nanostructuring by forming a dispersed polygonization
substructure by pre-recrystallization heat treatment.

CSR size, nm
Technically 1020 steel 1045 steel W108 5140H S42000
pure iron (сталь 20) (сталь 45) steel steel steel
(У8) (40Х) (20Х13)
186

143

110

130

131

117

125

119

80

115

117

101
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Results, shown in Table 4, indicate that the combined
deformation followed by PHT improve the physical and mechanical
properties of steels due to the dispersion of substructural elements.
Steels, deformed by the combined method, are characterized by
certain features of the structure, which differs significantly from the
structure of the same materials that were statically deformed, due to
extremely non-equilibrium conditions of their formation (high rate
of deformation).
The possible direction of implementation of the proposed
technology of combined deformation followed by prerecrystallization heat treatment and its comparison with traditional
technologies of steel products processing is considered on the
example of elastic elements.
Springs usually work in the conditions of repeated loadings. In
addition to high hardness and strength under static, dynamic and
cyclic loads, such parts must have high elastic properties and
withstand a large number of repeated loads during operation
without breakage and without deposition. This means that when the
loads are removed, the spring must fully restore its original
dimensions and shape.
The results of the work were implemented at the enterprises of
AMIKO DIGITAL LLC, Advice You World GmbH LLC
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Investigation of the coalescence of twin coplanar semi-elliptical fatigue cracks in structural
steel elements under cyclic loading
Ivan Pidgurskyi, Mykola Stashkiv, Mykola Pidgurskyi,
Ternopil Ivan Puluj National Technical University, Ternopil, Ukraine
E-mail: ipidhurskyy@gmail.com, stashkiv.mykola@gmail.com, pidhurskyy@gmail.com
Abstract. The solution to the scientific task of identifying the fundamental laws of surface cracks development during their coalescence in the
elements of steel structures under cyclic loading is presented in this article. A simulation model of coalescence of identica l coplanar surface
cracks has been developed. The model considers the solution to two problems: substantiation of the crack geometry during coalescence, and
obtaining calculation formulas for estimating the stress intensity factors along a series of saddle-shaped contours. Based on the definition of
stress intensity factors for contours modeling the gradual propagation of cracks in the coalescence zone using the finite elements method, the
proposed model was tested to compare the calculated durability with experimental data.
KEYWORDS: SEMI-ELLIPTICAL SURFACE CRACK; COPLANAR CRACKS; COALESCENCE; STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS.
stage of cracks coalescence. This will significantly affect the
distribution of SIFs in the conjugation zone.
In the second model [9], the process of crack coalescence is
modeled by a series of contours that gradually fill the saddle-shaped
front. The conjugation zone of the semi-ellipses is modeled by the
radii of concentric circles, the center of which is on the rear surface
of a sample cross-section. It should be noted that the geometry of
such model is insufficiently substantiated.
The process of coalescence of surface cracks is analyzed by
the values of SIF in the saddle-shaped front zone, which, in turn,
significantly depends on the geometry of the conjugation.

1. Introduction
The development of new advanced machines and structures
is associated with ensuring their high load-bearing capacity and
reliability taking into account minimal material consumption [1, 2].
A significant part of machines and structures is subjected to cyclic
loading during operation. In such structures, the center of the
destruction occurs in the local areas of structural and technological
stress concentrators: welds, holes, notches, connections of structural
elements.
Scientifically reasonable solutions obtained on the basis of
modern research methods are used to ensure the necessary technical
and economic characteristics of the created and operated machines
and structures. Methods for estimating the dynamic properties of
mobile machines using modern measuring equipment and modeling
of multiple modes of operational loadings are presented in [3, 4].
The use of simulation methods is promising when it comes to
assessing the durability of such structures at the design stage and
determining the residual durability of structural elements with
possible defects, especially when schematizing the geometry of
defects and their coalescence during the propagation process.
Criteria assessment of the durability (residual life) of
structures with existing cracks is based on the principles of fracture
mechanics and is associated with the determination of the stress
intensity factor (SIF), which characterizes the stress-strain state
(SSS) at the crack tip [5]. Calculation of SIF in real structures is a
challenging task taking into account the geometry and boundary
conditions, especially for three-dimensional bodies.
The task of determining the SIF becomes significantly more
complicated taking into consideration several surface cracks that are
close and interact with each other. Such cracks grow and merge
with each other under cyclic loading. Analysis of the existing
standards indicates a conservative approach, when the stage of
coalescence of surface cracks is neglected [6]. This is largely due to
the lack of methods that would adequately assess SIF in the area of
coalescence of the cracks.
To estimate the SIFs describing the stress field along the
contour of a semi-elliptical surface crack propagating in a
homogeneous stress field, the Newman-Raju equations [7] obtained
based on finite element method (FEM) are usually used. They are
applied to calculate the SIF along the contour of a single semielliptical surface crack. These results are generally accepted and
most suitable for this class of cracks.
The study of the coalescence process of surface cracks is
considered in [8, 9]. It is established that when two coplanar surface
cracks are combined, a major crack with a saddle-shaped front is
formed. With the development of the crack the saddle gradually
decreases and the contour acquires a semi-elliptical shape. In [8], a
model of crack coalescence is considered, in which the idea of
relative crack overlap is implemented. The major crack changes its
sizes both in a calescence zone and on a surface. The disadvantage
of this model is the conjugation zone, which is modeled by the
intersection of the semi-ellipses. This conjugation does not
correspond to the experimental data [10], especially in the final

2. Method of SIF determination along the contour of
a saddle-shaped surface crack using finite element
method
The finite element method was used to determine the SIF in
the coalescence zone. The calculation of SIF KІ by the finite
element method is based on the calculation scheme, which includes
a description of the object geometry, its mechanical characteristics
and the description of boundary and initial conditions as a set of
possible constraints and loadings applied to the object (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The model of coalescence of two identical surface cracks
under cyclic loading
Coplanar cracks of various shapes modeled in a low-alloy
steel 09Г2С samples were investigated with σT = 380 MPa and σU =
540 MPa. Chemical composition of steel is next: C – 0.08; Mn –
1.53; Si – 0.78; P – 0.021: S – 0.012; Cr – 0.04; Cu – 0.65; Ni –
0.12. The Poisson’s ratio during elastic deformation was ν = 0.3.
The cross section of the samples is 80 mm × 20 mm. The tensile
stress was σ = 187.5 MPa.
Modeling of surface cracks in objects was carried out using
the software complex of finite-element analysis ANSYS
Workbench, which is widely used to solve problems of mechanics
of deformable solids and mechanics of structures. SIF KІ along the
front of the surface crack was determined by the method of
integration along the contours surrounding the tip of the crack. To
achieve accurate calculation of the correct value, a maximum radius
of integration within which contours will be located, their quantity,
the quantity of divisions of the contours in the circular direction and
the quantity of divisions along the front of the surface crack were
predetermined.
In [11] the model of coalescence of two identical cracks is
substantiated using the method of filling the saddle-shaped contour.
In the process of coalescence of two cracks in the proposed model,
the dimensions of their semi-axes remain unchanged, and only the
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configurations of the crack coalescence area change. Thus, when
modeling the coalescence of cracks, first of all, the crack grows in
the saddle-shaped region acoal (ai … aj), and the growth is minimal
in the directions of the axes of each of the cracks (Fig. 2). This
postulation of the process of coalescence of two identical surface
cracks into one is confirmed by experimental data [10].
a)

Figure 2. Illustration of the method for modeling the conjugation
region of a contour when the surface cracks are merging
b)
Figure 4. The model of a surface crack with a saddle-shaped
contour with acoal / a = 0,2; a = 3 mm (a) and the results of SIF KІ
at σ = 187.5 MPa (b)

The growth of a surface crack with a various shape of a
saddle-shaped contour, which changes under cyclic loading, is
modeled in the software package ANSYS Workbench 19.2. To do
this, the saddle-shaped front of the crack is divided into a number of
fixed contours that simulate the gradual growth of two merging
surface cracks. Conjugation of semi-ellipsis is carried out by arcs of
circles of different radii for each fixed contour.
The generally accepted procedure for solving the problems
of fracture mechanics using FEM for objects with surface cracks is
to generate three types of meshes: the initial (global) for the whole
object, a local mesh with a surface crack that is integrated into the
object, and finite element mesh in the transition zone. A fragment of
a finite-element model of a saddle-shaped contour is presented in
Fig. 3.

a)

b)
Figure 5. The model of a surface crack with a saddle-shaped
contour with acoal / a = 0,2; a = 5 mm (a) and the results of SIF KІ
at σ = 187.5 MPa (b)

Figure 3. Fragments of a finite-element model of a plate with a
semi-elliptical surface crack with noncanonical shape

The results of the calculation of SIF KІ along the contours
of identical surface cracks in the simulation of their coalescence are
shown in Fig. 6. The results are presented for eight different
contours modeling the gradual propagation of the crack in the
coalescence zone. The filling of the saddle-shaped is characterized
by the ratio acoal / a, where a is the depth of each of the two merging
symmetrical cracks; acoal is the distance from the surface axis of the
major crack to the deepest point of the saddle-shaped contour of
each of the simulated contours.
The geometrical parameters of the model in determining the
SIF KІ were as follows: a = 7.0 mm; c = 10.0 mm; acoal varied from
1.043 to 6.65 mm with acoal / a changing from 0.149 to 0.95. The
radius of curvature in the conjugation zone under such conditions
varied from R = 0.14 mm at acoal / a = 0.149; R = 7.0 mm at acoal / a
= 0.626 and up to R = 129.0 mm at acoal / a = 0.95.
Analysis of the distribution of SIF KІ shows that their
maximum values are observed in the area of the coalescence of
cracks (in the middle of the contour), and the highest value of SIF is
observed at the lowest value of acoal / a = 0,149.
Moreover, when the cracks merged from 14.9% to 62.6%,
the SIF significantly decreased from KІ = 79.51 MPa∙ 𝑚 to
KІ = 37.02 MPa∙ 𝑚 (2.15 times). Upon further coalescence of
surface cracks up to 95%, the SIF decreased only by 1.07 times (to
34.68 MPa∙ 𝑚). It should be noted that in accordance with the
change of SIF at the initial stage of surface cracks coalescence, the
crack growth rate at the deepest point of the saddle-shaped front is
ten times higher than the growth rate of the outer (surface) points of
the saddle-shaped crack.

The model of a surface crack of arbitrary configuration is
formed using a surface body of zero thickness [12].

3. Research results
When determining the SIF KІ along the saddle-shaped
contour of the crack, the initial shape of two identical merging
cracks a / c (a and c are the semi-axes of the surface cracks (Fig. 1))
will have the most significant impact. After all, the shape of the
coalescence zone depends on the geometry of surface cracks. The
influence of one crack on another, as well as the geometry of the
conjugation zone will have an influence on the change of the SIF
along the contour in the coalescence area. In Fig. 4, a and Fig. 5, a
the models of surface cracks with a saddle-shaped contour with the
same ratio acoal / a = 0.2 and different cracks depth a = 3 mm
(Fig. 4, a) and a = 5 mm (Fig. 5, a) are presented.
The radius of curvature in the conjugation zone for the first
model was 0.41 mm, and for the second model it was 0.31 mm. The
tensile stress for both cases was σ = 187.5 MPa.
In Fig. 4, b and Fig. 5, b the stress distribution along the
saddle front is shown. The maximum values of the stress intensity
factors KІ are observed at the deepest points of the saddle-shaped
surface crack front KІ = 24.1 MPa 𝑚 and KІ = 44.85 MPa 𝑚,
respectively.
Another factor that affects the value of SIF KІ is the ratio
acoal / a, where acoal is the distance from the surface of the sample to
the deepest point of the saddle-shaped front of each of the simulated
contours.
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It should be noted that the obtained value of the number of
cycles required for crack coalescence Nmodel agrees well with the
experimental value of the number of cycles Nexp (error does not
exceed 5%). It is also worth noting the durability curves obtained
during modeling and on the basis of experimental data match in
terms of qualities.

4. Conclusion
A simulation model is proposed to determine the durability
of the crack at the coalescence stage. The least studied stage is the
period of coalescence of surface cracks. The coalescence of the
cracks is represented by a series of curved lines that mimic the
development of a saddle-shaped contour of a surface crack. The
results of the calculation of the durability of the saddle-shaped crack
according to the proposed model agree well with the known
experimental data.
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Figure 6. Distribution of SIF KІ values along the contour of the
surface saddle-shaped crack in the simulation of gradual
coalescence with acoal / a:
1) 0,149; 2) 0.256; 3) 0.378; 4) 0.491; 5) 0.626;
6) 0.754; 7) 0.85; 8) 0.95 at σ = 187.5 MPa.
Comparative analysis of the interaction coefficients γcoal
characterized by the ratio of SIF at the deepest point of the saddleshaped front of the crack with semi-axes a / c to the value of SIF for
the surface point shows that the results obtained by the proposed
method (at a / 4c = 0,175; a / t < 0, 5) agree with the data [9].
The obtained values of γcoal (as well as SIF) by the method
of crack overlapping are significantly higher (up to 60%), which
indicates the conservatism of the method.
To test the proposed model of surface cracks coalescence,
the durability of the saddle-shaped crack growth was calculated. For
this purpose, according to the proposed model, 8 saddle-shaped
contours of different shapes were modeled, showing the
development of the major surface crack from the coalescence of two
smaller cracks. The distribution of SIFs along each of the contours
was obtained by the finite element method.
The calculation of the durability of Nmodel (Fig. 7) was
carried out on the basis of the integration of the modified Paris
equation [5], which describes the average amplitude section of the
kinetic fatigue fracture diagrams of steel 50D BS 4360:
𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙

𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 =

𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑖𝑛

1
𝑑𝑎
,
𝐶(∆𝐾𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 )𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙

where ∆𝐾𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 is the SIF difference for the deepest point acoal for
each of the studied saddle-shaped contours of the surface crack
(obtained by the proposed method);
acoal is the distance from the deepest point of each of the contours to
the surface of the sample.

Figure 7. Comparison of the results of simulation modeling of the
coalescence process for surface cracks with experimental data [10]
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Abstract: The study of the structure and physicomechanical characteristics of carbon nanostructures, lubricants and cooling liquids was
carried out by methods of scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, IR spectroscopy, physicomechanical and physicochemical
analysis. Tribotechnical tests were carried out on a friction machine operating according to the "sphere - plane" scheme.The possibility of
modifying various liquid media with nanosized carbon particles of various composition, structure, production technology, including those
obtained by the method of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis, has been studied. The studies carried out made it possible to
establish general trends in the implementation of the synergistic effect in liquid matrices differing in structure, polarity of macromolecules,
and molecular weight.
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fixed in the clamp of the friction machine, the working sphere and
the working surface of the steel disk (counterbody) were wiped with
a cloth “coarse calico”, bleached, moistened with ethyl alcohol, and
then dried for two minutes at room temperature. The tests were
carried out at normal load on the sample up to 20 N, linear sliding
speed 0.036 m / s, steel surface temperature (20 ± 5) ºС.
Investigations of structural changes in additives and nanoscale
lubricants were carried out using infrared spectroscopy by
transmission and ATR methods. IR spectra of starting components,
additives, lubricants, model compositions, as well as samples taken
after frictional action on a Tensor-27 spectrophotometer ..
The assessment of the state of the friction surface, the
topography of the separating layer, the morphology of particles, the
structure of additives and fillers were studied using a Mira / Tescan
scanning electron microscope (Czech Republic) and an atomic force
microscope (AFM) using an NT-206 setup. Images were visualized
using original packages in the Windows operating system.
The rheological characteristics of the samples were
determined by the Engler method. By this method, the viscosity is
determined by the time the test liquid flows out of a viscometer type
VZ-4 liquid with a volume of 200 ml at a certain temperature when
compared with the time the amount of distilled water flows out of a
viscometer of the same type at 20 ºС (constant of the viscometer).

1. Introduction.
According to the results of work [1-3], the introduction of
nanomaterials into base lubricants used to reduce the friction
coefficient and reduce wear in magnetic disks leads to a significant
increase in the operating characteristics of magnetic disks.
A liquid medium such as oil or water is used as a heat
transfer medium. To change their characteristics, it is necessary to
determine and select the effective amount of carbon nanomaterials,
which makes it possible to increase the thermal conductivity of the
liquid [4-7]. One of the preferred carbon nanomaterials is graphite
with a high thermal conductivity exceeding the thermal conductivity
of a pure liquid dispersed therein, ground or naturally obtained with
an average particle size of less than 500 nm, and more preferably
less than 200 nm, and most preferably less than 100 nm. Graphite is
dispersed in a liquid by one or more methods, including sonication,
milling, and chemical dispersion.
Carbon nanotubes with a graphite structure are one of the
most promising modifiers of the carbon class of nanomaterials,
although the applicability of other carbon nanomaterials is quite
substantiated. To ensure the long-term stability of the resulting
solutions, one or more chemical dispersants must be used. It was
found that the increase in the thermal conductivity of the modified
liquid in comparison with the liquid without carbon nanomaterial is
proportional to the amount of added carbon nanomaterials (carbon
nanotubes or graphite) [5-9].
Thus, based on this review, it can be seen that the
direction associated with the study of the structural features of
nanofluids modified with nanosized carbon particles obtained by the
technology of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis have
sufficient patent purity.
This work is devoted to the study of various types of
multifunctional additives on the structural features of modified
liquids of various natures, viscosity, tribotechnical characteristics of
petroleum oils and their stability at different temperatures.

2.

3. Results and discussion.
The additives and lubricants used in mechanical
engineering are conventionally classified into five main groups:
metal-cladding, polymer, chemically and surface-active, solid
lubricating components, complex additives and fillers. This
classification does not take into account the peculiarities of some
types of additives and modifiers, for example, the size factor,
however, it is generally accepted and used in tribotechnics.
In recent decades, a new direction in tribotechnics has
been intensively developing, based on the use of modifiers of
nanometer dispersion to create tribosystem components.
The introduction of various additives into the oil base in
strictly metered and balanced concentrations can significantly
change the properties of the original oil. The additives used for oil
doping can be classified as follows: antioxidant, anti-corrosion,
detergent, antifoam, viscous, depressant, anti-emulsifier, adhesion,
multifunctional additives. Of the greatest interest among these
additives are multifunctional additives, since any oil should contain
as few additives as possible. This is due to the fact that the
complexity of the formulation makes it difficult to obtain balanced
properties of the oil, increases the requirements for its operating
conditions and can cause undesirable side effects in the form of
corrosion and precipitation. As a result of the introduction of
multifunctional additives, the tribotechnical characteristics,
stability, corrosive and viscous properties are increased [5-8].
In the course of the studies, the morphology of carbon
nanoparticles obtained by the method of self-propagating hightemperature synthesis was studied. Based on the data obtained, it
can be seen that carbon particles obtained by different technologies
have different morphologies.

Materials and Procedures

In the development of new nanodispersed modifiers, as
well as for their comparison with the previously known antifriction
fillers, the following materials were used in the research process. To
modify the base lubricating bases, nanomodifiers obtained by
various synthesis technologies were used: carbon particles obtained
by the technology of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis,
multilayer graphenes, nanodispersed carbon particles obtained by
detonation synthesis. Nanodispersed clusters of synthetic carbon
substances were obtained by explosive technology, SHS synthesis
(DND, nanotubes). The dispersion of the clusters is 20 - 30 nm, the
specific surface area is 350 m2 / g. The content of mixtures of
nanodispersed clusters of synthetic carbon in liquids was 0.001%
wt. - 10% wt.
Tribotechnical studies were carried out on a friction
machine of the FT-2 type, which operates according to the
reciprocating motion scheme, the stroke length of the indenter is
from 5 to 50 mm, made of steel and ground on a flat flat surface
with emery cloth or grinding paste to the arithmetic mean deviation
of the surface profile Ra = 0.1 - 0.3 microns. The samples were
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According to SEM data at low resolutions, for
nanodispersed diamond-containing graphite particles obtained by
the technology of the Electrokhimpribor Combine, the formation of
compact agglomerates with fractal dimensions is characteristic. An
increase in scanning resolution shows the presence of cluster
structures consisting on average of three to five globules with a
lateral size of 20 to 50 nm.
The morphology of graphene grade "GPS" is
characterized by the type of "crumpled paper", in some cases the
presence of separate fairly even carbon sheets from 1 to 10 layers is
observed.
The morphology of carbon particles obtained by the
method of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis from a
charge of the following composition: starch 50% wt. / Nitrate 50%
wt. characterized by a globular porous structure. With an increase in
the scanning resolution, the presence of nanotubes is observed in
the structure of the globule.
The morphology of carbon particles obtained by the
method of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis from a
charge of the following composition: cellulose 50% wt. /
Ammonium nitrate 50% wt. is a cluster structure with a developed
surface.
When the resolution is increased by decreasing the
scanning area in the structure of this material, the formation of
globular agglomerates with a lateral size of 500 × 500 nm is
observed.
Multilayer carbon nanotubes are large globular structures,
based on the morphology of which the formed structures of
multilayer nanotubes are not visible. When the resolution of the
SEM survey is increased, these tubular structures are visualized.
The morphology of highly dispersed graphite particles is in the form
of "corrugated sheets".
The study of structural changes in nanofluids was carried
out using the methods of IR spectroscopy. Studies of the structural
features of colloidal solutions based on water, ethylene glycol,
industrial oil containing nanosized carbon particles, including those
obtained by explosive technology and their mixtures, showed that
noticeable changes in the spectra of the studied colloidal solutions
begin to be observed at a modifier concentration of more than 5
wt%. - 10% wt. depending on the type of the modified liquid and
the introduced modifier.
Based on the data obtained, it was found that when the
initial liquids are modified with the studied nanodispersed carbon
particles, there is no chemical interaction between the modifier and
the liquid matrix.
At given concentrations of modifiers, carbon particles
most likely interact with each other to form an extended labile
network structure, which should lead to a significant change in the
viscosity characteristics of the modified liquids.
Studies of the viscosity characteristics of various types of fluids
showed a decrease in the viscosity of the modified fluids in the
range from 0.01% wt. up to 1% wt. An increase in the concentration
of the modifier above 1% wt. leads to an increase in the values of
the viscosity of the investigated liquids measured in Engler degrees.
The main type of defects leading to the release of parts
and products in mechanical engineering are mechanical failures
during operation associated with friction and wear. The use of
lubricants is a highly effective way to improve energy efficiency
and reduce wear rates. In engineering applications, lubricants have a
significant effect on the mechanical durability of a tribosystem,
while allowing one to regulate the pressure in the contact of rubbing
bodies, perform the functions of cooling systems, increase the
stability of the tribosystem, and minimize the value of the friction
force and wear between the contacting bodies.
The use of solid carbon nanoparticles as additives to
lubricants can significantly increase the wear resistance of rubbing
bodies and significantly reduce the coefficient of friction. This
effect can be explained on the basis of the formation of a stable
separating layer capable of withstanding large contact loads without
destruction and allowing filling microroughnesses of rubbing
bodies, which leads to stabilization of the friction process.

In recent years, a lot of research has been devoted to the
study of the antifriction properties of various solid modifiers such as
MoS2, WS2, graphene and fullerene, nanodispersed diamonds of
detonation synthesis, various types of functionalized nanodispersed
particles (clays, diamonds, metals, metal oxides and ceramics). In
particular, a large number of works are devoted to particles of
molybdenum disulfide used as an additive to various types of
lubricants (plastic, liquid, etc.). In particular, we studied MoS 2
particles with a diameter in the region of 1 μm, and these particles
had a developed surface. The introduction of these particles into the
lubricating oil with a concentration of ~ 2% wt. leads to a decrease
in volumetric wear by 10% - 30%. However, although solid
modifiers lead to a significant improvement in tribotechnical
characteristics, the complexity of the manufacturing technology,
environmental insecurity, and high cost limit the scope of these
modifiers.
Moreover, the limited mechanical and chemical stability
in the lubricating medium of these modifiers can lead to a
deterioration in the properties of the lubricating composition during
long-term operation. For example, inorganic modifiers such as
MoS2 or WS2 are destroyed by friction in the boundary lubrication
mode. In addition, some additives containing sulfur can create
acidic compounds in the lubricating medium during friction,
accelerating the corrosion of the contacting bodies.
Thus, the development of optimal compositions of additives for
lubricants to improve tribotechnical characteristics is extremely
necessary, especially under extreme friction conditions. Carbon
particles obtained by SHS synthesis from natural raw materials are
of interest as additives to lubricants of various natures due to their
unique properties, such as technological ease of production, high
dispersion, and chemical stability. These characteristics of carbon
particles obtained by SHS synthesis make them a very promising
modifier for the production of environmentally friendly lubricants
and can replace additives containing sulfur and phosphorus.
Conducted preliminary studies to study the tribotechnical
characteristics of the PA6-52100 friction pair, tested in a lubricating
medium of the composition "Oil I-20A, containing up to 10% wt.
carbon particles obtained by SHS-synthesis ”showed a decrease in
the coefficient of friction for a given pair of friction. The tests were
carried out on an FT-2 friction machine at a load of 30 N and a
friction speed of 0.1 m / s.
Based on the data obtained, it can be seen that the
introduction of a lubricating medium into the friction zone leads to
a decrease in the values of the friction coefficient by 30% - 40%.
However, the introduction of carbon-containing particles of various
production nature into the lubricant composition leads to a slight
increase in the friction coefficient, which is possibly due to the
presence of a solid diamond core for ultradispersed diamondcontaining graphite, as well as the presence of solid allotropic
modifications of carbon for nanodispersed carbon particles obtained
by SHS synthesis.
Another aspect that affects a slight increase in the
coefficient of friction for petroleum lubricants is a sufficiently high
concentration of the modifier in the composition (10% wt.), Which
leads to thickening of the lubricant, i.e. increasing the viscosity of
the modified liquid material. Experiments carried out to study the
tribotechnical characteristics of lubricants at a modifier
concentration in the range of 0.1% wt. - 5% wt. showed a decrease
in the values of the coefficient of friction of the pair "metal polymer". It should be noted that for all compositions based on I20A oil modified with nanodispersed carbon particles, including
those obtained by the method of self-propagating high-temperature
synthesis, a decrease in the wear rate by 14% –32% is observed.
The studies carried out to study the morphology of the
surface layers of polyamide 6 after tribotechnical tests showed the
possibility of forming a specific relief.
With friction without lubricant, a surface with a developed
morphology and rather high roughness values is formed. The
introduction of a lubricant into the friction zone leads to the
smoothing of the surface layers.
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The presence of globular carbon structures is possible on
the surface. The use of lubricants with a low concentration of
carbon nanoparticles makes it possible to obtain a more significant
effect of smoothing out the surface layers of the polymer during
friction, which can lead to a decrease in the values of the friction
coefficient for the investigated friction pair 52100-polyamide 6. The
studies on the study of lubricants after tribotechnical tests were not
carried out. showed a significant presence of wear products of a pair
52100-polyamide 6 in nanoscale lubricants.
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4. Conclusions
Studies of the structural features of colloidal solutions
based on water, ethylene glycol, and industrial oil containing
mixtures of nanosized particles have shown that noticeable changes
in the spectra of the studied colloidal solutions begin to be observed
at a modifier concentration of more than 3 wt%. - 5% wt. At given
concentrations of modifiers, carbon particles most likely interact
with each other to form an extended labile network structure, which
should lead to a significant change in the viscosity characteristics of
the modified liquids. It is shown that the introduction of
nanodispersed carbon particles leads to a change in the viscosity
characteristics of the liquids under study. Depending on the type of
modifier, concentration, it can lead to both a thixotropic effect in
the test fluid and an increase in viscosity values. Based on the data
obtained, it can be seen that the introduction of a lubricating
medium into the friction zone leads to a decrease in the values of
the friction coefficient by 30% - 40%. However, the introduction of
carbon-containing particles of various production nature into the
lubricant composition leads to a certain increase in the friction
coefficient, which is possibly due to the presence of a solid diamond
core for ultradispersed diamond-containing graphite, as well as the
presence of solid allotropic modifications of carbon for
nanodispersed carbon particles obtained by SHS synthesis. The
study was carried out with the financial support of the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research and the BRFFR within the
framework of research projects № 20-51-00001 and № T20P-352.
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Abstract: Information and communication technologies (ICT) are a set of equipment (devices, systems, etc.) and techniques with associated
software (software systems and software tools) that have been developed and used for more efficient communication, creation, distribution,
storage and management of information. The IDI (ICT Development Index) index is most often used to measure ICT resources, which is
defined as a composite index that combines 11 indicators (classified into 3 sub-indices: Access, Use and Skills). Data on values of IDI index
has been retrieved from Measuring the Information Society Report (MISR), which since 2008 has been publishing by International
Telecommunications Union (ITU). The IDI index for 2017 was determined for 176 countries of the world, with the first on the ranking list
was Iceland with IDI2017=8.98 and the last Eritrea with IDI2017=0.96. The mean value of IDI index for 2017 was Avg=5.11, standard
deviation was StD=2.22 and coefficient of variation was CoV=43.52. In this paper is given of analysis of IDI (ICT development index) for
measuring ICT resources in Georgia. The data were approximated using a 3rd degree polynomial regression model (PRM3) with a
correlation coefficient R=0.9964, determination coefficient R2=0.9928 and adjustment coefficient of determination is AdjR2=0.9885.
KEY WORDS: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT), INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (ICT), ICT
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Within the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), the areas of ICT are classified according to the
International Classification for Standards (ICS) in the group
of international standards 33 (Telecommunications: Audio
and video engineering) and 35 (Information technology). It
should also be noted that the field of information
technology (IT) (ICS = 35) has the highest number of
adopted international standards [5].
The development trend of ICT technologies is presented
in the papers [9-10, 14-15, 22].
ICT represents key technologies in a new manufacturing
philosophy called Industry 4.0 [5, 13, 25-26].

1. Introduction
Information and communication technologies (ICT) are
technologies (hardware and software or resources and
tools) that have been developed and used for more efficient
communication, creation, distribution, storage and
management of information. They represent a set of
equipment (devices, systems, etc.) and techniques with
associated software, which include complete computer and
communication
technologies
[4-5,
9,
11,
14,
16].Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
is an extensional term for Information Technology (IT),
which refers to all communication technologies and that
stresses the role of unified communications and the
integration of telecommunications (telephone lines and
wireless signals) and computers and information
processing. By these we mean computer and
communication devices and systems, such as: Internet,
wireless networks, cell phones, mobile phones, smart
phones, computers (super computers, mini computers,
personal computers, desktops and laptops computers,
tablets and etc.), robots, digital cameras, software,
middleware, video-conferencing, social networking, and
other media, applications and services enabling users to
access, retrieve, store, transmit and manipulate information
in a digital form.
In recent decades, there has been an astonishingly rapid
development of ICT technologies thanks to cheap micro
and nano electronics and micro and nano materials that
have enabled the spread of ICT technologies in almost all
spheres of society and in almost all aspects of everyday life.
ICTs are of fundamental importance to modern society,
enabling as much transfer of the most diverse amounts of
information as has ever been possible before in the history
of mankind. For seventy years of development, such
progress has been recorded as mechanical engineering,
architecture, construction and similar classical technical
disciplines have achieved during 2 to 3 centuries of
development [5].

2. ICT development index (IDI)
The ICT development index (IDI) is a composite index
that combines 11 indicators (classified into 3 sub-indices:
Access, Use and Skills) into one benchmark measure that
can be used to monitor and compare developments in
information and communication technology (ICT) between
countries and over time [1-3, 8, 12, 20-21]. The ICT
development index (IDI) ranks and compares the level of
ICT technologies use and access across the various
countries around the world. This makes it a valuable tool
for benchmarking the most important indicators for
measuring the information society. The IDI is a standard
tool that governments, operators, development agencies,
researchers and others can use to measure the digital divide
and compare ICT performance within and across countries.
The IDI index ranges from 0 (the country with the lowest
percentage of ICT technologies use) to 10 (the country with
the highest percentage of ICT technologies use).
The IDI index was formerly known as the Digital
Opportunity Index (DOI).
The IDI index was developed and published by ITU
(International Telecommunications Union) in 2008 in
response to requests from ITU Member States to develop
an overall ICT index, was first presented in the 2009
edition of the Measuring the Information Society Report
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used software package CoPRMTV and software system
MS-Excel.

3. Materials and methods

3. Results and discussion

Data on values of IDI index for Georgia has been
retrieved from Measuring the Information Society Report
(MISR) [12-13] for period 2007–2017 [17-20], with a
certain calculations from the part of the authors.
For the trend analysis, we used the following parameters:
Annual Growth (AG), Annual Growth Rate (AGR) and
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR), described in the
papers [6-7, 23-27].
For the calculation of descriptive statistics parameters and
determination of a polynomial regression model (PRM) we

In 2014 ITU released the latest rankings of the IDI index,
with Iceland (IDI=8.98) attaining the top spot, followed by
South Korea (IDI=8.85), next Switzerland (IDI=8.74) and
etc. (Fig. 1). The top 30 countries in the rankings include
most high-income countries where the quality of life is
higher than average, which includes countries from Europe
and other regions such as "Australia, Bahrain, Canada,
Japan, Macao (China), New Zealand, Singapore, and the
USA". Almost all of these countries have improved their
IDI rankings this year compared to 2016.
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(MISR) [17-20], and has been published annually since
then.
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Fig. 1. Graphic representation of the top 10 countries on the ranking list by IDI index for 2017
Fig. 2 shows the trend of the IDI index in the Georgia for
the period 2007-2017.
Fig. 3 shows the values of the compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) in the Georgia for the period 2008-2017.
The IDI index for Georgia has been growing steadily
during this period, and highest growth of CAGR rate was
by 12.71 in 2010 and 12.77 in 2011 (Table 1 and Fig. 3).
Georgia had a constant growth trend in the IDI index and
was always in the Q2 and Q3 quarters (Table 1).
Data about IDI index of Gergia for the period 2007-2017
can be approximated by a 3rd degree polynomial regression
model (PRM3) (Fig. 4):

On Table 1 are given data about IDI index of Gergia for
the period 2007-2017 [17-20], with calculation by the
authors for: position [%], quartile (Q) and compound
annual growth rate (CAGR).
Table 1: Data about ICT development index (IDI) of
Gergia for the period 2007-2017
Year Score
Rank Position [%]
Q CAGR [%]
2007 2.91
80/154
51.95
Q3
2008 2.96
85/154
55.19
Q3
1.72
2010 3.76
85/166
51.20
Q3
12.71
2011 4.24
73/157
46.50
Q2
12.77
2012 4.48
83/166
50.00
Q2
5.66
2013 4.86
78/166
46.99
Q2
8.48
2015 5.25
78/167
46.71
Q2
3.93
2016 5.59
73/176
41.48
Q2
6.48
2017 5.79
74/176
42.05
Q2
3.58

IDI=13748965.15-20517.02y+10.2054y2-0.00169y3
with a coefficient of correlation R=0.9964, coefficient of
determination R2=0.9928 and adjustment coefficient of
determination is AdjR2=0.9885.
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Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan.
The values of the IDI index, as well as the ranking in
world and the ranking in post-Soviet states (PSS) in 2017,
for PSS countries are shown in Table 2 and graphically in
Fig. 5.

Georgia with 14 other countries make up one of the 15
sovereign states, which were federal republics of the USSR,
now called the Post-Soviet States (PSS), also known as the
former Soviet Union (FSU). The commonwealth of
independent states (CIS) consists of 10 former Soviet
Republics that differ in their membership status. At present
the CIS unites: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,

ICT Development Index (IDI)

Table 2. Values for ICT development index (IDI) for post-Soviet states (PSS) in 2017
Country
Capital
Population
Score
Rank
Position Quarter Rank
city
(approx. in 2020)
in World
[%]
in PSS
Armenia
Yerevan
2.967.000
5.76
75/176
42.61
Q2
10/15
Azerbaijan
Baku
8.238.700
6.20
65/176
36.93
Q2
8/15
Belarus
Minsk
9.648.500
7.55
32/176
18.18
Q1
2/15
Estonia
Tallinn
1.299.400
8.14
17/176
9.66
Q1
1/15
Georgia
Tbilisi
4.615.800
5.79
74/176
42.05
Q2
9/15
Kazakhstan
Astana
15.399.400
6.79
52/176
29.55
Q2
6/15
Kyrgyzstan
Bishkek
5.431.700
4.37
109/176
61.93
Q3
13/15
Latvia
Riga
2.231.500
7.26
35/176
19.89
Q1
3/15
Lithuania
Vilnius
3.555.200
7.19
41/176
23.30
Q1
4/15
Moldova
Chişinău
4.320.700
6.45
59/176
33.52
Q2
7/15
Russia
Moscow
140.041.200
7.07
45/176
25.57
Q2
5/15
Tajikistan
Dushanbe
7.349.100
Turkmenistan Ashgabat
4.884.900
Ukraine
Kiev
45.700.400
5.62
79/176
44.89
Q2
11/15
Uzbekistan
Tashkent
27.606.000
4.90
95/176
53.98
Q3
12/15
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Fig. 1. Graphic representation of values for ICT development index (IDI) for
post-soviet countries in 2017
R=0.9964, coefficient of determination R2=0.9928 and
adjustment coefficient of determination is AdjR2=0.9885 .
From 15 post-soviet countries (PSS) in 2017, they take
the leading place: Estonia (IDI2017=8.14), Belarus
(IDI2017=7.55), Latvia (IDI2017=7.26) and etc.

5. Conclusion
The IDI index for 2017 is determined for 176 countries
of the world, according to the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU). The maximum value of
the IDI index for 2017 was max=8.98 (Iceland), minimum
value was min=0.96 (Eritrea), the mean value was
Avg=5.11, standard deviation was StD=2.22 and coefficient
of variation was CoV=43.52.
Data about IDI index of Gergia for the period 20072017 can be approximated by a 3rd degree polynomial
regression model (PRM3), with a coefficient of correlation
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